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INTRODUCTION.

During the greater part of the first nine centuries of our Era

the language commonly used in the Yalley of the Euphrates and the

neighbouring provinces was the dialect of Aramaic which we call

Syriac. The literary headquarters of the Syriac-speaking Church was

the city of Edessa (in Syriac Urhdi), which also had been the centre

from which Christianity spread in all that region. The beginnings of

Christianity at Edessa are lost in legend, but it is certain that the new

religion was well established there before the city was absorbed into

the Roman Empire during the reign of Caracalla (ad 216). The

political independence of the little state accounts for the early

translation of the Scriptures into the vernacular of the Euphrates

Valley.

About the year 420 AD the Gospel was extant in Syriac in three

forms, viz :
—

1. The present Syriac Vulgate, now called the Peshittd.

2. The Diatessaron of Tatian.

3. A translation of the Eour Gospels, called by the Syrians

Evangelidn da-Mepharreshe.

The Evangelidn da-MepharresM (ri'.a.T.^sn.i .^^cuiViJor^, i.e.

' Evangel of the Separated ones ') derives its name by contrast with

the Diatessaron, which is a Harmony containing the substance of our

Four Canonical Gospels arranged in one narrative. This Harmony,

besides the naturalised Greek name Diatessaron (,^_oiofl^*.i), was also

called Evangelidn da-Mehallete (r^l^4*.ik:i ^^^oA^ar^, i.e. 'Evangel of

the Mixed ones ').

The main object of the following pages is to trace the history of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, and to determine as far as possible its

relations to the Diatessaron and to the Peshitta.

B. II. 1



2 Introduction.

The PeshUtd (K-Ax^jjca K-Auaaso, i.e. 'The Simple Edition') does

not seem to have acquired this name earlier than the 9th century^

It is called Simple to distinguish it from the later versions of the Old

and New Testaments made by Paul of Telia and Thomas of Harkel,

both of which were provided with an apparatus of critical signs inserted

in the text. The name Peshitta is never used by Syriac writers to

distinguish the Syriac Vulgate either from the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe or from the Diatessaron, but the term is distinctive,

and it is sometimes convenient to continue its use. In the same way

we speak of the Latin Vulgate as opposed to pre-Hieronymian texts,

although the term Vulgata editio was originally used by the Council

of Trent to contrast S. Jerome's work with the new translations of

Erasmus, Beza, and others.

The Peshitta is the only version now used in the Church services.

It is so used by all branches of Syriac-speaking Christendom, whether

Nestorian, Monophysite, Maronite, or Ma] kite. This fact alone is

enough to prove that its general acceptance is older than the great

split between the Nestorians and Monophysites after the middle of the

5th century 2. In this version MSS of the Gospels are very numerous

and a few are themselves as ancient as the 5th century, but they

all represent the same type of text, the variations being considerably

less important than those exhibited by the better MSS of the Latin

Vulgate. There arfe several editions of the Peshitta New Testament,

none greatly differing from the editio princeps of Widmanstadius or

Widmanstetter (Vienna, 1555): a useful small edition was published

in 1880 at New York and subsequently reprinted. A critical edition

is now being prepared at the Clarendon Press by the Rev. G. H.
Gwilliam, B.D., who has collated for the purpose all the oldest codices :

of this edition, the volume containing the Gospels (called Tetra-

evangelium Sanctum) appeared in 1901.

The wide use of the Diatessaron in the early Syriac-speaking Church
is undoubted. This work (to quote Dr Wright) "certainly gained

1 PSshUtd is the pronunciation according to the 'Nestorian' System, which preserves the
older sound of the vowels, as in Talitha and Maranatha. The Monophysites and Maronites say
PMittu. The- word is a fern. adj. in the 'definite' state, agreeing with mappaktd, i.e. 'Edition,'

but Bar Hebraeus sometimes uses it by itself in the 'absolute' fem., hence the spelling PesMto.
The form Pesahito is merely an adaptation to German orthography.

2 The Nestorian School at Edessa was finally broken up in 489.
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great popularity in the early Syrian Church, and almost superseded

the Separate Gospels. Aphraates quoted it ; Ephraim wrote a com-

mentary on it ; the Doctrine of Addai (in its present shape a work' of

the latter half of the 4th century) transfers it to the apostolic times

;

Eabbula, bishop of Edessa (411-435), promulgated an order that 'the

priests and deacons should take care that in every church there should

be a copy of the Separate Gospels {Evangelion da-Mepharreshe), and
that it should be read' ; and Theodoret, bishop of Cyrrhus (423-457),

swept up more than two hundred copies of it in the churches of his

diocese, and introduced the four Gospels in their place : ra tcov Terrdpav

evayyekio-Tcov dvTeLo-rjyayov evayyeXta."^

The policy of Rabbula and Theodoret was only too successful. Not
a single copy of the Diatessaron has survived in anything approaching

its original form—that form, I mean, in which it was known to and

used by Aphraates and Ephraim. The discoveries of the last twenty

years have enabled us to determine with considerable accuracy the

order followed by Tatian, but it is only here and there (and generally

by way of inference rather than direct testimony) that we can re-

construct the actual text of the Diatessaron.

The chief sources of information about the Diatessaron now available

are :

—

(i) The Commentary of S. Ephraim.

This work is preserved in an Armenian translation, which has been

printed in vol. ii of S. Ephraim's Works (Venice, 1836). A Latin

translation of the Armenian was made by the Mechitarist Aucher and

edited in 1876 by G. Mosinger, but the passages quoted by Ephraim

from the Diatessaron are more accurately given in an English version

revised by Dr Armitage Robinson in Dr Hamlyn Hill's Earliest Life

of Christ, pp. 333-3772.

Some fragments of the original Syriac of S. Ephraim's book, which

moreover include a few important readings from the Diatessaron itself,

are imbedded in later Syriac writers, notably the commentators Ish6'-

dad the Nestorian {fl. 852) and Dionysius Bar Salibi the Monophysite

1 Wright's Syriac Literature, p. 9 : for further details, see Chapter 4 of this volume.

2 Repeated in Dr Hill's Dissertation on the Gospel Commentary of S. Ephraem, pp. 75-119.

The pages of Mdsinger's edition, by which the Commentary is always quoted, are to be found in

Dr Hill's margin.
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(t 1171). Neither of these somewhat voluminous compilations has as

yet been published, but most of the quotations from S. Ephraim have

been collected in Dr Rendel Harris's Fragments of the Commentary

of Ephrem Syrus on the Diatessaron (Cambridge, 1895).

(ii) The quotations from the Gos-pel in Aphraates.

The Homilies of Aphraates were written between the years 337

and 345. In his numerous Evangelical references and allusions he

never mentions either the Diatessaron or the evangelists by name, but

it is universally recognised that some at least of his quotations are

from the Diatessaron rather than from the Separated Gospels. This

is notably the case with the rapid survey of our Lord's ministry at the

end of Homily II (Wright's Aphraates, pp. 41-43).

(iii) The Arabic Diatessaron.

This is a careful translation of the Diatessaron from Syriac into

Arabic made by the Nestorian monk Ibn at-Tayyib (f 1043). It was

edited from two MSS by A. Ciasca of the Vatican Library in 1888. A
Latin translation was given by Ciasca, and an English one is to be

found in Dr Hamlyn Hill's Earliest Life of Christ, published in 1894.

Unfortunately the Syriac text of the Diatessaron from which the

Arabic was translated had been subjected to a revision which very

seriously lessens its worth for critical purposes.

In its original, or at any rate earlier, form the Syriac Diatessaron was

very closely akin in its renderings to the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

The causes which led to this textual resemblance are the subject of con-

troversy, but the fact is undisputed. Moreover the Evangelists were not

named in the text of the Harmony. But in Ciasca's Arabic the text

is conformed to the Peshitta, and evei-y clause is labelled ' Matthew,'

'Mark,' 'Luke,' or 'John.' In other words the Syriac Diatessaron from

which the Arabic version was made had been prepared by identifying

the Gospel passages out of which Tatian's Harmony had been con-

structed, and substituting clause by clause the corresponding passages

as given in the Peshitta-^.

The three documents above mentioned supply our main information

about the text of the ancient Syriac Diatessaron. The Peshitta, as has

1 The Latin Harmony prepared by Victor of Capua, preserved in the Godex Fiddensis, was
constructed in the same way out of what seems to have been a Latin text of Tatian's

Diatessaron.
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been already stated, is preserved in many ancient MSS; some as old

as the 5th century. The third form of the Gospel in Syriac, the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, is represented by the two ancient Mss

called C and S in the following chapters.

Besides these primary authorities we have to reckon with the

scattered quotations from the Gospel in the scanty remains of Syriac

literature before the second quarter of the 5th century. It is an

obviously delicate task to distinguish between quotations from the

Gospels and quotations from the Diatessaron, when (as often happens)

the wording of the Gospel and of the Diatessaron coincides, and it is

only in the case of the Acts of Thomas that we can be sure that the

writer is using the Separate Canonical Gospels. The quotations have

been collected in the present work, and are discussed in Chapter 3.

The main conclusions to which I have been led may be summarised

as follows :

—

(1) The Peshitta is a revision of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe,

undertaken mainly with the object of conforming the translation more

closely to the Greek text as read at Antioch early in the 5th century.

It was prepared by Rabbula, bishop of Edessa from 411-435 AD, and

published by his authority as a substitute for the Diatessaron.

(2) The Diatessaron is the earliest form of the Gospel in Syriac.

It was made originally in Greek, probably at Rome, by Tatian the

disciple of Justin Martyr, and translated into Syriac during Tatian's

lifetime, about 170 AD. As might be expected from a document

geographically Western in oiigin, the Gospel text of the Diatessaron

is very nearly akin to that of Codex Bezae (D) and the various forms

of the Old Latin version.

(3) The Evangelion da-Mepharreshe dates from about tbe year

200 AD. It was the earliest rendering of the Four separate Gospels

into Syriac, but the translator was familiar with the Diatessaron and

often adopted its phraseology. There is great probability that the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe was prepared under the auspices of

Serapion, the bishop of Antioch who is mentioned in the Ecclesiastical

History of Eusebius as having suppressed the apocryphal Gospel of

Peter, and there is some reason to identify the translator with Palut,

the third bishop of Edessa.
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(4) In text, the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, so far as it is a direct

translation from the Greek, reproduces for us the Greek text current in

Antioch at the end of the 2nd century, a text of great critical value

which is often very slenderly represented in extant Greek MSS. But

the use of the Diatessaron by the translator has often introduced

readings which really belong to the texts current in Western lands.

Moreover both S and C, our two MSS of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe,

contain readings which have been assimilated to the Diatessaron by

transcribers ; and further, C represents a text that has been partially

revised by later Greek mss.
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CHAPTER I.

DESCRIPTION OF THE MSS.

Codex C.

Codex Nitriensis Curetonianus, called in this book C, consists in

its present state of 82^ leaves in the British Museum, numbered Add.

14451, and of three leaves at Berlin, forming the fly-leaves of Orient.

Quart. 528. The British Museum leaves are described in Wright's

Catalogue, p. 73, No. cxix. The MS came from the great Library of

the Convent of S. Mary Deipara in the Natron Valley, west of Cairo.

Later history of C.

The preservation of C appears to be the result rather of a happy

accident than of reverence for antiquity. Eighty of the surviving

leaves reached England in 1842 as part of a volume of the Gospels

made up in the year 1222 ad from various mss of the same size ; the

other leaves of the volume were taken from copies of the Peshitta, and

the buider hardly seems to have been aware that the text of C was

different from the rest. The remaining leaves came to Europe as

fly-leaves to strengthen the bindings of other books. The leaves thus

used are fol. 53, containing Lk ii 48—iii 16 ; and the Berlin leaves,

containing Job vii 37—viii 19, Lk xv 22—xvi 12, xvii 1-23. Two

more detached leaves reached the British Museum in 1847 : fol. 52,

the half-leaf containing fragments of Job xiv ; and fol. 72, containing

Lk xiv 35—XV 21.

Of the earlier history of C we know very little. On the blank recto

of the first leaf is written in a hand of about the 10th century the

following note of its presentation to the Library of S. Mary Deipara :

—



8 Descriptio7i of the MSS.

r<'^r>.1ii r^i.»»A
I

oni;i.x..i rc'.»i_*.T ,^3Lxa^:i rcJlJen rel=>A\^ jcooouri" •:

rS'caW.T .Kl-V^-uia)?^.-! r!^i^.T»i-=>.1 |

.rdx* 1000.1 K'cnW A».li* A\-*_a.i

' ^co^o ^i^s. pcUxax-sa ca.sa.x. A.\^sai ocd
|

i<la.»jaio re'jsajji ».^Qo

,cDo'-i^o.=i jaOaxJO
|

jcnorjCVM rc'oajjii ocp K'AuJ.wO'i r<'.ien r^o\Si*Qo

rCAxcd^i ,cna»u»i ^^*>n rilsaa-isj
|
caLs r^jiL^ {sic) .encui-Siio

•:• ^.j.sore' ^.j-SoK' r^li-^.ifl.T
|
K'i.10.41 coi^.i

^i(».-i r-i-i^-M
I

A..^ vN-l-i.T.I rt'Av.s^x.rj Qoa.4» rf-xw rfcn^K'.t cni-s

:• ^j^arS'

" This book belonged to the monk Habibai, who presented it to the

holy monastery of the Church of the Deipara belonging to the Syrians

in the desert of Scete, that God, abounding in mercy and compassion,

for the sake of whose glorious Name he separated and gave this

spiritual treasure, might pardon his faults and forgive his shortcomings

and number him among His own elect in the day that His mercy

cometh to life, by the prayers of all the circle of the Saints. Amen,

amen !

"Son of the Living God, have pity in the hour of Thy judgement on

the sinner that wrote this. Amen !

"

Whether C was perfect when it was presented to the Nitrian

Library by the monk Habibai we do not know, but there are some

indications that it was in a tattered condition before the rebinding

in 1222 AD. The table of the quires given below shews a large

proportion of loose leaves, and some marks on foil. 75 v, 76 v, 77 r, shew

that fol. 72 was once lying loose between 76 and 77 , while at the same

time/o/. 79 was facing 75. The conjugates of foil. 77 and 79 are now
at Berlin : no doubt they were loose detached leaves when they were

used to strengthen the binding of the book in which they now rest.

After the rebinding in ad 1222 a few Church-lessons were marked

in the margin, and a misguided person corrected some of the pages

containing the Sermon on the Mount to the Peshitta text. But the

original reading can in all cases be made out^.

1 The only word which presents any difficulty is _=itei in Matt v 39, where Cureton failed to

decipher the original reading and edited -fC^z,.-^ (the Peshitta reading) between square brackets.

In Matt V 41 the word {73-n^ has been entirely retraced by this late corrector.
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Composition of Quires, &c.

The quires of Q were arranged in quinions or gatherings of five

conjugate pairs. These were originally 18 in number, but two of them
are now represented only by single detached leaves and six have

altogether perished. The original signatures seem to have been placed

at the beginning of each quire on the lower margin, but so near the

right-hand edge of the leaf that all have disappeared except that upon x 1

(now fol. 43 r), which is signed ^. The binder in ad 1222 signed the

beginnings and ends of the quires with Syriac letters, so that e.g. the

second quire has ^ on fol. 9 r and ^ again on fol. 18 v. The inner

leaves of Quire ii, now foil. 12-15, have been supplied by a late hand
from the Peshitta. They are hardly earlier than the rebinding. The
last leaf,yb/. 88, is of the same period as foil. 12-15.

Contents Headlines
[on verso only]

[Fly leaves]

Matt i 1— Title

—vi 21 . -laxjjiTi . ,^»\ Vj.O'^i^

.

Matt vi 21—

—viii 22 .ja\sn:\.

Fviii 23—

Original Quire
and Leaf
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Original Quire

and Leaf
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Original Quire
and Leaf
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Original Quire

and Leaf



Date of C. 13

colophon of codex S. There are no lectionary marks by any early hand
or any numeration of chapters, but the text is divided into sections,

a new line marking the beginning of each section. At present the text

is divided into short sentences by red points, but it vs^ill be shewn that

these were inserted by a later hand. The writing is a large and

beautiful Estrangela, the work of a practised scribe : the freedom with

which the curves of the letters are formed points to the early part of

the 5th century as the latest date that can be assigned to the writing.

The vellum also suggests an early date, as it is very smooth and

exceedingly white where not stained or otherwise damaged.

Each page contains two columns of writing, vertical lines for which

were ruled in the vellum with a fine point. As is often the case with

ancient Syriac Mss, horizontal lines were ruled only at the top and

bottom of the columns, and the number of lines in a column consequently

varies from 22 to 26. The usual number is 24 or 25. Each leaf is

about 1 If in. by 9 in. There are generally only three words to a line.

Headings and subscriptions to the Gospels are written in red ink, as is

also the first word of each Beatitude in S. Matthew. The sign < is

used in Matt viii 17 and Joh vi 32 to fill up the ends of lines

accidentally left blank ; in Lk iii 11 the sign o is used for this purpose.

The text of C suffered very little from subsequent correction

previous to the rebinding in 1222 AD. The words K'icu h\o\ in

Lk xxii 56 have been added above the line, perhaps by the original

scribe, and the word .la^ ' forsooth ' (which is only met with in ancient

Syriac writings) has been washed out in the three places where it

occurs, viz. Lk xvi 11, xx 17, xxii 70'. In Joh iv 35 __oAur<' (2°) and

in Lk ix 12 jcoaixs^.re' have been cancelled with small red dots. The

word jaaaixJ^K* is a mere slip in writing, but .^oAvirs' is apparently

correct and should have been left standing. The same, remark applies

to AoApf.i in Joh iv 32, which has been washed out though it. is read

in S and the Peshitta in accordance with all other authorities.

Several other words and lines have been washed out by the scribe

and then written over, owing to various ordinary accidents of tran-

scription, but neither in writing nor in correction is there the slightest

trace of the use of a second exemplar.

1 In all three instances 8 has the word.
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The Colometry of C.

The text of C is now divided into short sentences by a reddish-

brown point, which is placed about as often as a comma or larger stop

would come in an English book. At the end of paragraphs the same

hand has added larger and more ornamental stops, substituting for the

plain point or -o. of the original scribe figures such as o-o or 0°©.

Where the paragraph ends a line, so that no room for a stop is left, the

punctuator inserted 00 00 00 between the lines, though frequently

there was but little room for this, the original scribe having left no

space vacant between the lines except where he intended a paragraph

to end.

It is obviously difficult to fix the date of a scribe whose work is

confined to mere dots ; but a fortunate accident makes it clear that the

dots were inserted after the sheets were already sewn, and that the

hand was not that of the regular rubricator who wrote the occasional

headlines. For the dots are entirely absent from foil. 48 v, 49 r

(Job vi 30*'-53*). The only mark of punctuation visible when the

book is open at this place is a single point at the end of vi 51.

(.re'-sa.Liw.T ,coa-l.ij), where the paragraph ends. As soon as the leaf

is turned over the points begin again. Now this could hardly have

happened otherwise than through careless turning over of two leaves

at the same time : in other words, C was already a bound book when

the punctuator was at work. Moreover he must have written currente

calamo, with much the same haste as according to the common story

the New Testament was divided into verses ; we cannot imagine that he

would not have found out his mistake if he had been copying the punctu-

ation from another exemplar. Thus the colometry of the Curetonian

Syriac represents nothing more than the individual judgement of a

reader.

That this reader was not the rubricator of the MS appears from the

fact that yb^. 48 v is one of the pages which has -^mcu.-i- written in

red upon the upper margin as a headline. The colour also of the red

ink is different, that of the punctuation dots being sensibly browner

than the headlines.
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The recto of the detached half-leaf containing fragments from

Joh xiv is also without punctuation, but» it appears on the verso. The
same accident therefore of turning over two leaves together occurred

here as well as in Joh vi.

For some reason which I am quite unable to divine the punctuation

throughout the whole of the first chapter of S. Matthew has been

carefully washed out. The result may be clearly seen in the photograph

of C published in F. G. Kenyon's Our Bible and the Ancient MSS, facing

p. 155.

What punctuation Avas inserted in C by the first hand is very

difficult to determine, as most of the places where punctuation is

natural have been covered by the red dots. A small black dot was

generally placed at the end of paragraphs, e.g. at the end of Matt i 23,

vi 23, etc. ; in other places a slightly more elaborate stop was used,

e.g. -o- . cn.T.re'-ss Lk xiii 17 ; but often no room was left for any

stop at all, e.g. in Matt xxiii 14 r<'i.A\» comes quite to the end of the

line^. There is a dot by the first hand at the end of the short

interrogative sentence in Lk viii 45 (.A ^io ausa), but if we may
judge by the pages left untouched by the hand who inserted the red

dots, the original scribe of C hardly gave any punctuation at all. This

is very uncommon in Syriac MSS, but much the same state of things once

obtained in cod. B of Aphraates. Besides Lk viii 45, the only places I

have noted as having stops certainly by the original hand are .r<'Avajt-.t

Lk xiii 14 and ^^^oenAixs*. Lk xxiv 31 : both instances occur at the

ends of lines. On the other hand it is clear that no stop was intended

by the original scribe after ^^iiii^^Matt xv 38, after .^..K".! Matt xvi 15,

or after KlMLacvjcao Lk xxi 27.

In editing C I have inserted the dots of the punctuator, as they are

on the whole a satisfactory division of the text. But it must be

repeated that they have no claim to represent a traditional Old Syriac

colometry.

1 The oo oo oo is here inserted by the later punctuator between the lines.
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Cureton's Edition.

Codex C derives its name from Dr Cureton, who edited the text in

full in 1858. The title of his work is Remains of a very antient

Recension of the Four Gospels in Si/riac, hitherto unknown in Europe

;

discovered, edited, and translated by William Cureton, D.D., F.R.S....:

London, 1858. The three Berlin leaves form part of a MS bought in

Egypt by Dr Brugsch the Egyptologist : they were edited by Roediger

in the Monatsbericht der Koniglich Preussischen Akademie der

Wissenschaften zu Berlin for July, 1872, p. 557. A small edition of

100 copies was printed for private circulation to range with Cureton's

book by Dr W. Wright.

Cureton's edition gives the Syriac text of C with great fidelity.

His introduction contains much interesting and curious matter, then to

a great extent new and unfamiliar, but now almost entirely superseded

by the labours of two generations of Syriac scholars. Cureton's theory

that the text of S. Matthew's Gospel in C retained to a great extent

" the identical terms and expressions which the Apostle himself

employed "
(p. xciii) attracted a good deal of attention, but gained few

converts : it is sufficient refutation to point out that Edessene Syriac is

quite a different dialect from the Aramaic of Palestine. The same claim

had been advanced for the Peshitta by Widmanstadius in 1555 :

Ex quibus omnibus, he says, coniecturam non leuem capi posse arbitror,

et Mathmum Euangeliuin suum, & Paulum ad Hebrceos Epistolam

sermone Syro, Hebraici populi vulgari vsu trito, vt a ludeis passim

omnibus intelligerentur, scripsisse, eaque in Syrorum Ecclesijs iam vsque

a temporibus Apostolorum conseruata fuisse (Preface to the Ed. Princ.

of the Peshitta, fol. a******3).



WILLIAM CURETON, D.D., F.R.S.

Assistant-Keeper of MSS at the British Museum and Canon of Westminster,

b. 1808 ; d. 1864.
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Codex S.

Codex Palimpsestus Sinaitictjs is No. 30 among the Syriac mss in

the Convent of S. Catharine on Mount Sinai. A description is given in

Mrs Lewis's "Catalogue of the Syriac mss... on Mount Sinai" {Studia

Smaitica i), pp. 43-47.

Recent history of S.

The Syriac Library at the Convent on Mount Sinai was first explored

by Mr (now Dr) J. Rendel Harris and Mr Bliss in 1889, when Dr
Harris discovered the Syriac translation of the early Christian Apology
of Aristides. In 1892 the Convent was visited by Mrs Lewis and her

sister Mrs Gibson, of Cambridge, who saw S among the other volumes

of the Library. Struck by the antique appearance of the lower

writing of the palimpsest, which they knew from the still visible

headlines to be a ms of the Gospels, these ladies took photographs of

the whole volume. On their return to Cambridge a few of the more

legible pages were deciphered by the late Prof R. L. Bensly and the

present writer^. Early in 1893 the palimpsest itself was transcribed

at Sinai by Prof. Bensly, Dr Rendel Harris and myself; on the same

occasion some more photographs were taken by Mrs Lewis, who was

also of the party. Our transcript was published at Cambridge in 1894,

after Prof. Bensly's lamented death ^. Mrs Lewis visited Sinai again

in 1895, and transcribed some more passages with the help of a

reagent: these were published in 1896^. In 1897 Mrs Lewis went

1 It was not always an easy matter at first to discover from what part of the Gospels any

given page was taken, and when that was done it was not always a page where C was extant and

characteristically different from syr.vg. I remember that the first reading we made out where

the photograph clearly agreed with the Curetonian against the Peshitta was ,__od\n—ir.

(instead of ___eu3L=3jc^) at the end of Matt xxiii 23.

2 The Four Gospels in Syriac transcribed from the Binaitic Palimpsest by the late Robert L.

Bensly, M.A., and by J. Rendel Harris, M.A., and by F. Crawford Burkitt, M.A., with an

Introduction by Agnes Smith Lewis ; edited for the Syndics of the University Press, Cambridge,

1894. I quote this volume as "Syndic^ Edition.''

3 Some Pages of the Four Gospels re-transcnbedfrom the Sinaitic Palimpsest...hj Agnes Smith

Lewis; London, 1896. I quote this volume as "Some Pages."

B. II. 3
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for the fourth time to Sinai, bringing back- several corrections, which

she pubhshed in the Expositor for August, 1897, pp. 111-119, and

also a series of excellent photographs much clearer than any previously

taken. Complete sets have been presented by her to the Cambridge

University Library ; to Westminster College, Cambridge ; to the

University Library, Halle ; and to the Rylands' Library, Manchester.

Thus the editor of S has to take into consideration at least three

publications, and he should also consult the photographs. In printing

the text I have adopted the rule of silently following the latest

published reading ; when for any reason another reading is given, the

reader is expressly warned in the notes. This chiefly occurs where

I have succeeded in correcting the printed text from the photographs
;

in this way the text of S as now given difiers in over 250 places from

what has been hitherto published. The corrections are registered in

Appendix lli to the first volume of this work.

When and ivhere the upper ivriting was transcribed.

The upper writing of the Sinai Palimpsest is dated in the year of

the Greeks 1090, i.e. 778 ad {fol. 181 v). The determination of the

place where it was written is of interest to students of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe, as giving some indication of the home of S in the 8th

century.

In its present state the volume consists of 182 leaves of vellum,

including a leaf pasted into the cover ; the quires are quinions, except

the last, which has six pairs. These quires are numbered doubly, viz.

with Syriac letters running from right to left and with Georgian

signatures running the opposite way^. The Georgian signatures were

first observed by Mrs Gibson and should have afforded some clue to the

place of writing, for it is not everywhere that we come across traces

of Georgian communities in Syria.

The contents of the book are chiefly taken up with a collection of

twelve Lives of Female Saints. The scribe gives his name three times

rdjc^:t43 >i.»i ^jn.i rClxkZiM ^O^ (ybZ. 2v)

John the anchorite of Beth Mari the Saint.

1 Abridged from Mrs Lewis's description in Syndics' Edition, p. vi.
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^*i^» ^T^i>=n-l rtlXj.Tn ,^_ftia ,i»J ^xai pc^iTn.** ^cu {fol. 165v)

John the anchorite of Beth Mari Qanon the Saint of Ma'arrath
Mesren city.

^•i^sa Ai'is..=j3.i r^i..i ^^^a ,is3 AvLa.i rdjJo^^ojK' ^<v> {/oZ. 181 r)

t/o/w the stylite of Beth Mari Qanon, a monastery of Ma'arrath

Mesren city in the district of Antioch^.

The natural interpretation of these sentences is that the book was

written by a styhte monk called John in a certain monastery at

Ma'arrath Mesren {^j<j.o^ s^)> which is a small town in Lat. 36°N,

about equidistant from Antioch and Aleppo. This place is mentioned

in YdqiU iv 574 and in the various authorities for the history of the

Crusades, but I have entirely failed to discover any mention of the

scribe's monastery. It is curious that ,^_jMn does not appear in the

sentence quoted fromyb?. 2 v. The natural meaning of »__ain ,isa Au=j

is 'the House (i.e. Convent) of S. Qanon,' but we can hardly sup-

pose the scribe to have accidentally dropped the Saint's name in the

first lines of his preface, ti-ta therefore seems to be a proper name.

There is a village called Bet Merri near Beyrout, which also contained

a monastery.

But wherever our palimpsest was transcribed, it is certain that it

reached Mount Sinai not alone, but as part of a considerable library.

In the first place there is a likelihood that all the numerous Mss at

Sinai which are either in the Georgian language, or (like our palimpsest)

contain Georgian writing, came originally from the same collection.

Still clearer is the case with regard to cod.. 588 of the Arabic mss at

Sinai, a vellum book containing a Prophetologion in Arabic written

over various Syriac Apocrypha. One of these fragments appears to

have belonged to the same MS of the Transitus Mariae (Kotju.7j(rts

1 I am sure the last word but one is Sa2> 'district,' not _=a=ia:i 'star' (as read by Mrs

Lewis in Studia Sinaitica ix, p. xxiv, at the suggestion of Dr Nestle). The word occurs at the

end of a line, and there is a small gap between the o and the n which I think was left blank by

the scribe, o being a letter which cannot be prolonged, noa is derived from the Greek and so

can be used in the absolute state, e.g. i<Jei=>TJ^n naa. Lk iii 1 (S* C ; but i<L=.oj\i^n

is grammatically improbable.
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M.ap[a<;) as was also used for this palimpsest by John of Ma'arrath

Mesreu. "This identification rests (l) on the similarity of the vellum,

(2) on the probable agreement in size, the leaves of the Syriac

Apocryphal text used by John the Recluse having been slightly cut at

the edges in order to harmonize with the rest of the volume, (3) on the

character of the script, and (4) on the coincidence of the contents^."

Furthermore this same cod. 588 is a double palimpsest, four leaves of

the Syriac Apocrypha being written over fragments of the Third Book

of Kings in the Palestinian Syriac dialect 2- This brings the book

written by John of Ma'arrath MesrSn into connexion with the ancient

Palestinian Syriac fragments at Sinai and St Petersburg, which also are

in some instances covered with Georgian writing.

It may be permitted, in the absence of certain information, to

conjecture the fate of this Library of MSS in Edessene and Palestinian

Syriac, in Georgian and in Arabic, to which our palimpsest once

belonged. The town and district of Ma'arrath Mesren was a portion of

the Latin Principality of Antioch granted by Alexius to Bohemund
about 1100 AD 2. But in granting the temporal dominion to the foreign

Crusader the Emperor expressly reserved the appointment of the

Patriarch of Antioch, who w^as to be chosen from the Constantinopolitan

clergy. This meant the predominance of ' Melkite ' influence throughout

the Principality ; the Monophysite Patriarch had already left Antioch

to take refuge in a Mohammedan land, and we may assume that the

monks of Ma'arrath Mesren were not long in making their submission

to Constantinople and Chalcedon. But the one fact which comes

out from historical sources about Ma'arrath Mesren is that it was

continually exposed to the chances of war ; it was often raided, often

retaken, and must have become more and more unsuitable as a

resting place for stylites and anchorites. In the same way therefore

as Monophysite monks took refuge in the Natron Valley we may
suppose that the monks of Ma'arrath Mesren migrated to the great

Orthodox sanctuary of Sinai, bringing their books with them. At
least there is nothing improbable in the conjecture.

1 syndics' Edition, p. xvii. The identification is due to Dr Rendel Harris.

2 Discovered by my friend Mr J. F. Stenning, and edited by him in Aneadota Oxoniensia, 1896.
2 Alexiad xiii 12.
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The original MSS.

John of Ma'arrath Mesren wrote his book of Saints' Lives on portions

of five older MSS. These are

1. 142 leaves of the MS of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, here

called S.

2. 4 leaves, containing fragments of the Gospel of S. John, in fine

square Greek uncials of the 4th or 5th century.

3. 20 leaves, containing fragments of the Acta Thomae in a Syriac

hand of the 5th century.

4. 4 leaves, containing fragments of the Transitus Mariae (Koi/at^o-is

Ma/jt'as), in a Syriac hand of the 5th or 6th century.

5. 12 leaves, containing fragments of Homilies in fine sloping Greek

uncials of the 6th century or earlier.

Nos. 4 and 5 were taken from mss much larger than the others, and

each leaf has been seriously cut to make it fit, but the leaves of S were

very little trimmed when they were written over.

All the leaves not taken from S were arranged by John of Ma'arrath

Mesren in the last four quires of his book, so that we may regard them

as a makeshift, resorted to when the supply from S was exhausted.

The whole of >S is preserved except 22 leaves, and these 22 include the

blank fly-leaves originally placed at the beginning and end of the

volume. These leaves and their conjugates are generally the first to go

in neglected codices, so that their absence in this instance is not

surprising. Probably therefore S was taken to pieces for the express

purpose of supplying vellum for the existing palimpsest, and consequently

we learn that the 22 leaves were already missing in 778 ad—a small

number for so ancient a MS. The 12 leaves from the MS of Greek

Homilies occupy the final quire, while the other miscellaneous leaves

were used to make up the 15th, 16th and 17th quires.

Portions of two leaves of the Greek Gospel fragments have been

made out, which formed the outside pages of a quire containing

Joh vii 6—ix 23. The text is given in Studia Sinaitica ix, pp. 45, 46.

In the same volume, pp. 23-4:4:, the present writer has edited eight of

the more legible pages of the fragments of the Acts of Thomas. These

fragments are at least four hundred years older than any other known
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text of the Acts of Thomas, and in view of the importance of the Acts

for the criticism of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe itself I add here a

complete Table of the three quires of the palimpsest in which the

fragments occur.

Quires xv—xvii of the Sinai Palimpsest

{Studia Sinaitica ix, p. 25)

Quire
and Leaf

XV 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

XVI 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10

XVII 1

2

3

4

5

9

10

Photographs

281, 282

283, 284

285, 286

287, 288

289, 290

291, 292

293, 294

295, 296

297, 298

299, 300

301, 302

303, 304

305, 306

307, 308

309, 310

311, 312

313, 314

315, 316

317, 318

319, 320

321, 322

323, 324

325, 326

327, 328

329, 330

331, 332

333, 334

335,. 336

337, 338

339, 340

Pages of Wright's
Contents Apocryphal Acts

(Syriao Text)

Acts of Thomas 299^—301^

Greek Gospel (Joh vii 6

—

)

Syriac Gospel (Mk xiv 64—xv 19)

Greek Gospel

Acts of Thomas 317*—319^

Acts of Thomas 315'—317^

Greek Gospel

Syriac Gospel (Mk xii 19-42)

Greek Gospel (Joh —ix 23)

Acts of Thomas

Transitus Mariae

Acts of Thomas
Acts of Thomas

Acts of Thomas

2'ransitus Mariae

Transitus Mariae

Acts of Thomas

Acts of Thomas

Acts of Thomas

Transitus Mariae

30P»—303>=

321—323
185^—187

305—307

295«—297^

198™—202" (sic)

31P—313'

Acts

Acts

Acts

Acts

Acts

Acts

Acts

Acts

Acts

Acts

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

of Thomas

209-
297'-

309'-

253"-

319"-

313=-

237-
323-
303"^-

21115-

211''

-31P
-255''

-321

-315^

239"

325

-305

-213

XVIII 1-12 341-364 Greek Homilies {still unidentified)
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We come at last to S itself, the ms of the Evangelion da-Mephar-

reshe. In its original form S was a vellum codex consisting of 166

leaves, on which were written the Four Gospels in the usual order

Matt Mk Lk Joh. The following Table shews the original arrangement,

together with the numeration of Mrs Lewis's photographs \ which

follows the paging of the MS as it now is.

The original composition of S.

neient Quire
and Leaf
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Ancient Quire

and Leaf
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noient Quire
and Leaf
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Ancient Quire

and Leaf

XII H

10

Description of the MSS.

Photographs

Contents (and pp. of ms)

Luke XX 21—44 58, 57

XX 44—xxi 23 241, 242

xxi 23—xxii 8 169, 170

xxii 8-34 174, 173

xxii 34—59 78, 77

xxii 59—xxiii 14 64, 63

xxiii 14-38 168, 167

xxiii 38—xxiv 5 171, 172

xxiv 5-26 ,
259, 260

xxiv 26— fin. 44, 43

XIII 1

2

3

4

r.

10 [,]

John [i 1—26]

i 25—47

[i 47—ii 15]

ii 16—iii 11

iii 11—31

iii 31—iv 15

iv 15—37

[iv 38—V 6]

v6—25

[v 25—46]

missing

203, 204

missing

280, 279

185, 186

195, 196

262,- 261

missing

217, 218

missing

XIV 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

[']
John V 46—vi 19

vi 20—44
vi 44—69
vi 69—vii 21

vii 21—39
vii 39—viii 21

viii 21—41

viii 41—ix 1

ix 1—21

ix 21—X 1

124, 123

245, 246

249, 250

247, 248

32, 31

30, 29

253, 254

251, 252

255, 256

138, 137

XV 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

John X 1—23
X 23—xi 5

xi 5—31
xi 31—48

xi 48—xii 7

xii 7—28
xii 28—49

xii 49—xiii 18

145, 146

209, 210

107, 108

121, 122

139, 140

113, 114

211, 212

155, 156
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Ancient Quire
and Leaf
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In the Table I have indicated all the places where signatures ought

to occur, adding square brackets where the letter is not actually visible

in the photograph.

In general appearance S is not unlike C. There is no title at all

prefixed to S. Matthew : at least no reagent used has brought up even

the faintest indication of a letter ^ The writing begins on a verso, and

the recto of that leaf (Photograph 163) was absolutely blank. At the

end of S. John there is a colophon written by the original scribe,

followed by a note in another almost contemporary hand, now unfortu-

nately illegible : these will be discussed later in connexion with the

heading to S. Matthew in C. There are no lectionary marks in S nor

any numeration of chapters, but as in C the text is divided into

sections, each section beginning with a new line. In many places the

original hand has marked the end of sentences and even single clauses

with a small point, but it is evident that this punctuation was somewhat

irregular, even when due allowance is made for the loss of detached dots

under the upper writing of the palimpsest. The writing is a very

beautiful Estrangela, even more rapidly formed than that of C: it

cannot be later than the beginning of the 5th century and is not

inconsistent with an earlier date still. The vellum is now somewhat

crinkled and in places rather brittle, partly owing to the washing

process undergone in preparing the leaves to receive the later writing,

partly owing to assiduous thumbing by readers of the lives of Female

Saints. The washing process must have made the detached sheets of

vellum quite limp, as in six instances (vi 1, 8 ; vii 2, 9 ; viii 4, 7 ;

XI 2, 9 ; XIV 1, 10 ; xvi 3, 6) the conjugate leaves are now folded the re-

verse way. On one or two pages the surface has a tendency to scale off ^.

Each page contains two columns of writing, vertical lines for which

were ruled with a stylus ; the sharp point has often made a round dot

at the end of these vertical lines, giving the appearance of punctua-

tion at the beginning or end of the first and last lines of the columns^.

' We should have expected at least ^__evA^^o^ for a headline, since ^ausj'n occurs as the

headline to the following verso (Photograph 112). See below, p. 33.

2 I cannot agree with Dr Harris's opinion {Syndic^ Edition, p. xxxv) that some pages have

been scraped with a knife. But however this may be, it should be clearly stated that there is no

evidence at all that S has been intentionally defaced in particular places for dogmatic reasons.

'' E.g. Matt i 1 (^<^i\^-) and Mk vii 30 (-TOW^Jc-r^). In each case the dot should be

omitted.
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Codex S, fol 90v, as now hound (Lk xix 32—45).
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^annot be sure whether horizontal hnes were ruled to join the ends
tile vertical lines, but certainly no other horizontal lines were ruled,

consequently the number of lines in a column varies even more than
m C-__fj.Qjj^ 29 in S. Matthew to 21 in S. John. I think that the

oie MS is the work of one scribe, but the writing gradually became
g^r and the lines in a column fewer as the work progressed. The

eaves now measure 8| in. by 6^ in. There are generally only three
oras to a line, though in the earlier parts of the MS four words a line

^ in the later parts two words a line are not uncommon. The
subscriptions to the Gospels and the colophon are in red. The headlines
consist ol .^^cui^Qrc' on the verso and ,h\sa^ (or the corresponding
name) on the recto ; it seems to have been intended to insert them on
every page, but in many instances they are no' longer legible^. The
sign '^ is placed in Lk xii 18, xxi 15, xxiv 4, to fill up blank spaces
at the end of lines where no pause was intended, but in Matt ix 25
and Joh xiv 31 a horizontal stroke is used for the purpose.

ihe very few corrections visible in S seem all to have been made by
the original scribe and arise from the ordinary accidents of transcription,

not from the use of a second exemplar. Words accidentally repeated or

inserted are deleted by means of dots in Mk vi 18, Lk xiv 12;

Joh iii 8 and x 13. In Lk xxi 24 ril=jicu>a, the dot indicates that the

word should be reLa'Uj:^. Words and letters accidentally dropped are

inserted by the original scribe between the lines in Matt v 48 relAA.*r<,

Lk xii 43 K'AxKli, Joh xiii 16 rdJt.saK', and two steps in the Genealogy

Lk iii 33; also Mk xii 1 r^i\^i.:»j, Lk xvii 23 ^^'VjiAi. If I have

rightly conjectured, the word r<l\-r»3 was inserted in this way between

Lk ix 17 and 18. A few letters have here and there been corrected by

the first hand : instances occur Matt ix 20, xx 23, Mk iii 14.

The only orthographical signs found in S, with the exception of

OK' (sic) in Mk xv 29, are the seydme marks for the plural. These seem

hardly ever to have been dropped, though now the dots are often

illegible. In addition to their regular use over nouns they are used for

the numerals and for the present participle, especially ^xsir^; sometimes

they occur where they are not wanted, e.g. .^oHsarCla Lk viii 56, and

1 At the head of xi 1 r (Photograph 103) ^^aA^OTi^ is written, apparently by mistake.
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even Aat<'"ifla*K'.'i Mk xv 32. The other dots usually found in Syriac MSS

are absent, even the point which distinguishes the fem. sufBx -dh from

the masc. suffix -eh: e.g. in *S' both leh 'to him' and Idh 'to her' are

written ooi. In this S differs from C, which has the dot for the fem.

suffix and sometimes also to distinguish ocb hau ('that') from oco hil

('he')^ Neither in S nor C is there any sign to distinguish the

various parts of the verb which are written with the same consonants.

Titles, Subscriptions and Colophons in C and S.

The end of S. Mark with the beginning of the following Gospel is

preserved both in C and ;S. We there read

C S

i^.^cui^iori' . poll. ^^OxL^jJOpC poJuL.

•^ Qocv.n'vsa.i --^ .oocuii^a.l

0.0-0-0'0'0'0*0'0* 'O.O'O.O'O'O'O'O'O'

Endeth Evangel Endeth Evangel

of Mark. of Mark.

'O'O-O.O-O'O'O'O'O- '0.0*0*0*0.0>0*0*0.

Evangel of John. Evangel of Luke.

Similarly, at the end of S. Luke S has (at the bottom of a column)

I

^lAja...! ^^^a.Ai.^-ioK'
I

rsr.i3cv.i.i
|

,__cu,\.^or<' ;)alx,

Endeth Evangel
| of Luke.

\
Evangel of John.

\

The beginning of S. John's Gospel no doubt stood at the head of the

next left-hand column, but the leaf which contained it is unfortunately

missing.

These simple colophons, found both in C and in 8, differ from those

in the codices of the Peshitta, which contain the peculiar phrase

The Evangel, the preaching of \Luke?\.

' E.g. Matt V 12 C, Lk XV 4 C. The point for the fem. suffix -Ah is sometimes missed

even in C, e.g. (TJ^raiiaAo TO^^inii-iA Lk xv 9.
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This is not mere verbiage, but an attempt to render the Greek

preposition Kara. The Evangelion da-MepharreshS had been content

to render EvayyeXLov /cara AovkcLv by Evangel OP Liihe, but the Peshitta

wishes to emphasize the fact that it is not the ' Gospel of Luke ' but the

' Gospel according to Luke.' Besides this, most codices of the Peshitta

prefix ' Holy ' to ' Gospel ' and add the reputed places where the several

Gospels were composed, after the manner of many Greek minuscules^.

The end of C is not preserved, but we I'ead in iS at the end of

S. John

.Ta^k.c\ tXjo
I

^^.tasLQ r<''io.i Ao^
|

k'^jc^.to ooua'iAo
|

oamT^aAo

j>cnoorij-M^ coA ,pcv.a.zj
|

tcnA^auHs r<'cnlr<'
{

.riivi^.i r^-xj^u a^.
{
rdX-^

Endeth the Evangelion da-Mefiharreshe, Four Volumes^. Glory to

God and to His Messiah and to His holy Spirit. Every one that

readeth and heareth and keepeth and doeth it pray for the sinner that

wrote ; God in His compassion forgive him his sins in both ivorlds.

Amen and Amen.

This colophon is noteworthy for two reasons. In the first place it

distinctly describes ;S' as a copy of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, the

Evangel of (or, ' according to ') the Separated, i.e. the Gospels divided

into the four volumes of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and not

mixed together as in the Diatessaron. The importance of this will be

especially felt when we come to emend the not fully preserved title in C.

But the way the Three Persons of the Trinity are mentioned is even

more remarkable. It is not exactly unorthodox, for the co-ordination of

the Three Persons by a simple and was the watchword of orthodoxy *,

but it is unusual to find the Holy Spirit treated as feminine in these

1 Matt is said to have been written in Hebrew in Palestine ; Mk in Latin at Rome ; Lk in

Greek at Alexandria; John in Greek at Ephesus: see Gwilliam's Tetraeuangelium, pp. 194, 314,

478, 604.

2 The scribe apparently wrote jOJoojcOSjU, by a slip of the pen.

3 That we should read sefrtn 'volumes,' and not silfrin 'scribes,' is clear from the colophons

to the Theophania in Lee's MS (B.M. Add. 12150, dated 411 ad). Thus at the end of the

Thiophania we find c«i=30DOr^'n ^TS^oo r^iscim) -raavSiirA "tAjc, i.e. Endeth writing the Five

Volumes of Eusehius.

* Compare Gibbon ii 382.
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ascriptions of praise. The S. Petersburg Codex of Eusebius's Ecclesias-

tical History, dated ad 462, has (ed. Wright and McLean, p. 412)

:

.jiin^o jji33*i '-"\^ -TiN^N *Cx--:iaa'H xi^otAo *^T.=i^o *C=i^'^-\ T^u~»o3e-

Glory he to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit for

ever and ever, Amen and Amen.

Blessed he God and His Messiah, who strengthened his servant the

wretched sinner Isaac ^

But not one of Mr Gwilliam's Peshitta Mss has anything like the

doxology in S. Nevertheless I think we should do the scribe a wrong

if we looked for the explanation of his language in any of the Greek

heresies of the 4th century. It is rather an example of the conservatism

of Syriac-speaking Christianity in its earlier stages. We may compare

it with the great Creed of Aphraates {On Faith § 19), where he speaks

of belief in "God, the Lord of all,...Who sent of His Spirit in the

Prophets, and then sent His Messiah into the world. " In this Creed, as

in the colophon of S, we find the sacred names spoken of as ' God ' and
' His Spirit ' and ' His Messiah,' instead of ' the Father,' ' the Son,' and
' the Holy Spirit.' But it is easy to see how such language would give

offence after the epoch of Arian controversy. The unconventional terms

in which the doxology of S is couched can hardly be used to prove the

formal heresy of the scribe, but they certainly suggest that the MS was

written before the Christological disputes had greatly troubled the

Syriac-speaking Church. In other words S is earlier than the 5th

century.

It is a singular fact that there seems to be no title in S to

S. Matthew. The first two leaves are now missing, but they were
probably intended as guards and left blank, as is usual in handsome mss.

The Gospel of S. Matthew begins on the verso of the third leaf, the

recto of that leaf being entirely blank 2. The recto of the next leaf has

>iu99.i as a headline, so we should expect at least ..^oA^ore' as a

headline on the preceding verso, but as a matter of fact nothing can be

seen there and no re-agent has brought up any sign of a title. C, on

^ It is possible, of course, that this is a piece of intentional Nestorianism, and that the scribe

Isaac really meant to distinguish between the Eternal Son and God's Messiah.
'' Of course this leaf, which is numbered /oZ. 82 of the present ms, is now covered on both sides

by the later writing.
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the other hand, has a title. It is unfortunately mutilated by two small

holes, and before the term Evangelion da-Mepharreshe had been well

established as the native name of the 'Old Syriac' version some

controversy had been raised as to the reading of the words and their

interpretation.

The title in C, as now preserved, is

' i!!^SCt^^C^'^^^A'^ ' ^>^.^L^:^^ -^
The writing is in vermilion ink which has turned silver through

damp. There is no room for a complete letter between the second and

third word, but as the first and the second are separated by a dot, it is

almost certain that a dot stood also in the gap between the second and

third. The dots over the middle of the first and third words are merely

placed there for ornament, but the dot over the sa in the second word

is unsymmetrical. It is therefore not placed for ornament but for use :

we must therefore suppose that it is part of the plural sign {seydme).

It is one of the peculiarities of the scribe of C that he frequently avoids

making the seydme dots coalesce with the dot on a i, i.e. he was as

likely to have written rilr.'iA.sa.T as the more regular form ri'.x.'iasa.i ^.

I have therefore no hesitation in restoring the title thus ;

Evangelion . da-Mepharreslu' . Mattheiv.

The construction is the same as in the colophon of S, where we

read " Ev. da-Mepharreshe, Four Boohs" not " according to the Four."

Before it had been clearly made out that Evangelion da-Mepliarreshe

was the name given by Syriac-speaking Christians to the Four Gospels

as distinguished from the Diatessaron, it was supposed that ri'.r.ia.sa.i

in the title to C had some special reference to S. Matthew or to the

Gospel of Matthew. But although the construction given above is

certainly somewhat harsh there can be little doubt that it is correct,

now that the Sinai Palimpsest definitely speaks of all four Gospels

under the name of r<JL^&sn^ __a*\.^ior<'.

i

1 E.g. in Matt iii 5 C writes ^flScu -.'i-aii'n

B. II. 5
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Note on the line and j}aragra2ih divisions in C and S.

On pp. XX, xxi of the Syndics' Edition a theory of the line and paragraph divisions in

C and S is briefly indicated by Mrs Lewis and Dr Rendel Harris, which, if well gronnded,

would have an important bearing on the history of the Gospel text in Syriac. I was

unconvinced of the truth of the theory at the time, and subsequent investigations do not

seem to bear it out : I will therefore very shortly put down the reasons why I consider

the line-divisions of Syriac mss have no significance whatever, and why it is extremely

hnprobable that any system of stichometry should have had a Syriac origin.

Mrs Lewis says (p. xx), "With regard to the punctuation, it is important to observe

(with Mr Harris) that the division into paragraphs in our text and in the Cureton MS is

often identical. Not only so, but in many places there is a line for line agreement."

Twenty passages are. then given in illustration. Mrs Lewis goes on to say (p. xxi) :

" Mr Harris says that the paragraphs are divided into short sentences by stops, which,

where they can be traced in the palimpsest writing, agree frequently with the red stops

in the Cureton ms. This shows us that the linear and colometric arrangement of the MS

from which they were both taken, may be of very high antiquity."

Here there are three distinct theories indicated. S and C are said to shew a close

resemblance in their division of the text (1) into Paragraphs, (2) into Lines, (3) into

Sentences or Clauses. Let us take these three theories in the reverse order.

First, as to the Sentences or Clauses. It was assumed by Dr Rendel Harris that the

red dots in were by the first hand, or that they were at least part of the original

contents of that ms. But it has been already shewn that this is not the case and that

the dots were added after C was a bound volume, perhaps many years after the codex

had been written. Moreover these red dots occur very frequentl)', almost at every place

where an English comma or higher stop would be set. It was therefore inevitable that

their position should frequently agree with the points found in (S', or indeed in any other

MS punctuated on a rational system. But they do not so frequently agree in anomalous

punctuations ; and imperfectly as the punctuation of S is preserved, there are not wanting

instances where S has a point though there is none in C. Yox instance, in Matt ii 9 S
has a point after T<^nirc3, but there is none in C. In Matt ii 13 /8' has "the angel

of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream, and said to him Arise," but in C there is no

stop after " dream " and in compensation there is a stop after " said to him." Similarly

in Matt ii 15 >S^has "spoken...by the mouth of Isaiah the prophet, who had said From
Egypt I have called my son," while G has "said...through the prophet who had said.

From Egypt I have called my son'." Other instances may be found in Lk viii 53
.^rooX^ 8, Lk ix 32 .f7jirii^:i B, Lk ix 61 —Tcm S, Lk xii 48 ^.yn . ^i»^ 8. In all these

places there is no stop in G coiTesponding to that in 8. Yet on the whole there can be

little doubt that the existing punctuation in G is much fuller and more regular than that

of 8. I conclude therefore that they are practically independent.

^ In Syriac
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There are however a few cases where 8 and G agree in an interesting punctuation,

notably in having a stop after -Ki^o, at the end of Joh vii 37. In this they differ from

the earlier Latin tradition, represented by the Epistle of the Churches of Vienne and

Lyons, by Codex Bezae, by Cod. Palatinus {e) and by the Speculum p. (700). According

to this Latin interpretation, the first words of Joh vii 38 qui credit in me go with bibat

at the end of the preceding verse, and the ' living waters ' flow not from the believer but

from Christ Himself The fact that ;S' and G have a stop at the end of ver. 37 shews

that the Old Syriac Version rendered the verse as it is rendered in the English Bible and

by the great majority of interpreters^ ancient and modern. The agreement of S and G
in so widespread an interpretation proves very little as to the origin of their punctuation.

As to the second point, the alleged agreement of 8 and G in their division into lines,

it might seem sufficient to call to mind the great textual differences between these two

MSS. 8 and G differ on matters of such fundamental importance, that it is difficult to

believe that there can be any significance in their occasional agreement in the division of

the text into lines. But the matter does not rest upon general probabilities. We have

to consider the nature of Syriac script and its important differences from Greek script.

Greek mss of the 4th and 5th centuries were written with no spaces between the words,

and no scruple was felt about dividing the words at the end of a line. Thus the number

of words in a line varied greatly, but the number of syllables was approximately constant,

e.g. cod. X averages about six syllables in a line, cod. B about seven or eight. In a

pair of such mss it would be exceedingly improbable that the lines should coincide. There

are so many ways of lawfully dividing most Greek words that marked examples of

coincidence for several lines together could not be regarded as the result of a mere

accident. But Syriac writing is quite different. The words are separated by spaces, as

in modern English, and they are never divided at the end of a line. Consequently the

average number of syllables in a short Syriac line varies very greatly, but the average

number of words is constant. Now >S' and C, like all other known early Syriac mss, are

\vritteQ in short lines, with only three words on the average to a line. Whenever there-

fore they start level, as at the beginning of a paragraph, there is every probability that

they will go on agreeing line for line, unless an actual variation in text occurs, such as

the omission of one or two words. For example, to take the first passage on Mrs Lewis's

list, it is true that both *S' and Cgive Matt v 3 thus :

—

But how otherwise should the lines be divided ? If the scribe did not end the first line

at rii-kMixA he would have to get „_orauoia into the space. And indeed, as if to shew

that this line-division in Syriac mss is a matter of absolute indifference, we find the very

same division of this verse in such codices of the Peshitta as B.M. Add. 17117, although

naturally B.M. Add. 17117 reads ojo-t= instead pf .^oiuo-ta. Moreover, when once

the line-agreement of 8 and G is disturbed, it remains disturbed, e.g. in Matt v 10 we

have
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S

The fact that S and G often take exactly the same number of lines to get through

three or four verses is thus merely another way of stating that the lines in each MS are

of much the same breadth, but the nature of Syriac script robs this circumstance of the

significance which it might have had in a pair of Greek mss. I have therefore not

thought it worth while in this edition to keep any record of the line-divisions either of S
or of G.

Had the occasional agreement of S and G in their division of the text into lines

possessed the significance suggested by Mrs Lewis, we should have been compelled to

regard S and G as direct descendants of the same exemplar. Besides this, it would have

been reasonable to assume that these agreements were intentional and that they had

something to do with an early system of Syriac stichometry. Dr Harris had found at

Sinai a 9tli cent, ms of miscellaneous contents which contained among other reckonings

an enumeration of the number of ^«i:33iv.a^.s. ia the Four Gospels. Now there are two

systems of reckoning found in various Greek mss of the Gospel ; we have enumerations

sometimes of the o-tcxoi, sometimes of the pyfiara, sometimes of both. A a-Ti-)(o% is a line

of a given length, or rather of a given average number of syllables, e.g. a half-hexameter.

If therefore the number of o-ti^oi in a work is known, and the number of lines in a column

lie constant, it is easy by counting the number of columns at once to ascertain whether a

MS is approximately complete. In fact, the use of the numeration of <ttlxoi- (Lat. uersus)

is to guard the buyers of books against fraud. The meaning of prj/xaTa in enumerations

is not so clear. The word r^iiiiiv*^ may stand either for crTt'xos or pij/u-a, and Dr Harris

brought forward a theory, which found many supporters, that in the case before us

"•^^^^iv*^ was a translation of (nixoi, and pri/j-ara a retranslation of t'iiniijhs^. In other

words, the Greek enumeration of o-rixoi had been adapted to the Syriac version and the

numbers so transformed had been retranslated into Greek under the name of prjixara.

An additional confirmation of the theory seemed to come from the presence of certain

readings which agreed with the Old Syriac in the ' Ferrar group ' of Greek mss, and the

' Ferrar group ' were among the mss that contained the reckoning of p-qp.aTa}.

Attractive as this theory appears at first sight, it breaks down under close examin-

ation from the Syriac side. If the pj/'/xara system had a Syriac origin it must obviously

have been a system intended for the ' Old Syriac,' i.e. the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

The coincidences noted by Dr Harris between the Ferrar group and Syriac readings were

with readings ,of the Ecangelion da,-Mepliarreshe or of Tatian's Diatessaron, not of the

Peshitta. But the Syriac mss which contain the '•iiniv.ava. are all of them late—the

earliest witness is not anterior to the 9th century—and in at least two cases these lists

contain figures for the full Greek Canon of the seven Catholic Epistles, a circumstance

1 J. R. Harris, On the origin of the Ferrar Groiop (1893), pp. 9, 17 ft'.
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which suggests a Greek origin for the whole system '. Moreover early Syriac MSS, and

especially »S^ and G, are singularly ill adapted to form the basis of stichometrical calcula-

tions. Neither in /? nor in C are horizontal lines ruled for writing, so that the number

of lines in a column, even in parallel columns on the same page, varies considerably, and

to ascertain the number of lines occupied by either of the Gospels in /S or C it would be

necessary to inspect each page of the ms.

The pijiJ-ara system appears in some Latin mss of the Vulgate about the same time as

the earliest evidence for it in Syriac : the same reckonings seem to underlie the famous

4th century Cheltenham Lint, so that pif/iara might equally well be a translation of uersiis as

of *iini»Jhs^. But whatever be the origin of these pijfiara there is no tangible evidence

to connect them with the Evdngelion da-Mepharreshe ; on the contrary, there are many

indications that the scribes of (S' and G were not familiar either with the pr]fj,aTa or any

other system of stichometry.

With regard to the third point raised by Mrs Lewis, vis. the division of S and C into

paragraphs, the evidence is not as clear as might be wished. There would be every

probability that the paragraph system in a pair of mss such as ^S" and C should go back,

in part at least, to a common origin. But here again we are hampered by the ambiguity

of Syriac writing. Both in S and in G a fresh paragraph starts at the beginning of a line.

The preceding line will in many cases be short, and the end of the paragraph is thus

clearly marked either by the blank space at the end of the short line or by a stop. When
the end of a paragraph happened to occur at the end of a full line it seems to have been

the general intention of the scribes to leave a blank space, e.g. after Matt xiii 43 A'. But

this blank space is not always left. When therefore the end of a paragraph comes at the

end of a line it is often impossible to determine whether the next line was intended to

begin a new paragraph or not. This happens very frequently, for on the average there

are only tliree words to a line. In something like one case out of ten therefore the same

word will end a line both in ^S' and in C, whether a paragraph be intended to end there or

not. And if a word is known to end the line in the one MS, the chances are one to two

that it will also end the line in the other. This being the case it needs clear instances

of agreement in quite peculiar divisions to prove that the paragraphs in S and C belong-

to the same system.

Now as a matter of fact S and C very often do not agree in their paragraph divisions.

If we take from Matt i 1 to vi 10 (where S breaks off owing to the loss of a couple of

leaves) we find that paragraphs clearly end in G, but not in *S', before

Matt ii 14 (Now Joseph arose...)

16 (Then Herod, when he saw...)

22 (Now when Joseph heard...)

iii 1 (And in those days came John the Baptist...)

iv 17 (From then Jesus began to preach...)

2 1 (And when he removed then ce . .

.

)

V 25 (Be agreed with thy adversary...)

4 8 (Become therefore perfect . .

.

)

1 See the Note by the present writer on the Gospel pij/xara fohnd in Syriac mss {Journ. of

Theol. Studies, ii 429 fl).
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On the other hand paragraphs end in S, but not in C, before

Matt iv 1 (Then Jesus was led by the Spirit...)

25 (And when there was a great multitude....)

V 31 (It hath been said ' He that leaveth his wife....')

43 (Ye have heard that it hath been said...)

vi 9'' (Our Father in heaven...)

It will hardly be denied that here we have considerable variation. It is indeed quite

surprising that S should not make Matt iii 1 begin a paragraph and that C should not

make Matt iv 1 begin a paragraphs Much the same state of things is to be found in

other parts of the Gospels. For instance Lk xii 32 begins a paragraph in G, but not in 8

;

on the other hand, Joh viii 12 begins in C on the same line as the last words of vii 52,

but in /S there is a fresh paragraph. These grave divergences suggest that the systems

of paragraph division in *S' and C may have been developed quite independently-

In conclusion I will quote some words of Mr G. H. Gwilliam upon the paragraph

divisions in mss of the Peshitta, which have a real bearing upon the question before us.

Mr Gwilliam says " evidence of the independence of these mss [of the Peshitta] appears

in the different arrangement of the paragraphs of the sacred text in the different copies.

In some the paragraphs are numerous ; in others few, and differently placed. For

example, in S. Matt x the Cod. 14459 makes a break in our Lord's discourse at the end

of verse 10, and seems to stand alone in so doing. In c. xi it makes its division at the

end of verse 1, thus not so distinctly connecting the message of the Baptist with the

preaching of Christ recorded in verse 1, as do other authorities. And similarly in other

MSS divisions are constantly made, more or less arbitrarily, according to the fashion of

some scribe or school" {Studia Blblica i 166). "Besides the formal sections, the text is

often interrupted in the best mss, where the sense requires a break; and these paragraphs

are often made with much judgement " {Stadia Biblica iii 81). If even the mss of the

Peshitta Gospels shew independence in their paragraph divisions we shall not be surprised

if the MSS of the Eoangdion da-Meplmrreskti exhibit wide divergence.

' It is perhaps worth notice that the Latin Cod. Bobiensis ih) has no fresh paragraph at

Matt iii 1, although like 8 it has a fresli paragraph at the Pater noatar. But elsewhere jSaud k

do not exhibit much in common in their system of text division.

^ The chief instance of marked agreement between S and C in this matter is tlie division of

each Beatitude in Matt v into a separate paragraph. Each parable in Matt xiii is similarly

divided.
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CHAPTER II.

GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX.

Grammatical peculiarities op ;S and C.

It was long the fate of the ' Curetonian ' to be praised for its defects

and shghted for its merits, and in no point was this treatment more

marked than in the matter of its grammatical features. The defenders

of its antiquity too often based their case upon points of grammar and

spelling which C shares with ancient Peshitta Mss, while many of the

real peculiarities have remained hardly noticed to this day. Even more

absurd was the contention that the ' Cui^etonian ' was older than the

Peshitta on the ground that the rougher and less polished version, as

the ' Curetonian ' was declared to be, must on this ground have preceded

the more regular and grammatical. It is true that the Peshitta follows

Greek idiom much more closely than its rival, though without the

pedantic servility of the Harclean ; and this circumstance undoubtedly

renders it extremely unlikely that it should be older than the text

represented by Cureton's MS. But it will be well at the outset clearly

to state that neither the text of the Curetonian nor that of the Sinai

Paliinpsest can be described as in any degree barbarous or uncultured.

Apart from a few corruptions in the text, such as might befal mss of

Demosthenes or Cicero, both S and C are written in the most idiomatic

Syriac. Our two mss are themselves very ancient, and the text which

they present is doubtless much more ancient still ; hence the transmitted

text of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is full of peculiarities of grammar

and spelling which are hardly to be met elsewhere in Syriac literature,

or are found only in the oldest and best preserved works. But there is

no question of dialectical variety or of rustic idiom. On the contrary,

every indication shews that the translator of the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe used the vernacular Syriac of Edessa with the simplicity
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and ease which come only from literary training, coupled (as one is

tempted to add) with the prevalence of a sound standard of taste. Few
prose translations surpass the Evangelion da-Me2jharreshe in literai-y

excellence.

In this chapter I have followed the order of the sections of

Noldeke's Syriac Grammar, noting the more important peculiarities

under each section. In transliterating I have used Greek letters for the

aspirated sounds of A^ A ^ .i -^ ^

.

Spelling.

S and C are on the whole regular in spelling apart from words where

the form is really different from that generally found.

[Noldehe §4.] Aoa and Ao^^a occur frequently for A^ and A!\^,

especially when there is plenty of space in the line. On the other hand

S often writes ^i.in^ A-ip.\, cni^iaA (Matt xxvii 61), at the end of a

line p^Luiorc' is three times written r<U»it<' (Mk x 32, Lk xix 36,

Joh xiv 6)^, and we even find .^.^oaAxA* for .^_a=3o4\A< in Lk xiii 3.

In this point C is more regular, though ;jQix.'ir<' is found for Toix-iore' in

C, e.g. Lk xiii 4 (at the end of a line). The defective spelling oA^x.rc'o

Matt xxii 19 >S^ (s^c, for q.^t.ok'o) must be a mere slip of the pen^.

\_Ndldehe § 3 5. J Radical r<' is not unfrequently dropped in S, and

sometimes also in C, when the letter is practically unpronounced.

Thus we find rei^ik in Matt xxiv 2 S, Mk xiii 2 S, Lk viii 51 S,

Lk xii 41 C, etc., and in S even Avi for Atrdj in Lk [ii 15, andj ix 51.

In Lk xiv 16 C, Joh vii 31 C, Joh xviii 2 >S' p<L».^^ occurs for p^r^lx^ob

at the end of a line. But the insertion of re* in such words as

,^n\v]7 lojlk), never occurs either in *S' or C, with the single exception

of iri*.^
I

ipel^^ Lk xvi 18 S, where the intrusive pS* in the first word

is perhaps only due to a slip^- The curious form rc'^or^'.jjk.n found

in Mk iii 11, Lk x 34 S, is noticed below on Noldeke \77.

' ^ian^ occurs Matt xx 30 in Mr Gwilliam's cod. 36.

2 The same is probably true of Ai^jo for Aco^Jo in Joh x 9'' S. It is noteworthy that

many of the words from which a o is dropped in S are words in which another o occurs.

Misspellings of another kind are -iioi\ft2i Mk vi 9 jS and ii^^o=>A^a2>. Mk vii 22 S.

2 This incorrect insertion of f^ is not much found before the 9th century and then only in

Jacobite mss, e.g. God. Crawfordianus 2 of the 12th cent. Along with many other late and in-

correct fonas it found its way into early editions of the Peshitta.
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[Noldeke § 50 B.j The unpronounced o and -. at the ends of

words are very rarely left out in S and C. In Joh iv 7 (7 has >A ^co,

but the correct spelling >^ »acn is found in v. 10 and in /S^/g. The

majority of the MSS of syr.vg have ! ^en : probably the phrase was

regarded as a single word. In Matt xiv 16 »_^>otA a=jcn is correctly

written in all the MSS.

[Noldeke § 51.J Prosthetic re* before r is common both in /S and in

C, e.g. in Matt i 5 'Ruth ' is spelt A^asi-in:' in C, while S has ^cuk.i.

In Joh XX 12 the curious phrase for ' at the foot-place ' is written

rslJL^ips' ^33 in S, i.e. min arydle. In the Peal of .a.^i 'to ride'

we find .a.iikiri'o Matt xxi 5 Cand ,cn(\,i^ >aAit<'o Mk xi 7 S. This use

of prosthetic r** even after o explains the spelling of t<'A\a.2^ir<'o Lk ii

14/5: re'Axo.^iri' {=ev8oK(,a) was probably so spelt in this passage in

order more effectually to distinguish it from re'^^o.^'i, i.e. rd'aivdOd

'shepherds,' a word which occurs four times in the immediate context-^.

It may be mentioned here that >S has rc'A^ik-aaiK' in Matt ix 16

and rtf'^^cv.jai in Mk ii 21 for the word which is usually spelt

K'Av^jjioK' "a patch ^.' In each case S is supported by Gwilliam's

cod. 23 and some other evidence. C is not extant in either place.

In Matt vii 13 C has r«'_»jL.oio (hiat S), but Mr Gwilliam has

adopted KLuL.oirs'o on excellent authority.

Pronouns.

[Noldeke § 6 3. J ^x^xir^ is the form commonly used both in S and in

C. ^xu only seems to occur twice in S, viz. Lk vii 20, xix 14, but it is

found more often in C, e.g. Matt xix 27, xx 18, xxii 16 ; Lk xi 4.

[Noldeke § 64.J The contracted forms of the 1st pers. sing. masc.

such as rt^ivsarc', rcLis^s, are more common both in ;S' and in C than

the uncontracted forms r^Jr^ t-^op^, r^-iK" kIs^s, In the fem. we find

relics* Joh xi 22 S, Joh xx 14 S, but r<rjr<' niLa^.-u Joh xi 24 S

:

either form is of course pronounced ydS'dnd^, while the masc. is

ydSa'nd. re'JK' p<li_s>a-*cri=o occurs Joh xi 27 S.

1 The pronunciation of •»^^cv:^''iT<i I suppose to have been ar'46d : oomp. n-lj?") Ezr v 17,

vii 18, and in Syriac r^moira «.

2 So also »^i>i^(Man A" 365, agreeing with S, but A'' has T<ia\i.j3oi.

3 Mr Gwilliam edits ^r^2>.a> in Joh xi 24, i<^t^ r^2>.n< in Joh xx 14.

B. II. 6
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In the 2nd sing. masc. the forms with Avir*" written separately

are almost universal. As exceptions I have noted ^2>..t> Matt xv 12 S,

Aij.= - Matt xix 21 S (middle of line), A^i-sars' Lk xxii 60 S, Aoi^m

Lk xxiv 18 S, Auj^= Joh iv 27 S (Avs^ C), AxWjt. Joh xi 22 /S ; A>v*i in

Lk vii 44 S appears to be a scribe's blunder for h\^\.i», similar to that

made by C in Joh iv 27. In C h\^\n occurs Lk x 26 and h\aM»

Lk xvi 5. But in the 2nd sing. fem. the rule is reversed : 8 never has

the separated form and C only twice. We find ,A\x=^.t Matt xv 28 ^
(,^JK' ril*=-S C), ,h\^=>^ Matt XX 21 S (Avlr<' r<'..x=^ C, sic) ; .AlTSJK'

Matt xxvi 70 /S, Mk xiv 68 S: .Av^ix. (pass, part.) Lk xiii 12 aS C and

Pesh., .Axi^.T. Lk xix 41 SC and Pesh. In Matt xxiii 37 S, Lk xiii 34

S C we find .Avsaiv^io . . . ,A\\\u.i, but C has Av\i^.i, just as Aups' is

written in C for ,A\ir<' in Matt xi 23, xx 21, an error which occurs again

twice in Joh iv 1 C (Auocn rslAr^-x. . , . Auocn Ki^.i*). It is not

unlikely that >Av&<^ in Lk x 41 C is a corruption of ,Ava-* i.e. ydspat

' thou (f.) art anxious.'

The forms ocn ocn and o.<oa3 are about equally common, ooa is

never written enclitically after participles.

[Noldeke § 66.] The irregular forms of the verbal suffixes will be

found under the verbs.

[Noldeke § 67.] ocn relico and ciien are about equally common. In

C oen hem sometimes has the ordinary point, e.g. rdiacu oma Matt v

12, oco ^ Lk xviii 14.

The rare and ancient form v\c\ai is found in Matt xv 22 C, xx 9 C,

xxi 40 C, xxii 7 C; Lk viii ]3 5 (7, xii 37 C; Joh iv 38, 43 C {hiat S).

Except in Lk viii 13, S where extant has in each case ,^_aicn for vv cAoo.

It appears to be used with no distinction of meaning and »_ojen occurs

in C side by side with vvolcn, e.g. in Matt xx 10. The fem. vryAcn

occurs Matt xv 24 C S"^.
^

\_N6ldeke § 68.] o.i=a is frequently written for ^.^33 and oco ^, and

also for oco vi-xsi both in S and C. ,cn ,ia is written >XS3 in S where-

ever it occurs, viz. Matt xii 48, Mk iii 33, Lk vii 39 : this spelling is

apparently unknown elsewhere in Syriac^-

1 1JD and *3D are both found in the Babylonian Talmud, as in the story of Rabbi Chasda {Shabh.

140 b), who said to his daughters, "When any one knocks at the door ^3D N7N UO piDTI X?, i.e.

do not say 'Who is there ?' as if to a man, but as if to a woman."
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Nouns.

[Noldeke § 71, 4.] The fern. pi. emph. of re't<li>^a» is generally spelt

r<'4>r<l*\Qo in S as in all other Syriac Mss. But in Lk xxii 65 the word
is very distinctly written r<'iv*niLi.i^c»^. This might represent a pro-

nunciation saggiyddd (instead of saggi'ddd), but it is probably a mere

slip of the pen.

\_Ndldeke § 74.] The plural of r<i.\^Ax- is uniformly reli^lVx. when
used as a substantive, including Lk xii 11 /S. But as a predicate we
find (j^Ax. in Matt xx 25 C {hiat S) and in Lk xx 25 S: in the last

passage Chas even r^^k^xVx.. In Mk iii 15 iS has ^j2i^\.x.r3.

[Noldeke § 77. J The plural of r^A\cu»») 'wound' should be ri'if^cuiksa,

i.e. mahwddd, as in Lk x 34 C, vii 21 S C, xii 48 S C. But S in

Mk iii 11, Lk x 34, has K'AiariLui.sa, i.e. m'hawddd, like s'lawddd from

s'lddd ' prayer.' That it was not treated as masc. appears from the

context of Lk x 34 S, where we read . . . ^ctix\.2>. ^-sihr^Ci cohyar^.*»sn ^^
The grammatical interest of this form, thus doubly attested for S,

is that it throws some doubt upon the complete sufficiency of the

grammatical tradition of the Syrians. Ancient Syriac mss are not

vocalised, and the grammatical traditions upon which our Syriac grammars

are based is essentially a series of directions for the pronunciation of the

Bible in Church. In the same way the Massoretic vocalisation of the

Hebrew text gives the Synagogue chant. But these official schemes do

not allow for all varieties of pronunciation and they have a tendency to

reduce what was varied and fluid in the living language to the uniformity

of a cast-iron pattern.

Many of the niceties of Syriac grammar depend on the vocalisation

alone, and divergent forms may be hid under the regular consonantal

spelling of ancient mss. Thus in the present case r<h\aM=n may repre-

sent equally well mahwddd and m'hawddd. But r<'i>oriL»».»j cannot stand

for mahwddd ; there must be with this speUing a vowel between h and w.

But if the scribe of S spelt the word K'A\onclMjs3 in Mk iii 11 and

Lk X 34, he probably pronounced r<^<XMsa as m'hawddd in Lk xii 48

1 See facdmile to the Syndics' Edition, last line of col. a.
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and elsewhere. It would be interesting to trace the usage of this word

and others of the same sort in the earlier poets i.

[Noldeke §79 b.] The plural of rsr-a.! in ^ C is rs-A^ail, except in

Lk xxi 13 (14) where both MSS have ,^_c\A.jLiii=.

[Noldeke § 87. J
rs^Aviia ' word ' is always fern, in the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe. By a usage which derived its authority from Theology

rather than Grammar, the Peshitta always makes ns'AvVta masc. when it

means ' the Word ' in the Johannine sense. S is unfortunately missing

for the opening verses of the Fourth Gospel, but in C, supported by

Aphraates and by Ephraim, we read ^.=> Aviisj^rs'o Aioeo K'i.^ ri'AvVsj

'the Word became a body and She sojourned with us^.' So also in the

Acts of Thomas 241 we find A^ A<i=»3 r^^'sa ' the Word, Mistress of all.'

rf_«oi ' spirit ' is also fem. in *S and C. In the Peshitta it is

frequently treated as masc. when it means the Holy Spirit. But

the Holy Spirit is fem. in S and C: even in Joh xiv we find

rt«».c>.\ A» ,cn . . . KL^nia ^^.T nit-Moi 'the Spirit, the Paraclete... She

will teach you".' That this usage was not wholly a matter of

grammatical inflexion, but had also an influence in theological teaching

is clear from Aphraates 354, where that ancient writer asserts that the

Father and Mother whom a man leaves when he marries a wife are God

and the Holy Spirit.

In one passage, rC-aj.^^ r<iUioi ooA Lk viii 29 *S C, an unclean spirit

is treated as masc, but probably in this passage r^-MO-i is a correction

for r^.ir^-x. 'devil': tS Sat^ovtw instead of rw vvev[jiaTi is read in D
and in e of the Old Latin ^.

The word rsliauc is used in Syriac both as sing, and plur. for

' heaven ' and ' heavens,' and in the sing, it is sometimes masc. and

1 Alone of course it would be in any case a word of three syllables. But the spelling of »S^

would be greatly supported if an instance of «:^iicui3>n or »^i\cui;3A could be found where the

verse required four syllables. Possibly the irregular spelling indicates that the third radical

still had some consonantal force. The root is t^no for ^ Vno, corresponding to ,riT^ .t and JTID.

2 For the exact meaning of ^ iui^^ji^ see the Note on the passage.

' C is here partly defective but cv;^^AA\ -.oa is clear.

'' la Joh iii 6 C adds at the end of the verse

But S has only i«iu) om r^oi <^t7j^'K^'n AN^'tj 'because God is a living (m.) Spirit.' The

word fCui is unfortunately not very clear, but I think it is correctly read, otherwise we might

conjecture ^<Lu:i. In any case it is a sentence where a feminine adjective would be very harsh.
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sometimes fern. In S and C i<lsis- is always masc. pi. when it is the

subject of a verb. The 'heavens' are opened (Matt iii 16, Lk iii 24) or

are shut (Lk iv 24), and ' they' are the throne of God (Matt v 34) : in

the last instance syr.vg has the sing. masc. But in other cases r^j.'saz.

is sing. masc. in S and sing. fem. in C. Thus the phrase " from one end

of the world to the other " is rendered

r^UiajL.-t cojci-l rslsa.v^ ri'-i^iK'.T cnti^ ^sa Mk xiii 27 5

cnz.iA r£.-snxi^(\ r«'_i_'SiJt..i >cnojc'i ^ Lk xvii 24 S

Here as elsewhere S does not insert the diacritic point which distin-

guishes resheh (m.) from reshdh {{.), but the suffix of .enojci in the

second passage shews that r<iL±:six. is treated as masc. In Mk C is

missing, but we find

ocu^oQfA r«lrj3:ii>.o rdisax-.i ni'-x-i ^ Lk xvii 24 C

in which rcli.siax. is sing. fem. In Matt xi 25 *S C and syr.vg (with

syr.vg also in Lk x 21) 'Lord of heaven and earth' is rendered

rtfl^ire'.to rc'jL.s>ai..i rc'isa, whereby the gender of niLkSiax. is not indicated
;

in Lk X 21 S and C* have 'k'.to 'jl.t mr=a, but a corrector of C has

added a dot in red over the ro, thereby making r^L^rnx. fem.

Elsewhere the gender and number of piLi-sai. is carefully left

indeterminate. The ' kingdom of God' is sometimes ri'cn^K'.T K'Axaaiso

sometimes r<'onAr!'.i cn^cx^Vsj, but the 'kingdom of Heaven' is always

rdosax..! r<'A<Aai.\.s3, except in the few instances where the construct state

is used, an idiom which also leaves the gender and number of p'SLi'sas,

doubtfuP- Neither p^-ajsu-i c^A^aA.\.»J nor k1i-S)1x..i ^^oodA^oaAso ever

occurs in Syriac literature, so far as I know.

Similarly the Birds of Heaven are r<'i*g3T,.i K'Avwia Matt vi 26, viii

20, etc. ; the Clouds of Heaven are rcljjsar. ai^ Matt xxiv SO S, xxvi

64 S, or peLiSax-.T rili-ii^ Mk xiv 62 S ; the Angels of Heaven are

Ptli_sai..T KlArcdsj, or rdj..sai. y^riliso Matt xxiv 36, or reLiJsix, t'iijk.

Lk XV 10 ^ ; and the Powers of Heaven are rC-isax-i rc'^a.ixu Matt xxiv

29 S, Mk xiii 25 S {sicy, or r^li-sai-.i rduii Lk xxi 26 ,S' C.

It is worthy of note that the construction of rilj-sai, is the same for

1 fTjfi (so I read the photograph) : >S^ has i<i3cS. In this verse syr.vg makes y^j^s^x. fem.

sing.

2 ^.-r,-r ^as\^x> occurs Matt vii 21 C, xiii 52/?, xviii 3 Am, xix 23 C A392.

3 Not rairoljij as S'^. Syr.vg has 'r<iAiu in Matt and Lk, ..i^ivcAia in Mk.
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rendering ovpavo? and ovpavoL Thus in the Greek of Matt iii 16 the

word is plural; in the parallel passage Lk iii 21, in Lk iv 24, and in

Matt V 34, the word is used in the singular.

The word r<'^oa> ' branch,' pi. reL^eioo, is not marked in Noldehe

§ 87 as of common gender. But both in Matt xxiv 32 and in Mk xiii

28 »S has ooiAOM o^i.i relsa 'when its branches have become tender.'

C unfortunately is not extant for either passage, and in Matt xxiv 32

syr.vg has v^yi, i.e. fern. pi. This is also the reading adopted by

Mr Gwilliam in Mk xiii 28, but the Nestorian Massora (Mas. 1), with

one of the Jacobite Massoretic codices (Mas. 4) and three ancient MSS

(7 11 21) all read o.^\ as in S {sic), thereby making k'^qqo masc. in

the plural.

[Noldehe § 98 c.J ,ja occurs Matt 119/5 and .j:^ Joh v 30 C.

«<'A\cu^ and rs'Avcuri'.A are about equally common, as is usually the case

in ancient Syriac MSS.

[Noldehe § lOO.J For K'A^orsi-ML.sa, see on Noldehe § 77.

[Noldehe § 103.] ja^oi ps occurs Mk viii 3 S, Lk xvi 23 S. The

absolute and construct of rdnuoi are otherwise unknown. On the

analogy of jjiori' and jk.iore', we may suppose the pronunciation to

have been ruhaq.

[Noldehe § 117.] jaoiu Matt viii 12 S must be a mere scribal error

for .oicxw, like >Joi<X2>j3o Lk xix 44 S for sJ^J'v^o.jso.

[Noldehe § 127*.] For the formation of K'Axa^iK' { = evSoKCa)

Lk ii 14 S, see on Noldehe § 51.

[Noldehe § 128 A.] t^iicv^fio Lk xix 44 S must be a scribal error

for i.^ji^QQo. The very peculiar rendering |.*w^ciai for t'»}s iirLcrKOTTrj<s

arov is attested by C and Aphraates 412, and it is possible that the

misspelling in S may come from an unskilful correction in its exemplar.

[Noldehe §135.] The words for 'Galilee' and 'Galilaean' are

irregular in S. In C, as in other Syriac documents, rt*\i\\^ is ' Galilee,'

rclAA\^ 'a man of Galilee.' But in Matt xxvi 69, Mk xiv 70,

Lk xxii 59, *S has rdLAi^ for ' Galilaean.' The plural is spelt rdlil^

in Lk xiii 1, 2, and also in Lk xvii 11 apparently. To make the

irregularity yet more conspicuous S has relAA^ in Lk xxiii 5, 6, for

' Galilee.'

[Noldehe § 145.] The possessive suffixes to Nouns offer in S no

peculiarities, but the spelling ,o.i«.sal^ occurs in C twice (Matt xi 2,
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Joh iv 8) for >cno.v>:9tA^. This spelling is also found in most varieties

of Palestinian Aramaic, so that possibly it was once not uncommon in

Edessene.

[Noldeke § 146 : the anomalous Nouns.']

«<.3r<'.—The ordinary form for 'my father,' viz. yjsar^, is usual both

in S and C. But in Matt x 32 C, xv 13 S, Lk ii 49 C, Joh vi 32 C, we
find rilsirs', although no Greek MS omits jliou. In Matt vi 4 >§ also we
find r^Lsr^, where C in agreement with the Greek has vv asDrc'. It is true

that in none of the cases are both S and C agreed, but on the other

hand the same interchange of rdare" and >^r<' is occasionally found in

the MSS of syr.vg. I have noted rilrsK' for >jr<' Joh vi 32 (cod. 14),

X 17 (cod. 9), xii 27 (cod. 40), xii 50 (codd. 3 4 14 17 23 40), xiv 26

(cod. 3*), xvi 17 (cod. 12), xvii 25 (cod. 9). rsK' for Kinre' only occurs

Joh xii 49 (cod. 3), xiv 12 (codd. 4 9 23 36 37) In Joh vi 32 C there-

fore has some outside support, and in Joh xii 27 r^Lsr^ has the support

of S and the Greek. It is, I venture to think, not unlikely that rears',

i.e. Ahha, was once used for ' my father ' in Edessene, as in most forms

of Palestinian Aramaic, and that these variations are the last trace of a

vanishing idiom ^. In Mk xiv 36 for 'AyS/3a 6 iraTi^p we find »^r<'in S,

i.e. ' my Father,' without any addition ; syr.vg has jjk' p*'_=ii<'

i.e. 'Abba, my Father,' in agreement with the Greek.

r^.Tirc*.—As in all the Biblical translations the plural of K'.T.rs' 'hand'

is rtfj.'wr^, not K'.i^ni'. It only occurs in the phrase ' to lay hands on ' a

person ^.

1 In Christian Palestinian Aramaic, as in Jewish Aramaic, r^^:if^ means 'my father' even

where the emphasis is on the suffix, e.g. Joh xx 17 'unto my Father and your Father' is rendered

^ This phrase curiously illustrates the occasional fixity of Syriao idiom. ' They laid [their]

hands upon him ', i.e. arrestee? him, is in Syriac T^ny<i<^ -.TOoXia. cu=n^T^ , the word r^TUr^

being without a suffix and at the end of the clause. This is the case even in Matt xxvi 50,

Lk xxii 53, where the Greek adopts the order usual in Enghsh. In Matt xxvi 50 the Greek has

iirefioKov ras ^^'pas IttX tov 'Ijjo-ovv Koi eKpa-rrja-av avra. This does not go conveniently into

Syriac, for j^ox. W is a little too heavy to be put between cu^n'S^ and r^AXv^. Accord-

ingly <S has ^ ^ ^ \ ^

But syr.vg is corrected back to the Greek. It has

in accordance with the Greek order of the words, v^n^'^, being no longer at the end of the

clause, receives a suffix, as in Matt xix 13, 15, and thus the distinction between laying one's

hands on a person for blessing and laying them on for violence is obliterated.
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rtlisir..—See on Noldehe § 87.

TO Pi'.— p^jcjrtf" i= and »<'-xjr«' ».i= is the constant spelling in S but in

C pilxji^ and r<lJt.iii= occur occasionally^.

^^iupc'.—The sing. abs. of this word is spelt »_ji*»r^ in S : the same

spelling is found in C at Joh iv 37, v 32, vii 33, always at the end of a

line. ...JMrS" also occurs in cod. A of Aphraates (e.g. Wright, p. 156),

and in cod. B [Wright, p. 48), but I have only noticed it once in the

MSS of syr.vg, viz. Matt xi 3 in Mr Gwilliam's cod. 36.

^*i»jr^, therefore, which stands at the end of a line for aAAoic in

Mk X 40 S, is almost certainly meant for a plural, the scribe having

probably intended to write ^xi-iutr^A.

The emph. is always spelt r^'jiwri' in S, but ri'.i'ijjo occurs in C at

Lk viii 8 and a few other places.

rc'Au'ia.—The form r«'A\.*icv.a Joh vii 42 S""^ is a mere error of

transcription : r<'iv.ia is quite clear in the photograph.

r^\\\^~M — r<ii\.\^ ' roof,' ' dwelling,' and K'AvV^^^sa pi. ^\.1^,
' booth,' have been confused in my translation, and the words are

certainly confused in syr.vg. But I now believe they were kept distinct

in S and C. The 'dwelling' of the Centurion (Matt viii 8, Lk vii 9)

and the 'dwelling' of the birds of the heaven (Matt viii 20, Lk ix 58)

is r<'-\.\.^*73. But the ' booths ' which S. Peter wished to set up at the

Transfiguration (Matt xvii 4, Mk ix 5, Lk ix 33) the everlasting

'habitations' of the parable (Lk xvi9)^, and the 'Tabernacles' of the

Feast (Joh vii 2, 14) are rid^^, corresponding to a-Kr^vai, crKiqvoTnqyia,

in the Greek.

Among anomalous nouns may be put rf-sJicvx. ' seven ' Mk viii 5, 6 5,

Lk XX 29 S, »_cvori»iuk.=ai. Mk xii 23 S, re'A».-=a._x, 'Sabbath' Lk xiii

r T

14 S""^, and ^.*ii>o ^,x:i^o.jt- Lk x 17 S"''-. In the last two passages the

photograph is illegible, but all four spellings may be held to hang

together. These variations of the ordinary pi'.ii.iii., ^^iix., p^Avslx., are

all the more interesting because they are found in the Christian Pales-

tinian Aramaic, as well as in various forms of Jewish Aramaic.

Equally suggestive of early forms of Aramaic is ^raa Matt xiii 35 /S.

It occurs at the beginning of a line, where there was plenty of room for

tSnc^Si., so there is no reason to regard it merely as a-defective spelling.

1 E.g. Matt, xix 6, Lk ix SS^.

2 In *S read ^__o tTjA^inra as in G, with one A only.
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D3 is always written without ^ in the Aramaic portions of Daniel, and

with a suffix we find nSS!l (Dan vii 5). ''OS appears actually to occur

in the old Aramaic inscription from Nerab near Aleppo.

Numbers.

[Noldehe § 148.] The numbers in S and C call for few remarks.

rdiJsca. for r<:s.nT„ (Lk xx 29 S) has been noticed above. In two

places S appears to have a false concord, for we find pe'Taas*. rs'j^x-

Joh i 39 and ^Jbocu h\x. Mk ix 2. Such false concords are extremely

uncommon : I have not found any example noted in Mr Gwilliam's

apparatus to the Peshitta Gospels.

Decapolis is rendered r^ixL.T2>3 ^'-ifio^ in ;S C, as in syr.vg. But

CK Twv TecTcrdpwv dvejxcov Matt xxiv 31 is rendered r^Mo'-i .s.n'irtf' ^so in *S,

where syr.vg has p«L»»o"i Av^^irs' ^V3 ; in Mk xiii 27 (..ca.Avsk^iK' ^sn

rtUjo'i is found both in S and syr.vg.

Particles.

\_Ndldeke § 155.] A Adverbs of Quality :

vvoj for oXws does not occur. In its place we find the very curious

locution .^cv.^'wcujd Matt v 34 SC (so also Aphraates 505); and

in Joh ix 34 S has v^»icuj3. For the meaning see Notes on Matt v 34.

h\c^ occurs Matt xv 32 C, but not in S or syr.vg.

The adverbial termination Av.r*'- is written fully in >S and Calmest

always, but we find ^ut>v=)3 Lk xxii 62 C, A\x.i*ix, Lk xxiii 47 C, in

each case at the end of a line. AuiMK" occurs Matt xxi 29 C, but S has

r^Auiuptflrj. In Matt xxi 37 (where syr.vg has A\*i*»r<') we find

rf4v.iurtf;.= in S, K'Aviijj.n in C.

B. Adverbs of Time and Place :

vMLisa\ occurs in Lk xiii 9 S C for els to fieXXov, as in syr.vg. I have

translated it ' next season,' but the precise meaning of the phrase is as

doubtful as its derivation.

ri'.ajre' 'where?' and .t rda^K' 'where' is found in S, but side by

side with it is found another form r^.jA^r^, especially in S. John, which

appears to be otherwise unknown. r^L^K' occurs in S Matt xxiv 28,

xxvi 13, 17; Mk ix 18"*, xiv 12, 14 bis; Lk viii 25, xii 17; xvii 37^

B. II. 7
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xxii 11^; Joh vii 35, viii 22(?), xiv 4, xvi 5, xx 2, 13, 15, xxi 18*.

On the other hand rdaJuri' occurs Matt ii 2, 4 ; Mk xv 47 ; Lk xvii 7,

37^ xxii 9'^ ll^ Joh i 28, 38, 39, iii 8^ vii 11, viii 14\ 19, ix 12,

xi 34, xii 35, xiii 36, xiv 5. It will be seen that the two forms are

used indiscriminately, even in the same verse, ocn r^.^jr^ occurs

Mk xiv 14 >S': aa.^K' occurs Lk xix 23 C, Lk xx 5 SC.

Among the linguistic peculiarities of 8 is a curious preference for

KLisa.K' >S3, i.e. 'from whence,' instead of kL^so.k' 'whence.' In

eighteen passages where f<lA:si-.n^ occurs in the extant parts of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, pa is prefixed 13 times in S, only 8 times

in syr.vg. In C ^"sn is prefixed 8 times out of fifteen, six of them being

in S. John.

For the use of Aj^cn etc. in rendering ovv, see the Appendix at the

end of this Chapter.

Among the words for ' immediately ' re'Av:^.*^ oaa is much the most

frequently used in S and C in Matt and Mk, but cn^^z. %= and r«'.T*»5a

are also found. r^x**=a is written k'.tm ^ in Mk vi 45 S, and r^x^xs

occurs Mk vi 25 S, Joh xiii 32 S. r^-Ax. hu^^ ^.sa occurs in ^ C for

i^aL<f>vrj? Lk ix 39 and for atc^i^tSios Lk xxi 34^.

rdOTDi AAn.i (sic) for eV (TTiyii'y )(^p6vov Lk iv 5 >S is worth notice as

an idiomatic rendering.

C Adverbs of Quality and Conjunctions.

.TASk. occurs Lk xvi 11, xx 17, xxii 70, both in S and in C, as the

equivalent of ovv, in Lk xxiii 3 »S (not C) and in Joh xi 37 S (hiat C)

without any Greek equivalent. This word is only found in the oldest

Syriac literature, and seems to mean ' forsooth,' always with a

touch of contempt. I suppose it was considered too lively a particle

to be retained in Scripture. It has been allowed no place in the

Peshitta, and it has been diligently washed out in each of the three

passages where it occurs in 0. This does not appear to have been

the case in S, for where a letter has been washed out in ^ by a cor-

rector before it was turned into a palimpsest it is now totally illegible^.

But what has happened in C has happened also in Aphraates, who

1 The same phrase occurs in syr.vg for i^a'K^ivrjs Ac ix 3, xxii 6, but in the Gospels only the

ordinary phrases t^Ajc ^^n and f\-r ^sn have been allowed to stand.

2 E.g. the first letter of A.^[=n] Lk xii 31.
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when quoting 1 Cor xv 29 has

and in quoting 1 Cor xv 32

(Wright, p. 157). At least this is what the two MSS originally had, as

I was able to see after a careful examination in a good light. But in

the former passage both mss now have iiiv,; and in 1 Cor xv 32 the one

MS (A^) has irc^i^ (i.e. v.^), and the other (A"") has ^rusa. Both sets

of corrections appear to be quite late.

The particle )q\, used in quoting other people's words, very much
after the manner of ' says he ' or (jtrjo-L, is found in Matt xvi 13 S C,

Lk xiv 17 S C, and Joh xii 34 S (hiat C). 71I, like aos^., has been

banished from the Peshitta Gospels, but in the Epistles it is very

suitably retained in Col ii 21, 2 Thess ii 2. In this point, as in others,

the Gospels were more drastically revised than the rest of the n.t.

ix^ is spelt iiiv^ in Matt xii 33 ^S'"*'', Lk xviii 25 ;S, but possibly

these were merely slips in writing, i^ ( = yap) is however the

spelling found in Palestinian Syriac documents.

cA never occurs in the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, simple p^A or

K'acn rtflX being used instead.

vO^.i occurs Mk xi 13 *S^, as a rendering of el dpa.

\_Ndldeke § 156. J The Prepositions in S and C shew few peculiarities

of form : for syntactical uses, see on Noldeke §§ 246-252.

In Lk ix 23 ,iA<ni'_rj pi'A^ri'.i in S, followed by .iiwa rih\r<i, appears

to be an attempt to distinguish between the oTricroi jjlov ep^ecr^at and

aKoXovOeiTO) jxol of the Greek. I have not met with any other resolution

of i Av=j into its original elements.

Verbs.

TNoldeke § 15 8.
J The longer form of the 3rd pers. pi. masc. of the

Perfect occurs in .,__ai=a*en Joh xi 46 S (sic). The 3rd pi. fem. Perf

is identical with the 3rd sing. masc. in S and C, as in all other ancient

Edessene mss, except in verbs tertiae -.^ But in the Imperative pi.

1 I.e. 'my eyes were opened' is >V»v. iiava.a\-»^, not
, V»^ ^4\^*^. In the case of a

palimpsest like S often very difl&cult to read, there might in some case be a doubt whether a
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fern, the longer form in en is used, as in the Peshitta, e.g. ^J.^ca^

Lk xxiv 6 SC In Mk xvi T for VTrayere eiTrare Dr Harris edited

.isoK' »l\t<', my transcript has ^'xsarf >.V\. It is therefore probable that

the former of the two verbs has no nD,n at the end : the photograph is

unfortunately illegible.

[Noldeke § 160.] oi^n* Lk ix 32 S must be a mere orthographical

miswriting of oin.*, not a relic of an intransitive ^-form. In several other

places S has a twist too many, identical in shape with the small letter

yod, e.g. ^**Ax.r^ (for ^jjj^k') Matt xvii 19, re^MSx\ (for rei*xSoi)

Matt xix 25, ^itaesiM (for ,j.x:»Uj) Job viii 57.

For ^cn* instead of .a^ca*, see on Noldeke § 183.

[Noldeke § 172.] rCnsl^ Lk xvii 3 *S is no doubt a scribe's blunder

for ,nil^. Both 5^ and C correctly read ,r<lA in Lk xix 39.

[Noldeke § 173.] For the Imperative of i.\i, S has o-icO^ Job xiv 15

and -C^ Job xvii 11. For Oi^ Matt xix 17 C we find i!^ in S, i.e. the

Pael. The Imperative Peal of Ttn.: ' to knock ' occurs Lk xi 9 >S C in the

ordinary form az.<xa, and thfe Perfect occurs in Lk xii 36, but in

Lk xi 10, xiii 25 (where C has the Participles luaJ,
^

. l atm ), we find luisi

and ^ixxssa in S, i.e. the Aphel participles maqqesh, maqqeshin. These

appear to be the only passages where the Aphel of this verb is used in

Edessene, but ^xxdso occurs in the Christian Palestinian Lectionary at

Lk xiii 25. Here again therefore a peculiarity of S finds illustration

from other Aramaic dialects.

[Noldeke § 174. ] For l\re and r<'^pi', see on Noldeke § 1 83.

[Noldeke § 177.] ,^_ajL.."u Lk xii 1 S, .^o.=jA>A> Lk xiii 3 S, and

osao) (imptv.) Lk ix 44 S, are simply instances of scriptio defectiva for

.^_OLa.a."U, ,^A3C\A\^ and o:=a.xso : they do not imply any difference of

grammatical form.

[Noldeke ^183 : the anomalous Verbs.]

K'A^rs' and Airs'.—In the Imperative of these verbs the initial k* is

sometimes not dropped in S, particularly in S. Matthew. The instances

mere twist were added at the end of a word like iid\^«»^ or not ; what makes it almost certain

that such a twiat is never added is that verbs ending in »a and ~p never add the yod. Thus in

Matt XXV 5 we have -tu and vyisoTi , not ,.ixii and ,-^-^-'
: both in Matt xxiv 32 and in Mk xiii

28 S reads cv2>i not ^i. In zdmg xxvii 572 {Cyrillona ii 194) Biokell edited ^aii, but I have

ascertained that the original reading of b.m. Add. 14591 is u cui. Curiously enough, Gwilliam's

cod. 36 reads ,.^nu for -pa in Matt xiii 6, where the word is masc. sing.
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are (1) for rCA^n^ and ah\r<r, Matt xi 28, xix 21, xxii 4 ; Lk ix 59
;

(2) for l\r^ and <x\\r^, Matt ii 20, v 41, viii 4, 9, ix 6, 13, xvii 27 ;

Mk vii 29 {i\\r^) ; Lk vii 22, x 3, xiii 31, xxii 10. It will be seen that

no example of this spelling occurs in S. John.

The fern. pi. Imperative of pi'AxK' is spelt ^h\ in Matt xxviii 6 S, the

only passage where it occurs. en

\m^.—In Lk xvii 23 S we find .^_a^i ^ r«A so written, from

which perhaps we may infer that the vowelless en was unpronounced,

and so became liable to be dropped in writing.

^ca*.—In three places we find jsoo* written in S, where the sense

is passive and we should expect .=i*ca^. The passages are

(1) K'orArs'.T cn^o.SkV'39.1 r<'\ir<' ^cn.. ocn ,^_cva\ To you is given

the mystery of the kingdom of God (Mk iv 11 ;S)
;

(2) .SCO' »l.i X^po . . . r^lioo reLi^^ojc pOk' ^cfx. vA To thee J

give this authority .. .because to me it is given (Lk iv 6 >S)

;

(3) k'.tjAv^ cfiA .aeOiO^'' r^oeo .ti^^?3.l i^i^irS* r^^t n\^\ ,\s.o

p^ts.r.rtf'.i And he entered the synagogue... as he ivas wont. ^"^And there

was given him the hook of Isaiah (Lk iv 16, 17 S).

The same spelling occurs in the codex of Aphraates called by
Wright A and cited in this book as A'^. In Wright, p. 355, we find

cai Acn^.i ^ rillr^ .oa\ a&oo 1c^\.^. K'ooa rilA Not every one is sufficient

for it, but he to whom it is given (Matt xix 11). The other MS of

Aphraates A^ has .n^cn^.i instead of .aax>.i, and .a,.>oa>.i is also found

here in *S' C and the Peshitta\ but the correction was so obvious that we

may be pretty sure that A^ preserves the true text of Aphraates.

And again
(
Wright, p. 114), according to the same MS A^, we find

.i^iinVfTairA TT^ffvAaliio _=f7JjO .i'i»u:\ r<^:^y^ t^^''^ ^-=5 Ninr. TtisTAjTi t<^uz.

,^^ui;< r^Aji<^ -iHfi^ ^i=a<7i»o .rijciaoo T'iAoavii^o .T^\—iQ^N --I
-' ~" i^oa>:\'\^o

.T^OorviaAo r^ilSniraijA T^OV^cvSi^n

(At the coming of Christ) the edge of the sword is taken from in front of the Tree of

Life, and it is given for meat to the faithful ; and Paradise is promised to the blessed and

to the virgins and the holy, and the fruits of the Tree of Life are given for meat to the

faithful and to the virgins.

The other MS A^ has =3f7j*o and ^=^mto.

These five instances of the use of .=cti. for .a.«crL> shew that we are

1 One MS however, Mr Gwilliam's 14, actually has _=oi.'a here, and similarly Mr Gwilliam's 9

has _=ioi. Joh xix 11.
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dealing with something more than a sHp in writing. It would be

intolerably harsh to translate the passages impersonally, and at first I

believed that they contained a relic of the old Passive formed by

internal vowel change, instances of which survive in Biblical Aramaic,

^n) actually occurs in Dan vii 14. But in the passage just quoted from

Aphraates 114 the word ^acn*, however pronounced, must be a

Participle : it cannot be a Perfect tense. Moreover, as all the instances

of this defective spelling concern the verb .=3cn^ the explanation must be

specially suited to that word. I therefore conjecture that when Aoa>

is written for the Pass. Part, the on is intended to be elided, and that

just as in the Perfect original yeha^ has become ya^, so in the

Participle original yehl^ became yi^ or ijB : that is to say, we should

'point the word .acn*.

The spelling jscn.. for .a.*on. is also found in Christian Palestinian

documents, viz. Matt xix 11 codd. ABC, Lk vii 25 codd. BC, Job vi

66 cod. B, Job vii 39 codd. BC, Joh xix 11 codd. BC ; also in Mrs
Lewis's Praxapostolos Gen ix 17, Exod xi 5 (sic)^.

[Noldeke § 184 if.: the Verbal Suffixes.] The Verbal Suffixes are

regular in C, so far as the consonantal writing is concerned, but in *§

there are found some rare and some otherwise almost unattested forms,

especially in the 3rd sing. masc. suffix to the Imperfect.

§§188, 189. The forms found in S are

tCnculA^xaJ >cniJQ,\\.nl

with corresponding forms for Acx^aA*, Aa^^nrc', etc. The form colLai

does not occur either in S or C; on the other hand caiol^jaJ is much
commoner than ,caua\^rn both in S and in C. Examples of the

irregular forms in S are given below. It wiU be noticed that they are

less frequent in S. Matthew than elsewhere.

(1) Forms in .co*- (see also on § 195) :—,caj^*ku Matt xxiv 46

{contrast Lk xii 43) ; ,mAr^..x.r^ Mk vi 24 {contrast Matt xiv 7),

^m^^^sah\^ Mk ix 22, ,caA=a\xj.i Mk xiv 10, 11 {contrast Matt xxvi 16),

' In the last instance fC^^au means simply ' is ' or 'is to be found,' just as ^^=01. in Lk vii

25 corresponds to indpxovTes.
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,aj*'iA\oor^ Mk xiv 58 {contrast Matt xxvi 61); ,cai^zj.i Lk xii 44,

loaisixAuo ,caj.^4^aD Lk xii 46\ ,cwhhj>t.A< Lk xx 18, icaxuisu.-i

Lk xxiv 21; .cn.x.saX.x.pi'o Joh iv 34; , cn_».ljiJL.p^ . . . . icn_*JS»a.ij» re*.!

Joh X 18 (both apparently meant for fern, suffixes, as in Lk xii 46),

»sn-»-io.iA»— lOx^Jo.iK'.-i Joh xii 47, 48, ,cq.» ^a \, tj.i Joh xiii 2,

>cfx>aur<'Q ,oa>±aMir<' Joh xiv 21.

(2) Forms in ,000- (see also on § 195) :—,ooa^\xj.T Matt xxiv 47'''

;

>cnct.»LLnj.i Lk xii 42^, ,cnoiM-A^.i Lk xvi 27, jcnoiiajt.re' Lk xxiii 16, 22;

loncuo.-u.i Joh iii 17, .cnasiioK' Joh vi 40, 54, ,cno'u:^r<'.i Joh xi 11.

(3) The' Plural forms in oriio- and ,cqijo- need no illustration ; it is

sufficient to observe that cmo.\.iij and caia.ra>.sai.i occur Lk v 18 S, but

jctiLioiiJ.T Lk V 19 (S. The following instances of ,caio- are found in

S:— )Cn:tolr<'-zj.i Mk ix 32, ,caiai^^oai Lk xxiv 16, >calo.Tasi.i

Joh vi 15, tcoiosi^i^ Joh viii 28, ,caia^x3j Joh xii 10, joqjcoAxj.t

Joh xviii 28 * icmcd^UaJ also occurs in Lk xxii 2 C, where S has >cniJo-.

§ 190. The regular form of the Impt. masc. pi. with suffix occurs in

,cDOT.ao.i Joh xviii 31 *S {sic), but for verbs with initial pc" we find

,eoai:=>ar«' 'say ye it' Matt x 27 S, tono.'UjK' 'take ye him' Matt xxii

13 ^S, Mk xiv 44 S.

In the Sing, we have the regular forms ioai°i<ui\ Mk xv 14 S (and

in Lk xxiii 21 O), also iCoAcuuc Lk xxiii 18 S, but in Lk xxiii 21 /S has

,on.«\rn jorjoAat for (TTavpov aravpov.

[Noldeke § 192 ffi Verhs with final k" and suffixes.
~\

§ 194. In the forms of the 3rd pi. masc. Perf. with suffixes we find

-oa- always written in S for -ops'-, and generally in C. Thus we have

.cnoov*. Matt ii 10, 11 S C, Matt xxi 28 S C, Lk xx 14 /SC; but

>cnQiVvu occurs Matt xiv 26 C, where S has ov>» without a suffix".

With a fem. we find eooo.\=»3 Matt xiii 48 S.

In Mk vi 49 ^ icaxiovu is the 3rd pi. masc. Perf in -4n- with suffix.

The word was so read by the late Professor Bensly and myself at Sinai,

but the form is said to be otherwise unknown in these verbs and I

1 Possibly these words were meant for the fem., i.e. ajjuTsoixiaio oaiuin t7>t\\°>>o : c/Joh x 18.

2 I am not quite sure that the true reading of S may not be ^TOcui^Jon. On the other

hand in Matt xxi 38 the photograi^h of S appears to me to suggest ^aJo\\m.

3 Photograph illegible.

* In ojiJcv=3jJjs Mk xZZ S the » is no doubt intrusive.

* ^moT^U> also occurs in the ancient palimpsest fragments of the Acts of Thomas (= Wright

31218).
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confess that the photograph now suggests to me .cooovm as the reading

of the MS, a form which actually occurs in the following verse, Mk vi 50.

§ 195. Instances of the irregular suffixes to the Imperfect are given

below from S,

(1) Forms in ,cti*- (see above on §§ 188, 189) :— .cnA^i* rerA Matt

V 42 {sic), Lk vi 29 ; .oruvMrC Mk xii 15 ;
.oti.i.xJ.T Lk xxiii 20, ,cri..iipc'

Lk xxiii 22 ; ,0Q*V4>r^.T Joh xii 47, ,ctx.cu»r«'o Joh xiv 21.

' (2) Forms in )cno- :— .cno.iirc' Lk xxiii 16^.

§ 196. In the Imperative, as in the Perfect, we find in S -oo-

instead of -oK'- : e.g. .ooooAv.pC Lk xix 30 »S' (but ,<T)or<'Aur<' C)
;

.oaooic Matt xxii 9 S, .ooooix. Joh xi 44 S. ,cna.*iv.r<'a Mk xi 2 aS is

probably a mere slip in writing. The Imptv. pi. of ,cu*, with suffix of

1st pers. sing., is >JJoa*j Matt ii 8, xxii 19, Lk xx 24 in S, but C has

the regular form jJok'o.m in all three passages.

In the Infinitive of these verbs, besides the regular forms we find

iTiti »^^ ' to see him ' Lk xxiii 8 S.

These irregular suffixes, which are one of the most striking gram-

matical peculiarities of S, have some slight attestation in other Syriac

documents. An instance occurs, curiously enough, in the dedication

prefixed by Habibai to Codex C itself where we find ,cocu±ai for

,cncxxi3U : this may however have been a mere error of the writer.

Of much more importance is the occiirrence of jototai^k'.t in Aphraates

cod. A (i.e. ^^' Wright, p. 169), in a quotation of Joh xi 11, the same

passage where it is found in S. It is therefore clear that these peculiar

suffixes are not merely due to some accident of transcription in the

Sinai Palimpsest. They are doubtless genuine remains of that early

stage of Edessene Syriac, of which the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is

the only well preserved monument : of these suffixes, as of other

features, we may say with Wellhausen, " man gewinnt den Eindruck,

dass solche Raritaten stehn gebliebene Reste sind, dass schon im Sin.

und Cur. die stilistische Korrektur begonnen hat, die in der Peschita

(namentlich des Neuen Testaments) entschiedener, wenngleich auch

nicht systematisch durchgefuhrt ist^."

' ^(TJoluvi^ also occurs in Cyrillona i 12 and in the ancient palimpsest fragments of the Acts

of Thomas (corresponding to ..cTJcuusri Wright 3158).

^ J. Wellhausen in Nachrichten der k. Oesellschaft der Wissensckaften zu Gottingen. Phil.-hist.

Klasse, 1895, i, p. 5.
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Syntax.

The following remarks do not profess to be anything like a complete

account of the Syntax of S and C, or even of their peculiarities of

Syntax. As was remarked at the beginning of this Section, the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is written in idiomatic Edessene Syriac

:

the most notable peculiarity of S and C is not the presence of this or

that idiom, but their freedom from that imitation of Greek construc-

tions which pervades so much of the later Syriac literature.

[Noldeke § 202 B.J -p^ Av^icua (i.e. " Bloodfield ") Matt xxvii 8 S
is an interesting example of the Absolute state in proper names. It

is curious that the Syriac should have avoided the obvious rendering

rClso.T Anjj, found in the Latin and in the Palestinian Syriac texts ^.

Equally noteworthy is cui^sa Joh xviii 10 ;S {sic), because it shews

that the translator of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe recognised the

genuine Semitic name which appears in the Greek as MaX^os. The

name is actually written 13713 in a number of Palmyrene inscriptions

of the 1st cent, ad and is doubtless identical with the common Arabic

name Juio Mdlik"''\ The Peshitta has \r\:s3 Mdlir^, without the final a :

probably by the 5th century the a had become unfamiliar as an ending

to masculine names, and o^ljaa o^ly sounded like the abs. sing, of

rc'AtOAVsa. Similarly in Nehem vi 6 lOK'J becomes ;ncut\^in syr.vg.

[§ 202 c] The curious phrase ^^ii^
t'*^^-'^

ni'jeu axa.^ Matt xiii

48 *S C appears to mean " they chose out the fishes whatever good ones

there were." A doubled adverh is normal in Syriac, as in the phrase

.- i.-^*^ Tu=j Tti=>.i, used for ol Ka/cws ^xovre^ in the Peshitta as well

as in S C. But the use of a plural adjective in this distributive

sense is very uncommon and seems to have been a puzzle to the trans-

lator of the Armenian version of the Gospel. A good example of the

distributive use of the absolute state is ^^rif ^».ari' for Kar 6\pi,v

Joh vii 24 S C. The Peshitta has ri'ArJir) jrasiasas.

' The Palestinian Lectionary has for Matt xxvii 8

^n=ncuA "^ilipSo ni». t<l=nnT^ Arm Or-^m y^'\c\ ^Tomi^ t^^
Land's ancient cod. Petropolitanus (a MS of the continuous Gospel text) has

^~nnv^ -Tj'a^'n T^Anun i<L»> f^ssi'^ Anu •^'y«.y^ CTjourv i«^ ^mr. jTj3i\^ .-v\

B. II. 8
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[Noldelce § 208 A.] T^\h\r^ ocn >.irj Lk xv 15 *S is an iastance of

the somewhat careless construction mentioned by Duval {Grammaire

Syriaque § 357/), who quotes rils^Vso am A>A\ir<' >sooi from B.O. i 365.

In Lk XV 15 C has oco r^^h\r^ via, but in Lk xix 39 both S and C
have rdsta^ escn ).ia=j ^.so.

[Noldeke § 21 O.J r!lL,\.^i rfin Aa 'every village of Galilee' Lk
V 17 /S is a good instance of the use of the absolute state before a

genitive.

[Noldeke § 212.] In Lk xxiii 2 koL Xeyovra iavTov ^picrTov /SacrtXea

dvai is translated in S C riUjLi.atJss r^-^Lso cuocni cnx^i A^ i-SJK'o.

The last two words agree letter for letter with the Jewish NlT'Ei'tt X370,

commonly translated 'King Messiah.' But Dr Dalman
(
Worte Jesu 240)

has shewn that it is a mistake to treat ' Messiah ' in this phrase as a

proper name, and that we should render it ' the Anointed King.' And
this also agrees with the usage of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and

the Peshitta, for the Syriac not only has ' Herod the king ' in Matt ii 3,

Mk vi 14, where the better Greek texts have 6 ;Sao-tX.eus 'Upc^^rjs,

but also ' Augustus Caesar ' in Lk ii 1 , although ' Caesar Augustus ' is

the order found in all other authorities. In Lk xxiii 2, therefore,

re:jjLLZ.=)3 rd^iso should be translated ' an anointed king ' rather than
' King Messiah.'

[Noldeke § 217.] A.^ for yax-'^i Aa is now attested by S in Joh

iii 35, as well as Aphraates 123. On the other hand the Peshitta has

Aa, in Joh i 3, where )aiia\A is read by C and by Ephraim {Rom. iv 18 B,

Lamy ii 513).

[Noldeke § 220 b.] By the dropping of a repeated jsa the enchtic

.^^a-iK* occupies an unusual position in >ji»<' ..^ajrC ori' ,JS3r^ >_rs>3

' Who's my mother or tvho are my brothers ?
' Matt xii 48 S. In the

parallel passage Mk iii 33 the ,._o,ik' is not present.

[Noldeke § 222.] The idiom of a preposition followed by a pro-

nominal suffix and .t is ingeniously used in Joh xi 32 S, where ^Xdeu

oTTov rjv 'It^ctous is rendered .^o,£>.'i cn^ci\ h^^^. Similarly in Joh

vii 42 TTJs K(iiiJb7)<; ottov rjv AavetS is rendered .t.>o.i:i coL.i pc'^iiu by

the Peshitta as well as S C. In each case the clumsy Johannine peri-

phrasis is indicated without being allowed to hamper the movement of

the sentence.
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\_Ndldeke § 223. J '=ao.A.a with suffix is twice used foi" oXws, viz.

^^^asnrrf^ r^-A .__aA.»icua = /X17 b^oaai oka? Matt v 34 /S' C and 4 505,

and again ^aVa^K' r^oa^MS vv^acxin AviK* = eV a/xa/jxtats cru iyevvrjdrj?

o\os Joh ix 34 *S', where oXws is read for oXos in 1-118-131-209 and

some other Greek Mss, as well as the Armenian vulgate. The same

idiom has been left standing in 1 Cor vi 7 syr.vg, where oXws rJTTr]fjt.a

vjjuv ia-Tuv is rendered .^^ ^^oAvau ,_a.a>S3aj,ij, i.e. 'ye your own
selves are guilty.'

[Noldehe § 224*.] To render o haijxovLa-eds Mk v 18 >S has the

characteristic Syriac idiom cn.i(<'_x..-i ocn, and this reappears in the

Peshitta as ,or]o.irelz..i ocn. But in Lk viii 36 d SaLfiovLcrdeU is only

rendered in S and C by ' that man
'

; accordingly in the Peshitta we
find re:io,.>.i ocn rc'Ta.^ ' that demoniac man.' Evidently ocn t<'ia.^

was taken over from syr.vt, and r<'-io,.>.i added to give the sense of the

Greek. In other words the text of the Peshitta in Lk viii 36 is con-

flate ; we catch the reviser at work and see how his style differs from

the idiomatic Syriac of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

[_Ndldeke § 225.] A^.i is occasionally used in S and C to give

emphasis, e.g. >.iu.t >'x.x. A.'^sa Matt v 11 /S' (om. Aa.i C), where syr.vg

has ,Ai-\^S3 in agreement with the Greek iveKev ijjioii. Cases like

>L.T pCT^orcii.\ Matt xiii 30 C {om. ..L.t *S'), »L.i rfioAxa Lk xxii 30 »S'

(>io^ O), where >L..t appears to have no real force at all, are very

uncommon and seem to be due to some accident of revision.

\_Noldeke § 22 8. J It is here very truly remarked by Noldeke that

the difference between fc^cucn 'those' and ^00 'these' is often neg-

lected in Syriac. Thus in Matt xxiii 23 TavTa...Ka.Keiva is rendered by

^cno....^cn in the Peshitta as well as in S C, although in other

more important respects the Peshitta text of this verse has been

conformed to the Greek.

[Noldeke § 233. J vC»Jt. ^.w stands for tC croi oVo/Act eVrtv; (Lk

viii 30) in syr.vg as well as S C. This is no doubt the old Semitic

idiom : it is found in the Hebrew text of Judges xiii 17 "^^^ *23, and in

the Targum of Onkelos to Gen xxxii 27 we find ']^^ p although the

Massoretic Text here has ']ti^ T\12. The use of the phrase 'Who is thy

name?' is doubtless connected with that identification of the name
with the personality, whereby in Semitic idiom the Name of God is
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practically used for His personal character, as known to the wor-

shipper.

\_Ndldeke § 236 c.J In several passages, e.g. Matt xx 15, Lk x 23,

Joh iv 22, S has .i v^m where C and the Peshitta have .i ^.i.'w. In

a few places the Peshitta keeps .i t^so with S, while C has the ordinary

.1 >i."US3, e.g. Matt xviii 30.

[Noldeke § 240 A.J .s^iiz. .^.iii. [^^\] ^is^t. Is^ Matt xviii 22 /S C
and yl^/2, literally 'on 70 [times^ seven seven,' does not mean 3430 times

but 490, as Aphraates especially declares [Wright, p. 298). .^iiz. .s^t.

means ' seven by seven,' i.e. ' in rows of seven.' When therefore the

acts of forgiveness are piled in rows of seven upon seventy, we get

70 X 7^ which is four hundred and ninety.

\_Ndldeke § 243. J In Lk iv 40 hvvovTo? tov -qkiov is rendered in S
by the idiomatic r^-x-sax. ^3"-U.», without ^ prefixed, and this also is

the reading of the Peshitta, as edited by Mr Gwilliam from the MSS.

In Mk i 32 ^.i relx-^ar. va-i^sa in S corresponds to oi/ztas 8e yevoiievr)!;

ore eSva-ev 6 -qXios, and in remedying the apparent deficiency syr.vg

inserts the -=j, i.=]'-u>:=n no longer being the first word in the sentence

(p^xjsax. >Ai^>:t>l^ ^1 rdrsaia). Here again the effort to conform the

Syriac to the Greek has resulted in the disappearance of a characteristic

Syriac idiom.

[Noldeke § 244. J For the omission of .la, in short descriptive clauses,

see on Noldeke § 275.

[Noldeke § 249 E.j The curiously slack construction sometimes used

after ^ in comparative clauses is found in Matt xviii 1 3 ;S C as well as

in the Peshitta and Aphraates 142, where we read that the shepherd

who has found the lost sheep "rejoieeth over it more than the ninety

and nine which have not gone astray" ( ^^x.^ ^sa i.Au cars t^.i**).

The Greek is fiaXkov ^ eVt followed by a dative, but no Syriac authority

reads the logically more correct Aa.s ^ i>^. The same construction

is found in Lk xv 7 C, but S followed by syr.vg reads A.^ ok* instead

of fSa T>^.

Similarly in Matt xxvii 9 there is nothing but the context to decide

whether the prophet held the Christ dearer than he held the sons

of Israel, or whether he held the Christ dearer than the sons of

Israel did.
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The use of or^ instead of ^sa in comparisons, in imitation of (or at

least corresponding to) the Greek y], occurs several times in the Gospels,

e.g. Matt xix 24 S C, confirmed by Aphraates 392. I see no reason

to doubt that S in Lk xv 7 preserves the original rendering of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe : there are many characteristic variations

in the early part of Lk xv where *S' differs both from C and the Peshitta,

and it is more likely that C borrowed ^ i>^.> in v. 7 from the parallel

passage Matt xviii 1 3 or from the Diatessaron itself than that S should

have adopted the one variation A.:»- oK" from the Peshitta.

The compound preposition ^ol ^ corresponds to the French de

chez, e.g. in Lk viii 37, and also in Matt viii 34 ;S', the Gadarenes beseech

Jesus to depart «^cnAia,\ ^. Similarly Judas comes with a multitude

rdJoQ^ >3"-i h\o^ ^ Matt xxvi 47, Mk xiv 43, the Greek being ctTro in

Matt but TTapa in Mk. It is a little less direct than the simple ^ and

gives the impression that the place of departure is, so to speak, a little

more complex and less personal. Accordingly it is used of God, in

exactly the same way as Ulp p is used in Jewish Aramaic. Our Lord

is thus said to have come forth K'cnlrs' 4»a.\ pa in Joh xiii 3 >S' { = aTrb

0€ov) and in Joh xvi 27 ^S^-vg ( — Trapa tov $eov). But there can have

been very little significance in the periphrasis, for Trapa aov is rendered

in S by \f\h\o\ pa in Joh xvii 7 and by vra.»i in v. 8. In Matt xxi 42

and Mk xii 1 1 (' From the Lord this came to pass ') all the Syriac texts

have rdL.'vso h\o\ ^, but the Peshitta of Ps cxviii (cxvii) 23 has the

characteristically Jewish r<l»i.=o tq.td ps.

\_Ndldehe § 250.] For 'demoniac possession' in the Synoptic Gos-

pels the Syriac vulgate uses the preposition js, e.g. 'a demon is in him'

Matt xi 18, 'in ivhom was a demon' Lk viii 27 ; in S. John ZalixovLov

eyei? is literally translated vO^ Avars' pc'a*.i ' thou hast a demon.' But

in *S' and C this A is never used and its place is supplied by .a or A.:*.,

e.g. vv= Auk" k'cu.t Joh vii 20 S C, vyl:^ AviPc* ps'q,».i Joh viii 48,

52 S {hiat C), and k'.ip^'.x. ,cno.Li. rs^ocn Av.rs'.i ' on whom was a devil'

Lk viii 27 »S' C. What was meant by this is evident from the picturesque

expression r<'.i(<'jt. crA .ajAi.-i ' whom a devil was riding' (or, as we say,

* devil-ridden '), found in Matt ix 32 *S' for Sat/Aovt^djU.et'Of ^

1 This use of Ai^ is also found in the Palestinian Syriac Lectiouary, e.g. vyi^ nuE. Joh vii 20.
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[Noldehe § 251.] In Lk x 30 *S' agrees with C in translating

rilxiOavrj'; by >*A Avxsa A\x3 ' betiveen dead and alive.' The Peshitta is

widely different. In Lk xvii 11 the addition of cv.*x»'t...r«'A by C to the

phrase «<LiL\.^ r^'ijsnx, A\*3 is not found in »S', and it probably means

'to Jericho.' It cannot therefore be brought forward as a parallel to

pi'-MoiA rCioX rC-are' A\a=j Ephr. Overbeck 147 idt., quoted by Noldeke :

see further the Note on Lk xvii 11.
,

[Noldeke § 2 6 3.
J The tenses are employed normally in S and

C, and call for no special remark here except as regards the Pluperfect,

i.e. the Perfect followed by K'ocn. In my translation I have ventured

uniformly to translate these Syriac Perfects with K'oen by the English

Pluperfect, in spite of the occasional harshness, as I believe the reader

will thereby be better able to seize the point of view taken by the

Syriac narrator in telling his tale. In a plain historical narrative we

find in Syriac a series of verbs in the Perfect, varied occasionally by

Perfects followed by rc'ocn or oocn as the case may be. These latter

Perfects with K'oco often occur in positions that obviously require us

to use a Pluperfect in translation, but sometimes it is i:iot so obvious

and most translators then simply leave the p^'ocn untranslated. But

to do this obliterates the march of the action as conceived by the

Syriac mind. If I am right, we may regard a Syriac nari-ative as a

series of tableaux vivants. The simple Perfects describe the action, the

movement, which we are invited to witness ; the Perfects with r^ocn,

on the other hand, describe the anterior action, the actions which we

are not actually supposed ourselves to observe, but which have brought

the dramatis personae into the required situation.

Thus in S. Mark's story of the cursing of the barren Fig-tree and

the cleansing of the Temple, as told by S, the narrator wishes to invite

us to see and hear the following actions. Our Lord hungers, sees

a fig-tree, comes to it, finds nothing but leaves, utters a curse on it.

The curtain then lifts on another scene : He begins to put out the

buyers and sellers in the Temple, and during some time we see Him
stopping the passengers, teaching and saying ' My House is a House of

Prayer.' Then again the disciples see the fig-tree withered, and S. Peter

says ' The fig-tree is withered,' and Jesus anstvers ' Have faith in God.'

Then in another scene we see the chief Priests come to Jesus, and they

ask for His authority and He answers them (S. Mark xi 12-29).
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Here we have four scenes, two on the way and two in the Temple.

The events which we are supposed to see and hear are told us in the

simple Perfect. But the connecting links, the subsidiary, though

necessary, actions that bring the actors into the required situations,

are told us in the Pluperfect. How is it that Peter remembered

{v. 21)? Because the disciples had heard (oocd a2.:M,z. v. 14'^). How
is it that we find our Lord busy with the merchants in the Temple 1

Because He had entered the Temple (f^ocn Aa. v. 15"). How is it

that in the fourth scene our Lord is found in controversy with the

chief priests 1 Because He and the disciples had come again to Jeru-

salem (oocn (sh\r^ V. 27''), and the chief priests had heard of His doings

in the Temple (ooen cUb.M.z. v. IS'*).

The point is, that this tense describes a past scene. It may break

the thread of the narrative to bring in a detail, but it does not carry

the narrative forward. Wherever it appears there is a break of

continuity^. A good example of this is Lk x 17 where /Sand Chave
ooen oA^a3, suggesting the break which is logically demanded after

V. 16. The previous verses give one scene, containing our Loi-d's

parting instructions to the Seventy-two : the following verses describe

what was said when the Seventy-two had returned'^. It is a question

of pictorial effect, of the subordination of phrase. To neglect this

subordination turns a Syriac narrative into a monotonous chain of

statements and takes the life out of the action.

Naturally the proper grouping and subordination of the incidents

in a story is a matter of individual taste, at least to some extent.

We therefore find that editors often inserted or cut out the rc'oeo or

ooen. A series of instances will be found in Lk viii 19 ff, where

S three times has a simple Perfect when C has the Pluperfect

:

Matt XX i 46 is another example of the same variation.

[Noldehe § 2 7 4. J The ' historic present ' is rare in Syriac, but several

clear instances occur in S : e.g. Matt xx 11 when the Labourers saw,

they murmur {^x^\, Gr. lyoyyvlpv); Matt xxiv 1 when... the disciples

drew near, they shew Him the buildings (^a.*».ta, Gr. hn^ei^aC) ; Matt

xxvii 19 Pilate's wife sendeth word to him (rC-jjuL.!., Gr. aVecrTeiXev)

;

1 It is, in fact, the exact opposite of- the Arabic o or the Hebrew strong • 1

.

2 A similar break in narration is to be,founcl in Lk i 62 S,
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Mk vi 5 on a few infirm folk He layeth His hands and they were healed

{•jar^fo, Gr. iirideh [...e^epaTreucrev]) ; Lk viii 4, for o-vvlovto's S has

T-i^iv=>a .T^, (7 has T-ia.A^r^ s^, syr.vg has rsToeo tj.&....t^.

These examples, in all of which the tense used is clear from the

consonantal writing, raise the question whether we ought not sometimes

to point verbs as Participles rather than Perfects in cases where the

consonantal writing does not distinguish between them. The point

which distinguishes A^ killing from Aii^n he killed is never found in

*S or C, so that we are entirely dependent on analogy and such tradition

as is afforded us by the transmitted vocalisation of the PeshittaK

[Noldeke § 275. J Circumstantial clauses are expressed in Syriac by

tlie Participle preceded by sa, or some other particle such as .li^-, or by

a relative. The Participle, or participially used adjective (§ 244), is

rarely allowed to stand alone, except after Imperatives (§ 272). Thus

in Matt xi 18 (John the Baptist came neither eating nor drinking)

S has rc'Aut. r^Sa l^r^ r£\. But this is altered in the other texts :

C has rs'Avr. rcii Ars'o Aak* r^ o^ and syr.vg has rS'^xr. rsAo A^re're'A.T.

In the parallel passage, however, Lk vii 33, all three texts agi-ee with

that of S in S. Matthew.

A somewhat similar instance is Lk xviii 11, where S has 'That

Pharisee standeth by hiraselS praying...' (ri'.A^.'sa yar^a), but

C and syr.vg have 'was standing and thus was praying'

(rtf'oeo r^Xf^ ^cno...p^aen ^oK'.n). In this way the historic present

and the independent participle of S are both made to disappear.

After Imperatives and some other expressions, such as K'ocn .li^ra

' he was accustomed,' we find the bare Participle used, as is noted in

Noldeke § 272. Thus Lk xii 13 'Speak to my brother to divide

{[jiepLcraadaL) the inheritance with me' is rendered in syr.vg, as well

as S C,

r^^o^T* >.sa.!^ .^^ vur<lA o.ssre'

lit. ' Speak to my brother dividing with me the inheritance.' It is

this consti'uction which I believe to be intended in Matt xv 26 S,

KIolI^ ^.xjssi r<'.xir):i j^SXatJ^ .3a>*aA rt'Ao rdl

It is not fitting [for folk^ to take the sons' bread to cast it to the dogs.

^ For the incon.sistencies exhibited by the Peshitta text in the phrase 'answered and said,' see

the Appendix at the end of this chapter.
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Here instead of ^'sai rdmSn we find in O and syr.vg cujsavta^o

' and to cast it,' in accordance with Kal fiaXelv in the Greek. But the

construction of S sounds to me idiomatic and original, although the

antecedent to ^^sa^ has to be wholly inferred from the context^.

[Noldeke § 286. J The Infinitive is used, as Dr Noldeke says 'als

eine Art Epexegese,' e.g. Matt ii 20 a.<.-«:>:»i\ rJlAi^.T cojc^i aoco ('^^>^

' they were seeking the lad's life to snatch away' where ' to snatch

away ' is omitted by S. Here ci3^cu:i2b.9ii ' to snatch it away ' would

have been possible, but with transitive verbs the addition of the suflBx

is not necessary. When however the verb requires after it a construction

with a preposition the suffix is necessary after the pronoun, e.g. in

Ps civ 26 11 T)TW7 fTIS* HI jfT'lS where we in English can say 'Leviathan,

that Thou hast formed to laugh at,' the Syriac like the Hebrew must

say ' Leviathan, that Thou hast formed to laugh at it^.'

This will explain the phrase oo^ oosA'sal in Joh xxi 5 S. Verbs of

eating, such as 1a.t< and oo^i^i, usually govern an accusative ; followed

1 Dr Merx, in his always interesting notes on the text of S {Die Vier Kanonischen Evangelien:

. . Erliiuterungen . . von A dalhert Merx, i 248 ff ), takes a widely different view. Deliberately dis-

regarding the Greek, and even the text of S in the parallel passage Mk vii 27, he considers ..-^n

to refer to «g^-V— and makes :i a relative : the saying of Christ thus becomes ' Is it not fitting to

take the bread that the sons cast to the dogs ?' i.e. ' is it not fitting that I, cast out as I am by the

Jews, should help the Gentiles ?
' To this question the woman replies by an eager affirmative.

According to Dr Merx, the ordinary text of S. Matthew and also the parallel passage in S. Mark

have been corrupted by a Judaistic re-editing
(
Verjiidelimg), which S alone has escaped.

It is undoubtedly much easier to construe S in the way advocated by Dr Merx, but I cannot

believe that his translation gives the sense intended by the scribe. When I find tov aprov twv

TfKvav in the Greek and 1<i»li^:^ r^~nu\ in the Syriac translation, I cannot but believe that ti

denotes the genitive and that the phrase means ' the bread of the sons.' Moreover Aphraates

149, in an allusion which I omitted to quote in vol i, pp. 88, 89, as being too paraphrastical for

textual purposes, says that those who assiduously beg for mercy are the dogs that receive the sons'

bread and they cast to them („_ot7jj ^_i=nTo I'iiiii'a t^iJMA ^.—»cvi \), Dr Merx wishes to

emend this also and to cut out the o before ^»ini, but as it stands it attests the expression the

saris' bread, and a very little imagination is needed to beheve that the phrase in Aphraates is a

somewhat mechanical reminiscence of the text of S, understood as I have understood it and not

as Dr Merx has done.

If it be necessary to choose an antecedent to ^isni in S, I should be inclined mentally to

supply A after v^o. Similarly in Mk vii 27 the Palestinian Lectionary has It -is not good

that WE shovld take the soni bread and {that) we should cast it to the dogs. But no word is really

required, seeing that in Joh xviii 8 /S renders acfxre tovtovs vwdyeiv by ^A\»^ cmarajt..

B. n, 9
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by ^'sa they signify ' to eat part of a thing.' But ' to eat of a joint

'

is cn= Aah!', The expi-ession is fairly common in Hebrew, e.g.

Judg xiii ]6, but it also occurs in Syriac, e.g. Job xxi 25 in imitation

of the Hebrew. Hence caa qo^LmI ^i.t-sa .^_oa\ A\*r<' means 'Have

ye anything to eat of ?
' The choice of the preposition to be used was

no doubt due to the fact that the Greek is ix-q ti frpoa-jtayiov ex^re

;

The confused construction of Lk iii 8 "C, is not supported by S,

which has r^xis poixii re'.arili\ ^.Aco ^sj.i K'oa^pe' jjL^z.=n where C has

(X'stLosA for ^cLAiii. The text of C (noticed in Noldeke § 286) appears

to be nothing more than an unskilful mixture of the phraseology of

Matt iii 9 with that of S in S. Luke.

A good example of the Infinitive used without a finite verb to

express 'must' is Joh ix 30, where S has coa ai:=«3.iAvsa\ r<'.icn= 'this

is something to wonder at!' The Peshitta inserts ocn after rs'.icnss

and omits ca=j.

[_Ndldehe § 290.] A noteworthy example of a double accusative is

to be found in riUxsaoi cai.>va.^^ v^L.i >.^z.&Aq Lk ii 35 S, cor-

responding to Koi crov [8e] avTrjs ttjv xpv^^rjv SteXevcreTaL f)OfjL,<^aia. The

text is supported by a fragment of the original Syriac of S. Ephraim's

Commentary on the Diatessaron preserved by Isho'dad, who has

rcU*»Joi ciai..iajk.^ >at'm-i. The meaning is apparently 'And through

thine own self thou shalt cause a sj^ear to pass,' but no other authority

has the verb in the 2nd person. For the use of ia.^ with an accusa-

tive instead of with .sd see Lk xix 1, where we find o.M.>i.r<' iTv.o in S,

instead of OnMuiar^la iai^o.

[^Noldeke § 295.] The Infinitive absolute is much more commonly
used in the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe than in the Peshitta.

rdu, r<li.z.=Q Joh X 20 {Gr. ^auverau) appears to be the only instance

in the Peshitta Gospels where the idiom is not actually indicated in the

Greek. In one instance, px>cn cajsi.>ca99 Lk viii 50, where it occurs

in C but not in S or the Peshitta, the reading of C is supported by

Aphraates, by the Commentary of S. Ephraim, and by the Acts of
Thomas. It is possible, however, that this last quotation may be based

on Mk V 36, a passage for which S is unfortunately not extant.
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\Noldeke. § 304.] In Lk xviii 3 S has rt'ocn Ai^rC rS'.ij* f<'A\\»i-tr«',

where Cand the Peshitta have A^oeo Auri"^.

[Noldeke § 328 b.] Both *S and C are among the 'ancient docu-

ments' that invariably use K'acn ri'A and not cvi. The Peshitta on

the other hand contains cvl several times, e.g. Joh vii 25.

[§ 328 F.] Besides the use of r^.l for ' without,' and also as a

conjunction meaning 'lest' (almost like pd.'sal.i), it is found several

times in the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe in the sense of ' else ' or

' otherwise ' : in such cases it is always followed by a noun, so as to

distinguish it from red.t meaning 'lest.' This usage is obscured in the

Peshitta and does not seem to be recognised in the Syriac Grammars,

so I here set down the instances I have observedI Matt vil S C: ' Do
not your righteousness before men, else ye have no reward with your

Father' (^oAo.raK' A^o,\ .^_oa\ AvA ri'-i^^ rsrA.i); Matt vi 24 C
(hiat S), Lk xvi I'd S (Mat C) : 'No man can serve two lords, else

the one he mil hate and the other he ivill love' (r^-iooi .tm.1 rells

>i,VJ rdJiMrdla) ; Matt ix 16, 17, Mk ii 21, 22 S (hiat C) : 'No
man putteth a new patch on a worn-out garment, else the fidness of
the new pulleth away the weakness of the worn-out part neither

new wine into worn-out wine-skins, else the wine teareth the wine-shins
'

(rdoA ^ofa\ rc'i-ss riXXM rsA.i . , . . r^-SiAusa K'A\.t*».t cn^Axi^a rtA.i).

In Matt vi 24 and Lk xvi 13 the corresponding Greek is rj yap, in the

other instances it is et Se fj^rj or et Se /^i^ye.

The Peshitta has p^Ak'o instead of r^i.i in Matt vi 1, and "U^ or**

in Matt vi 24 and Lk xvi 13. In Matt ix 16, 17, and Mk ii 21, 22,

it has kA.i but except in Mk ii 22 the construction is changed. In

the other passages the verb comes immediately after rtfA.T, and in

Matt ix 16 this is actually put in the future (...cnA>a.xVia ^o^^ r^.T
' that the fulness of it may not pull,' etc.). We may remark in passing

that the unusual divergence of the Peshitta from the Greek in this

verse receives a natural explanation when viewed as a stylistic cor-

rection of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. The Greek here has

at/oei yap to TrXrjpoiiia k.t.X., not el Se /at}, aipet to TrXrjpcDyia as in

S. Mark. The Evangelion da-Mepharreshe rendered both passages

1 Here •»^ot73 '^r^ is read by Mr Gwilliam's cod. 40, and by his 14 36 in Lk vii 37.

2 Other instances of ri!^:i, meaning ' else,' are to be found in asd 471, 681', 69'' ; Aphraates

18520. (R.H.K.)
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alike, as its custom often is, employing in each passage the idiomatic

use of rei^.T now under consideration. The Peshitta alters the idiom

in Matt ix 16, but in so doing departs much further from the Greek.

It is of course quite likely that in this particular phrase the official

Peshitta text is simply reproducing a previous stylistic correction

:

we are even at liberty to conjecture that C, which is here missing,

itself read ^o^^ pelin-^.

[Noldeke § 338 c. j In more than a dozen passages the Peshitta

begins a paragraph with .i^.i k'ocdo 'And it came to pass that

when...,' corresponding to koX iyevero ore in Matt, and koL iyevero ws

or iyevero Se iv tw in Lk. The formula occurs in S in Matt xi 1 and

xix 1, and perhaps also in Matt xxvi 1, but elsewhere it is avoided

in the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. Usually the iyevero is left un-

translated, as in Matt xiii 53 and Lk x 38 : in other places we find

a^ K'onoo 'And it came to pass when...,' e.g. Matt xi 1 C, xix 1 C,

Lk i 41 /S, ix 51 C. In the last passage S has .-i^o without r<'oco.

It is possible that the original translation had regarded .ia.t p<'oeoo

as an exact equivalent of koL iyevero ore and .t^ K'oeno as an exact

equivalent of koI iyevero ws. But as above remarked the iyevero is

usually dropped in the Syriac rendering.

The idiom specially mentioned in § 338c (viz. 'And it came to

J3&SS... and') occurs in Lk ix 28 S C, but in the Peshitta the intrusive

and has been corrected out.

Here may conveniently be noticed the very curious anacoluthon

introduced by the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and the Peshitta into

their rendering of S. Matthew's phrase ' Now all this is come to pass

that it might be fulfilled,' etc. {rovro 8e [oXot-] yeyovev Iva. k.tX). The
phrase occurs in Matt i 22, xxi 4, xxvi 56, and in the Greek the

construction is perfectly straightforward. But the Syriac has ^*.i K'.ien

.1 ^ocn.-i, just as if the translation had read o instead of oKov. That
it is a native idiom and not a translator's mistake is shewn by the

retention of the phrase in the Peshitta : even in Matt xxvi 56,

where S has in the plural .i ,acn.i ^coi^ ^^.i ^en, the Peshitta has

.1 A^oen.i ^*.i rtf'.Too. In Matt xxi 4 a few ancient Peshitta codices

1 r<^T\ meaning ' else ' also occurs in Lk x 6, where S reads u cv^tw _ o-> -\ ^ y^^r\ ,j^
{sic, see the List of Errata), i.e. If [it be) otherwise, upon you it will return.
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(Mr Gwilliam's 15 17 19 20 36) remove this anacoluthon by omitting

the .1 before A\oen^. This construction is also noticed in Noldehe § 358 b.

\_N6ldeke § 339. J In the ordinary Edessene Syriac, as known to

us in writings dating from the 4th century onward, the conjunction

' and ' is not used to introduce the apodosis. But in S and C there

are several instances of this thoroughly Semitic idiom. The passages

may be conveniently arranged under the two heads of Te'mpo7-al

Sentences, containing .t^ in the protasis, and Conditional Sentences,

containing •__<<' or o\r^ in the protasis.

(A) Temporal Sentences.

Matt iii 16 ^aTTTLcr9el<; Se 6 'Ii^crovs ev0v<; dve/3rj diro tov uSaros

Kttl LOOV...

Now ivhen Jesus was baptized, immediately He came up from the ivater

and the heavens were opened to Him.

but

.T^Usaz. OM^i^^r^ K'cno .r<l>=Q ^ jAoo.i f<'A\sT-) cn=3 ..v'^a^^ .1^0 C
And when He was baptized, in the same hour that He came up from
the water, \_and^ lo, the heavens were opened.

r^tmr. ouiv^^pc' rc'cno r<lx.M ^ aXooo .t:^^^. .ViO S

And when He was baptized and came up from the water, \and~\ lo,

the heavens were op>ened.

The [a7i(i] which I have put in square brackets simply serves to

introduce the apodosis. Notwithstanding important differences, S and

C agree in the general cast of the sentence against the Greek and

against the Peshitta, which follows the Greek.

Lk-xiii lOff. The Greek text tells the story of the woman with

the spirit of infirmity in the following manner :
" ^^Now He was

teaching... '^^and lo, a woman having a spirit.... ^^Now Jesus...

(spoke) ''^and laid His hands on her.... '^^Now the ruler of the

synagogue answered and....(complained). ^'•' But (Se) the Lord answered

him and said ' Hypocrite !'
"

1 A similar anacoluthon may be intended by the insertion of n before t^aiOV^. in Lk xxii Zl S,

but I incline to think the t\ a mere scribe's blunder. A similar construction after r\ oA^ is

found in Addai 23*, 44^, as my friend Canon Kennett points out.
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S and C without substantial variation have: "'^"And when He
was teaching... ^'^and there was there a woman that had a spirit...

'^^and Jesus... (spoke) ^^and laid His hands on her.... ^*And the

ruler of the synagogue answered and... (complained). '^ Jesus answered

and said to him :
' Respecter of persons !

'

"

It is surely unreasonable to take all the clauses in vu. 10—14

inclusive as introductory to the reply of our Lord in v. 15. Is it not

more natural to regard v. 11 as the apodosis to -y. 10? When Jesus

was teaching in a synagogue one Sabbath, a certain woman (we are

told) was present.

The Peshitta retains the ' tvheyi' of SC in v. 10, but omits the

introductory 'and' m v. 11, so that it reads "'^'^Now when Jesus was

teaching... '^there was there a woman, etc."; a new sentence begins

at V. 12 with "Now Jesus saw her." Evidently therefore the a in

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe at the beginning of v. 11 was taken

as the introduction to the apodosis, and is accordingly omitted in the

Peshitta in agreement with the later theory of Syriac syntax.

Joh iv 1—3. This is another case where the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe had .Til in the protasis and o in the apodosis, and where

the Peshitta in getting rid of this antiquated construction departed

still more widely from the Greek. The Greek has cus ovv eyvot in

V. I, followed by a rather long parenthesis, but v. 3 takes up the

principal narrative, beginning d(f)'rJKev rrjv 'lovSaiav. This is properly

and idiomatically rendered in S hj .ii.:u ^.t ."t^ followed in v. 3 by
.locnA cniinjLO. C is here mutilated, but from the space it is evident

that V. 1 began with .t^ as in *S, and v. 3 with cnji^x. or cTuia.z.o.

The Peshitta has oruiax.o like S, but it omits :»^ at the beginning

oi V. 1. The fact that the Peshitta has the o at the beginning of v. 3

is a clear indication that its insertion is no mere peculiarity of S but

a characteristic reading of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

Other instances of .-i^ followed by o are Matt ix 18 /S, Matt xii 9 C,

(not S), xviii 8, 9 S (A\k'A<o sic %: not C) ; Mk x 46 .S', xi 15 6'

(,ix-o, c/syr.vg) ; Lk xix I, 2 S (not C), xix. 36 S (not C).

Somewhat similar is Joh xvi 6. Here ;S' has

For because I have .said to you these things l_and'] sorrow hath come
and filled your hearts.
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Here again it is obvious that we must omit the \_and?\ in translating

into English. The Peshitta also has A^A^^<'o, but it omits .1 A.\^,

although the Greek is aXX.' on rauTa kekdXrjKa iifxlv, rj Xvirr] ireTrXrjpcjKev

vfiSiv TTjv KapSCav.

(B) Conditional Sentences.

Lk xii 45, 46. idv he eiTrrj 6 SoCXos lKe1vo<i iv rfj KapSCa avTov...Kal

ap^TjraL TxnrTeiv rov<i TratSas /c.t.X., *^ijfei 6 Kupios tov hovKov iKeivov...

Here S and C have

...pt'.liis.A r^-jjuSU-SaX r^ijcio on-i\-i pC'.'va:^ oen t-Sop^-I ^^.i ^-j;^

Now if that slave shall say in his heart...and shall begin to heat the

slaves... *^\_and'\ the lord of that slave will come....

The apodosis is thus clearly introduced by o, which we have to

leave untranslated, or render by ' then.' The Peshitta agrees in the

rendering of these verses with S C, but it omits the characteristic

o before t<'Ai»<li at the beginning oi v. 46, in accordance with the

accepted syntactical theory.

The evidence of Lk xii 45, 46, is especially cogent, because S
and C agree in inserting the o and there is no variation in the Greek.

In other instances we have only the evidence of single Mss.

Matt xviii 12 S

f-'T r^lo ^cal=a r^.iu r<l2kj^i\0 r<li^ K'r^Jsa r^ia^A ^ocriJ n.j^'

If a man shall have afock of one hundred and one of them he strayed,

doth he not leave the ninety and nine.. .? (lit. ' and doth he not leave...? ')

Here G and the Peshitta have another word for sheep, and they

also omit the o before r«li.

Matt XX 28 fin. C
.vO-M i»^.l »S0 r^h\r^<s .K'Axij—sj K'Av^o.oa vOa^Qo^ ^-.."1 ^^t^

But if thou sit down to meat in a lesser place, and there come one

less than thou, and the lord of the supper say to thee ' Bring thyself

and come up and sit clown to meat,' then thou shalt have more glory

in the eyes of the guests.
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This sentence occurs in the well-known interpolation attested by

Codex Bezae and the Old Latin version, but not by current Greek

texts or the Peshitta. S is here deficient, owing to the accidental

loss of a leaf, but it is evident from the space required that it could

never have contained this long insertion. I have made the apodosis

in the above translation come at the last clause : it might equally

well be put at rc'A\r<lio or iioK'-io, and D and the Latins actually

set it at i=>3r<!Jo, reading epet and not koX ipel. But in any case

the clause which contains the apodosis begins with 'and.' As the

evidence of S shews us that the interpolation does not belong to

the earliest form of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, it is all the

more interesting, from the point of view of the history of the language,

to find in it an instance of the idiom now under discussion.

Matt xxi 21 S

.r<l.l^cn rc'OcoJO v^..m\-> JAO AjjAut.rc'.T rClicn r<'icC^ ^^oiiOrS'Ax .^.K'

If ye shall say to this hill ' Be taken up and fall into the sea,' then

it shall he so.

Here C has rcli^eo .^_a^ k'qcqi without o. The Peshitta has

K'oenA* .^^TtsoK'Ax rcJ.ieo r<\oii^ ^^r^, but curiously enough three

of Mr Gwilliam's mss (15 20* 36) read rs'ocoA^o.

Lk xi 8 /S

Though because of friendship he tvill not give to him, ^yet^ because of

importunity he will rise and give to him.

The o before the second AA^ is not in C and the Peshitta, and

it is not visible in the photograph of S, though there is room for it

and the rest of the passage is quite clear. I have not seen the

passage myself at Sinai, but I should not wonder if a careful examina-

tion shewed not only the o read by Dr Harris in 1893, but also signs

that the letter had been intentionally washed out before the whole

MS was broken up and converted into a palimpsest. In such cases

the washed out letters are sometimes illegible in the photograph

:

a good instance of this is to be found in Lk xii 31, where I have

little doubt that the first hand of S* had A.x^:n, not AjAco.
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The illegibility of the o in Lk xi 8 is all the more to be regretted,

as the sentence is of a somewhat different type to those we have

been examining. The »-j<^ has a concessive force, i.e. * though ' or

' even if,' and in the apodosis the first word is not a verb, but a noun

preceded by a preposition.

Lk xviii 4, 5 ^

or..v-iA.>^ ^ r^r^Asa rt'j.ncoM pC'Adsaipi' r^.icno^

Though of God I am not afraid and for man I have no reverence, ^ yet

this widow who thus fatigueth me I will requite.

C has ^\i^^ instead of rcU^en.i ; the relative thus being dropped,

K'.ieno now begins a third conjunctive clause of the protasis, and the

apodosis consists of the single word otx«.SkaA>r<' ' I will requite her.' For

A . . . . r<'."icn[o] the Peshitta has

so that the sentence runs ' Though of God I am not afraid and of men

I have no reverence, even though it is because this ividoiufatigueth me,

I will requite her.' This contains an admirable rendering of Sta ye

TO TTape^eiv jjbOL KOTTov rrjv -^yjpav TavT-qv, but it will be noticed that

in this rendering also the a before the apodosis has disappeared.

Lk ix 58 S

coTTua T^ixa r<lx.=)iz.:i k'Avjjt^o »^_ocQi Auk' rcljk.n.i rell^ivl fc-J?*

oar-i ^r\OSnBai^ •tA>r«' cna AvA rC'jcJr*'."!

Though the foxes have dens and the birds of the heaven have nests, yet

the Son ofMan hath not where He may rest His head.

In agreement with the Greek, C and the Peshitta omit »._!<^ and

read ^j.i cnisl instead of cniaio, besides one or two minor variations.

The word ^rs* ' yea ' is written ^-j^" in Lk xii 5 S, but there can

be little doubt that „__r^\\eTe stands in S for 'if or 'thought' An
'if is more than once inserted in S where the construction seemed to

require it, e.g. Matt xiii 28, Mk xii 37. But the half dozen instances

which I have given of conditional sentences, in which the apodosis

1 So also Dr Merx in his translation, p. 133.

B. II. 10
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is introduced by o, will I trust sufficiently prove that the idiom was

really used in the earlier stages of Syriac literature.

Now and then the apodosis of conditional sentences, especially such

as contain av in the Greek, are introduced by ^*.i. The classical

instance is Gen xliii 10 syr.vg

Had we not delayed, perchance we should have already returned.

^.T iaA here corresponds to nnp '''2-

The same construction occurs in Matt xi 21, Lk x 13, in aS^ C and the

Peshitta ;
' if the mighty works had been done in Tyre and Sidon per-

chance they would have already repented.' in^ implies a slight doubt

:

the speaker is morally certain, but it remains a hypothesis^. When
i-"v is absent, ^.i can equally well introduce the conclusion without

any expression of doubt. Thus in Lk xix 23 S C, and apparently also

in Matt xxv 27, the lord asks the lazy slave 'Why didst thou not

give my money to the bankers ? '—equivalent to a conditional sentence—
' and I then (^*.t r<lir<'a) had come and required mine own.' The

Peshitta both in Matt and Lk omits ^.i, as we might have expected.

But the clearest example is Matt xvii 20 S, where we read

rilion r^iftJ^i ^j.T ^^^A^i-Sar^ rc'^O.l=a>cn .^^OAra h\Ctco Aure" cv\r^

If there had been in you faith...ye would have said to this hill 'Be
removed,' and it woidd remove.

Here C and the Peshitta read r<'oenA»[.i ocn] »._r^ at the beginning

and substitute „^_a\:sir^h\ for ^*.-t ^__a^^\sar^.

[Noldeke § 349 B.J The Greek construction of syr.vg and C in

Lk ix 4 (oocn ^^ [col] .^^aAuK* ^A^.t r«r_i*rs' rfAvj.a.\) is found

also in S, and the same phrase recurs in Matt x 11, Mk vi 10, Lk x
5, 8, 10. But such a construction would hardly be possible in S and C
with any preposition but A, which in Syriac is so intimately connected
with the mere sign of the accusative after a transitive verb. When
another preposition is used in sentences of this kind the Syriac begins

with a 'nominative absolute,' e.g. Lk xx 18 icf)' ov du Triarj XcKfjuja-eb

avTov is rendered in S C ,encua.*ut.A» ,enoA.:^ AskA^.i ^.sa \s^, and

' oaa ^ would have expressed the purely temporal sense of ' already.'
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similarly in syr.vg with the substitution of ,eocu'isA< for the last word.

Only in the Harclean do we find ,cact>-i.i^ A.^^.i dm Aj^.

In view of the concession to Greek idiom made by the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe in Matt x 11, it is a remarkable circumstance that

in D and that excellent minuscule cod. 28 the clause runs r] ttoXis

ets TJv av eicreXdTjTe ets avTrjv, k.t.X. Why do Western authorities thus

syriacize at a point where Syriac texts graecize ?

And in Mk vi 10, where the Greek is onov idv elcreXOrjTe et? oLKtav,

a phrase which reads like a translation from a Semitic original, why
are S and syr.vg assimilated to the phraseology of the other Gospels ?

It is easier to ask these questions than to suggest a satisfactory

solution.

[_Ndldeke § 3 5 5. J In my translation I have uniformly left the

relative in short adjectival or adverbial phrases untranslated, wherever

the verbal construction is left unexpressed. Thus ^ps* K'»sagj.i ^A.r^

really means 'the things that are in heaven,' but pd.xsax.r).i »^_a.=ir<' is

better rendered into English by ' our Father in heaven,' than by the

full verbal statement 'our Father, who art {or, who is) in heaven^.'

The mere fact that the relative in Syriac is a light unaccented half-

syllable has doubtless helped the tendency of the language to insert

it where the sense would be over-expressed by the English relative.

[Noldeke § 358 B.J See above, on § 338 c.

\_Noldeke § 373.] In three passages reisAs seems to stand ellip-

tically at the beginning of a sentence. The use of rt:sa\ for r^A in

prohibitions is not found in the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, unless

we regard Joh v 45 C as an exception, so it is improbable that the

.1 in rtfsal.T stands for 'inverted commas,' like on recitativum. The

instances are

(i) Matt viii 4 (Jesus saith to him "Opa [JLrjSevl etrrTjs)

.ior^ "isorf TJriA r<:2aX.i...crA issK' S

where the Peshitta has rCsaX >vm instead of r^jsal.i, i.e. 'See, do not

say to any one.' Thus in S C pe'jsal.i corresponds to opa and the

negative contained in fiyjSevt.

1 Of course -e^.-r^'r-^ _ q=3t^ could not be used in Syriac for 'our heavenly Father' (c/

Matt xviii 10 ' their-angels in-heaven-behold my-Father-in-heaven').
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(ii) Matt xvii 9 (Jesus commanded them, saying Mr^Sevt eLTrrjTe

TO opa/Ma)

^vsap*" T-irelA relsal.i i^^owA iiorc'o jik.cuL^ »^crA K'oen xaZsa C

S is missing at this point. The Peshitta for r<'ov*»...rtl.s)al.i has

Here again rtfLsal.i stands in Cfor 'Beware lest.'

(iii) Matt xxv 9 (The wise virgins reply Mr^vrore ovk dpKearj -fjijuv

Kal vjjuv)

.^jJAo a r"^""' kA K^J^A.l r^^VM^i^M »_ji^p<' /S

Here rdaA.i practically stands for rtlsA.t r«A, i.e. 'Nay, lest....,' but

the omission of the direct negative at the beginning of the sentence

both in Greek and in Syriac gives a more courteous turn to the refusal.

The Peshitta substitutes pCjsA. Curiously enough, in Matt xiii 29,

where the Greek has ov, [jLrJTroTe . . . and S C have p<l»A."» rtA, the

Peshitta has rdsAi alone, like S in Matt xxv 9.

It is noteworthy with what persistence the Peshitta avoids

KlsA.T >ti* and pdsA.T ovm. This is the case in Matt ix 30, xviii 10,

xxiv 5, Mk i 44, Lk xxi 8, in all of which places the phrase is used

by the Evmigelion da-Mepharreshe. The only exception I have noted

is Mk xiii 5 .^^cv^is-^i tjps' i<l5>i\.i ov»», where ^ has rdsA.

[Nbldehe § 374 b.] .i oen «^_r<[_is generally avoided in S. Out of

15 places where the phrase occurs in one or other Syriac text, /S has

it only in Mk viii 3, 36. It occurs seven times in C, and its infrequency

in S appears to be the result of stylistic correction. At least this is

what is suggested by the occurrence of .i «._r<' Matt x 13 jS, ocn .^j^"

(without .i) Matt xii 10 »S, and the reading rc'acn Ax^it ocn Matt xxvii

43 S. In the last mentioned verse the ordinary text has veiroLdev

alone, but el -n-ewoLOev is read by D, 1-118-209, the Old Latin, the

Egyptian versions, the Armenian and the Ethiopic : I venture to

think it probable that the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe once read in

agreement with these authorities

and that am in ;S is a relic of this reading.
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An expression similar in construction to .i ocn .^ ri" is to be

found in Matt xiii 10, where S has .i oen rs'jjsa while C and syr.vg

have f<lisal.

[§ 374, Note at end.'] The use of .^j^" to expres dv, common in

later Syriac translations from the Greek, is naturally absent from the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. But S preserves two instances of the

use of ».j<^ in alternatives [Noldehe § 372 b), corresponding to j>\

in Arabic^. Thus Mk xiii 35 S

».__r<^ r<ia f<'Av.x_=j.T cn'usi r^h\r<i jAv'saK' ^^^^Auirc* ^a:^.T> \ • \^ f<tA

For ye hnoiv not when the master of the house cometh, not whether

it he in the evening-time, nor whether in the midnight, nor whether in

the morning twilight, nor whether at the dawn.

The Peshitta has ok* in each case in place of .^j^^, to agree with

the Greek tj.

Similarly in Matt xviii 8 S* has ' it is better for thee to enter life

Qox^-u .T^ c\r<' Aurc* Ti.\u »-—!5l ""^^ whether lame or halt.' The «._£<[

has been apparently washed out of the text by a corrector and does

not appear in C or the Peshitta, but the occurrence of the word in

Mk xiii 35 inclines me to believe it genuine here also.

The same use of »-_r<^ is retained in the N.T. Peshitta outside the

Gospels, e.g. in Ptom i 16, where 'louSatoj re TrpcoTov /cat "EW.rjPi is

rendered

\_Ndldeke § 375 A.J The use of CL^r^ in S and is the same as in

other Syriac documents, i.e. it introduces a hypothesis which is regarded

by the speaker as impossible. Thus .tLi\K' r^A CAPS' is 'if he had

not been born.' The use of cApS", therefore, in the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe for the sayings in Matt xvii 20 and Lk xvii 6 about faith

as a grain of mustard-seed' adds a tone of impatience and regret which

' According to Wright ii § 166 the Arab grammarians distinguish between alternatives sepa-

rated by^l and by at. In the former case one of the alternatives is known by the speaker to be

true, in the latter no knowledge is assumed.
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is lost in the Peshitta. aXK* is practically our 'if only' :
—

'if only,'

says Christ to the apostles, ' ye had the grain of faith which ye have

not, ye would have said....'

[§375 B.J Just like our ' if only,' the sense of cAr<' passes into that

of a wish, and Lk xii 49 C is worth quoting here as a parallel to the

passage of the Julian Romance quoted by Dr Noldeke. In Julian 23 ^^

the Jews say .^si^ oa^ as aipc* .^^_o^^*ocn ^^^^ rtlsiSkO i.e. 'And

how much ye would have been pleased if only our star had set
!

' This

is in form exactly like iua.u o.-»^ ^sj o^ri r^^^r^ r^.^^ riJ=>ic\, i.e. ' And

how I should be pleased if only the fire had been already kindled !

'

For the first clause /S has r<js^^ rdso, perhaps a slip for rCAa-.i rilsa,

but the construction of oXrs'is the same as in C. The Peshitta agrees

with C but omits rclsa.

Vocabulary.

The Vocabulary of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is characterised

by a straightforward simplicity, which is to some extent preserved in

the Peshitta. There are certain standing locutions which are used

constantly to the exclusion of others that might be thought equally

good Syiiac. Of these the most remarkable is the use of pcLiji 'life'

for (TOiTrfpiov and acoT-qpCa as well as for ^wtj. This extends to the

verbal forms : K«r<' is used for ' to save.' Salvation and Life were thus

identical terms in Syriac theological language, a different word (rclixiia^)

being reserved for ' deliverance.

'

Similarly ' to come (or go) after ' stands both for aKoXovdelv and

for ep^ecrOai ottlcto}, and among nouns 'field' is rc'Auia and 'boat'

is K'AuaAQo. To each of the last there is one exception : r^lSLuM is used

for 'field' in Lk xvii 7 S, and rcl^^rs' ('ship') is used for 'boat' in

Matt xiv 22 C, a verse where S is illegible.

Notable Greek words are :

—

rs'a\^r«l= occurs in Mk xii 38 S, Lk xx 46 S C, where the Greek has

iv (TToXals. The £!v. da-Mepharreshe apparently understood that

the Scribes wished to walk iv troals like the Philosophers : c/ Joh x

23. Kli\a>K' for crroXr? occurs in Mk xvi 5 S, Lk xv 22 S C.
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Aenisi is used for tj TrapctXto? Lk vi 17 S. The Peshitta has

Qoia occurs in Lk iv 29 S as the name of the hill, from which the

people of Nazareth wished to throw Christ down. The Greek is

€(1)9 6(f>pvo<; Tov opovs, rendered rs'io^ ooi^i r^-si.is^ by S. Well-

hausen [Nachrichten der K. Ges. der Wiss. zu Gottingen, 1895, p. 4)

suggests that ooia is a transliteration of [6](^/dvos : possibly the word

was understood as an equivalent of <I>apos, spelt elsewhere in Syriac

Qooir<la and »__oiaa.

vvQo^ is used for Trao-^a Mk xiv 1 ;S, Lk ii 41 >S (7, and also in Joh vi 4 C.

See on k'Hj^^ below, and the Note on Joh vi 4.

rel^jHxi is used for Kepdna Lk xv 16 /S : see below.

OQoi^ is used for Oapa-elre Matt xiv 27 S, Mk vi 50 S. In the other

passages where ddpo-et occurs S has A^.i^ rdA. O is only extant

for Matt xiv 27, where it has c\x»»h\r^ ; syr.vg uses -n\A<re' every-

where.

The following words are noteworthy, as being adaptations from the

Greek which are used to render other words than those of which they

are adaptations.

v^ (from Toixa.) : vO^.t, used for el dpa Mk xi 1-3 S.

rdijil (from XeKoivrj) : r«'A\.^ii..T kLlqI ' a dish for washing,' used for

viTTTTip Joh xiii 5 S, supported by Aphraates 226 and Ephr. Lamy i

657. The Peshitta has K'Aviyj.xja)

.

ri'ji^ (from TTLTTaKcov) : used for eTrtypa^Tj Lk xxiii 3S S 0, and also

by Ephr. Lamy i 667. The Peshitta has rd.=A^.

r<'A»o'i!\_eo Lk xxiii 19 C is quite obscure. It is obviously connected

with toajTco ver. 2-5 C. In both places S has rCAuLs, and the

Peshitta has Qii.«Mi\^r<', corresponding to crracrts in the Greek. The

reading of S is obviously a correction for some misunderstood or

miswritten word. Similarly we find pe'Avxisj in Mk xv 7, where

syr.vg has ^xfio^gi&K'.

It is highly probable that the original word was some adaptation

of cTTacrt?, and I venture to conjecture that reLno .aajk. Mk xv 7^ S
is a substitute for K'-i^ajJ^flo (i.e. crTacriapios, Bar Hebr. Chr. Eccl. ii

725^ Nold. § 140), and that r^AuLxa in Mk xv 7^ S, Lk xxiii 19,
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25 S, stands for r^A>oi.QQj^a» (i.e. sedition, the crime of a (jTacrtapios),

a word that actually occurs elsewhere in Syriac (Guidi, Statuti..di

Nisihi GSAi iv 183^). It is easy to see how rc'^oi>Qa\^ could be cor-

rupted into the pS'^^qH^co found in G, while oooo-icn appears to come

from a further confusion of this word with oooa^oo, i.e. QiL.Qa^Mrc'^.1

More frequent than transliteration is the use of genuine Semitic

phraseology to render technical terms. The list that follows is arranged

in alphabetical order.

r^Lx.in'aa h\xs icuri' Joh x 22 >S (=Ta ivKaivia). The use of r^ixx.rs',

lit. ' honour,' for Dedication is curiously illustrated from the in-

scriptions on Palmyrene tombs. In addition to the inscription

of ownership, which usually begins ' This grave (xj*l ^<"^^p) was

made by So-and-so,' there is in at least two cases a tablet under an

ornamental niche, which says ' This memorial (or this statue), which

is NOSj^ ni 1p\ was set up by So-and-so to the honour of his

family' [De Vogiie'i pp. 40, 41, and p. 47). The setting up of the

ornamental statue of the family genius or of the guardian of the

tomb was the Dedication of the building to sacred purposes, just

as the setting up of the Altar by Judas Maccabaeus (1 Mace iv 56)

was the Dedication of the Temple. In any case it is interesting to

find the same technical term used by the Christians of Edessa as was

used by their heathen cousins at Palmyra about a century earlier.

r^Liire' a hier, Lk vii 14 S""^. The original form of this Semitic word is

preserved in the Arabic ^^ijf 'irdn ' a bier.' This became in Hebrew

P"1X, the long d becoming o, as usual. The meaning is ' box ' or

' ark,' and so was used for the ' Ark of the Covenant.' The Hebrew
word in this technical sense passed over into Jewish Aramaic and

also into Edessene Syriac, but the 6 of 'ar6nd marks the word as

borrowed from Hebrew. The Christian Palestinian (in Lk vii 14)

has retained the word with the genuine Aramaic vowel, the spelling

varying between Klii and rcliiK'.

r«'A\Ai-ir<' Lk ii 14 S { = evhoKia). The word corresponds exactly to

n^yn Ezr v 17, vii 18. See above, on Noldeke § 51.

1 Somewhat similar to these words is '^i^HicvLoun, (i.e. Kvea-novdpioi, quaestionarii), used in

the Peshitta as the equivalent of KovaraSia Matt xxvii 65ff. Here S has ^ncOLooa and r^noX^Qon.

The word Ti^TJcOLam (always in the plural as here) is, however, common in Syriac literature.
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Aa'io^z.r^ Lk xxiii 48 S C { = a-vvwapayevoixevoi) : cf Acts of Thomas

178. The word exactly corresponds to ' se trouver ' in French.

\V!^^r^ to be excited (of persons), used by all Syriac versions for

e/u-jSpi/Aao-^at Joh xi 33, 38 ; also for a.va(TT€vdt,e.iv Mk viii 12 S, and

for hiia-xvpit,ea-6aL Lk xxii 59 S C. The word seems to be a

metaphor taken from the stirring up of a storm.

r<l*.T.3 praters Joh vii 49 /S'"*^ (see vol. i, p. 554), corresponding to

6 6-)(Xos ovTo<;. Here C has rtli^cia.

r<'A\\i^ : in Matt vi 7 S has 'do not be saying hattdldOd,' i.e. idle

things, to render ixt) /SaTTakoyrjo-rjTe, and a similar rendering is

found in the Palestinian Lectionary. C and the Peshitta have

'be not stammering' (mepaqqeqin), i.e. jut) /SaTToXoyrjo-rjTe. Is it

possible that the word fiaTTaXoyeiv is actually an early Christian

coinage from the Aramaic ?

rCfts^j the under-hair of camels, Matt iii i S C. The word also

occurred in Ephraim's Commentary on the Diatessaron, according to

Ish6'dM (Harris, p. 22).

—a Lk viii 6 SO. m^a —=» stands for (f>vkv i^iqpdvdiq, but h\^^h\ri

means ' to be emaciated, wizened (from drought) ' Ephr iv 491 B.

rdsatioa wild mint Matt xxiii 23 S (—r^hvocriiov). C and syr.vg have

the ordinary word r«l2.a-i, and so also S in Lk xi 42. The

derivation of re'.snticn is obscure, but it does not seem to be a mis-

writing of qZvoa-jxov in Syriac letters, as the \ was quite clear in S.

pcU.sa'ins'.i reLi»-i\ seed of the Gentiles, used in Joh vii 35 >S C
for 7) SLaa-rropd tcjv 'EXXifi'cuv. reLj-sair^ lit. ' Aramaean,' is the

regular conventional equivalent in Christian Syriac for ' a heathen,'

without ethnographic signification, e.g. Rom i 16. But the way
T^v is is used suggests that the technical sense of SLaa-iropd for

' the Dispersed Jews ' was not familiar to the translator. The

Peshitta here has 'the countries of the nations.' In James i 1

SLacnropd is rendered 'those sown among the nations' (f^-."i\i

relsosoAJs), and in 1 Pet i 1 the ' Diaspora of Pontus ' is translated

' those sown in Pontus.'

ri'.Mj. The use of n^.±M, life, to render aoiTiqpia and a-oiTrjpiov, instead

of some word meaning ' deliverance,' together with the corresponding

B. II. 11
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equivalence of riliM and crw^ecr^at, belongs rather to theology and

philosophy than to linguistics. It is noteworthy that this re-

markable usage of the Ev. da-Me2^har7-eshe whereby ' salvation

'

is identified with 'life,' was retained in syr.vg. The same definition

of ' salvation ' is given also by Clement of Alexandria : XcnTr^pia

TOivvv TO eTrecrOaL XpLariS' o yap yeyoveu iv avT(a l^corj iaTLV

{Paed I vi 27).

K'Aviio iujj the coming-to-life of the dead, used for di/ao-Tacrts Matt xxiii

23, 28, 30, in S and partly also in C and syr.vg. It corresponds

exactly to the Jewish D^HZ^n n^Tin. The ordinary equivalent to

avao-Tacrt? is T^h\sn.xB : it is noteworthy that the specifically Syriac

term for the Resurrection, viz. r^L^siucu, well used in the Peshitta

of Joh xi 24, 25, does not occur in the Evangelion da-Mephai'reshe.

Perhaps in early times rc'JsaMO.i meant dvdxpv^L^ (Ac iii 19) rather

than dvaaTacTL';.

yi.^M to he acquainted with, Mk xiv 68 5, Lk xxii 60 S (not C),

Lk xxiv 18 S C, where other texts have .^.i*. Hence r^b\snaAMJsa

acquaintance, used for ol yvcoa-Toi Lk xxiii 49 S C, for yi'wcrTos

Joh xviii 15, 16 S. Similarly .^Awoajjss, used for " Boaz IjnyiS"

in Ruth iii 2 syr.vg. In all three places S spells the word

T^h^saiLM^M {cfNolde-ke § 126 b).

pf-sa*! rilaoTu carob-pods of the sea, used for Kepdna Lk xv 16 C,

where S has r<s:^"ijD, i.e. ' S. John's Bread,' the Carob-tree bean :

see art. ' Husks ' in Encyclopaedia Biblica. But the addition of

p^^saja is very puzzling.

r<'"ia,'\^, i.e. the hills, is used for dyp6<; in the sense of ' the open-country

'

in Lk xii 28 S C, and /xeXt dypiov is ti-anslated r^4cC^s pdx.ja.i

Matt iii 4 S. icil^, hill, is used for this sense of aypos in the

Palestinian Lectionary.

r^Lx-ia pt
'^ort> Mk xii 14 S evidently differs from rtlx.i Ajia^, the

ordinary Syriac equivalent for ' poll-tax,' in order to indicate

irriKeipdkaLov rather than Krjv(To<;.

tcndxx.\:si Joh ix 21 S. For avros r)\iKiav e^ei S has oco Ar** rc'eo

r^am .coo.ut.'vss 'lo, he also hath become master of his years.' The

Peshitta here has tcncuxA oA Ajw oon Are* 'he also hath entered

his years,' an almost equally idiomatic phrase.

ri'-kX.so Lk xvii 1 C. The word means ' the sweepings of a threshing-
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floor,' chafl",' e.g. Amos viii 6. I have therefore translated

r<l*iia K':Tii^ by ' slaves and riff-raff.' But it is not unlikely

that the translator confused dxpetot useless with ayypoi chaff-heaps.

The use of the rare Syriac word riL*.x.s3 in this forced and un-

natural connexion probably led to its omission in S, followed by

the Ethiopic version.

ptf'Avacri^cu the morning-tiuilight ivatch, Mk xiii 35 *S', is fern, to agree

with rc'A^'t.^^ understood. The Greek has aXeKTopo(f)OJvl,a.

rdfoj Joh iii 2 ;S', K'oau Joh iv 48 C, well known as a Jewish Aramaic

term for ' miracle. ' In Syriac it seems only to be used in the

plural, chiefly in the phrase r<'A\o4<t<'o K'ooi (i.e. arjfjieZa koI repara,

as in Joh iv 48 and in Aphraates 181, 273). But in Joh iii 2 S
reLfiu corresponds to a-rijxeia alone.

Qo^i to oast lots, Matt xxvii 35 S, Lk xxiii 34 *S' C, where the Greek

has fia.We.iv Kkijpov. The ordinary Syriac phrase is r^oaa ^ioiK',

as in Mk XV 24 S; but oasii also occurs in Joh xix 24 syr.vg, where

however the Greek has Xay^aveiv without KXrjpov.

K'-i i^°k unleavened bread (ra a^uju,a), used in S. John to render TrdcrxO"

See above on vvooa, and the Note on Joh vi 4.

rdA^^oji the mob, the common people, Joh vii 49 C. The Greek is only

6 o^Xos ovTos, but the comparatively rare Syriac word exactly hits

the sense required. S has t<L..T..=j praters : the -a and the r^ are

quite clear in the photograph taken by Mrs Lewis in 1902 (see

above, p. 81). Possibly the original Syriac was r<L.*i.3 outsiders, as

inMkiv 11.

99CL1X1 (with sufiix) for oXws, Matt v 34 *S' C, Joh ix 34 /S : see on

Noldehe § 155.

rtflAiii a pmddle, shallow ptool. Matt xiii 5 <S (as I read the photograph).

The word occurs in a gloss on to. TrerpcoSr], inserted apparently to

shew that there was there a little moisture, though without 'depth

of earth.' rf-cuai is used in Exod ii 3 syr.vg to translate fjID.

K'-.-o^W \x.a^ letting the hands hang doivn (i.e. 'helplessness'), and

Kli.'uK' vyL.o^ clasping the hands together (i.e. ' perplexity ') are

used to render d-iropia Lk xxi 25. The former is in S, the latter in

C and syr. vg.
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r^Lxuix. Matt vi 5 S, Lk xiv 21 S C, is used to render /ov/a'jj 'lane,'

as distinguished from r<Loaz. ' bazar,' a word which corresponds

both to dyopd and to TrXareta. Like some other words for ' small

street ' in various languages x'nnT. means by etymology ' a jBssure.'

K'^vi^^ blue-purple, used as a technical term for the ' ribband of blue

'

worn on a Jew's dress in accordance with Nu xv 38. It corresponds

to Kpdcnrehov in Matt xiv 36 C, Matt xxiii 5 S C (and syr.vg).

In Matt ix 20 S has rcla,ia. (as also in xiv 36), while syr.vg has

reiiio : it may therefore be conjectured that here also k'AvV^A* was

the original reading of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe. Was there a

prejudice against representing our Lord as dressed in a distinctively

Jewish garb ?

r<ll&^', i.e. Hebr. pTSH) used by syr.vg in Matt xxiii 5 for ^v\aKTripia,

but S C have ^^coA^A^a r^lav*. 'the straps of their phylacteries.'

rc'^cax^^ rihyh\ an insipid Jig-tree, Lk xix 4 aS C and syr.vg ( = cru/co-

popea). There does not seem to be any other instance of K'coAA.a

in the sense of ' wild ' : in fact, the natural rendering of K'AxAx

rC^coj^^ is ' a fig that has gone bad,' and it is difficult to resist the

obvious explanation that the translator did not know what tree was
meant and translated the word as if it were a-vKTJv [icopdv. In

Lk xvii 6 S C and syr.vg translate (rvKdp.i,vos by p^A^oA* i.e.

' mulberry.'

The Diatessaron, on the other hand, translated avKOfiopea in

Lk xix 4 by ri".^, the tree whose name forms part of the word
'Bethphage,' and if we may trust the Arabic {Diat xxxiii 10)

it had ' fig ' instead of mulberry in the passage corresponding to

Lk xvii 6.
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER II.

(A) Renderings of €vOv?, ev6eu>^, and kindred compressions.

The renderings for cvSu's which we commonly find in the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

are ^»^t-i 01=1, ro^\i.ji. -ia, -^r^ai^n, and simple omission. In Latin also several

renderings (including simple omission) are found, such as continuo, confestim, protitius,

and statim. The lists which follow were originally drawn up in order to ascertain

whether the Latin and the Syriac renderings shewed any tendency to agree inde-

pendently of the Greek, but such is not the case, even with regard to omissions.

Matt iii 16 ev^us

iv 20 Eu'Se'ws

22 6u6e<i)s {om. lat.vt)

viii 3 ivOiui'i (om. ^*)

13 ev TJ} wpa iKUvrj

ix 25 (irapaxprjfji.a $)

30 (after koI : cfx.x 34)

xiii 5 ei6i<i><s

20 £u6v<i {om. e)

21 iiOvs

xiv 22 (vdim^ (om. X*C*al)

27 evOvs

31 evuews

XX 34 ev6iu>%

xxi 2 e.v6iui<; {om. lat. eur)

3 (.vOv'i

19 irapw)(prjiia.

20 irapa^rjp.a

xxiv 29 evOiui^

XXV \b ad fin. iWiws

xxvi 49 eiOewi

74 evOv'i (or -e'u)s)

xxvii 48 tvdcoy;

S

om.

om,.

T^a>^T—> (71=3

(73a\^T. nca

T^q\'^T—> (71=3

(7ia>'sr n=3

om.

illegible

Mat

hiat

hiat

hiat

- illegible

om,.

^a\>.T—> (73=3

Ti^aV'^T—> (71=3

c

^g\^T—I (71=3

T^Or\^wT—I (71=3

T^a\^T—I (71=3

^ai\^T—I (71=3

Ti^a\VT-^ (7i:a

hiat

hiat

^q\^T—I (71=1

av>i<^=3 (79Scecn

X-
o?re.

^tf>-S.T—> (71=3

Ti^a\^T—> (71=3

^aV'^T—I (71=3

fnji\~fcr.-i=3

hiat

Syr.vg

Ti^dl\^T—» (73=3

^a\^T—I (71=3

o?re. {=rell.)

(7ia\'Sir T=3

(7)a\^r.-T=3

(73a\^T.T.=3

(73a\^T.T=3

(7ia\^T. T=3

"'A\».^y n—

.

^a\'^T—« (73=3

^a\^T—I (73=3
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Mk i 10 iv6v^ (om. D lat.eur)

12 iWv's

18 ivOv's (om. c)

20 iievi (om. b t)

21 eO^u's [om. c)

23 iv6v% {om. rD latt)

28 €v6v% {om. X* 1 28 lat.vt)

29 cv^vs {om. D e cffr)

30 ci^u's (om. bcffqr)

S

hiat

hiat

om.

(o»i.)

om.

om.

om.

(71=3

c

hiat

31 (ev$io)'s, om. J^B al e arm) i«^«v;»je=a

42 evfius (om. bcr) ^a>^T—i fTjsa

43 euSijs (om. e 6 c aeth) oni.

ii 2 {cvdeuis, om. H B al) Aiai

8 ei^vs (om. D 28 565 al) hiat

12 eu^us (o?». lat.vt) hiat

iii 6 even's {om. DTibcq) m«^T t.=3

iv 5 cu'Sus om.

15 eu^u's {om. 1-209 arm) om.

16 ei^us {am,. D 28c_^ig') om.

17 (vdvi {am. 1-209) /tmi

29 €i6v<s {om. ec) hiat

V 2 (efiSu's, om. B lat.vt arm) om,.

13 (ev^€(us, OTO. XBS'l) om.

29 £v^vs Aiai

30 iiOv's {om. lat.eur) hiat

36 {evOem?, om. XBD al latt.

exc. a)

42 EV0VS

vi 25» tvOvi {om. D L 1 lat.vt)

25'' i^avT-i}^ {am. D cy)

27 eii^v's (om. cffvg)

45 Evi6v5 (om. c)

50 cie^iis {om. D 33 c/i)

I
hiat

hiat

om.

^aV^T—I (71=3

Syr.vg

om.

om.

om.

^ax'^T-^ (h=3

om.

om.
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s

Mk vi 54 iv6v^ (om. q) ^m •^'̂ ^"-^ fTjn

vii 25 ci^u's {om. an q) om.

35 [iv6\)<i, om. B D lat.vt) ^i\.i^ac=3 01=

viii 10 evOv'i (om. D lat.vt exc. a) om.

ix 8 i^dvLva (evOvs D lat.eur) yCXx. »in

15 €vOvi ^Av^T—I OJ=

20 er^Tj's (o?». D lat.eur.) t^»^t—v 01=1

24 evdv^ Ti^m^T—> f7i=j

X 52 «v6lJS T^ili^Xia t7J=3

xi 2 fi^vs (om. A) ^av^T—> f7i=3

3 €vdv^ ^tium

xiv 43 fieus (om. D 1 13 565 latt) om.

45 eidvi (om. D 565 lat.vt) ^nji=n

72 ev^u9 (om. r) om.

XV 1 efiflu? (o«i. a c) om.

87
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(C) Syriac equivalents for 'answered and said.'

The Syriac renderings for airoKpiOw uirev and the other Greek phrases which we

usually render in English by 'answered and said' are 'y=n-^o f^i^^ 'he answered and

said' and the simple ^y=n-^ 'he said.' The tense of these verbs will be discussed in the

latter part of this Note.

The chief results obtained from tabulating the actual renderings found m 8C and

syr.vg are as follows

:

(1) When the sense really is 'to make a reply' the Syriac is i-iirOv^v^ -=ra.

'to give a response.' It is only when the sense is practically no more than 'to say'

that the Syriac uses vjjt^o T-iii^ or the simple Tixi<(<i,

(2) When a.woKpivecr6aL occurs alone without Xt'yeiv the Syriac has toi'^i not '^i^k..

The only exceptions are in the Pesbitta text of S. John where 'answered and said'

is found for airoKpiVeo-^at Joh V 7, 11, vi 68, viii 19, x 25, xiii (26,) 36, xviii 23, mostly

without outside support, '•^i:^ never occurs without toj^. Even in Lk x 28 6p6w';

aireKpt^r;s is rendered 'Well hast thou said I'

(3) In S. John, where the usual Greek phrase is aTCiKpCd-q koX d-mv (or A.eyet), syr.vg

has 'answered and said' every time except Joh iv 17. In /Sand C, on the other hand,

•'iii*- only occurs in

Joh ii 19 S, iii 9, 10 C (not (S in either place), vii 16 8 (not G), ix 20 8, xviii 30 8.

(4) In S. Matthew Syriac authorities read simple v^jt^ instead of TinT^o *iii» in

the following places, practically without other support :

—

vg

vg

In the last four passages G is missing, and *S^ is illegible in xxv 37. In Matt xii 38 C-

reads 'drew near' instead of 'answered' with b of the Old Latin.

(5) In S. Mark G fails us, and the many variations in the Greek make the task of

enumerating the Syriac renderings more difficult and uncertain. In the following places

8 and syr.vg have 'vs^f^ instead of iin^o f^i:^ without outside support :

—

Mk vi 37 /S vg x 3 vg

vii 28 8 51 vg

viii 29 8 xii 35 8
XV 12 vg

The omission of 'answered' in Mk xi 33" is doubtless connected with the other

variations in that verse, and therefore is not counted here.

; iii 15 G
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(6) In S. Luke our Syriac authorities have T^n^ instead of -irn^o f^Ci^

without outside support in the following places:

—

: i60 *Sf
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Syr.vg Syr.vg

Matt xii 38 ^-icni-io . . . oii- Mk vii 28 -^'x^ny^o ^ui^

xxi 27 ^Tcjo^a (Mil. {=S, om. C) xi 33^ ^^:yi^o cvii^

XXV 9 .Ji=n^O . . (JLii-

44 ^^oyyif^o . . . ...ftiiJ (=^ Joh ii 18 o'i:^f^o . . . ai^

xxvi 66 ^-too^o coiw (o-te>i^o <M^ S) vii 20 ^t&>^o i*^ ^'s fii^

xxvii 25 ^Tin^o . . coi- (= S) 52 ^^TcnT^o ca:^.

viii 39 ^^i=ny^O OAi^

Lk i 60 •<iT£n'<io . . iwi^ 48 ^Tcn^o . . aii^

ix 19 ^'i=ny^o <M^ ix 20 oTin^o . . oiii. (not 8)

xvii 37 (*TL=n'<^o CVli^ 34 ^Tin^o <M^

XX 39 ^-tai^a . . coi- xviii 30 ^t&>^o <Mi^ (= S)

In Mk xi 33" some Peshitta mss have o^i=nr-^o coi^. In Joh ix 20 S has certainly

^•toiTi^, not o-toorsi. I have not given the Greek, as the Syriac renderings do not

distinguish between d-n-OKpidivTe'; Xiyovaiv and aTroKpi^eVres tt-TTOv, or even o.Tr€Kpi6rjo-av Koi

ilirov. It must also be noticed that the Peshitta text in this matter cannot be explained as

a survival from the ' Old Syriac,' for in most of the passages the Ev. da-Mepharreshe has

the single verb, and in Lk i 60 *S^ has the perf. i\-to>T<^ where syr.vg has t<i-to5T(io . . d>A^.

Under these circumstances it is almost impossible to believe that iin^tio i<ai^

should uniformly have been intended for 'end wemar in each of the 117 places where it

occurs, and never for 'end wdmar. The point in itself is of small importance, but it

shews us that the traditional vocalisation of the Peshitta is not always to be trusted.

(D) The names of 8. Peter.

The names by which S. Peter is spoken of afford a curious illustration of the danger

of a priori reasoning in textual matters. The names actually found are (1) .^^tit .

Shim'on, (2) r^^fC:^ Ke'phd (i.e. 'Stone'), and (3) the double name ^<^r^^ ,_cis>.;ji3t.

8him'6n Kephd. When once it was ascertained that the S3rriac-speaking Church did not

use the Greek name Petros, it might easily be assumed that Shim'dn corresponded to

2'/AMv, and Kephd to Kt/c/jSs and to IleVpos. But this is not always borne out by the

actual evidence.

The Greek name Petros only occurs once, viz. Joh i 42 8, where Kijc^as, o Ijo/x.i/i/eiieTai

neTpo9- is rendered

Kepha, that is interpreted in Greek 'Petros.'

Here C is missing, and syr.vg simply omits o kpix-qvivcTai. neVpos, just as the similar clause

o eo-Tiv iJLtdipiJ.rjvev6iJ.ivov Xpio-To's in the preceding verse is omitted by all the Syriac texts.

In a reference to the story of S. Peter walking on the water (Matt xiv 28) the name
oDoT^^ occurs twice in Ephraim Overbeck 27, but there is no exact quotation. In a

somewhat similar allusion in Lamy i 263 the name 'Simon' only occurs.
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As we should expect, St^'"'' is generally rendered by .^^^^it . Sivion, as always in the

phrase Simon, son of Jona, and also in Matt xvii 25"; Mk i 16, 30, 36, xiv 37; Lk iv

38 bis, V 4, 5, 10 bis, xxii 31 bis, xxiv 34, but Simon Kepha is put for %ifjL<ov in Mk i 29 S,

Lk V 3 syr.vg, Joh i 41 (42) G. The other Syriac texts have Sijnon alone in these three

The following Table gives the Sjrriac renderings corresponding to neVpos in the Greek

Gospels. Where the Greek has %ifiwv Tlerpoi the Syriac rendering is printed in italics.

S. MATT.
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S. MARK
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S. JOHN
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Where the Greek has S'/x"*" ncVpos, the Syriac has naturally Simon Kepha, the

exceptions being Matt iv 18 and Joh i 40(41), xxi 3, 7^ 11, 15, where S has Simon

only^ Lk V 8 is not an exception, for there S is simply following the so-called 'Western'

authorities in omitting neVpos. The omission of Joh xviii 25 is caused by the peculiar

transpositions made by S in this chapter.

Where the Greek has IleTpos without Si/x«v we find a remarkable distinction between

the Gospels. In the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe 'Kepha' is avoided in Matt and Joh,

but almost exclusively employed in Mk and Lk. The only instances where Kepha alone

is used in Matt or Joh are Matt xvi 18 and Joh i 42, passages where Simon would have

been out of place, and. also Joh xviii 11. On the other hand, only two instances occur

in the other Gospels where XIcTpos is rendered 'Simon' in 8 or G. These are Mk xiv 31

and Lk xxiv 12 (S G. In the former passage the true text has 6 Se without IIcTpos, but S

adds .^-. "-nr for clearness' sake, just as a number of Greek mss add 'Peter' : the textual

evidence does not suggest that 6 Se Ilerpos stood before the translator of the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe. In Lk xxiv 12 we are dealing with one of the so-called 'Western

Non-Interpolations.' The verse is omitted by D and the Old Latin, and is certainly no

part of the genuine Gospel according to S. Luke. It is therefore striking to find that

the text of the verse in S and G contains an equivalent for 'Peter' that we do not meet

with elsewhere in this Gospel. At the same time the hypothesis that S and G are

here themselves interpolated, and that the verse forms no part of the original Ev.

da-Mepharreshe, raises serious difiiculties. The translator may possibly have been

influenced by the four-fold occurrence of 'Simon' in the parallel passage Joh xx 3— 10.

The preference shewn by S and G in Matt, and to a less degree in Joh, for

'Simon Kepha' as a rendering of HcVpos is a remarkable feature of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe. I see no reason to suspect that our mss do not in this preserve the

original rendering of the translator.

As for the Peshitta, the preference for 'Kepha' as a rendering of neVpos in Matt and

Mk is what we should expect. The surprising thing is the preference for 'Simon' shewn

in Lk and Joh. In S. John this use may be explained as a survival from the Old Syriac,

but that explanation will not hold equally for S. Luke. It is impossible to believe that

S and G have been independently conformed to the Greek in this one particular, while

the direct Syriac ancestors of s)T.vg have escaped : it is more probable that the double

name Simon Kepha was once more frequent in the Syriac S. Luke {cf ix 20 S G, xxii

54 G), and that the reviser, considering that both .^^-tit . and -r^^td^ were each

separately an equivalent for IIcTpos, took in this Gospel the former name instead of the

latter.

In any case the evidence derived from the Syriac texts of S. Luke shews us how
dangerous it is to use the Peshitta text of any book, such as the Acts, as a starting point

for investigations about the original form of the Proper Names in the N.T. Yet this is

what Dr Merx has done {Eiidutefrung i 164). Dr Merx comes to the conclusion that

IIcVpos is generally a later correction and that the Evangelists commonly wrote Sv/xcwi'

instead. A similar argument might be used to prove that the Evangelists wrote

Meo-crtas where our Greek mss have Xpto-To's.

' Also Joh i 40 (41), xxi 1'^ syr.vg. But in the latter passage Ephraim has Simon Kepha.
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(E) Beiiderings of 'Irjo-ovs and of Kvpio?

The usual rendering of [6] 'IijcroSs in the Syriac Versions is -^a«», pronounced by

Jacobites Yeshu' and by Nestorians Isho'. This is doubtless the original name of which

'l7;(rovs is the Greek transcription : it frequently occurs in the O.T. with the vocalisation

yilB'* Yeshua'.

But one of the most curious features of *S^ is that »j=n Mdran, i.e. 'our Lord,' is

occasionally used to render [o] 'Irjaov's. This occurs

Matt viii 3—xi 7 (inclusive).

Lk viii 40.

Joh i 36—vi 5 (inclusive), viii 34, xi 44, xii 16, xiii 23.

In S. Mark .j=n never occurs.

The only places where »j=" is similarly found in C is (1) Matt iv 18, where S and

syr.vg omit with most authorities, but E L A al"™ achm arm add b 'Jjjo-oiJs ; and (2) Lk
xxii 25, where sjrr.vg has 'Jesus' with AaP, but <S omits with all other authorities.

In the quotations of Aphraates, the only other 'Old Syriac' source of any considerable

bulk, 'our Lord' is used instead of 'Jesus' in Matt xviii 22, xxii 29; Lk ix 60, xix 9.

On the other hand 'Jesus' occurs in Aphraates' quotations of Mk x 21, 23 (=Matt xix

23); Mk xvi 19; Lk iii 23; Joh xiii 8, 10.

Before estimating the reason of these variations it will be well to tabulate the Sjrriac

renderings of 6 Kvpios, when used as it occasionally is in S. Luke and S. John in place of

the personal name 'Jesus.' The vocative Kiipie is naturally rendered by ~r\=n my Lord,

or sometimes (when the speaker is one of the disciples) by »j=n our Lord. In tabulating

the occurrences of o Kvpios in this sense it is necessary to give the Greek and Latin

various readings somewhat fully : it will usually be found that important authorities read

'Jesus' or omit the name altogether.

S. LUKE

V 17^

vii 13

X 1

39

41

xi 39

xii 42

xiii 15

xvii 5

6

B. II.

s

Jesus

Jesus

om.

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

om.

Syr.vg

(the Lord)

Jesus

Jesus

our Lord our Lord

om.

our Lord

our Lord

Jesus

our Lord

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

our Lord

om.

Greek and Latin evidence for

6 'I^troSs, or for omission

[see below]

I c D 1 (fee. lat. 2 -vg™M

IHS bfr
om. Dace

ly rArell 6 vgc"'!

KY KB*C*DLSallat.vt-vg

ic r^Arell6cc/jr vg"'"'

KC NB*L157aUvg

IC U e«" aP lat.vg™''

iHS ftygMi

om. ei

IC De'FUr lAo. 28 13 &e. aP^ lat.vg«»'ii

DNE (for DNO) bceffqr vg""^"

om. I

IHS irvg"*
om. ab c effiq

13
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S. LUKE

xviii 6

xix 8

xxii 25

31

61"

61"

xxiv 3

34

S

Jesus

Jesus

om.

G

our Lord

our Lord

our Lord

{om. clause) our Lord

Jesus our Lord

Jesus our Lord

(Jesus) (Jesus)

our Lord our Lord

S. JOHN

iv 1 (""our Lord'')

vi 23 illegible

xi 2 illegible

XX 2 our Lord

13 my Lord

18 our Lord

20 om.

25 our Lord

xxi 7" our Lord

7*" our Lord

12 om.

Jesus

{am. clause)

Syr.vg

our Lord

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

our Lord

(Jesus)

our Lord

Jesus

Jesus

Jesus

our Lord

my Lord

our Lord

our Lord

our Lord

our Lord

our Lord

our Lord

Greek and Latin evidence for

6 'IijiroCs, or for omission

ITJ GKMniS&o. &i?'> e vg"^

Tn a alP

om. rell

IHS lat.vg"'"

om. clause B L T

ic D Icfcc. 124» al" lat.vg™''

[see below]

(' The Lord is risen indeed')

fc K D A 1 &o. 22 565 aP" latt

KC rABrell/2

om. clause D 69* a e

(said to Peter and John)

(said to the angels')

{said to disciples)

{said to Thomas)

{said to Peter)

{repetition)

In the above list I have not included Lk vii 31, for almost all Greek and Latin

authorities omit the clause etTrc Se 6 Kvpto's. In Lk v 17 8wa/xis Kvplov rjv is taken hy 8 to

mean 'the power was in Jesus' so that the verse has to be added to the list of passages

where the translator of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe understood Kvpto's to be used in narrative

in the sense of 'our Lord.' But no other authority has 'Jesus' here. Lk xxiv 3 also

might perhaps have been placed by itself. Most authorities read 'the body of the Lord

Jesus' -.Dab efflr omit 'of the Lord Jesus,' while a Greek minuscule, f, and the Sahidic,

omit 'the Lord.' It is evident that the Syriac versions do not attest the longer reading,

but a glance at this Table will, I think, be enough to shew that we cannot determine

whether they attest tov Kvpiov without 'l-qa-ov, or row 'Ir^o-oC without Kvplov. In Joh iv 1

the reading of S is marked illegible, but as the passage comes within one of the sections

in which 'our Lord' is regularly used for 'Ir/o-ovs, there can be no doubt that ^S" has

«j:35 here.

It must further be noticed that Bphraim (Moes. 98) supports S against C and the

Peshitta by having 'Jesus' in Lk x 39.
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The main question in dispute is whether S or Cmost accurately represents the original

text of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe in the matter of these Proper Names. S is consistent

with itself. The only occurrences of 'our Lord' where the Greek has Kvpios are in

reported sayings of the disciples, all as a matter of fact after the Resurrection, and such

that ' Jesus ' would be inappropriate in them. Even if a revising pen was running through

the text changing «j=n into -:s>.ev3E>, these passages would remain untouched. In other

places it seems to me likely that ;S^ has -i-cuc> in the text, because the ms from which the

original Ev. da-Mepharreshe was made had 'Iijo-oBs and not Kvpios, e.g. in Lk vii 13 and

xiii 15. But it is a little difficult to suppose that 6 Kvpio^ in narrative was never

rendered 'our Lord' by the translator of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe, seeing that it is so

rendered in such passages as Lk xxiv 34.

On the other hand C does not give a consistent text. We cannot simply take it as

faithfully representing in this particular the original form of the version, for we must

account for the renderings in Lk ix 39 and xii 42, where *S' and syr.vg practically alone

agree in having 'Jesus.' Such passages shew that this use of the personal name is a real

feature of the version, not a peculiarity of 8. Moreover we must remember that in other

parts of the Gospels Sh&& 'our Lord' where all other texts have 'Jesus.'

Further discussion would be probably fruitless and would certainly be wearisome.

My provisional conclusions are:

—

(1) The original form of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe had -i>.cot. for 6 'Ir^o-oCs

and «j=n for o Kvpw;, but the latter term less frequently occurred in the Greek MS used

by the translator than in the majority of our mss.

(2) At a later period «j=n was generally substituted for -i-cvac* in one of the

immediate ancestors of S, without regard for the Greek.

(3) At a still later date -i>.aje« was restored, but certain sections in S. Matthew and

S. John were passed over, together with a few places here and there (Lk viii 40, Joh xi

44, xii 16), where ._T=n was left by accident. The correction was not made by the help

of a Greek codex, consequently in the narrative passages such as Lk xvii 5, xviii 6,

xxii 61'', where 'our Lord' should have been left, it was nevertheless changed into

'Jesus.' In all this 8 shews no sign of revision from the Greek.

(4) The Peshitta, as is clear from other considerations, is a revision of the

Ev. da-Mepharreshe by the help of a later Greek ms : it was no doubt by the help of the

Greek that 'in Jesus' (or, 'in our Lord') was changed in Lk v 17 into 'of the Loed.'

But where o Kv'pios simply meant 'Christ' the reviser of the Peshitta does not seem to

have thought it worth while to change the transmitted Syriac text : in this respect it is

not unhkely that the Peshitta gives a better representation of the genuine text of the

'Old Syriac' than either *S' or C.

(5) The occurrence of 'Jesus' in the Peshitta in such passages as Lk xi 39, xii 43,

convicts C of partial revision from the Greek. In these passages if the reading of G
truly represented the original form of the 'Old Syriac, 'it would be diiiicult to understand

how the Syriac Vulgate came to have -5>-<Me» and not •—3=".



CHAPTER III.

THE PESHITTA NEW TESTAMENT AND ITS RIVALS.

The great antiquity of the Syriac Version of the Old Testament

that goes by the name of the Peshitta is acknowledged on all hands.

It is a version made direct from the Hebrew, not fi'om the Greek, and

the quotations and allusions in our earliest Syriac authorities practically

agree with the text as we have it. It has even been conjectured that

the version was the work of Jewish scholars in the 2nd century ad, and

in any case its renderings often shew the influence of Jewish tradition

and exegesis. In the course of a long history it has doubtless suffered

a little from the usual incidents of transmission, but—to name a single

instance—the whole of the 9th chapter of Daniel is quoted by Aphraates

[Wright 368 ff), and the text as there quoted does not seriously differ

from that printed by Lee, though Lee's edition is notoriously based

upon late and bad Mss.

But the case of the New Testament Peshitta is very different. In

the Old Testament the Syriac vulgate had no rivals till the sixth

century ; in the New Testament we have to reckon with the Diatessaron

and the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. It is, I am convinced, a fruitless

endeavour to attempt to reconstruct the history of the Gospel in Syriac

from internal evidence alone, and the direct traditions as to the

recensions and revisions made in these early times are too vague and

scanty to start from. I propose therefore in the following pages to

examine whether any evidence for the existence of the Peshitta N.T.

before the episcopate of Rabbula (ad 4 L 1-435) can be gleaned from

the contemporary Syriac literature.

The order of the writings examined is that in which they are

mentioned in Wright's Syriac Literature, pp. 25-49.
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The Acts of Judas Thomas {Wright 26).

The numerous N.T. ' Apocrypha ' briefly catalogued by Wright are

ahuost all translations of uncertain age from the Greek and need not

detain us here. But the Acts of Thomas, which occurs among them, is

a very different work and needs our careful attention. It is a work

written originally in Syriac, as I hope is now generally recognised ^-

The arguments which shew that the Greek Acta are a translation from

the Syriac are partly linguistic, such as misrenderings and misreadings

of Syriac words in the existing Greek texts, and partly general

considerations derived from the Oriental cast of the proper names and

from the metrical structure of certain Hymns which occur in the work.

In other words, the theory that the Acts of Thomas were originally

composed in Syriac is independent of the character of the incidental

quotations from the Gospel.

But if the Acts of Thomas be a Syriac work, it can be shewn that

the incidental quotations are taken from the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe,

in contradistinction both to the Diatessaron and to the Peshitta.

2%e Quotations in the Acts of Thomas not takenfrom the Diatessaron.

Although we are often in doubt as to the Syriac text of Tatian's

Harmony, the surviving authorities are sufficient for us to ascertain the

arrangement of the Parables^. We thus learn that the Parables of the

Pounds (Lk xix 12-27) and of the Talents (Matt xxv 14-30) were

given separately in different parts of the Diatessaron, but the Parables

of the Marriage-Feast (Matt xxii 1-14) and of the Supper (Lk xiv

16-24) were fused together into one. In consequence of this the

writers who habitually used the Diatessaron could not keep these last

two Parables distinct. For example, the references of Aphraates to

the Parables of the Pounds and of the Talents are separated by an

allusion to the Labourers in the Vineyard^- But when he has occasion

to speak of the Wedding-garment, a detail peculiar to Matt xxii, he

mixes it up with expressions taken from Lk xiv. He says

1 See the present writer's Notes in the Journal of Theological Studies i 280-290, ii 429, iii 94.

^ See the list in Hamlyn Hill, Ap. v, p. 319.

= Wright's Aphraates, pp. 171, 172.
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" Let us be clad in lioly clothing and we shall be seated at the

head of the chosen. Him that is not clad in clothing for the Wedding

they cast forth into the outer darkness. He that excuseth himself

from the Wedding tasteth not of the Supper. He that loveth fields

and merchandise defraudeth himself of the city of the holy ones\"

The italicised words come ultimately from S. Luke.

Of course this running together of the two parables does not

absolutely prove that Aphraates was entirely dependent on the

Diatessaron, but the quotation given above is just such a fusion of

the two Gospels as a writer who used the Diatessaron might be

expected to make.

Now let us tm-n to the Acts of Thomas. Towards the end of the

Acts, in the great discourse of S. Thomas in the prison, there is a whole

series of allusions to the Gospel Parables. I give the most important

passage in full :

—

.tTjA a\rir3Jc:\ .t.-^-^ ^—ig\au r^ \ .^i< -o avn—lir , ,
—iiu\ .ovaA^Ti ^'V*^

.)\\^" ^a>^ ^_ciT::iSj T<iAo ro-A t^ciz.^ .a\ t -n\ ^(^^(^^ <i<^avuio .ovaS^'bit^

^V°^ 3i^ <73Ti35 ojTJipi .y^iu^ 03Sa)ca=3 >.i<T*- .sia^f^ f^ i<i.T.=3 i<^axuAo

. . .
.^ -•03cv»Wt«^ T>i_X miiT-o ^si '=^\j'=\\j'-n a2» .-iOJOi\—in.;.-^o T^d\oaue:3? avi=3 ^
2%i/ Silver that Thou gavest me I have cast upon Thy table ; exact it and give it to me

with its usury, as Thou hast promised [Matt xxv 27, Lk xix 23]. With Thy Pound I have

gained ten ; let it be added unto what is mine, as Thou hast engaged [Lk xix 16, 24]. To

my debtors I Imve forgiven the Pound ; let not that be requited at my hand which I have

fm-given [Matt xviii 23 if.]. To the Supper I have been bidden and have come quickly,

andfrom field andfrom plough andfrom wife Iltave excused myself; let me not be rejected

from it and with oaths not taste it [Lk xiv 17-20, 24]. To the Wedding I have been

bidden and with white garments I am clad ; may I be worthy of it, and may they not

' Wright's Aphraates, p. 106. Similarly on p. 107 we read "He that inviteth himself to the

supper, let him not excuse himself and become a merchant.'' This is all from Lk xiv 18, except

the word merchant which comes from Matt xxii 5.

^ Part of this passage is contained in the Sinai Palimpsest of the Acts of Thomas, which

spells the last word ..•ojoiu'v^ (see above, p. 56, note ').
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fasten my hands and my feet, and to tlie outer darkness may I not go forth [Matt xxii 11,

8, 12, 13]. My Lamp, gay with His light, hath its Lord preserved ; until He withdraweth

from the Weddingfeast and I receive Him [Lk xii 35, 36], may I not see it smouldering

from its oil [c/Matt xii 20]...'.

This one passage contains in itself all the elements of the problem.

It is manifestly the composition of an Aramaic-speaking Christian, for it

is only in the Syriac that the smoking ' flax' becomes a 'lamp 2.' It is

the work of one who knew the Gospels well independently of the

Diatessaron, for the Supper and the Wedding are kept distinct. In

strict accordance with the Gospels, but against the Diatessaron, the

excuses of the invited guests about the field and the wife are connected

with the Supper, as well as the vow of the offended host^ ; on the other

hand, the episode of the garment and the ejected guest is kept in

connexion with the Wedding. Moreover the order in which the

Parables are referred to is not that of the Diatessaron : one suggests

the other through some verbal likeness, the ten Pounds of Lk xix

suggesting the one Pound of Matt xviii*. Finally we have in i^^a 'to

withdraw ' a rendering of auakvcrrj (Lk xii 36), which is characteristic of

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe as opposed to the Syriac Vulgate.

But this is anticipating. What we are concerned with now is that

the passage here quoted from the Acts of Thomas could not have been

derived from the Diatessaron.

A curious confirmation of the above argument is to be found in an

allusion to our Lord's Temptation in Thos 256, where we read that

" Temperance is the rest of God, for our Lord fasted forty days and

forty nights and tasted nothing." This is a free combination of Matt iv 2

and Lk iv 2 : the same combination occurs in the Arabic Diatessaron

iv 44, and at first sight we might be tempted to take the passage in

T%os 256 as a quotation of Tatian's Harmony. What renders this view

1 Wright's Apocryphal Acts, pp. a»x.l7—anx-S (Engl. Tr., pp. 280, 281). I have given here

my own translation, as minute literal accuracy is important for the present piorpose. In the

clause referring to Lk xii 35, .36, I take ran^ as perf. Pael not as imperf. Peal, so that no copula

is required before °-\ °-\ -" a=>.

2 This rendering of Matt xii 20, found in syr.vg as well as S and C, may have been suggested

by the Peshitta of Isaiah xlii 3.

' The ' Amen I say to you ' of Lk xix 24 is regarded as the equivalent of an oath.

* The equation of 100 Denars to one Pound is not far wrong. Wright's rendering is ' talent,'

but the Syriac has i<uim {= fiva), not ^\"v-^ {= Ta\avTov).
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unlikely is that the ' forty nights ' of Matt iv 2 seem to have been absent

from the Diatessaron. They are passed over by Ephraim [Moes. 44),

and are actually omitted from the text of S. Matthevir in C. Any allu-

sion to the forty nights therefore is almost certainly inconsistent with

the use of the Diatessaron. The presence of the clause >^^ «<li ^.vao
in these Acts may fairly be used to convict the Sinai Palimpsest itself

of corruption from the Diatessaron in Lk iv 2. For in the place of

KoX ovK ecfyayev ovSev k.t.X. S has 'And he was there forty days, and

after forty days that he was fasting, he hungered ' : this agrees with

the Diatessaron as given in Moesinger 44, except that S. Ephraim does

not quote the first claused

Then again the list of the Apostles at the beginning of the Acts of

Thomas tallies exactly with that of S in Matt x 2-4, but with no other

authority^. The nearest after S is the Syriac fragment quoted by

Dr Goussen from the Berlin MS of Isho'dad (ap. Harris 101), which

expressly professes to give the list according to the Diatessaron. This

interesting text has the same order as S and Thos, but it adds the name
'Lebbaia' to James son of Halphaeus^. The Arabic Diatessaron and
Cod. Fuldensis give us the order of S. Luke.

The Quotations in the Acts of Thomas not takenfrom the Peshitta.

The reader will have already noticed that some of the phrases quoted

above shew a marked agreement with S and C against syr.vg. The
use of i^ ' to withdraw (from an entertainment), ' where the Peshitta

of Lk xii 36 has r«Lia 'to return,' is a striking instance. Equally

characteristic of S C is the mention of ' stubborn infirmities ' in Thos 230
(f<^\^ rdicnici^), for the Peshitta of Matt iv 24 renders TToiKiXats vdcrois

by 'divers infirmities' {r^s^^x.'sa relicn'-ioA).

But the agreement of the Acts of Thomas with the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe is not confined to these relatively small points. In

Thos 313 (Engl. Tr., p. 279) the Lord's Prayer is quoted in full, in

agreement with C (and S where extant), but with marked difierences

from syr.vg. I give the three texts side by side (Matt vi 9-13)

:

' Note that the text of Thos 256 is not taken from syr.vg, which has -a-xst ""^\ I'^Ao in

Lk iv 2.

'•^ G is not extant at this point.

^ The MS has ,^\u tj^ »<^—.V _=30.cii^. It is doubtful whether the word is meant for

Xf^^aios (>.=aA), or Aeufii (joA), or AfvrjS.
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The Cambridge MS is a copy of the abridged text of the Acts oj

Thomas preserved in the Sachau MS at Berhn and 'partly collated by

Bedjan. Its peculiarities here are all verbal assimilations to the

Peshitta, such as one might expect in a late transcript. On the

other hand the Sinai fragments here attest all the remarkable readings

of Wright's text.

The extracts hardly need a commentary : in every point the Acts

and C agree together against the Peshitta and the Greek. They read

'Thy wishes be done,' in the plural. They have 'In earth as it is in

heaven,' while the Peshitta has in the Greek order ' As in heaven so in

earth ^.' For tov aprov yj^av rov emovcriov they have ' continual bread,'

while the Peshitta has ' the bread of our necessity.' They read ' so that

we may forgive '

; the Peshitta has ' as we have forgiven.' Finally they

read 'bring us not,' where the Peshitta rendering is 'make us not enter^.'

It is surely unnecessary to pursue this part of the investigation

further. So far from finding any evidence that the Peshitta was known

to the author of the Acts of Thomas we have found his quotations in

marked agreement with its rivals, while at the same time there is

decisive evidence that the quotations are not derived from the Diates-

saron. We shall not find elsewhere such clear traces of the use of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, so that the point is of great historical

importance. Meanwhile it must be remembered that we have hitherto

brought forward no evidence as to whether the .Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe was originally translated in the circles that produced the

Acts of TJiomas, or whether it merely found a home there when other

branches of Syriac-speaking Christianity were using Tatian's Harmony^.

^ A curiously exact parallel to the variation between the Authorised and Revised Versions at

this point

!

2 The reading ^f7i\jJo •— o" our debts and our sins is not that of the Diatessaron : at least

Aphraates twice quotes the verse with ^i=3cui alone. The combination of Matt and Lk reappears

in Jacob of Scrag's Homily on the Lord's Prayer, and curiously enough it finds a place in Teseo

Ambrogio's miscellany (G. H. Gwilliam in Studia Bihlica ii, p. 268).

' Before leaving the Apocryphal Acts, I should like to record my opinion that the work called

the Acts of Philip, printed by Wright, is also a Syriac original, and that the author of them used

the Diatessaron. Wright's MS is late (1569 ad), and the quotations present the same sort of

assimilation to syr.vg that we have noticed in the Cambridge transcript of the Acts of Thomas.

But in ^oo3 riiin X^o (p. \^ 3) we have an echo of the cry of woe added to Lk xxiii 48 in

all ' Old Syriac ' authorities, and again on p. ii _ 5 we find the phrase fC-\'=\ .

'=>
.\u t^~\°s

,
cheeh

for cheeh, introducing Matt v 39 just as in S. Ephraim's Commentary {Moes. 65, 133). This phrase

is ultimately derived from the Syriac of Exod xxi 25, but it seems to have stood in some texts

of the Diatessaron. There is a 13th cent. MS of the Acts of Philip at Paris {Zotenbercf 235).
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The Sykiac Docteina Apostoloeum {Wright 27).

This document is the only work of its kind which has a Syriac

origin. It has been published by Cureton in Ancient Syriac Documents

»A—crA (Engl. Tr., pp. 24-35) from a MS of the 5th or 6th cent. It

had previously been printed as the ' Doctrine of Addai ' in Lagarde's

Reliquiae Juris Eccl. Antiq., pp. 32-44, from an inferior MS of the

9th cent.

The quotations from the Gospel are as follows :

1. A.s.D. ca^ =Matt xxiv 27.

r<Ll^ao r<l=3T2>.'»l r^'-Sa.i:^ rc'VM^'vsao r«LMJ.T^n ^"ss jiia.i rdava vyt^*

Fariants of S and syr.vg

init.] xa-ta "Viiv^ i«^-i=3-:( r^3A^<F^ ,S' ; jasj i«^-i='a T.ii<. yC^i:^^^ syr.vg

t^iraTi^ Beliq (sic)

Thus the Doctrina Apost. agrees with S in reading jairs (cf da-Tpd-

TTTovaa Lk xvii 24), while syr.vg has ji^ { = i^epx^TaL Matt xxiv 27).

But it is in still closer accord with Ephraim's Commentary [Moes. 211),

which has As the lightning that lighteneth . .

.

2. A.s.D. ^^=Lk xvi 15^

Quoted in agreement with *S' and syr.vg.

3. A.s.D. jal=Matt xxviii 20.

Variants of A 120, 484 and syr.vg

_ o "^-"'-] jpr. fdy^ i<i<73 syr.vg i«iinni».] j^r. t^oudoj .^fTjlsi syr.vg

i<i!inli=^ -^AjE-n] so also A 120 : ^i»Ai^:i oi^wA syr.vg A 484 {and Beliq)

S is not extant, but of the two quotations from Aphraates one agrees

word for word with the Doctrina Apost., while the other (though

agreeing in the two characteristic omissions) follows syr.vg and the

Greek in the final claused

1 It may be conjectured that A 120 gives the text of the Diatessaron, A 484 that of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.
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4. A.s.D. .tV c/Lk X 1.

Addai, the evangelist of Edessa, is here said to have been one of the

72 disciples. In Lk x 1 aS C read 72, but syr.vg reads 70.

The MS from which Lagarde printed the Reliquiae has here again

been conformed to syr.vg.

5. A.S.D. A, c/" Job xiv 26.

For to them [sc. the Apostles] sufficient was the Spirit, the

Paraclete that was in them, that, as it appointed by their hand these

laivs, it should lead them lawfidly.

Here the Paraclete is feminine, to agree with Spirit, as in

Job xiv 26 S C, but not of course in syr.vg. In the Reliquiae (pp. 38, 39)

the feminines have all been changed into masculines, as vfe might have

expected.

Earlier in the Doctrina Apostolorum (a.s.d. cqa, Reliquiae p. 34)

the verse is alluded to with the masculine pronouns and verbs.

oop.T rci^^iiT.& rCwoi .^_aiA rcljp*' i.vac-so t-sr^ h\o\ ^uAoo.i i^sa

What time I have ascended unto my Father, I will send you the.

Spirit, the Paraclete, ivho ivill teach you everything that it is right for

you to knoiv and to make known.

Though the genders are here masculine the characteristic phrase

" the Spirit, the Paraclete " recurs. It is found in Job xiv 26 S, the

first part of the verse being lost in C. But syr.vg has " the Paraclete,

the Holy Spirit," with the Greek.

The Doctrina Apostolorum speaks elsewhere of Luke and John as

Evangelists, and of Mark the Gospeller (pdjirsoo-ss). But there is no

express direction to read their Gospels : though the Acts are expressly

assigned to S. Luke, the Gospel is always spoken of impersonally in the

singular and no author is ever named for it. It is therefore almost

cei-tain that the coincidences with S C against the Peshitta noted above

imply the use of the Diatessaron.
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Aphraates {Wright 31-33).

The surviving works of the school of Bardesanes supply nothing for

our present purpose, unless indeed we include among them the Acts of

Thomas^. We therefore come to the Homilies of Aphraates, composed

in the years 337, 344, and 345 ad. The numerous quotations from the

Gospel in these Homilies are given in their place in vol. i, so that it is

unnecessary for me to go through them here in full. I need only point

out that the striking coincidences between the language of Aphraates in

quoting the Gospel with the text of S and of C are not balanced by

agreements of like weight between Aphraates and syr.vg.

The following remarkable agreements of Aphraates' quotations with

>S' or C against the Peshitta may be here 'brought forward :

—

Matt ii 20 seeking the lad's life : A 405 and C (not S) add to snatch

away.

V 18 iwTtt tv rj fjiCa Kepaia : A 30 and S (C) have one Jod-letter,

C further adding by conflation or one horn.

vi 19 where moth and rust doth corrupt: ^389 and Chave where

the moth falleth and corrupteth.

Lk vi 24 your consolation : ^ 390 and S [sic) have your supplication,

an alternative rendering of ttjv irapaKkiqa-w vfjicov.

xii 19 and I will say to my soul : ^ 381 and C (not S) have and

he saith to his soul.

xix 44 the day of thy visitation : A 4,12, and C (not S) have the day

of thy greatness.

xxii 43 in Paradise : A 266, 437, and C (not S) have in the Garden

of Eden.

48 : A 271 has the words Woe to us! What hath hefallen us!

which are added at the end of this verse in S and C.

Job i 14: A 120, 167, and C have The Word (fem.) became a body

and it sojourned among us^.

1 Cf the Mechitarists' Latin translation of S. Ephraim's Commentary on the Pauline Epp.,

p. 119.

2 Or, ' in lis.' The Peshitta has the same verb and preposition, but the Word is treated as

masc. and a-dp^ is rendered 'Jlesh ' instead of ' bodt/.' S is not extant.
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There are very few coincidences in Aphraates with syr.vg against

S C united. An instance is to be found in Matt v 16, where A 14, has

'your good (r<l5^^) works' with syr.vg, while SC have ' your yair

(rf'-iitNT.) works.' But this distribution of the evidence is almost

isolated. On the other hand the combination of Aphraates with S and

syr.vg against C, or Aphraates with C and syr.vg against S, is often

found. But this does no more to prove the use of the Peshitta by

Aphraates than the occasional agreement of ' African ' authorities

with the Latin Vulgate proves that S. Cyprian was acquainted with

S. Jerome's revision^. Such a grouping as ^^ syr.vg against C (as in

Matt V 15) means that the Peshitta text has here followed that branch

of the ' Old Syriac ' now represented by S, and not that branch now
represented by C.

A more interesting class of variants is well illustrated by the Syriac

texts of Matt v 44.

Aphraates 34, 35 Peshitta {and S C)

_o=A J\jT^:( ^liA ci=iT.= o i_aaA -^«t^'n ^i^ cvr^-toc

.^ tv^A ^i^:\To o*^\ >i^T>inio

._»=>= ^^Tii^Jiy^^ini] A^; .^=A ^i^^T5ijnin:\ A'' S has ccaiuS for a=au^
S omit the words overlined

Love your enemies, and bless Love your enemies, and bless him that curseth

him that curseth you, and pray j/ou, and do well to him that hateth you, and
for them which use violence to pray for them which treat you with compul-

you and persecute you sion and persecute you

use violence to you] A^ ; accuse you A'^ SC omit the words in italics.

The omissions correspond to a well-known variant in the Greek.

The shorter text found in *S C is that of N B /:, while syr.vg (and

Aphraates) attest the reading of most Mss. The words in question are

read by all authorities in the parallel passage Lk vi 27. For our

present purpose it is important to notice that the text of Aphraates

cannot have been taken from thence, because the Syriac corresponding

^ E.g. in the Latin texts of Matt v 45 we find oriri faeit in h Cyp ^s'^gi ^^i-* °"''^' iuhet in a 6 cgm.
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to tS)v iTTr)piat,6vT(x)v v/jlol? is in the Peshitta k'tA^zi »_a^\ ^Ta.i.t

(as in Matt), while in S we find .^ai* ^auxs^.t i.e. 'that oppress you.'

The text of Aphraates therefore is not derived from the Peshitta nor

from the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe : if we exclude the improbable

supposition that it was derived by direct revision from the Greek, we
must assume that it faithfully represents the original text of the

Diatessaron.

In this passage then the three Syriac texts are for once clearly dis-

tinguished by their independent renderings of eTrrjped^eiv^. Difference

of rendering implies the use of different Greek exemplars : here at least

neither of the three Syriac texts can have been derived directly from

the other. It is of course hazardous to maintain with any confidence

that the ancient Diatessaron of Tatian really attests the longer form of

Matt V 44, for in a Harmony constructed out of all the Gospels the

apparent deficiency of Matt would naturally be supplied from Lk.

What is of greater importance for the immediate question, viz. the use

of the Peshitta in early Syriac writings, is that mere agreement with

Greek readings attested by syr.vg against S C is not always a decisive

proof of the use of syr.vg. In the present instance Aphraates and the

Peshitta have words corresponding to rw^- eTTr]peal,6vTmv v/xas while S C
have none, but the grave differences of rendering between the two

texts shew that Aphraates is not dependent upon the Peshitta.

Similarly in Matt x 5 et? oSov idvcov is rendered ' In the way of

the peoples (re^susisi-) ' by S, but we find 'In the way of the pagans

(r^L^iji) ' in syr.vg and A 42. Yet nothing about the quotations of

Aphraates is more certain than that the long string of allusions on

pp. 41, 42 are taken from the Diatessaron, not from the Gospels^ :

here again, therefore, the agreement with syr.vg does not imply the

dependence of Aphraates. These results should be borne in mind when

we are considering some of the quotations in S. Ephraim, notably the

combination of Lk xii 54 and Matt xvi 2, 3.

1 The reading of A'^ {\''\t\"~^ ) looks like a corruption of ^T.V^\,gv=w under the influence

of the r^-^\" of syr.vg.

2 See next chapter, p. 181.
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S. Ephraim {Wright 33-37).

The surviving works of S. Ephraim, commonly called Ephrem Syrus,

are considerably more voluminous than all the rest of pre-Rabbulan

Syriac literature, and till lately they have been the rallying ground of

those who claimed a very high antiquity for the Peshitta N.T. The

importance of his quotations for the history of the Syriac Bible led

me to make a special study of the ms sources of the works which

have been printed as his. This has been published in the Cambridge
' Texts and Studies ' under the title of S. Ephraim's Quotations from

the Gospel (Cambridge, 1901), and the favourable way in which the

little book has been received, both in this country and in Germany,

saves me from the necessity of clearing the ground again. I shall

therefore confine myself here to the quotations from the genuine

works of S. Ephraim, as given in my book, together with those from

Dr Lamy's fourth volume since published. I cite my book by its pages

as ' Quotations.'

The Genuine Writings of S. Ephraim, ['Quotations' 23 fP.).

The following list of genuine works by S. Ephraim has been drawn

up on the principle of admitting only those which are extant in MSS

earlier than the Mohammedan invasions. A mechanical rule such as

this no doubt excludes some genuine writings, but the list at least

escapes the charge of having been constructed to suit a pre-determined

critical theory.

The Commentary on the Diatessaro7i—an undoubtedly genuine

work—has not been included, because it is only extant in an Armenian

translation. Besides, we may regard this Commentary as being, so to

speak, on its trial. We know that S. Ephraim wrote a Commentary

on the Diatessaron, while on the other hand there is absolutely no

evidence which even suggests that he wrote upon any of the separate

Four Gospels. It is therefore the Diatessaron, and not the Four

Gospels, which we should naturally expect to find quoted in his genuine

works. Yet it has been actually asserted (Studia Bihlica iii, p. 115) that

very few of S. Ephraim's quotations accord with the Diatessaron where
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they differ from the Peshitta ! No more striking instance could be

given of the result of trusting to uncritical editions in matters of textual

criticism.

List of the Genuine Writings of S. Ephraim.

Prose Writings :

(1) The Commentary on Genesis and Exodus'

(2) The Homily on our Lord

(3) The fragments of the Homily on Joh i 1

(4) The fragments of the Treatises addressed

to Hypatius against False Doctrines^

(5) On the Fear of God, or Be Misericordia

Divina

(6) Letter to the Monks in the Mountains

[(7) Letter to Publius

Ed. Hotn. iv 1—115, 194—235

Laniy i 145—274, ii pp. xxi—xxiii

Lamy ii 511—516

Omrheck 21—73

105—112

113—131

B.M. Add. 7190 (' Qmtatimis,' p. 70)]

Metrical Works (including both " Hymns " and " Homilies ")

(1) ' Sermones Exegetici' on Adam, etc.

(2) „ on Jonah

(3) De Nativitate xm (see below, no. 20)

(4) Sermones Polemici lvi

(5) De Fide adv. Scrutatores Lxxxvn

(6) De Libera Voluntatis Arbitrio iv

(7) ^ Paraenetica,' no. i

(8) „ no. XX

(9) „ nos. Lxxv, Lxxvi

(10) De Paradiso Eden (see below, no. 15)

(11) ' De Diversis Sermones,' no. ii

(12) „ no. IV—XII

(13) „ no. xvm
(14) On Julian the Apostate

(15) De Paradiso Eden (supplement to no. 10)

(16) The Carmina Nisibena (see below, no. 19)

(17) Hymni Azymorum

(18) „ De Crucifixione

Ed. Rom. V 318 c—330
V 359 D—387 A

V 396—436

„ V 437 ad fin.

vi 1—164

„ vi 359 A—366

vi 367—369 b

„ vi 450 D—451 F

„ vi 555 F—561

vi 562—598

vi 603—604 B

„ vi 608 C—629 B

„ vi 654 F ad fin.

Omrbeck 3—20
339—354

BickelVs Edition

Lamy i 567—636

„ i 637—714

1 The text in the Roman Edition must of course be corrected by Pohlmann's collations {Jouni.

of Theol. Studies i 570).

2 The Commentarii {y^l^ni^oln), edited as Bphraim's by Overbeck, pp. 74-104, are inten-

tionally omitted from this List.

B. II. 15
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(19) Sermo de Reprehensione i'

(20) Hymni deNativitate (supplement to no. 3)

(21) Hymns on Fasting, Virginity, etc.

(22) Sermones Rogationum, nos. ill, v—

x

(23) Hymns on the Confessors

(24) „ on Abraham Kidunaya and on

Julian Saba

(25) Hymns de Ecclesia et Virginitate

[(26) Hymns on the Epiphany

[(27) Hymns de Virginitate, etc.

[(28) Sermones Rogationum

[(29) The Testament of Ephraim

Lamy ii 332—362
ii 501—510
ii 647—678, 685—694, 718—

814

iii 37—44, 65—114
iii 643—696

iii 741—936

iv 497—670
i 5—144 (' Quotations,' p. 67)]

ii 773—824 (' Quotations,' t£,. 69)]

iii 3—126, iv 367—454 (' Quo-

tations,' p. 69)]

Overbeck, Duval]

This may not be a complete list of the genuine extant works of

S. Ephraim, but there can be little doubt that all those which are

included are genuine. Each of them [except Nos. 7, 26-29,] is attested

by at least one MS not later than the 7th century, and several are found

in two Mss of the 5th or 6th century. Together they make up a very

considerable mass of writing, certainly enough to settle the question

whether S. Ephraim used the Peshitta text of the Gospels. It is, to

say the least, exceedingly improbable that works which are assigned

in later mss to S. Ephraim. should, if genuine, present a different type

of text in the Biblical quotations and allusions from that found in

these 350 separate poems, not to speak of the many pages of prose.

Examination of S. Ephraim's Quotations {'Quotations' 28-57, 67-72).

[Matt iii 16^ Lamy i 127 (' Quotations' 67 ff.)

The Holy one was baptized and immediately came up, and His light

flamed upon the world.

1 This discourse (^ r^^ Tin»^'n »g^ —.«<^ -^ \ appears to me to be one of the missing

numbers of the Carmina Nisihena (either xxii, xxiii, or xxiv). It deals with the abandonment

of Nisibis to the Persians by Jovian in 363 ad. A verbose Greek paraphrase of this discourse

is printed in Ed. Rom. i 40-70. The second Sermo de Reprehensione {Lamy ii 363-392) is not,

as stated on col. 312, taken from a Ms of the 5th or 6th century. It is written on the fly-leaves of

B.M. Add. 12176 in a hand of about the 9th century. It contains no quotations from the N.T.
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Neither the Peshitta nor the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe have any

allusion to the Light at our Lord's Baptism, but it clearly had a place

in the Diatessaron. Not only does Ephraim himself speak of ' the

shining of the light which was on the waters ' {Moes. 43), but the

Syriac text of the Diatessaron itself was quoted by the common source

of Isho'dad and Barsalibi for the sake of the addition. Barsalibi is

still unedited, but the quotation from Isho'dad is given by Dr Harris

in his Fragments of the Commentary of Ephrem, Syrus upon the

Diatessaron.

The passage from Barsalibi's Commentary on the Gospels runs as

follows (B.M. Add 7184, fol. 37)

v;^ru^^ ^njciXio) a>vom<i<^o .•«>^a\ncuj i<^iii^ ^—i~\A\'»i^ f^hmo .^rr\a^ Aii. .^^\t^

^«i»i»So .jTOcvin a^>^\a:\a\^ ^^ n=i fTiav.'STin ^in ^nncu "71130 .n'»<ir^=3 ^iu~iTSa:t

And immediately, as the Gospel of the Diatessaron (i.e. the Mixed) 'testifies, a mighty

light flashed upon the Jordan and the river was girdled with white clouds, and there

appeared his many hosts that were uttering praise in the air ; and Jordan stood still

from its flowing, though its waters were not troubled, and a pleasant odour therefrom was

wafted.

Isho'dad gives this curious passage in almost the sariie words : it

may be conjectured to have been taken from some early Hymn, perhaps

one of S. Ephraim's own. D)' Harris remarks (p. 44) ;
" It is not

necessary to suppose that the whole of the extract... is from Tatian.

Probably the quotation is contained in the first clause, or, at most, in

the words
^i:\ncv. Ai^ _i>5^i.r^ [•,^V\i^] i^nroai ^-sasn."

I have added rfwts^ from Barsalibi, though it is omitted by Isho'dad

and Dr Harris, as re'i*v^ re'icncv.i corresponds to the Old Latin readings

in Matt iii 16, where we find 'lumen ingens' in a and 'lumen magnum'
in g. It may be remarked that g (Cod. Sangermanensis), where it

differs from the majority of Latin mss, in several instances presents us

with readings attested for the Diatessaron.]^

1 Quotations from works of S. Ephraim, which are certainly genuine but are only preserved

in MSS later than the 7th century, are marked off from the rest by the use of square brackets.
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Mattiii 17; Mkill, Lkiii 22 = ^oto. v 545 a, V\ IQ c {' Quotations' 28)

>-iin» AK" ,i=> >1 aicn (v545a)

' This is my son, yea my beloved.'

,-^.-i^.r> ,^ cueo (vil6c)

This is my son and my beloved.

For Q.-tf" ('and my beloved'), Pesli. has rf'-x i-rxu ('the beloved')

in accordance with the Greek 6 vto? /aou 6 dyairriTO's, but >-inMO is the

reading of 5^ C in Matt iii 17 and of *S' in Lk iii 22, i.e. of syr.vt

wherever it is extant-^.

The evidence of Ephraim in v 545 is all the more striking, as the

quotation forms a 7 -syllable line {hdnau lam, ber d(f> habbifi) ; >a.j.a.uo

has only two syllables and so could not stand, but Ephraim instead of

using the Peshitta habbifid, which would have satisfied both sense and

metre, preferred to expand »-ii-ii»o into >a.>Ai> Are".

Matt iv 5, Lk iv 9 =Lamy iv 525 and ii 815 (' Quotations' 69)

Now ivho had looked a7id saw thee, our Lord, on the head of the

corner when thou ivert standing ?

The ' pinnacle ' of the Temple is rendered by r^io ' corner ' {lit.

'horn') in C (Matt) and S (Lk). But the Peshitta has rt^^iA 'wing'

in both Gospels, in agreement with ;S' in S. Matthew. The ' pinnacle

'

is also called Kliio in a somewhat similar allusion Lamy iv 511.

Matt iv 6 (& Lk iv 9)^ Lamy iv 523

(Satan) ivho dared and said to Him ' Fall from hence.'

This widely dijffers from all our Syriac texts, except that of S in

S. Matthew, which has rdas^seo ^sa Aa. The other Syriac texts all

1 See also Matt xii 18 C, xvii 5 C ; Lk ix 35 C. In Mk ix 7 and Lk ix 35 S has other ren-

derings, but never the v^=u=u> of the Peshitta.
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have ' Cast thyself down ' [or ' from hence ') in agreement with the

Greek /SctXe creavTov [^ivrevdevl KaTca.

In his Hymns on the Temptation Ephraim follows the order of

S. Matthew, adding at the end that the tempter departed from our

Lord for a time, as in S. Luke (Lamy iv 517). But these words are

added to the text of Matt iv 11 in S and C, so that no stress can be

laid on them.

[Matt V 18 = Overbeck 149, Dvval, p. 37 (' Quotations' 67)

For heaven and earth pass away, and not a J6d-letter will pass away.

The general turn of the sentence is taken from Matt xxiv 35, but
' one J6d-letter ' is the peculiar rendering of loiTa tv 17 /aia KepaCa found

in Aphraates and in S at Matt v 18, while C has the double

rendering ' one J6d-letter or one horn ' (riliio). But the Peshitta has

rtl^ioo .tm arc* k'.tm .icu ' one J6d or one line,' an independent rendering

which follows the wording of the Greek.

It is right to add that this passage of the Testament is absent from

the short recension in B.M, Add. 14582, but it is accepted by M. Duval.

It comes in the last strophe of the genuine work.]

Matt V 39, Lk vi 29 = Nis. 72^^* (' Quotations' 28)

.coX ^A»rC v\a.a tr^-liuK' .v^aA A.i- >A vA reUiLM.i

'He that smiteth thee on thy cheek, thine other cheek present to him.'

A paraphrase, partly caused by metrical considerations, but omitting

' right ' as an epithet to ' cheek,' in agreement with S and C against the

Peshitta.

[Matt vi 11, Lk xi S = Lamy iii 53 (' Quotations' 70)

,f\^fi A .acn r^LiaJSnrC' r^sajul .r<Ls0.u.l ca-aa ijiA ^iSar^:i vv>nc'

As the Serpent's bread is constant, constant bread give us, my Lord

!

This is an evident allusion to the ' daily bread ' of the Lord's

Prayer. ' Constant bread ' (rc'jjsape' pcT-saj*!) is the rendering of apros
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eVtovcrios found in all Old Syriac authorities wherever they are extant,

including the Acts of Thomas (see above, p. 105) ; it even survives in

the Homily upon the Lord's Prayer by Jacob of Serug (B.M. Add.

17157;/oZ. 38). But the Peshitta has both in S. Matthew and S. Luke
' the bread of our need' (^ixnooo.i rC-sajjA).]

Matt ix 17 ^ Rom. v 538 c (' Quotations '28)

>'-! r^-a'i=3 r^^.tM r^isnu ^jSn^co ru

They do not set neiv tvine in bottles that have worn out.

Pesh. and >S both have ^.isai 'put' for ^iSa^oo ' set,' and K'AuLa for

>i=3.i. The second variation is no doubt occasioned by the metre.

Matt X 5 = Lamy iv 545

' Ye shall not go in the way of the pagaiis, nor in a toivn of

the Samaritans land.'

The insertion of Avua before t^'.^'ijsir., like that of >i in the first line

is caused by the metrical necessities of an 8-syllable verse. In rc'.a^Iu

' pagans ' Ephraim agrees with Pesh. against S, which has pelsaioA-

'peoples' for e^voiv, but in this particular rendering we may be practically

certain from the evidence of Aphraates that the Diatessaron also had

rcLSLiiJ : see next chapter, p. 182. On the other hand Ephraim agrees

with S against Pesh. in having rf-^i^ ' town' instead of r<'Au*3S»3 ' city,'

although re'-.'i-sar. Axas.i rc'^vij.isa^ rdlo would have made an unex-

ceptionable line in the required metre.

Matt xi 19, Lk vii 84 ==Xam?/ ii 747 (' Quotations' 29)

By the dissipated He was thought an eater... by the drunkards He
was thought a drinker.

The opprobrious words ^ayos and olvoiroTrj'; seem to have ojffended

the later translators, both in Syriac and Latin, (fxiyos of course could

not be avoided ; it means uorax and had to be so translated, while
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the Syriac equivalent is rcllo.^r< literally 'an eater' but practically

meaning ' glutton.' But olvoiroTrj^ could be softened by translating it

etymologically. Accordingly the Latins used bibens uinum and potator

uini to replace the older uinaria preserved in h and Augustine, while

the Peshitta (followed by the Harclean) has r^isa** rc'^ ' drinking

wine.' The scandal of calling our Lord a wine-bibber was thus avoided.

But instead of r<'i2a*» re'ifut. we find rd.ai ' a drunkard ' in Lk vii 34

S C, and reiiAvx. [shattdyd] i.e. 'a drinker,' 'one given to drink,' in

Matt xi 19 S C \ this latter is the word used by Ephraim.

Matt xiv 28 IF. = Overbeck 27 : cf also Lamy i 263 {'Quotations' 29)

This is a reference to the story of S. Peter walking on the water,

textually interesting because he is twice called (»oi.\,& (11. 7, 27) and

only once ^^^a^'aix. (1. 18). The name comes twice in the narrative,

and Pesh. has r^JSi.r££>. i.e. ' Cephas,' while S and C have ' Simon

Cephas.' The Greek form ' Petros ' is very uncommon in the Syriac

text of the Gospels : it occurs only in such places as Joh i 42 *S. In

somewhat similar allusions to the same story in Lamy i 263, iv 439,

the name Simon alone occurs.

Matt XV 27 = Rom. vi 585 d (' Quotations' 29).

This is best taken in connexion with the quotation of Mk vii 28.

Matt xvi 2, 3 ; see on Lk xii 54—56 (' Quotations' 30).

Matt xvi 18 = Overbeck 352 (' Quotations ' 30)

AoaJCi .aul&cv^ ^^^^ ^^ r^'A.i .Also cn^.i^. A^..-i .^_a.±a.i cnAASs...

...the ivord of our Lord, that of ILis Church He spake, that "the

gate-bars of Sheol shall not be able to conquer it.'

The ' gate-bars of Sheol ' (Tri^Xai aSov) occur again in Eus. Theoph'"''

iii 27, iv 11, V 40, and in HE^^'' 417. The same graphic phrase is also

found in a passage ascribed to Ephraim in the Severus Catena and

in Lamy iv 673, 687. In Matt xvi 18 C and Pesh. have Acux..i re'.jw'iA^

' the doors of Sheol ' : /S is unfortunately not extant.
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Matt xvi 19 = Lamy i 267 (' Quotations' 30)

He said to Simon, ' To thee I will give the keys of the doors.'

The Peshitta has here, in accordance with the Greek, 'the keys

of the kingdom of heaven,' but C has ' the keys of the doors of the

kingdom of heaven.' Thus Ephraim's text agrees with C against Pesh.

in an addition for which no other authority is known. S is deficient

;

Aphraates 141 has ' Hear ye also, that hold the keys of the doors of

heaven.'

Matt xviii (12,) 13, Lk xv 4, {5) = 0verbeck 114 (' Quotations' 30)

on.l*J3 rili^^O^* .rC'lcO!^ K'i^cuii cnA Av.r^.1 »^_aA,l=»3 )ai CkXSO^''

,<DO.MjAXJ.i r<'..S3."»s^^'' ''*^\-'' oeb"^' r^s-n

' Who is there of you that hath beasts in the hill-country, and one

sheep strayfrom him,—doth he not leave the iiinety and nine in the plain

and in the hill, and come and seek that which strayed until he find itf...

'And what time he hathfound it, he rejoiceth over it more than those

nhiety and nine that did not stray.'

It is difficult to believe that a mosaic such as this can have come

from anywhere but the Diatessaron. There is nothing in the wording

which definitely indicates the use either of the Peshitta text or of that

found in S and C, except that re'A^axji as a rendering for Tr/aoySara

occurs in Joh x 3 If. in S, but never in the Peshitta. The Arabic

Diatessaron (xxvi 4, 5) gives us Lk xv 4 followed by Matt xviii 13,

which is practically what we find in Ephraim, but without the charac-

teristic phrase K'ioi^o K'ia.i-sj which combines the eV ttj epTj/nw of

Lk XV 4 with the eVi rd opr^ of Matt xviii 12.
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Matt xviii 22 = Nis. 72^'« (' Quotations' 31)

Forgive thy brother {he saith) ' by sevens seventy times over.'

The idiomatic A.^ which is here used something hke the English

'for' ('in batches of seven, for seventy times') is found in »S C and

Aphraates 35 and 298. And as if to remove all doubt as to the exact

meaning the number is stated in Aphraates 298 to be 490 times. But
the Peshitta, in more literal accordance with the Greek, has ' unto

seventy times by sevens' (.v-»il ^a.t ^jjiit ^jL:^a.x\ rC.s):is^)^.

Matt xxi S=Rom. iv 108, 109 {'Quotations' 32)

.^israAisq ^^^oeni-Sai.T »^_ocnl oi.sar*' {sic Ms)

Say ye to them that for their Lord they are required.

So also C has . .«^-iA»'>ti ^__c^ooi.s»ai for 6 Kvpios avTcov -^peCav e^^et.

This quotation, short as it is, presents several points of diflSculty

and interest. It comes from the Commentary on Genesis, a genuine

prose work of S. Ephraim, and was assigned by Mr Woods (in Studia

Biblica iii, p. 126) to Mk xi 2, 3. The text of the quotation which

Mr Woods had before him (Ed. Rom. iv 108, 109) runs thus :

—

For He said \^Ye will Jind a colt tied; loose him and bring him.]

that if they say to you ' Why are ye loosing that colt f ' say to them that

for our Lord it is required.

The brackets are my own insertion.

Mr Woods called the quotation a combination of Mark and Matt.,

and noted that while C (the Curetonian) had many verbal variations

from the Peshitta, yet in the only 'important variation' it differed from

Ephraim's quotation where the quotation agreed with the Peshitta.

The ' important variation ' concerns the words which in the Greek

1 The addition of ^'^ i in Pesh, is not significant, as both S and 4^2 ^^dd ^ii=i\ after

B. II. 16
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of Matt xxi 3 run

6 Kvpio% avTutv -^eCav e^et

(Mk xi 3 and Lk xix 34 have of course avrov in the singular). The

extant Syriac readings are

1 'For our Lord they are (or it is) required ' Pesh. (Matt) (Mk, Lk).

2 a ' For their Lord they are required
' C (Matt).

2b 'For its Lord it is required

'

S C (Lk) S (Mk)i.

It is evident that we have here two independent interpretations of

the Greek. According to the Peshitta o /cuptos is used absolutely of

Christ (as so often in Lk, so rarely in Matt and Mk) : according to S
and C, on the other hand, avTuiv or avrov is taken with Kvptos, so that

it means the ' master ' of the animals, either as Lord of all creatures or

as their legal possessor.

Thus the quotation in S. Ephraim's Commentary on Genesis, as

given in the Roman Edition, presents quite a striking agreement with

the Peshitta. The passage printed above within brackets agrees

verbally with clauses in the Peshitta text of Mk xi 2 and 8, and the

last two words agree in a characteristic variation with the Peshitta

against the MSS of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

But the fact is that the text of the Roman Edition does not in the

least represent the text of the MS upon which it is based. The MS

(Vat. Syr. ex) was examined some time ago by Dr A. Pohlmann, who

published a tract upon it in 1862-4. The practical result of this

investigation is that you can never trust a Biblical quotation in the

printed text of the Commentary where it verbally agrees with the

Peshitta. In the present instance the bracketed passage is not in the

MS at all, having been added de suo by the editor (Pohlmann, p, 52)

;

while for the last two words the ms actually has (Pohlmann, p. 54)

in exact accordance with the Curetonian text of Matt xxi 3 ! The

translation therefore of S. Ephraim's reference to the Entry into Jeru-

salem should run

' In Mk xi 3 ;? reads ojTixAfl, as is clear from the photograph, not K^iijii, as was edited in

the Syndics' Edition. S is not extant for Matt xxi 3, and C is not extant for Mk xi 3.
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' For He said that if they say to you ' Why are ye loosing that

colt ?
' say to them that for their Lord^ they are required.'

1 may add that if the quotation was taken by S. Ephraim from the

Diatessaron, as seems probable, it was only to be expected that it

should give us the text of S. Matthew (who alone mentions two

animals) rather than that of S. Mark and S. Luke^.

Matt xxi 40, il = Lamy i 253 (' Quotations' 34)

.r<'>,»\«>> ..^QJcol ptflsaiA r<''V5>a lasi ix^ >X rCj-sa

.coxs\s r^asre' orA ^xcQo^a.i ^A>r<' .p^m\«s\ rdsai^ .VuOio

For ' What [quoth He) will the master of the vineyard do to those

husbandmen ?

^^But they say to him concerning themselves that evilly he will destroy

them and ivill let out the vineyard to husbandmen ivhich raisefor him

the produce in its season.'

Two points deserve notice in this quotation, which comes from the

prose Homily on our Lord. The only part of it which appears to be

intended for a real quotation is the answer of the Pharisees : that this

is a real quotation is certain from the occurrence in it of the peculiar

Syriac rendering of Matt xxi 41^- But the final clause in Ephraim

differs altogether both from the Syriac Vulgate and the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe. At the same time Ephraim's ' raise for him the produce

'

is as good a representation of aTrohoxrovaLv avrw tous Kapnov? as ' give

to him the fruits' (re'irela oA ^iswu), which is the rendering found in

S C and the Peshitta.

1 Or, ' for their master.'

2 This quotation of S. Ephraim was discussed by the present writer in the Journal of

Theological Studies i 569 S.

' The clause referred to is _ eu^ nracu y-— r-"--, which corresponds to KaKovs KaKws

aTToXeirei avTois in S C and Pesh., as well as in the quotation of Ephraim. Judging by the phrase

.•^.—,>^ y.-^ T'— ^
which so often stands for kukcos exovres, this rendering might be held to

imply the omission of KaKovs, but it is more likely to be nothing more than an attempt to give

the effect of the alliteration in the Greek. Moes. 192 has 'malos per mala perdet' lapupu-L

iatplrop uuiuiuJibagli), but this Armenian rendering may have been influenced by the Armenian

vulgate which has t^ijupuh luipuM,.,..
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The other point concerns the rendering of e/<SwcreTai. in Matt xxi 41.

In .T^ai ' he will let out (on hire) ' Ephraim and Pesh. agree against

S C This word is used in all the Syriac texts of Mk xii 1 and Lk xx 9

.

But in the passage before us S has A Au ' he will give ' (as in Mk xii 9

and Lk xx 16), and C has yaS.x^ 'he will deliver' (as in Matt xxi 33

S C). Thus the text of S. Matthew as given in S and C seems to

avoid the word .T4»or< though its occurrence in S. Mark and S. Luke

shews that it was the natural one to use ; it is therefore clear that

S. Ephraim's quotation cannot be explained by the use of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe. But neither can S. Ephraim's quotation be explained

by the use of the Peshitta alone, as in the final clause the quotation

differs as much from the diction of the Peshitta as from that of S and

C It may reasonably be conjectured that here as in other places

S. Ephraim is giving us the text of the Diatessaron, and that the

agreement in this single point between the Diatessaron as represented

by Ephraim and the Syriac Vulgate is merely the result of literally

rendering the Greek. But instances of this agreement are so rare

compared with those where the renderings of the Diatessaron agree

with the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe against the Syriac Vulgate that

it is worth while to draw special attention to those which make the

other way. The case is in every way similar to that of ^rc'^iii in

Lk vii 43, to be discussed later on.

Matt xxii \^ = Nis. 84^^*' (' Quotations' 35)

They fettered that man, ivhose body was defiled.

The reference to the Parable of the Wedding Feast is quite clear

in the context, and S. Ephraim has just explained that the body is the

wedding-garment, which ought to be kept bright and clean.

S. Ephraim obviously supports the reading of the better Greek MSS

ST^crai'Tes avTov TTo'Sas kol x^lpas e/cySaXere avTov..., which is also the

reading of Pesh. ; while S and C have ' Take hold of him by his hands

and by his feet and put him forth,' which seems to represent apare

avTov TToSwv Koi xetpwi/ kol /SdXeTe avTov..., the reading of D and lat.vt.
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But whereas Pesli. here uses the ordinary word ioori' for ' bind,'

Ephraim has iaA to ' fasten ' or ' fetter,' a word which only occurs

once in the N.T. Peshitta, viz. Ac xxii 29. It might naturally be

thought that Ephraim's use of t^a was a mere paraphrastic alteration

of the Biblical text, but the same word occurs in the quotation of

Matt xxii 13 in the Syriac Theophania iv 16, and in an express allusion

in the Syriac Acts of Thomas (Wright, p. 315)-^. A version of this

passage, therefore, containing the word •v^a instead of iMr< must have

been once current, and from this version and not from the Peshitta

was S. Ephraim's quotation made. It is unfortunate that no allusion

to Matt xxii 13 is made in the Commentary on the Diatessaron.

Matt xxiii 8 = Rom. v 491 B (' Quotations ' 36)

Ye shall not call {any one) a great one on earth.

This agrees with S C, which have >.=i ^^cvixjA^ pt".! ^.i .^^iK'i.e.

' but ye, ye shall not call (any one) Rabbi' ; Pesh., on the other hand,

has »^_oioA\A» instead of »__aiaAi, making the sense to be ' but ye, ye

shall not be called Rabbi,' in accordance with the Greek.

Matt xxvi 12, — Lamy i 257 (' Quotations' 36)

For ' There shall be to her (quoth He) a name and this memorial

everywhere that my Gospel shall he announced.'

There is no trace of this recasting of the verse either in the

Peshitta or in the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, so that it is possible

that Ephraim's words are a conscious paraphrase^.

1 See above, p. 102/.

= i-iioj (i.e. 'this') is omitted in B.M. Add. 14654.
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Matt xxvii 46 = Rom. v 558 A (' Quotations ' 36)

• >,iA\o-aT. rtliiaA A^re* >.Lr<' [sic)

Eli, El, why hast thou left me ?

For the first words S has W ^r^ (i.e. 'EH, Eli') in Matt and

,eTAr<' ,criW (i.e. 'My God, my God') in Mk. Pesh. has A-k' l*rs'

both in Matt and in Mk. I owe the correct transcription of Cod. Vat.

Syr. cxi (p. 263 a), given above, to the kindness of Dr G. Mercati, of

the Vatican Library.

Mark iv S9 = Lamy i 263 (' Quotations' 37)

For ' Be quiet ! {quoth He) thou art muzzled
!

'

B.M. Add. 14654 (Lamy's B, but not cited by him here) has

,^ii\j !?»^ >-^»- 'Be quiet! thou art stilled!' But both the mss of

S. Ephraim's Homily agree in having a feminine participle, so that

the rebuke is addressed to the wind. S and C are unfortunately both

missing, but Pesh. has Amps' iAj »^ (with masc. verbs and pronoun),

and the rebuke is addressed to the sea. Here again therefore

S. Ephraim shews his independence of the Peshitta.

Mark vii 28 (Matt xv 27) = Lamy i 163 {of Rom. vi 585 n)

(' Quotations' 37)

.Qocn ^jlI&j rtilxs ia^& ^.i r^^o^'i^ ^ •-.^aipc' .^^oo^.i

That thou shouldest satisfy them from the crumbs thatfrom the sons'

table were falling.

[Rom. vi 585 D has

Dogs from the crumbs of their masters are satisfied.)

The second quotation occurs in the Hymns De Paradiso and is

obviously a paraphrase. It is however noteworthy that both quotations

agree in having a form of the verb j^aoo 'satisfy.' The first quotation
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is from the prose Homily on our Lord, and is remarkable for containing

the phrase "the sons' table," which is not found in any Greek MS or

in the Peshitta, but does actually occur in Mk vii 28 according to

S and arm.vg. That it was also the reading of the Diatessaron is

probable from Moes. 138, where Moesinger's cod. B has "Yea, Lord,

even dogs eat of the crumbs of the children's tabled" Here again

therefore Ephraim, the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessaron

unite in preserving a singular expression, of which the Peshitta has no

trace ^

The allusion in Eom. vi 585 d to this saying of Christ is chiefly

remarkable for the word r«L^aA"-ia 'crumbs.' This word is synonymous
in meaning with the word K'^o^'i^ used in syr.vt-vg, and is also

metrically equivalent. The fact that it is found in the Harclean (both

in Matt xv 27 and Mk vii 28) is curious, but the circumstance is too

isolated to have any special significance.

Mark vii 33 = Lamy i 171 (' Quotations ' 38)

'He spat on his fingers and put (it) in the ears of that deaf-mute.'

The variants in Mk vii 33 are particularly interesting : there are

four rival readings extant in Greek, and three of these (if not all four)

are represented in Syriac, or in translations from the Syriac.

(a) ojlaiiA _=3Tjao jaTo ^a>alSi<i=3 oaa\^-S ^ ,inST^ Pesh.

He laid hisfingers in his ears, and spat and touched his tongue.

This is the reading supported by most Greek Mss, including B (K)

and the ' Received Text ' [e^aXev tovs 8aKTv\ov<; avTov el's to. cora avTov

Kol TTTUcras yj^aro rrj? y\(ticra-rj<; avTov).

1 The other MS has " their masters' table," in agreement with Matt xv 27.

2 The actual texts found in syr. vt-vg are :

—

Mk vii 28 S

Mk vii 28 Fesh.

Matt XV 27 Pesh. (S) (C)

[iS omits the bracketed words, C adds -xi^a/iter «^-^\ *^ 1
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He put his fingers and spat in his ears and touched his tongue.

This is the reading of the ' Ferrar Group ' and of the very important

minuscule 28 ([eTrJe/SaXet' tov'; haKTvXov^ avrov nTvcra'; ets ra cora avrov

Kol yjxjjaTO Trjs yXwcrcrrjs avrov).

(c) AJl—J i.,~«J5 <*-jil ^ t_5*Jlj <«Jtel«ol ,^y* w-*iJ Diat"'' xxi 3

He spat on his fingers and put (it) in his ears and touched his

tongue.

This agrees with Ephraim's quotation, and is attested in Greek by

the uncial fragment called W*^ (errTvaev elcr rover SaKTvXovcr avrov- /cat

efiaXeu etcr ra cora rov Koj(f)ov • /cat rjibaro ry]cr yXaxrcraa- rov iioyyikaKov).

The passage is not quoted in Ephraim's Commentary, but the fact that

the Arabic Diatessaron does not agree with the Peshitta makes it

certain that the Arabic has here preserved the ancient Syriac text

substantially unaltered^.

In this passage, therefore, Ephraim follows the transmitted text

of the Diatessaron, while both the Peshitta and the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe differ from it and from each other.

Mark xii 4.2 = Nis. 9P"- (' Quotations' 39)

The pound' and the mite of the widow he increased.

S has r^Lsk^oi ..^c^erx. Av. K*.! ^aiosox. ^'i^ 'two mites which are

a quarter ' for XeTrra Svo, 6 icrriv KoSpdvrrj<;. But the Peshitta has

r^Liocsn. ^__ocn*iv.r<'.T ^raj ^*iA> ' two pounds which are mites.' This

is obviously the rendering followed by S. Ephraim.

It seems to me very probable that in this case as in many others

the Peshitta has retained unaltered a previously existing Syriac

1 The fourth reading, found in D (565) lat.vt, puts irria-as before i'^aXcv, hut otherwise agrees

with (a). By a curious coincidence this reading is found in the Discourses of Philoxenus {Budge
i 45). His words are

which looks hke a conflation of the Evangelion da-MepJiarreske with the Diatessaron, as Philoxenus

can hardly have derived his text direct from D and the Latins.
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rendering. For it is wholly unfair to equate the /xva {Mina or Maneh)

of the Parable of the Pounds with the Xctttov of the poor widow, and

the later Syriac scholars were quite incapable of originating such a

mistake ^ My friend Professor A. A. Bevan suggests that the original

rendering may have been ^jj^aj, in which case we must read ^*A\'iA\

and ^^ea.Auri'."!, as rtlJkSs (a small coin, Heb. gera) is feminine^.

We may notice that the widow's mites are called ^osox. ^'iA\ in

Rom. vi 677 e and in Lamy iv 541, 579.

Luke ii 30 = Lamy i 259, 261 {'Quotations' 40)

' Lo, Tnine eyes have seen thy Mercy !'

This agrees both with S and the Peshitta. The regular equivalent

for TO (rtDTTjptov aov, according to Syriac Biblical usage, would be vy.uj

' thy Life,' and volim ' thy Mercy ' looks like an intentional alteration

of this. But if so, the alteration must have taken place before

S. Ephraim's day.

Luke ii 34 =Lamy i 267 (' Quotations ' 40)

' This one is set for falling and for rising.'

The same words (and no more) are quoted in a passage of the

Severus Catena {Rom. iv 129, 130), on which Mr Woods remarks:
" The use of this expression without any further limitation is certainly

curious. Now in the translation of the Commentary on the Dia-

tessaron (see Zahn, ii. ii. § 4 [Moesinger 28]) we have IJcce hie stat in

ruinam et in resurrectionem et in signum contradictionis, and Ephrem's
comment shows that this is not an abbreviation but a real variant.

It seems likely therefore that we have in this quotation an omission

of the words 'of many in Israel' influenced by the Diatessaron."

Mr Woods's argument is certainly strengthened by the passage quoted

' The Harclean has rii^aA, i.e. the Greek word transhterated.

2 The very same corruption also occurs in the Jerusalem Targum to Exod xxx 1.3, which has
r:0 where Onkelos has yVO.

B. II.
17
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above from the undoubtedly genuine Homily on our Lord. Tn this

verse, the Peshitta has the ordinary text ' This one is set for the falhng

and for the losing of many in Israel ' ; but S presents us with the

curious order ' This one is set in Israel for the falling and for the rising

of many.'

Luke ii S6 = Lamy iii 813 (' Quotations' 41)

^Qcn ^OOD .^xtTicii T^A r^s-iT .1 .r^h\^^ ^&^A .rf.^^l riUsort rd99

Hoiv like is the modest one (i.e. Julian Saba, who deserted his wife)

to that most modest of the m,odest, who 'for seven days had been ivith a

hushand.'

According to the Peshitta, as in the ordinary text, Hanna the

prophetess had lived seven years with a husband, but S alone among

MSS and versions makes it into seven days only, and in so doing is

followed by Ephraim.

Luke iii 22 ; see on Matt iii 17 (' Quotations' 41).

Luke iv 29 = Ms. 59^°^ Lamy i 613 (' Qiiotations' 41)

.•irCri'.a oq\ jui^ .ri''ia.\^ ^"sa ,cnor<':ix. .T^ (Nis.)

When they threw himfrom the hill, he flew in the air.

.K'iai^ %.i ^S3 tcnar^xx. .siah\ .a^ (Lamy)

When again they threw himfrom the top of the hill...

It is clear from these phrases that S. Ephraim used a text which

represented wo-tc KaraKptq^ivLcrai avTov, and took these words to imply

that the people of Nazareth actually threw our Lord over the cliflP.

This is also the view taken in the Commentary on the Diatessaron

Moes. 130, 212), which no doubt represents the text as read in Tatian's

Harmony. But it is not supported either by S or the Peshitta. S has

' so that they might hang him ' (i.e. wcrre [Karajjcpeyaacrai avrov), while

the Peshitta has 'that they might throw him from the cliff' (i.e. ets to

KaTaKprjfj.vt(Tai avTov, the reading of the 'Received Text').
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Luke vi 29 ; see on Matt v 39 (' Quotations '41).

Luke vii 14 = iWs. 72"»'^^'' (' Quotations' 42)

.reLsaA:^ re'-dlA^ .r<'A\*S>!A ri'ijs
t*

.1 .!k.OXj

Now Jesus called to the dead man ' Youth, youth
!

'

This remarkable reading is expressly attested by Aphraates, who
says (p. 165): "And with two words He raised each one of them.

For the son of the widow, when He raised him, He called twice, saying

to him ' Youth, youth, arise ! '—and he lived and arose. And the

daughter of the chief of the Synagogue He called twice, saying to her

'Girl, girl, arise
!' ^—and her spirit returned and she arose." Thus

Ephraim's reading {which is also that of D and of ajf of the Old Latin),

was that which was alone familiar to Aphraates, and we may safely

conjecture that it stood in the Diatessaron. But it is not the reading

either of the Peshitta or of S,

Luke vii 34 ; see on Matt xi 19 (' Quotations ' 42).

Luke vii Al-i3 = Lamy ii, p. xxiif. [supplying the lacuna in i 249)

(' Quotations' 42 f

)

p^oeo oj^ >A »*» .r<'_l&\0.»] rCTa.^! ooco Awns' ^i-ii» yH ^'ih\^^

)aA r«l^Qo ^xjcsau rc'*"iA..i ^.*.i niliiwrfo K'r^'.sa.x.sa** rS'ili'.T

•pr^oo r«li*r<'A .A2.X. .__acTX."iA\\ ,cn(VL2>.i&i» ^,__aaii.-sa .tjjA Au\ ni^*^

.Avli Av>r<'^.>'iAt »._V2a orA vsarc* .»i^Qo cnl jiaAvx.rt'.'i octi.t

*^
' Tivo debtors there were to a man, a money-lender. One ivas in

debt for Jive hundred denars, but the other for fifty denars.'...' Finally,

^"^when not one of them had aught to pay him, he forgave them both.

Which dost thou set in thy mind will most love him?' ^^Simon saith to

him ' / suppose it is he to ivhom he forgave much. ' Our Lord saith to

him ' Correctly hast thou judged.'

1 Or we may regard it as a transliteration and render it ' Talitha, talitha, cumi.' Traces of

this reading also are to be found in D and the Latin texts of Mk v 41.
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It will not be necessary to give in full all the trifling variations

between Ephraim's not absolutely accurate quotation and the Biblical

Mss. The three significant readings are: (l) in ver. 41 Ephraim with

;S' has ri'JAtasi re'ia.^ ' a man, a money-lender,' while C and the

Peshitta liave pilao^ r^xsi ^M ' a certain creditor.' That the reading

of S and Ephraim was also that of the Diatessaron is clear from

Moesinger, where however what appears in the Latin (p. 114) as uni

domino creditori should be translated viro cuidam feneratori [utit^

nuiinuffii t[in[iiujinni_[i). (2) In the beginning of ver. 43 both S and C
have with Ephraim ' Simon saith to him,' while the Peshitta has more

in accordance with the Greek ' Simon answered and said.' The simpli-

fication of these introductory sentences in dialogue is one of the

characteristics of the Old Syriac, while the Peshitta tends to follow

the Greek wording. It is therefore noteworthy that Ephraim here

agrees with *S' C and not with the Peshitta. (3) At the end of ver. 43

Ephraim has Av*n:'^iA» 'correctly'' in agreement with the Peshitta,

while *S' C have \xBta. ' well.' The word in the Greek is op^ws, which is

translated by Auk*—^iA* in Lk x 28, xx 21, by S and C as well as Pesh.

In this passage the agreement of S and C shews us that v<^t was

really the reading of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, which is there-

fore not the text from which Ephraim is quoting^.

Luke ix 62 = Overbeck 127 (' Quotations '43)

r^oeba .-cni^oas.! iriLuo r<li.ia..i r^-aiu Aa. cn:i*r<' Klsai t.IK" r^

No oneputteth his hand on the p)lough-share and looheth behind him,

and becometh fit for the kingdom of heaven.

Here again Ephraim does not exactly reproduce any of the Syriac

Biblical texts, for both S C and Pesh. have 'God,' not 'heaven.' But
the insertion of rs'ocn ' becometh ' is attested by S C.

A parallel case i.s the rendering of (KbiixTfrai., which has been discussed above ou Matt x.\i 41.
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[Luke xii lQ-20 = Letter to PuUius, B.M. Add. 7190, fol. 191 v, sic

(' Quotatio7is' 72)

r^ i.i.aA )^\ . \ I "nit r^^KlJL^^flo K'^UiiiL t^cn.i ,i\-'w : i.sofiaa^K'o

K*-\\ rCll.1 .x-^.T .^ocn ^vaiaoj^r^ crU.ir^'.i r<l=3asw= .r^i\T»ijS3 r^-Lo

vnjsa K'Axso.ijji v«JC.^J p<lA\ r<lJcna rc'cn .rc'ijsare'a .^ocn rd^iii orA

Dost thou not see what hefel him ivhose land hrought in to him much

p'roduce? Because he said to his soul: 'My soul, eat and drink and

rest and be merry, because lo, 'much produce is stored up for thee for

many years,'—hast thou not heard that ivhile yet his luord in his mouth

was sweet, the bitter Voice ivas received in the bosom of his ear, ivhich

was calling him ' Senseless one ' and saying : ' Lo, in this night thy

dear soul—from thee they require it ; that ivhich thou hast made ready,

whose will it be ?
'

This Parable is quoted in Aphraates 381 in very close agreement

with the extract from the Letter to Publius. In common with

Aphraates and C against S and Pesh. it has ' he said to his soul

'

instead of 'I will say to my soul.' In common with Aphraates and S
against C and Pesh. it has ^\ I'm >'» ' stored up ' instead of ^sa^co ' laid

up.' In common with Aphraates and Pesh. against S and C it prefixes

the vocative ' Soul ' to the rich man's meditation, and it has A ask rc'

'eat' instead of the synonym t.aaiA. But it also has in common with

Aphraates against S C and Pesh. the remarkable phrase Kla.! r^.i

senseless ' {lit. ' without heart ') instead of rd-ix^i -t^QaM ' lacking in

mind ' as a rendering of d(l)pcov, and it also has the singular instead of

the plural in the last clause. It is difficult to assign any sufficient

cause for this marked agreement between the ' Letter to Publius ' and

Aphraates against Syriac Biblical texts, except a common use of the

Diatessaron.]
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Luke xii 49 — Overheck 124, 126 (' Quotations' 44)

Fire I came to cast in the earth.

This agrees with Pesh. against >S' C, which add iii^ ooo after

ri'io.! [For fire it is that I came to cast...).

Luke xii 54-56, [Matt] xvi 2, 3 = Rom. v 320 b (' Quotations ' 44 f.).

i^'or ^Ae /ace of the earth a]od of the heaven too ye know, and ivhen

there ivill he a sirocco and when there will he rain; prophecies ai'e made

also about fine weather.

This stanza is not a quotation, but is as Mr Woods called it (p. 122)

a 'mixed paraphrase' of Matt xvi 2, 3, and Luke xii 54— 56. As a

matter of fact it is only the last clause that seems to be taken from

Matt., but the word K'a**-. ' fine weather ' is decisive. S. Ephraim's

Gospel text therefore included the interpolated verses, which are read

in the Peshitta, but not in S or C. This quotation, therefore, is not

taken from the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. But neither is it from

the Peshitta, for the word used corresponding to Kavcrav (Lk xii 55) is

not relsscul 'heat,' as in the Peshitta, but rOioA 'a sirocco.' This is a

somewhat rare word, ultimately derived from an Assyrian name for an

oven. But it is used in this place by (7 and by S also ^.

Ephraim's quotation here, therefore, presents similar features to

those which we have noticed elsewhere ; viz. it has the language and

style of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe or Old Syriac, but an inde-

pendent text : in other words, it has the characteristic features of

the Syriac Diatessaron. From this passage we further gain the very

interesting information that the Diatessaron, like every other text

known to be connected with the West, recognised the interpolation

1 I give the text from B.M. Add. 14571, /o^. 33 va. The Roman Edition has ^__oau»^ -^'-

before <«i»inz.Ti -2^^^, and inserts _=ocn before Tr^-SLsn so as to make j«vir>Tc^flo two syllables.

^ The reading of <S given in Mrs Lewis's Some Pages is ^•iincuj'a, but Mrs Lewis's transcript

had fiinoiiTi and the edited reading was merely the result of misapprehension.
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o\jjLa<; yevofievYj'; k.t.X. in Matt xvi 2, 3, which is absent from the best

Greek texts (N B and Origen) as well as from the Old Syriac codices C
and S.

Luke xiv 31 =Rom. v 487 A (' Quotations ' 45)

)a.^ .)aA .in-ikjaal l\r^ pS'ooip^La .rel&lsa ^'sa even p«Li*r^.T .a.>^ak

.cniau r^l^wre' r^-^lsa

It is ivritten ' Who among kings goeth to do battle with another king

his felloiv ?

'

This is quite different both from Pesh. and from S C, and we really

possess no evidence to shew whether Ephraim's wording is anything

more than a paraphrase arranged to suit his 7-syllable metre. But as

the quotation is expressly introduced for the sake of the word oni^u

which means his ' fellow ' or ' cpmrade ' (though in this case used of an

enemy), it is evident that the word must have stood in Ephraim's text.

In Lk xiv 31 S C both have r^^\ur^ ^iLs^sa, while the Peshitta has

Luke XV 4 f ; see on Matt xviii 12 f. (' Quotations' 45).

[Luke xvi 25= Letter to PiiUius, B.M. Add. 7190, fol. 189 r {'Quo-

tations ' 7 1 f
.)

mAiV.'-i \-in iv^Xo .vvitOJLAQ vy.*,>ib~i i^iviiAn iuL3.a.i i&.i^r<' lis

vvi.-V-^-l r^ixrd.l.T tt ^ y~>i r^.A r<lz.cno .po^.To ^.'» ,cna.J)^Aor<'Q

vt_XJ99 pc'ooo ril^jpa vv-*rS' .v\i:».^.l.l co-uso AuipC" r^-i—i r^Uaa

' My son, remember that thou receivedst good things in thy life and

thy folly, and Lazar received his evil things and his afflictions before-

hand ; and now he cannot come and help thee in thy torments, because

thou didst not help him in torments and his infirmities. Therefore thou

dost beseech of him to heljy thee, as he had besought of thee to help him,

and thou wouldst not!

1 Cod. joj^mia:^^
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This is a free paraphi^ase, but one point is perfectly clear : in the

last clause TrapaKaXelTat is not rendered as in our Bibles "he is com-

forted" (or "resteth"), but "he is besought." The former rendering

is that of the Peshitta and of S, while the latter is found in Aphraates

and we may well believe it to be the rendering characteristic of the

Diatessaron^. The actual words of Aphraates (Wright, p. 383) are

i«ilincvj .t73i\5ci= \—'" ivia^o .<AiVu—I «Aavraij o;\\—in :^ (v. I. \Tinil\r^) nt73S». jTca

.VW^ 13^.^35 *i-Ao .OSlin 4U2>.=3 ^fl

'My son, recollect tlmt thou recdvedst thy good things in thy life, andLazar received his

evil things: but to-day thou dost beseech of him, and lie doth not help thee.'

The only other passage I know where this view of TrapaKaKeiTai is

taken is Cyprian Test iii 61, in which according to the better Mss we

read : Commemorare quoniam percepisti bona in uita tua, Eleazar

autem mala : nunc hie ROGATUR, tu autem doles. The rest of the Latin

texts have consolatur^.

Note also that the word used in the letter to Publius for the ^dap,a

of Lk xvi 26 is k'^vml^ as in Aphraates 383, but in Pesh. and *S'

we find the synonym r^A»oeo. Curiously enough, the Harclean has

k'^vml^ and a similar word is used iia the Palestinian Lectionary.

In Lamy iv 381 there is a reference to the story of Dives and

Lazarus in which rihvM^ is again used, together with the picturesque

detail that the rich man in torment asks that Lazarus may dip in

water cni^ T*i 'the tip of his little finger' and come and refresh him.

Here ;S' C and Pesh. have simply ' the tip of his finger ' in accordance

with the Greek.]

Luke xvii 31, ^•1 — Overbech 127 (' Quotations' 45 f)

.aoaio Ac\2>J «l\ rcAviaa icncuiao Klxiaz.=3 ,cno^T<' ^ TJr«' ..r^

' If any one is in the street and his things in the house, let him not

enter and take them. Recollect the ivife of Lot.'

1 The leaf of C which contained this passage is missing. It is also probable that Aphraates
and Ephraim read SSe napaKaKftrai with the Latins and the ' Textus Reoeptus,' while S and the

Peshitta (with the great majority of Greek mss) support mfie napaKoXf'iTai.

2 For the rendering of napdK\r]cnv in Lk vi 24 by S and Aphraates 390, see p. 109 : in that

verse e has postulationem and TertuUian aduocationem. Compare also 'expectans praecem
Isdrahel' Lk ii 25 e.
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Here again the wording is diflferent both from Pesh. and from S> C,

and the text of the Diatessaron is not given for this passage in

Moesinger. But the quotation from Ephraim is taken from a prose

work, so that it may not be a simple paraphrase. The chief differences

are that Ephraim has Klacuc^ 'in the street' for eVt tov Sw/taTog,

where the Syriac Biblical texts have r<''t^^»<'.^ 'in the roof (Pesh.)

or rCi^K" Ajk. ' on the roof [S C) ; and that Ephraim has o.icn.i>.

'recollect,' where the Syriac Biblical texts have oi^.i Axp** 'remember.'

The omissions made by Ephraim at the end of xvii 31 are probably of

no importance, as he speaks of ' our Lord telling us not to turn back

'

[cf ver. 31^), just before his more formal quotation begins.

Luke xviii IS = Overbeck 28 (' Quotations' 46)

.r^oqa jjijsajss r^ KlaSaJcA oss't.sal icncol^i. on^u.-v A!^^

He [the publican] because of his fear ivas not daring to lift his eyes

to heaven.

The Greek has ovk ^de\eu...iiTapat, and accordingly /S and the

Peshitta have he ivas not ivilling to lift. But C agrees with Ephraim,

against the Greek.

[Similarly in Lamy iii 63 (see ' Quotations ' 70) we find

.rt'i'WT-) )b1 K'Oco icu*Jl .M\S3r^ r^A r<U^u am

That sinner (it says) did not dare to be looking to heaven.]

Luke xxii 43, U = Lamy i 233, 655, Ms. 59^^^ (' Quotations' 46 f ).

The passages from Lamy i 665 and Nis. 59 only shew in a general

way that S. Ephraira's Gospel text contained the incident of the bloody

sweat. In this it agrees with C, the Peshitta, and Moes. 235, but

differs from S. The passage from Lamy i 233 goes more into detail

and is worth quoting

:

It is written that there appeared to him an angel strengthening him.

Here C and Ephraim agree in omitting ' from heaven ' after ' angel,'

B. II. 18
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against the Peshitta and all other authorities, except a few patristic

quotations (including Arius and Caesarius of Nazianzus). Wherever

therefore C and Ephraim got their common text of this passage, it was

not from the Peshitta.

Luke xxiii 38 = La'my i 667 (' Quotations' 47).

Happy art thou, tablet

!

The same word reLxi^^, a Syriac adaptation of iriTTaKLOv, is used

also in S and C for the eVtypa^'^ of the Gospel text. But the Peshitta

has rci=Ai^, which must have been regarded as a more literal trans-

lation, as it is here found also in the Harclean.

Luke xxiii 4:3 = Lamy i 667, 669 (' Quotations' 47)

.A.s^o 4»A\a ^."uA y^xsa (667)

From thee [Golgotha'] he opened and entered Eden.

.^.Jt^sws vy^Qoo »__iiw An.T. (669)

- Our Lord took and set thee [the thief] in Eden.

It is evident from these passages that Ephraim read ' in the garden
of Eden

'
with C, Aphraates, and the Diatessaron (Moes. 244, 245), not

' in Paradise ' with S and the Peshitta.

Joh i 1 =Lamy ii 513 (' Quotations' 48)

In the beginning He tvas the Word.

This agrees verbally both with C and Pesh., but the English
translation here given (which is demanded by the context) assumes
rcAuss ' word

' to be feminine as in C, not masculine as in Pesh. S is

deficient until Joh i 25,
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Joh i 3 = i2om. iv 18e (' Quotations' 48)

TAe Evangelist saith of him ' Everything was in Him, and apart

from Him not even one thing ivas.'

This exactly agrees with the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe as repre-

sented by C, but the Peshitta has re'ocn co.T.ri'.ri Aa, i.e. 'all was
through Him ' (following the Greek irdivTa Bu avTOv iyevero), instead of

pc'ocn oQ=j )a.T..S3 A.^. The rendering of C and Ephraim is also found

in the Syriac Theophania i 24. Here Ephraim quotes the 'Evangelist'

for his own statement, just as in the following words the authority of

the ' Apostle ' is brought forward. Dr Mercati has in this passage also

kindly verified for me the reading of Cod. Vat. Syr. ex (fol. 15 r).

Joh i 3 = Lamyn 513 f. (corrected from B.M. Add. 12164) {'Quo-

tations ' 48 f.)

tXX. .cn93CU.aa ^....i^ A.=iQo.i ^.-wsa ^o^&l.i ^x^o..* T>.^ As^ .cni^.l

...r<'oaa tT3^'<' cx3.v>r<lai ^a.T.^n ocn.1 ^luO,* Ax^on oaaa.z.

From the saine [& Ephraivi]. For John started to write that

which our Lord endured in Himself. " Noiv he hegan ivith the history

of the Son from where (it says) that ' Thi'ough Him had been created

everything' John therefore left {the consideration of) that ivhich

through Him had been created..."

These words, as may be seen from the opening formula, are taken

from a collection of extracts. The collection is that made by Philoxenus

at the end of his great and still unedited work on the Incarnation,

written to prove ' that One Person of the Trinity became Man,' which

is preserved in a Vatican MS and also in B.M. Add. 12L64, a ms of the

6th century. It is perfectly clear that the version of Joh i 3 agrees

with the Peshitta, and differs from C and Ephraim's quotation else-

where, in having cn.T.rc'^ for Si' avrov. At the same time, it differs

both from C and the Peshitta in having ,i=jA\p^ ' created,' instead ot
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rs'oen ' was,' to render iyevero. This is not unparalleled in Syriac

texts of the Gospel ; in Mk ii 27 ji^A^p** seems to stand for iyevero

in S and the Peshitta, but curiously enough not in the Diatessaron

(Moes. 62) ; nor is there anything in the opening section of Ephraim's

Commentary on the Diatessaron (Moes. 6) to suggest that it had

>'i.34\r<' in Joh i 3. Finally, Ephraim has ^jo-sa Aa in each place in

agreement with C, where Pesh. has A.^. The texts used by Ephraim

in the beginning of the Fourth Gospel are thus diverse and their source

is not at all clear, but none of them can be explained from the use of

the Peshitta.

Joh i li = Lamy ii 743^ (' Quotations ' 49 f.)

.rtliTiiK' r«l3asfc,= .K'i^ja ^z.a.Ao .ooaa^k. ^ h\h\r^ r^^re*.! cniusa

uv^T^ .K'.^JLi n^Laask. m.i:s9 o.A.=ao .^xi^i rtflaOSkA rdsa:^. ^

The Word of the Father came from His bosom, and clothed itself

ivith a body in another' bosom; from, bosoin to bosom, it ivent forth, and
jnire bosoms have been filled from it : blessed is He that divelleth in us

!

It is obvious that this is a reference to Joh i 14 and 18, the

reference to ' bosoms ' shewing that the Biblical statement is in the

mind of the writer and not a generalised reference to the Incarnation.

But the diction in two very important particulars is that of C and

not of the Peshitta ; the Word is feminine, and It puts on not flesh

(rc'TQars), but a body (ri'-iisi^). For 6 X-oyos aap^ iyevero Pesh. has

pe'ocn ps'TOQa r<'Ax\»3, but C has A\oen r**!.^.^ K'A\\..S3, and Aphraates

twice quotes the verse in agreement with C. That the Peshitta gives

the revision and Cthe original Syriac rendering is made highly probable

by the fact that even the Peshitta has rc'-i-^^ in all seven places where

crapf occurs in the sixth chapter of S. John. It is not necessary here

to examine the reasons which led to the original adoption of the term

'body' in Joh i 13, 14, or to those which led to the subsequent rejec-

tion of it in favour of a more literal rendering of the Greek ^, But I

1 Repeated in Lamy iv *751.

^ See Isho'dad as quoted by Dr J. R. Harris in Fragments of the Gommentary of Ephrem
Syrus upon the Diatessaron, p. 25. The Armenian altogether fails us here, for in Arnaenian

JlupJl^ marmin stands indifferently for crap| and for aSijxa.
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may remark tliat there is no surer test of the BibHcal text used by a

Syriac author than the phrase used for the Incarnation. On the one

hand the Acts of Thomas, the Doctrine of Addai, Aphraates and

S. Ephraim, constantly speak of our Lord having ' clothed" Himself

with a body
'

; on the other, Isaac of Antioch and the biographer of

Rabbula agree with the Peshitta in speaking of the Word made Jiesh,

a phrase which (so far as I know) never occurs in Syriac literature

before the 5th century.

This passage also is quoted by Philoxenus (B.M. Add. 12164,

fol. 131 ra), with the reading ps't.^^ ^ocno 'and hecame a body.'

This reading is exactly what is found in C, and as it is metrically

satisfactory it may very well be the actual wording used by S. Ephraim.

Job iii 34: = Lamy i 267 (' Quotations' 50 f

)

Therefore not hy measure gave his Father to him the Sjnrit.

This passage presents several interesting variants in Syriac texts,

which can best be exhibited by quotation in full. We have

t<jioT j05a=T^ tTj^ -=(70* .<^d\\i~>-i T^oTO T>i-A Epkr Aji/i 122

tnn-i\ t^=a^ i«^on _=f7i. „ „ „ Aph 123

'cnT.=i\ fC=3f^ • » -=f7ji •r^^\t-\—> T.ii^ r^om 1^ C (partly torn away)

t^o'\ y^cr^y^ -=m* ^\.-^-» „ „ „ Pesh.

U»J

As to S, pCctArC is not legible in the photograph. Moes. 105 has

' And not by measure gave he to his Son.'

The Greek of this passage is ov yap e'/c iiirpov SLSwo-tv [o ^eos] to

TTueviJua, followed by o Trarrjp dyana top vlov. If K'colri' be really the

reading of S, it looks almost like a conflation with syr.vg ;
but the

independence of Ephraim in this passage needs no further comment^.

I Note that t^Ai=i is peculiar to syr.vg, as it has now been definitely ascertained that S

reads ri^V^'-^-^ {Expositor for Aiig. 1897, p. 117).
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Joli vi b'2 — Rom. vi 102 F (' Quotations' 51)

.A A^i.i coi-^^ rtlloo pC^sa ^^..r^

How can this man his body give us f

This is a mere allusion, with AAK'Jsa^ ' to eat ' at the end of the

verse left out and k'-sj ^k* (3 syllables) substituted for the

Biblical iiX^sjsi rer^^^ri' (5 syllables), doubtless for metrical reasons.

At the same time it agrees in giving the order found in Pesh. against

cni^ ^.A AAu.T in 8 Cw The order here preserved in Pesh. and

Ephraim is that of cod. 69, and partially • that of other Mss of the

' Ferrar Group.'

Joh xii 2 (Luke x 40) —Lamy i 255 (' Quotations ' 51 f

)

When Martha ivas occupied in serving...

This sentence belongs properly to Lk x 40 (17 8e Mdpda TTepLeanaTo

Trepl TToXkrjv ZiaKovlav), but it appears in Ephraim as part of the story

of the supper given by Lazarus and his sisters to Christ. Thus it

corresponds to Joh xii 2 [koX rj Mdpda SiTjKoVet), a clause which is

literally translated in the Peshitta. But >S actually has in Joh xii 2

What makes the agreement here of S and Ephraim all the more

remarkable is that the Diatessaron, as represented in Moes. 99, 204,

and also in the Arabic, kept the two incidents quite distinct. But in

Ephraim they are completely confused.

Joh xiii 5 =Lamy i 657 (' Quotations ' 52)

.r<'4>CUOrC' tire' CTaiAx^rf.T rtflXialss .ptf'-JiK'.i r«lsax.O,^A coilu .-^iiSa

Our Lord purified the bodily fraine of the brethren, in a dish which

is the symbol of concord.

For ets Tov vLTTTTJpa in Joh xiii 5 the Peshitta has rS'Av^Jtsa.rj ' in a

washing-bason,' but S and Aphraates have p^A\^« t...i rf'-icia 'in a

dish for washing.' This is evidently the text known to Ephraim.
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The case is therefore exactly similar to Lk xxiii 38. There Ephraim
and S C agreed in having r<La.\,&, a word derived from TriTTaKiov, but

used as a translation of irruypacjiij. Here Ephraim agrees with Aphraates

and S in having [t<'A\^xx..i] rslial, where rdiiA is derived from XeKoipr],

but is used to translate vnrTrjp.

Joh xiv 23 ^Lamy i 273 (' Quotations' 52)

' He that loveth me, unto him ice come, and an abode with him we

will make.'

The latter part of this verse is quoted also in Aphraates 130. The

one MS of Aphraates (Wright's A) agrees with Ephraim and with S in

having .va^J ' we will make.' The other ms of Aphraates (Wright's B)

has ^.vs^. ' we make' with the Peshitta-^. C, on the other hand, has

rdjr^ re'A^r*' 'I come' and :uiib.r^ 'I will make,' in agreement with

Codex Bezae and the Old Latin ms e. I have but little doubt that

the true reading of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is given in C, and

the reading of the Diatessaron is given in S, in Aphraates and in

Ephraim.

Joh XV 1 =Lamy ii 359 {cf ' Quotations' 53 f.)

The Vineyard of Truth.

A number of indications combine to shew that this is a reference

to Joh XV 1 ; or rather, that this is a reference to the passage in the

Diatessaron corresponding to Joh xv 1, and that the Diatessaron had

1 am the true Vineyard...and ye are the vines.

The context of the passage quoted is not in itself quite decisive.

S. Ephraim says of the loss of Nisibis to the heathen Persians :
" The

vineyard that belonged to my Beloved in a corner of fertile land

(Isaiah v 1), that vineyard hath the oppressor rooted up, and planted

1 This is not the only occasion where cod, A of Aphraates gives a better reading than that

of B or B.
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a new one in its stead. The vineyards of time are worked more than

the Vineyard of Truth : wrath hath made all vineyards desolate, that

in the Vineyard of verity we may work." No doubt Ephraim has also

in mind the Parable of the Vineyard (Matt xx), but the phrase in

S. John is the only one which connects either Vine or Vineyard with

"truth." Vine of Truth is of course only the Semitic turn of expres-

sion for True Vine. The word relsa-i^ is the ordinary Syriac word for

' vineyard '
; it sometimes appears to be used in the sense of rtf'Av^^

'vine,' but the passages quoted below from Aphraates and Cyrillona

make it clear that ' vineyard ' is here meant and not ' vine.

'

Parallels to re'iii-.i rsliwijw are to be found in the second Hymn on

the Epiphany [Lamy i 21), nearly identical with that printed as the

thirteenth Hymn de Nativitate {Rom. v 434). I give the text from

B.M. Add. 14506, /o/. 170 r

,oco r^AuLCUa.T fOii^ .»^jial r«'iv^\^ rS'.ioA< .^sjco ^Qo^i rS'Auxn

.t^LaOTM o.=cTX>.'i t<l»T^ .aiur^'cv pclsai^ ^oi. .K'Avi—1 vyK" r^^ucSU

•o- cnians vyi-a

and from B.M. Add. 14512, /oZ. 25 v ^

pdiai^ rSla^-n K'i.Vu .crAiirc'.T rS'Av^^ rcI'.toA^ .^^aiLo iotUk..! p^Auata

.r<lSQV^ K'i.^ai K'ir^l^ .siiio .tcno'-irC^ l^n^o .caz.&l jula.i .K'^uco.a.i

•o- caMJ.^ vyia

In the seventeenth year let the Vine give thanks to our Lord ; the

Vineyard of verity—the souls tuere as the plants : He gave peace to the

Vineyard and laid ivaste the vineyard, for that they hare wild-grapes

—Blessed he its Uprooter

!

In the seventee^ith year let the Vine give thanks, which the ivild hoar

of the ivood hath eaten ; the Vineyard of verity that hushanded itself

and kept its fruits, and hrought the fruits to the Lord of the Vineyard—
Blessed he its Hushandman

!

Here the reference to Joh xv 1 is as clear as that to Psalm Ixxx 13.

K'^vx.cui.i rclsni^ was doubtless chosen as being a syllable shorter than

ri'iix..T p^Lsai^ . The two stanzas appear to be alternatives. They are

combined in Rom. v 434, but the phrase Vine of Verity is avoided by

an unmetrical variation,
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The verse is quoted again in a tract ascribed to S. Ephraim, which
is extant only in Armenian (Ephr.^rm ii 288). After a quotation of

Matt xxi 33, we read: "And again in another place He says / am
the Vineyard, and ye are the vine."'^

Besides these passages from Ephraim we find other instances of the

same rendering in early Syriac literature. The quotation of Cyrillona

which includes the words i<'iii..i rtTjsai^ rclirf rcUrS' is given below^.

And Aphraates says, with unmistakeable reference to Joh xv 1
(
Wright,

p. 288) :

He is the Vineyard of Truth, and His Father the husbandman, and we the vines

•planted within him.

And again {Wright, p. 98 f)

For the Vineyard is the Messiah, and His Father the husbandman, and the vines

are they that drink of His cup.

This curious translation is not found in S or the Peshitta, though

otherwise these two texts differ considerably in the opening words of

Joh XV, nor is there any trace of it in the Acts of Thomas. It is there-

fore probable that it never found its way into Biblical mss, but there

can be little doubt that it was a characteristic feature of the Syriac

Diatessaron.

Joh xvi 11 = Rom. iv 37 F (' Quotations' 54)

And he said 'About his judgement, that the ruler of this world is

judged.'

Here >S' agrees with Ephraim in having coicv^iK'.i, where Pesh. has

Klia^iK"."!, but both S and Pesh. have rsli-..-! 'judgement ' not otuj.t

1 The word translated ' Vineyard ' is <«/^^ (as in Matt xxi 33 arm.vg), that translated ' Vine

'

is npp- (as in .Joh xv 1 arm.vg).

^ See p. 151.

B. II. 19
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' his judgement.' How likely an early Syriac text was to have the

suffix here is shewn by Joh xvi 8, where *S' has ' He will I'eprove the

world in its sins and about his righteousness,' against the Greek and

the Peshitta.

Joh xvii 11 =Rom. vi 122 c (' Quotations' 54)

i__aip<' i.\ ^00 arc'

My Father, take {and) keep them.

B.M. Add. 12176 reads i!^o 'and keep.' Pesh. has r^T»:ia r«l=r<'

.^curc* iJi^
' Holy Father, keep them,' while S has jaflo rtf-x^.To >.=>r<'

._^r<' i^ ' My holy Father, take (and) keep them.' rCz-truo had of

course to be dropped in making a 5 -syllable verse, and its omission

leaves just five syllables both in S and in Pesh. It is therefore

significant that Ephraim should give the reading of S and not of the

Peshitta.

Joh xix SO = Lamy i 229 (' Quotations' 55)

.)a.a.2»3 Aa yA.r.'ra k'od.t i.sope'.i K'l \tr<

As he said ' Lo, everything is finished.'

Neither S nor C is here extant, nor is the verse quoted in Moesinger,

but the Arabic Diatessaron (lii 4) and the Armenian vulgate have

'Everything has been finished.' The Peshitta has only 7a\je.>3 r^co,

so that here again Ephraim appears to be following the Diatessaron.

Joh XX 24: = Rom. vi 16 p (' Quotations' 55)

T<lS3arc'A> rCiocti^io

And Judas Thomas.

This is the reading of the Vatican MS on which the Roman Edition

professes to be based, as given in Bibliotheca Orientalis i 101, and it

is also the reading of B.M. Add. 12176; the printed text changes it

into r<Sic\r<ih\ oorAo, whereby both the metre is spoilt and the
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connexion with Old Syiiac nomenclature is lost. Judas, or Judas

Thomas, is the regular name for the apostle in the Acta Thomae, and

the 'Judas not Iscariot' of John xiv 22 appears as 'Judas Thomas^

in C and ' Thomas ' in S. The name Judas Thomas also occurs in the

Syriac Doctrine of Addai, atid it was doubtless from a Syriac source

that Eusebius got the 'Iou8as 6 koI ©w/aSs of HE i 13.

On the 50 (or 55) passages quoted and discussed in the preceding

pages must rest the decision as to what text of the Gospel was used

by S. Ephraim. For my own part, I cannot think that the occasional

coincidences of language with the Peshitta against the Sinai Palimpsest

and the Curetonian, amounting to eight in all, are of a character to

suggest the actual use of the Syriac Vulgate^. Most of them occur in

passages which otherwise present notable coincidences with the Sinai

Palimpsest or the Curetonian, or else differ widely from all known

Syriac texts of the Gospel.

Against these are to be set at least three times as many agreements

of S. Ephraim with S or C against the Peshitta, some of them of most

striking and unmistakable character. The phrases 'My Son and My
beloved ' at the Baptism, ' the sons' table ' in the story of the Syro-

Phoenician woman, the statements that Hanna the prophetess had

lived only seven days with her husband and that the publican in the

Temple did not dare to lift up his eyes to heaven, the words used for

the tablet on the Cross and for the dish which Christ used to wash the

disciples' feet, the promise of Eden to the penitent thief, the name of

Judas Thomas, and last but by no means least the statement that the

Word became a body—all these S. Ephraim shares with ' Old Syriac

'

Mss, and with Old Syriac Mss or the Diatessaron alone.

There are not wanting also marked differences between S. Ephraim

and these mss, and these differences suggest that it was not the Old

Syriac version of the Four Gospels, the Evangelion da-Meioharreshe.

that S. Ephraim was using, but the Diatessaron. Whatever the origin

of the Syriac Diatessaron may have been, and I see no reason to doubt

1 The coincidences referred to are Matt xvi 2 {-^oa^, Matt xxi 41 (:\ucu), Ml^ xii 42 (j»i=n),

Lk vii 4.3 (^^ ^^^), Lk xii 49 {om. •=ui»^oo3),.Lk xiv 31 (miciu), Job i 3 (t7jn.i<;=) and Joh

vi 52 (order).
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the correctness of the tradition that it was the Harmony made by

Tatian the disciple of Justin Martyr, it is certain that in S. Ephraim's

day the wording of the text was very largely the wording of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. The agreements of S. Ephraim with *S'

and C are all explicable on the supposition that he was using the

Diatessaron, while in many of the differences the reading attested by

S. Ephraim is known on other grounds to have been that of the

Diatessaron. This is the case with the curious statements that our

Lord spat on His fingers when healing the deaf man, that He was

actually thrown down from the cliff by the people of Nazareth, and that

He said at the end 'Lo, everything is finished.' S. Ephraim also

agrees with the express testimony of Aphraates, who seems to have

used the Diatessaron habitually if not exclusively, that Christ said to

the widow's son ' Youth, youth, arise ! '—a form of the saying otherwise

only found in the West.

I do not shrink from going yet further, and using the testimony of

S. Ephraim to establish the presence in the Diatessaron of the saying

about the Face of the Sky and the episode of the Bloody Sweat, neither

of which belong to the true text of the Old Syriac version of the Four

Gospels, though found in the Peshitta. The latter of these passages is

quoted in the Commentary on the Diatessaron and has found its way

into the Curetoniau MS, but the former one does not happen to be

mentioned in the Commentary and it is omitted in tlie Curetonian MS

as well as in the Sinai Palimpsest. Thus it is only by the chance

quotation of S. Ephraim that it is attested for any ancient Syriac text.

At the same time in each of these two important passages the text as

quoted by S. Ephraim has marked divergences from the Peshitta, so

that these quotations in S. Ephraim cannot be employed to prove his

use of that version.

These quotations, in fact, are exactly parallel to what we have

already noticed in Aphraates. Just as in the quotation by Aphraates

of words corresponding to Matt v 44, Lk vi 27, we find an ' inter-

polation ' supported by Aphraates and the Peshitta but rejected by S
and C, where nevertheless the Syriac renderings of Aphraates and the

Peshitta seriously differ ; so also Ephraim and the Peshitta agree in

having words corresponding to Matt xvi 2, 3, which are omitted by S
and C. In each case also the explanation is the same : S and C are
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laithfuUy reporting the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, while Aphraates

and Ephraim are reporting the Diatessaron. And, if I may be allowed

to wander into a subject which belongs more properly to another

chapter, in each case it is a question of a ' Western ' reading. The
Diatessaron contains Western elements, brought by Tatian from Rome,
the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe represents in the main an Eastern

text. The Western elements in the Peshitta are of course not drawn

from the Diatessaron, but from the mixed Greek texts current all over

the Greek-speaking world from the middle of the 4th century onward.

The Commentary of Abba
(
Wright 38).

Abba (or Abha) was a disciple of S. Ephraim, and the writer of a

Commentary on the Gospel. A few extracts are preserved from this

work in B.M. Add. 17194, which have been edited by Dr Rendel Harris

in his book called ' Fragments of the Commentary of Ephrem Syrus

upon the Diatessaron,' pp. 92-94.

B.M. Add. 17194,/o^. AS y = Harris, p. 93

jjV.re' OK* .rdiaa^s r<'.ix^.so rOaoSL^La re'oen T-saJt-Sa .v^ ^.i pc'ooo

Out of S. Ahha, the discij^le of S. Ephraim, from the Ex2')lanation

of the Gospel.

Now it came to p>ass ivhen he ivas serving in the order and. in the

custom of the priests (Lk i 8, 9), either for a month of days or from
time to time, from the fact that he brought in incense in the seventh

month

Here we find several agreements with S against the Peshitta.

Abba and S have to bring in incense ; Pesh. has to ])ut (;ja*Qai.i) incense.

Abba and S {ver. 9) speak of the priests, where Pesh. has the priesthood.

Still more significant is the word for serving. Abba and S have

x:sa.xJS3, i.e. ' ministering.' But in the language of Ritual this means

doing the work of a deacon : Zacharia was a priest, so the Peshitta

uses the technical word .^^cn^-sa, i.e. acting as a rtlicri^ or priest. Is

not this liturgical precision a mark of post-Nicene times ?
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B.M. Add. 17194, /oZ. 7 4.^ = Harris, p. 94

^.l-n nC'Avil.^VSa ,.^_^.S3iA\ rtLia rd.a,AjiLA rCx-.TCU »__0^1A<Aa r^lA

...k't.uj

Om^ of S. Abba, the disciple of S. E-phraim, from the Explanation

of the Gospel.

Give not a holy thing to dogs, neither cast pearls before swine...

This is word for word with Matt vii 6 as read in C, and as imphed

in the Martyrdom of Habbib quoted below. The Peshitta, in accor-

dance with the Greek, has »_aA4\xiii^H-»J 'your pearls,' but it is worth

noting that three oi' Mr Gwilliam's MSS drop the suffix—one of the few

examples of ' Old Syriac ' readings surviving in the codices of the Syriac

Vulgate.

The third passage cited by Dr Harris (p. 94) does not keep

close enough to the Biblical text to be of value for our present

purposes.

Cybillona {Wright 39-42).

The works ascribed to Mar Balai {Wright 39) do not appear to

contain any quotations of textual value from the Gospels, but the

surviving poems of Cyrillona, edited by Bickell in the Zeitschrift der

Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellschaft, vol. xxvii, pp. 566-598,

contain several noteworthy allusions.

Lk xxii lb = Cyrillona ii 361-364 (p. 574)

/ have indeed longed to eat ivith you this Passover before ever

I suffer.

This agrees word for word with C, except that C omits rsLjcn. >S differs

from C only by reading A Avi>^i for viA^i^j. On the other hand, Pesh.

has K'^xis^i instead of A^'sa, it puts reL»»-a re'-ien before »_oa=>i^ Ao.^p*',

and reads .i >3.tx> for r<A .1^-. The preference given by Cyrillona to

ri-A .Ti^, and his insertion of rclicn, admit of explanation as due to
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metrical necessities ; but -\t.5»3 and K-AvV^ are both of two syllables,
and the change of order does not alter the rhythm, so that in these
points there is a true agreement with the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

Joh xiii 5 = Cyrillona i 6 (p. 566)

And He carried a dish for washing.

Here Cyrillona agrees with Aphraates, Ephraim, and S, in the word
used to translate viTrrrip. See above p. 142.

Joh xiv 26 = Cyrillona iii 158-161 (p. 579)

The Spirit shall come tvith His tongxies, and the Paraclete ivith His
revelations.

This is not a quotation, and the reference is as much to Acts ii 3 ff.

as to Joh xiv, but it. is worth notice that the Spirit is masculine. In
this point, therefore, the theological language of Cyrillona agrees with
that of the Peshitta, against S C and the Doctrina Apostolorum (see

above, p. 108).

Joh XV 1 = Cyrillona iii 289-290

I am the Vineyard of truth ; and my Father, He is the husbandman.

In reading irt'sai^ instead of rc'Av^ik.^ Cyrillona agrees with Aphraates

and Ephraim against S and the Peshitta. Moreover he makes it quite

clear that by reisai^ he meant ' vineyard ' and not ' vine,' for in

iii 321 f we read :
' The robbers have entered the vineyard—they stole

leaves and touched not the grapes,' and again ' The foxes tore between

the vines (r<Uaa^), and one only of them withered,' i.e. Judas. And
again, in ii 256 (p. 578), Cyrillona says of the disciples after Judas had

left, that there remained rdso-iM rdi.i rf-soi^ >Aaci^ 'the vines of the

vineyard without a wild-grape.' It is therefore certain that the words

of Christ familiar to Cyrillona were ' I am the Vineyard and ye are the

vines,' and not ' I am the Vine and ye are the branches.'
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Joh xvii 11 = Cyrillona iii 395 (p. 582)

My Father, take (and) keep them.

This is identical with the quotation of Ephraim {Rom. vi 122 c),

already discussed on p. 146, and to it the same remarks apply.

The Doctrine of Addai (Wright 43).

The historical, or legendary, work known as the Doctrine of Addai

is our chief authority for the early history of Christianity in Edessa.

In its present shape, with which we are here alone concerned, the

Doctrine is a product of the latter half of the 4th century, contem-

porary with S. Ephraim and Cyrillona. The Gospel allusions are

quoted by the pages of Phillips' edition.

Matt xviii 1 -— Phillips .asa

I'/ie little lambs, ivhose angels see the countenance of the Father ivho

is not seen.

This agrees with C and Pesh. in having cn^o^i^ 'countenance,'

while S has ,cnAar^ 'face.'

Matt xxiii 38, Lk xiii 35 = Phillips ^A

.r<j3\t» «^_a^^VL=3 j.iTr. ne'er]

Lo, your house is left a desolation.

This agrees with »S'%and C in having axax. where Pesh. 72 has

jisiuLSs. It agrees with S ^2 against C and Pesh. 72 '^^ omitting

,^__aA!i after jii^z.. It agrees with Pesh. Y2 in having r^la-iw which

omitted by S'^/^; but C has .=>"u» 'desolate.'

Matt xxvii 52 = Phillips v^

•"CliajHlo rSliri'A oocn cvsotxl^r^ KlxJr^ i.3.a rc'ocn KlAO

And not by a man had come the resurrection of upright and
righteous persons.
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This is an allusion to Matt xxvii 52, where we read that ' many
bodies of the saints arose.' In agreement with the Greek the Peshitta
has re'.t.Ha 'holy ones,' but S (followed by the Ethiopic) has KLaaH\
'righteous ones,' alone among our authorities. The Doctrine of Addai
goes on to say that the Veil of the Temple was rent T-iX t-i ^
'from end to end.' This recalls the singular phrase x^\ Ij^.i ^ of
Matt xxvii 51 S, much more than ^u^ niljso.TSw IsA ^sa, the some-
what commonplace rendering of kir avoidev ews Kar<a adopted in the
Peshitta.

Matt xxviii 19= Phillips v\

crisaj».o .^jjj ^iaOQJSSo ^li^'W rC M-xX-rg .^cuc A._*^cn riLioiA

.^xiSOicn^TS.i ^A>rc:\ r^CfiAUo .iM.vi.-t .coisn »_jiaAAxr<' KliAco.i A\.2>9 .\yt

.rCl3t..TCVas pe^Moio rc'iso KlrsK' pox-a

This Jesus the Messiah, therefore, we preach and announce, and
with him his Father we praise and his Spirit of Godhead we exalt

and worship, because thus we were commanded by him, that we should

baptize and sanctify them that believe in the Name of Father and Son
and Holy Spirit.

This passage is of importance, as it distinctly refers to Christ the

command to baptize in the name of the Trinity. We may therefore

conclude that the ordinary text of Matt xxviii 19 had a place in the

Diatessaron.

[Mk] xvi 15 = Phillips m

We have been commanded to preach His gospel in all the creation.

This passage clearly proves that the Doctrine of Addai agrees with

Aphraates, the Peshitta, and C, in recognising the ' longer conclusion

'

to S. Mark's Gospel, omitted by S.

A reference to Lk ix 62 in Phillips msa proves that the Doctrine,

B. II. 20
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like all other Syriac documents, supports the ordinary text in that

verse. More interest attaches to

Lk xxiii 48 ad Jin. - Phillix>s \^f.

.oocn ^tS^rx r<L>o »^ ooaxAJ

(If the Jews had not hnown Jesus to have been the Son of God,)

they ivould not have proclaimed the desolation of their city, nor would

have let fall the Woes against themselves.

This is a reference to the .__ocn rdxsi ^.\ ,o ' Woe to us ! what hath

befallen us ?
' added at the end of Lk xxiii 48 by *S and C against the

Peshitta and the Greek. But it also contains a phrase about the

desolation of Jerusalem which is not added in either S or C, but is

found in Ephraim's Commentary (Moesinger 246) and reappears in the

Latin Cod. Sangermanensis (g), a MS of mixed text that certainly

contains an element akin to the text of Tatian's work.

In this instance, therefore, the Doctrine is based neither on the

Peshitta nor on the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, but on the Diatessaron.

Joh xiii 31= Phillips vv

pi'etApc'o .pilxJr^.l enia jjis^vcr^ A.O03 rS'co.i .A ^SOpS* aqa.i vvjp^

As he himself said to us 'Lo, henceforth hath the Son ofMan been

glorified, and God who glorifieth Himself in him by miracles and by

ivonders.'

This quotation agrees markedly with S against Pesh. In agree-

ment with S it has A.i^^73 for r<lz.cn and inserts a relative after rc'crAp*'.

But it has the ordinary phrase r^x-ir^*.! cnan for ' Son of Man,' and not

the rarer form rCia^T eoia here retained by S.

Joh xiv 2, 23 = Phillips caso

»coft.»,'0«N\ 'S.A^.t A-.\i<' r<'co 0..>ocn •s-A^.I r^ia Atrs's K'AvO'iAxK'A

The Places that the Son hath gone to make ready....He, lo, is gone

to make ready for his worshippers blessed Abodes.
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For i^ov-q in Joh xiv 23 all Syriac authorities have r^on^, but in

xiv 2 S has k'AxotA^k', followed by Aphraates 437. It would be

difficult to say which of the two words was really implied by the

allusion in the Doctrine of Addai.

The Maetyrdom of Habbib {Wright 43).

The Hypomnemata of Sharhel and the Martyrdom of Barsamya
contain no textual allusions to the Gospels, but there is one quotation

in the Martyrdom of Habbib published by Cureton in Ancient Syriac

Documents.

Matt vii 6 = ASD jLOk^''^"

• ri'i.v** 73 ."la

It is writtenfor us that we shoidd not give a holy thing to dogs, nor

cast pearls before sivme.

r«'Avii\H.=io is also read by C, but Pesh. has »__a^AviA\v»3 'your

pearls.'

Marutha and the Book of Martyrs [Wright 44-46).

The Book of Martyrs, containing accounts of those who suffered

for the Christian faith in the Persian Empire under Sapor II and his

successors during the latter half of the 4th century, was compiled by

M^rtitha, bishop of Maipercat or Martyropolis, early in the 5th century.

It was edited by S. E. Assemani in 1748, and again in 1891 by Bedjan,

Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum, vol. ii, pp. 57-396. Prefixed to the

Acta in Bedjan's edition is a preliminary discourse, which contains

several quotations and allusions to the Gospel, and it is from this

discourse that most of the passages quoted below are taken.

Matt ii 18 = Bedjan ii 74^

'A voice in Ramtha ivas heard, wailing and weeping and hitter

groaning.'
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This is partly accommodated to the Peshitta text of Jerem xxxi 15,

in that it has r^hsxn\=t before •s^^sAulk', and 'bitter' instead of 'much.'

But neither in Jeremiah nor in the Peshitta text of S. Matthew is

there anything corresponding to the 'groaning' (r<'A\*jLiA\) found in »S C
and Marutha. Moreover they agree in having ' waihng and weeping,'

while Pesh. has ' weeping and wailing.'

Matt iii 17 ^Bedjan ii 120"

.Avia.^^K' 00=1.1 y-ai-iMO ,T.a paX o.Jcn

' This is my Son and my Beloved, in whom I am well pleased.'

The Voice from heaven at the Baptism is quoted in exact agreement

with Ephraim (see above, p. 116) and with Moesinger 99. It agrees

with the Peshitta and the Greek in having the second person, but like

S and C, wherever extant, it renders 6 vios /aoh 6 dyairrjTo? by ' My Son

and my Beloved.'

Matt vi 24: = Bedjan ii 66^^

' Ye cannot serve tivo lords : else the one ye will love and the other

ye will hate. Ye cannot serve God and mammon.'

This agrees with C in Matt vi 24 and S in Lk xvi 13 in having the

characteristic rsjA.i 'else,' instead of two clauses separated by qk' 'or,'

as in the Peshitta.

Matt xvi l^ = Bedjan ii 81^^

KlA A0.4.Z..-1 Kli^cLsao ..f^.-uA miAsK' rtf-^rel^ paA rc'.ien A.J*.

' On this Stone I will build my Church, and the gate-bars of Sheol

shall not overpoiver it.'

This exactly agrees with Eus. Theoph^"" iii 27. /S is here not extant,

and Cand the Peshitta have Acixi,i ril^HA* 'the doors of Sheol,' but

Ephraim also attests 'gate-bars' (see above, p. 119).
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Matt xviii 7 = Bedjan ii 67^

' Woe to the ivorld from the offences that come
!

'

This agrees exactly with S and C, and they are the only known
texts which add 'that come' to 'offences.'

Lk xii 16, 19, 20 = Bedjan ii 313^-" {Assemani i 127)

...that ivhich is written of that Rich Man, whose land brought in to

him much produce, and he said ' O my soul ! eat and drink and he

merry.' And at the conclusion of his word it was said to him, :

' Senseless one ! Lo, in this night thy soul they require of thee ; this

which thou hast made ready, ivhose will it he ?

'

This quotation is taken not from Marutha's preliminary discourse,

but from the main body of the Book of Martyrs, so that it is also

to be found in S. E. Assemani's edition. The text is in very close

agreement with Aphraates 381 and with S. Ephraim's Letter to

Publius (quoted above, p. 133). This is especially marked in the

rendering of acjipwv by rCa^ r^.\^, instead of the r^lii^i i.>QaM found

in S C and Pesh.

Lk xii 47, 4:8 = Bedjan ii 64^^

And our Lord said ' The slave that knoiveth the will of his lord and

prepared not for him according to his will is flogged ivith many stripes,

and he which knoweth not is flogged withfetv.'

^h\ ' prepared' is the word used in Lk xii 47 by S and C, but the

Peshitta has ju.\, ' made ready.'
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Lk xxi 14, Matt x 20, Lk xxi 12, 13 = Bedjan 118^

rfljioi rcAK* :(.A\=»i»i «__o4uf<' p^ooo rcrA.i A!\^ .,^_oorA .__o'VS3r<'A\

..^assij.i : i^aK' .^^Aao.itjss Ai.o ,^_a.^i°>\<> r^A-Lsaia rd^^&n^

.K'-icA-ilo nc'Aut.ojAi ._cvAJc\2>ii\jtJo •. ^^^OAJo^iiJo r<L..Tare' .^^oaA^

Jesus, the Lord of the Prophets, who said ' Do not meditate before

the time what ye shall say to them, because not ye are speakiyig, but the

Holy Spirit speaketh for you.' And concerning our persecution He

said ' They will lay hands on you and persecute you, and ivill deliver

you up to the synagogues and to keepers, and they will bring you before

kings and governors, that ye may deny my Name for a testimony.''

This differs considerably both from S and C and from the Peshitta.

No other authority has ri'Ha!^ ' keepers ' for (^v\a/cas, instead of

K'H-.ojr^ AviT) ' prisons,' nor is there any other trace of the cmious

paraphrase in the last line. But the first part of the quotation,

corresponding to Lk xxi 14, Matt x 20, Mk xiii 11 is quoted in

Aphraates 415, with some striking points of resemblance to the text

before us. Aphraates has

ii<J^o .T^OT ,^n'=sA\ T«iliijT^o .^ cAX^nav i<il=n rivral --p.rai ^ ___ai^Ti\J;\ riA

Do not meditate before the time what ye shall speak and how ye shall make excuse,

and I will give you a mouth and wisdom that your enemies will not be able to conquer

you, because not ye are speaking but the Holy Sjnrit of your. Father—it speaketh in you.

This is on the whole nearer to Lk xxi 14, but there is the same

combination pf parallel texts, and the same elaborate rendering of

TrpoixeXeToiv is common to Marutha and Aphraates. We can hardly

doubt that it was also found in the Diatessaron.

It is worth a passing note that in this same passage of the Acta

Martyrum (Bedjan ii 118) Marutha, while quoting the 6rospe^ for our
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Lord and the Epistles for S. Paul, only quotes Acts iii 19 for S. Peter.

The Catholic Epistles apparently formed no part of the New Testament

as known to him. This agrees with what we know from other sources

about the Canon of the New Testament in the early Syriac Church.

Lk xxiii 48 = Bedjan ii 58®

Woe to us ! What hath happened to us ?

This is not a formal quotation : it goes on to say ' For our eyes have

seen the slaughter of the saints.' But it agrees exactly with the words

put into the mouth of the spectators of the Crucifixion by all Syriac

texts except the Peshitta.

Job X 29 = Bedjan ii 120'"

.Aa ^ ocn .=i >J.1Jl>.1 >A r^sr^

' The Father who begat me is greater than all.'

This singular misquotation has no parallel elsewhere and seems to

be due to a reminiscence of Psalm ii 7.

Joh xiv \=Bedjan ii 119'^

.Ok. ^•ajQD >.=io K'cnXreln ^1 o.i.=aaen

Believe in God, and in me believe.'

This gives the text as printed by Bedjan, and it agrees with the

Peshitta. But in his notes he gives the reading of another ms (probably

that in the Vatican), which has ^.iisx.ca»j ooo so K'oairi'.a )aa arsa^co

.^^oAurC, i.e. ' Believe in God and ye will believe in me.' This is what

;S also has, and doubtless it represents what Marutha wrote.

We have now passed in review practically all the quotations found

in the extant remains of Syriac literature before the end of the first

quarter of the 5th century. On the one hand, no clear instance of the

use of the Peshitta has presented itself; on the other, these quotations

and the MSS of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe often agree against
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the Peshitta, while the differences between the quotations and the

Evaiigelion da-Mepliarrefihe all point to a use of the Diatessaron.

I do not propose to examine the witness borne by the secondary

Oriental Versions, viz. the Armenian, the Georgian, and the Ethiopic,

to the original form of the Syriac N.T. A considerable body of evidence

exists, which shews that all three versions were originally made from a

Syriac text, but so far as I am aware it has never been discussed

whether this text was a MS of the Four Gospels or of the Diatessaron.

In any case it was certainly not the Peshitta, for the coincidences of

text which are still visible, notwithstanding later revision from the

Greek, are all with the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and not with the

Syriac Vulgate.

For the Armenian Version, see J. A. Robinson's Euthaliana (Texts

and Studies iii 3, pp. 72-98), and F. C. Conybeare in the America7i

Journal of Theology for October, 1897.

For the Georgian Version, see the same paper by F. C. Conybeare.

For the Syriac elements in the Ethiopic Version, see Gildemieister's

Note in Gregory's Prolegomena to Tischendorf's N.T., p. 895 ff.

Rabbula
(
Wright 47-49).

Piabbula, the great organiser and regulator of the Syriac-speaking

Churches, was bishop of Edessa from 411 ad till his death in 435. His

biography was written soon after his death by an admiring disciple,

and is printed in Overbeck, pp. 159-209. Two quotations from the

Gospel in this work will be enough to shew the text used by the

writer.

Matt vi 11, Lk xi 3 = 0verbeck 168^

..^^ocaijaioQo.'i relsajjA »._octA A\i:».i. r^ix^ax. ^ii^.'sn K'^cuixV^

Grace at the setting of the Sun sent them the bread of their need.

In the Lord's Prayer aprov iTriovaiov is rendered r^'.i.i.ssrs' r^^iutS.

' continual bread ' in S and C, in the Acts of Thomas and in Ephraim.

But the Peshitta has ^oioco.i rd»u*i, as here.
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Joh i lA = Overbech 197^

•^ ^\jVo K'oen ri'ioaa K'Avlso:! .qa^issooa juxS^sn ^uCU

John explains in his gospel that the Word became flesh and
sojourned among us.

This agrees with the Peshitta against C and Aphraates and
Ephraim in making ' the Word ' mascuhne, and in using the term

rs'ioorj ' flesh ' instead of pCi.^^ ' body.' S is not extant for this

passage.

It is unnecessary to multiply instances : these two crucial pas-

sages make it quite evident that the writer of the Life of Rabbula

knew and used the Syriac Vulgate. And his testimony is borne out

by that of later Syriac literature. Here and there a diligent search

may pick out a reminiscence of the Diatessaron, or of texts akin to S
and C, but from the time of Rabbula the Syriac Vulgate holds a

position of absolute supremacy. Before Rabbula, no trace of the

Peshitta : after Rabbula, hardly a trace of any other text. What, we

may ask, is the cause of this sudden and decisive change ?

The answer is to be found in a sentence which describes the doings

of Rabbula immediately after he entered into possession of the see of

Edessa (Overbeck 172^^-^°)

:

Now he translated in the wisdom of God that was in him the

New Testament from Greek into Syriac, because of its variations,

exactly as it was.

These words I believe to be an account of the first publication of

the Syriac Vulgate. Rabbula found the Diatessaron in general use;

the Four Gospels were little read and there was lio standard text of

them. To bring the Syriac-speaking congregations into hne with

Greek thought and Greek praxis it was necessary to get rid of the

Diatessaron. His flock read the Diatessaron, but the other Churches

of God had no such custom, and he resolved to get rid of it. The

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe was therefore revised by him into greater

21
B. II.
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conformity with the text current in Antioch at the beginning of the

5th century, and the use of this revised Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

was enjoined by him^. His efforts were eminently successful in this as

in all his other undertakings. The Diatessaron was suppressed and

the revised text of the Four Gospels soon attained a position of

unassailable supremacy.

Two objections to the identification of Rabbula's revision of the New
Testament with the present Syriac Vulgate must here be considered.

In the first place I can imagine that the incompleteness of the Peshitta

canon might be used as an argument against dating the version so late

as 411 AD. The Peshitta, as a matter of fact, does not include the

Apocalypse and the four shorter Catholic Epistles. It is true that

some evidence for all of these books exists at the beginning of the 5th

century in certain parts of the Christian world. But it is just these

books and no others that are passed over in the quotations of

S. Chrysostom and of Theodoret. Moreover the canon of the Peshitta,

in which James, 1 Peter and 1 John are included, is really a nearer

approximation to the full Greek canon than anything that can be

traced earlier in Syriac. Neither in Aphraates nor in the genuine

works of S. Ephraim is there a single reference to any of the Catholic

Epistles, and the Doctrine of Addai says expressly :
' The Law and

the Prophets and the Gospel...and the Epistles of Paul...and the Acts

of the twelve Apostles...these books read ye in the Church of God, and

with these read not others^.' This is the ancient Canon of the Syriac-

speaking Church. The Canon of the Peshitta, so far from being in the
'

late Bishop Westcott's unfortunate phrase 'the earliest monument of

Catholic Christianity/ is only a half-way stage, which represents the

custom of Antioch at the beginning of the 5th century, both by what it

includes and what it leaves out.

Another objection which may be raised to regarding the Peshitta

as the work of Rabbula is the acceptance of it by the Nestorians.

How should the Nestorians accept a revision set forth by ' the tyrant

of Edessa ' ?

' See Overbeck 220*, and see the discussion in the following Chapter, p. 177/
2 Doctrine of Addai cJ^n (Eng. Tr., p. 44): see above, p. 159.
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This would indeed be a grave difficulty, if in the time of Eabbula
the Nestorians had been, what they afterwards became, a definite sect

of Syriac-speaking Christians. But at the epoch we are now considering

the Greek Nestorians were as prominent as those who spoke Syriac,

and it was not till 449 ad, fifteen years after Kabbula's death, that

Nestorian doctrines were formally condemned. The pro-Nestorian

school, as much as their opponents, derived their doctrine from Greek
theologians ; they would be as anxious as any party to possess a

translation of the Bible which agreed with the Greek. As a matter

of fact, very few ' various readings ' favour Nestorianism against its

opponents, or vice versa ; the chief exception is Hebr ii 9, and in that

verse the variation between x^pU Oeov and -)(dpiTi deov is actually

reflected in the mss of the Peshitta. Manuscripts of Nestorian origin

support x<^P^? 0^ov in agreement with Theodore of Mopsuestia, while

Jacobite mss have ' God in his grace,' a strange rendering which

possibly represents ^dpiTi de6<;.

As regards the most striking feature of difierence between the

Peshitta and the ancient use of Syriac-speaking Christians, the heads

of the Nestorian party were at one with Rabbula. Rabbula ordered

that in every church there should be a copy of the Separated Gospels

and that it should be read, meaning by this (as I believe) a copy of his

own revision^. But it was Theodoret, the partisan of Nestorius, who

withdrew over 200 copies of the Diatessaron from circulation in his

own diocese, and substituted in their place the Gospels of the Four

Evangelists. Indeed Rabbula's change of front with regard to the

doctrine of our Lord's Nature may have helped to spread the version

that he recommended. If the heads of the Nestorian party had been

persuaded to give up the Diatessaron before Rabbula went over to their

adversaries they would not return to its use after he left them. A body

of Christians in the 5th century who had once given up the Diatessaron

would hardly revert to their heretical Harmony. Meanwhile Rabbula's

defection to the anti-Nestorian party, as we may call the Orthodox

and the future Monophysites, must have helped to recommend his

Biblical policy to these also. Clear traces of the Peshitta text appear

in the Biblical quotations and allusions in Isaac of Antioch, who died

1 See the discussion in the next Chapter, p. 177.
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about 460 AD after a long literary career^. It is noteworthy, however,

that Monophysite scholars appear to have been less satisfied with the

Peshitta than those of the other party. The fact that all later attempts

at the revision of the Syriac Bible, such as the Harclean version, were

the work of Monophysites may perhaps be taken to indicate that they

had not adopted the Peshitta so early or so willingly as other divisions

of Syriac-speaking Christians.

One point remains to be noticed. If my conjecture be correct, that

Rabbula in ordering the use of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe had

really in view the substitution of his own revised Peshitta for the

Diatessaron, it follows that the I)iatessaron was the only serious rival

that the Peshitta had to face at the time of its publication. That the

' Old Syriac ' version of the N.T. had had a long and complicated

literary history is proved by the extensive variation between the texts

of the two surviving Mss. The Sinai Palimpsest and Gureton's MS are

clearly representatives of one and the same translation, but they diifer

in some places very widely from each other, almost as widely as MSS of

the Old Latin version of the Gospels. But the Patristic evidence that

has been collected in this Chapter does not suggest that the version to

which the Sinai Palimpsest and Gureton's MS belong enjoyed a wide

circulation in the Church during the 4th and 5th centuries. Whatever

may have been the state of things with regard to the Acts and Epistles,

about which we know very little, it is evident that when Rabbula

became bishop of Edessa the form in which the Gospel was practically

known to Syriac-speaking Christians was Tatian's Harmony. This

explains the success of Rabbula's eff'orts, and the absence of Gospel mss

containing the Peshitta text mixed with readings derived from the

' Old Syriac' The Latin mss with mixed texts are descended from
' Old Latin ' mss corrected, but not quite thoroughly, to the official

Vulgate. But you cannot correct a copy of the Diatessaron into a

copy of the Four Gospels. It was not a question of changing the

readings, but of substituting one book for another. Wherever the

1 E.g. Isaac speaks of the Word made Flesh (Tt^'^'v— ) : see Biokell's Ed., i 274 (p. 14). In a

Metrical Homily printed in the Roman Edition of S. Ephraim as Paraenesis Ixxiv, but really

by Isaac of Antioch, Lk xvii 21 is quoted in agreement with the Peshitta, against both the

Evangelion da-Mepliarreshe and the Diatessaron (' Quotations,' pp. 21, 22).
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change was made, and we learn from Theodoret that the change was

made wholesale, no mixture of texts took place. The Diatessaron

codex was taken away and a copy of the revised Peshitta was put in

its place.

Meanwhile the copies of the unrevised Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

remained where they were. The two which survive contain no early

liturgical marks in the margins, as is generally the case with books

intended for service. They are, so to speak, library volumes. To us

they are inestimably precious as survivals from a previous age, relics of

the time before the Syriac-speaking Church became the servile imitator

of Greek Christianity. But to the contemporaries of Rabbula, who
allowed them to rest undisturbed on their shelves, they were neither

recommended to be used nor condemned to be suppressed by Church

authority : they were simply old-fashioned books to be left alone and

forgotten. Thus it has come to pass that two mss of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe have survived, while not one single copy of the once

popular Syriac Diatessaron has reached the hand of modern scholars.

THE GREAT TWIN COLUMNS ON THE CITADEL OF EDESSA



APPENDIX TO CHAPTER III.

THE GOSPEL QUOTATIONS IN THE THEOPHANIA OF EUSEBIUS.

The quotations from the Gospel in early Syriac translations from the Greek form

a class by themselves. They cannot be accepted without further examination as

evidence for the Biblical texts current among Syriac-speaking Christians. As a

general rule we find that translators render the quotations afresh from the original

without paying much heed to the current version of the words, while at the same

time the use of a word or phrase betrays their acquaintance with the Biblical text in

the vernacular. Consequently, where the wording of such a quotation diifers from

all vernacular renderings we learn little or nothing about the texts known to the

translator ; it is only from striking agreements with other texts, agreements either

too peculiar or too extensive to be accidental, that we are able to draw our inferences.

The works of Eusebius were very quickly translated into Syriac, possibly during

the lifetime of the author. Eusebius died in 338 ad, and the Nitrian ms of the

Theophania is dated 411 ad. This ms is itself a copy, so that we are at once carried

into a very early period. It is likely that the various works were translated by the

same school, though not, I think, by the same hand, the Ecclesiastical History being

much less slavishly literal than the Theophania.

The quotations in the Ecclesiastical History are for our purposes only two, but

each of them contains an agreement with the ' Old Syriac ' against the Peshitta. In

HE n i 2 {Wright and McLean, p. 60) there is a reference to Matt i 18 :

—

This is word for word with S and G, except that G has a=» for ai>., perhaps by a

clerical error. For irpXv fj o-weX^etv airou's the Peshitta has ...a^oauQ yC^ -x^,

while the Diatessaron {Moesinger 20) had ' Before she was given to a husband.' The

agreement of the translator of Eusebius with the Emmgelion da-Mepharreshe in

rendering this phrase by ' Before ever they drew near one to the other ' is too marked

and too extensive to be accidental.

In HE I 3 (p. 8) we find y^om -^iTiin r^^As^r^ -.f73o:i^\—lo .r^om oi=i A=i.

This is unbiblical phraseology, for both the Ev. da-Mepharreshe and the Peshitta

have «io<7j T<inu ^ \'^y^. But the theologically interesting rendering m=j 'in Him'
agrees with G and S. Ephraim against <73n*ri=> ' through Him ' in Pesh. On the other

hand -^ 'all' agrees with Pesh., as G and Ephraim have ~pri=n ^ 'everything.'

Upon such a point as the last it is obvious that no stress can be laid. Unless the

translator was deliberately copying a Syriac version he was equally likely to choose

A=^ or ~p-y=n A^ .- it is only when the rendering is elaborate or striking, as in

the former example from Matt i 18, that the text of these quotations can prove

anything.
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The quotations in the Theophania demand more attention. At first sight they seem

to promise very valuable textual help. There are many formal citations of the Gospels

by name, the quotations often extending over several verses together, and there can

be little doubt that the passages thus incorporated by Busebius in his work represented

the text of the codex he used. But the quotations in the Syriac translation of the

Theophania neither represent accurately the text used by Eusebius nor the readings

of any ancient Syriac text. They represent a mixture of the Eusebian text with

the Biblical text as known to the translator, and it is almost impossible at times

to disentangle the two elements. For example, take Tlieoph iv 6 = Lk v 5.

Theoph Syr.vg S

oA Ti33^ Ofpo ^=3T oil Tinr^O ^=^ ctA T£n*i^O

^^ riAl f7J:^<^=^:^ ^^<^ a^^ t-iAA ^>t<lA a^ -f^^

vi \ < ^n .«

X

\\-^ \^ ^T\ vvoAin Ail- vvoAin Jiii- ^ti i<i3C03

..<ii\a. -in ^njE.T(i .ri^^a. -in fC^-r^ i*i=nT T<^Jl\a.^=n Taai

Here we have (1) an agreement between Theoph and >S' in ^u-sr .Tt^ 'found,' for

„j!^f^ 'taken' ( = e\a;8o/iev)
; (2) an agreement of Theoph and syr.vg in not having

the addition i-^at-os 'now,' which is a pecuHarity of 8, and (3) not less than five

peculiarities of Theoph, where it differs both from S and from the Peshitta. These

are the insertion of oto before '^=n-^, the omission of r=>^, the order of i-iAA mXo^^ra,

the addition of «A.^, and the word i^M-'Ki ' I will throw,' where Pesh. has y^^^ f^^\

'I cast' and S has t^*i 'we will put out.' In other words, the translator has done

just what might have been expected : he has translated the Greek of Eusebius directly,

not rendering Eusebius's quotations by the corresponding passage of the Syriac N.T.

At the same time the occurrence of ^a^^at.^ suggests that he has been influenced

here and there by the familiar words of the vernacular version, even where that version

is an inaccurate or paraphrastic rendering of the Greek.

More definite results can be obtained from examining the quotations which occur

in those parts of the Theophania covered by the extant fragments of the Greek.

These were first published by Mai in the Nova Bibliotheca Patnm, vol. iv 109-156,

310-312. The Greek fragments consist of extracts, and only a few of the Biblical

quotations are contained in them, but enough remains clearly to shew the method of

the translator. Below is given Matt xxi 33-43 in the Greek as quoted by Eusebius,

and in the Syriac as printed by Lee from the Nitrian MS.

Theoph iv 13 ^«^ NBPivl22

.^y.-, .^^i=n ^ora ^y^ nu ^T.=iiv^" ''"Av^pwTros tis ^v oiKoSeo-TrorTjs, ocrris

v^S^OJ m'^ria-rilci yC^n^^ _= ^ l(jiVTev(TiV dfjiireXava, Kal ^ipayfxov aiiru! Tr€pu6r]K€,

.p^\\i -^ -T« c7l=3 -iajjo Koi uipviev iv avTiu X.rjv6v,

^\i\^ O)—> t<^l=3 KOI uKoSd/Aijo-e irvpyov,

.^ut-o -e^ VAc.X oi:3Ai.^o Kal iii&oTO avTov yecopyoli, xai dire^ixrjaeV
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Theoph iv 13

»«^ -A "^ i^aA -jcnoH—1^ ^nac

cvu=n _ o t7ii:jAo

.i<J^a} ^_c^f7JJ on~i^o

ro*Tj dim ^^oTOOUiTa oTiij'*^

'i=a\^r3 ^_oaviTj3 -^oa\inso «^ \

Mai iv 122

'* ore Se rjyyia-tv 6 xaipos tcov Kapiroiv,

aTreo-TctXe Toiis SovXods auTOv Trpos Tois yEwpyoi?

Xafiilv Toil's Kapirovs avroB •

^' Kai \aj36vTK ol yeuipyol Tois 8ovA.ous avroC,

ov /ier eBiipav,

ov Si d-TreKTeLvav, 6v Se kXi6oj36\r]iTa.V

^' TToXiv d-n-icTTCiXev aWovg SovAous

TrXetovas Twv TrpioTuiv,

Kttt i-TTOtrjaav a^TOts (DcrauTo)?'

^' vcrrepov Se airccrTetXe Trpos auToiJS Tov vtoi' avroB,

Ae'ycov ivrpainjcTOVTai TOv vlov p.ov

^ ol Se yeuipyol iSoVrcs tov vlov

elirov iv laurots' ovtos e<jTiv o KXr;povoji*os,

SeBre airOKT£tV(o/xev a^TOV

Ktti KaTao-^(D/i€v T?7V KXrjpovofjLLav avTOv-

^^Kai \a/36vTe'; avTOv e$efta\ov e^m tov a;U.ircXd)vos

Kat a7r€KT£ivav

orav GUI' cX^Tj d Kvpio'; tov a/XTreXoIvos

Tt 7roly;o-€t tois yeuipyol'} tKCtvois;

Xcyoucriv avToi" KaKovs KOKais ajroXtVei auTou's'

Ktti TOi/ ajUireXcui'a cKSoutTerai aXXois yeuipyol';,

otTtve? a7rooa)0"oi;o"tv avToj Toits KapTrovs

ei' TOis Katpois avTMi'-

Xeyet aiJTOis d 'Itjo-oijs'

ovStTTOTe av£yvcoT£ €V Tats ypai^ats-

XtPov ov aTTCooKtjaao'av ol olKoSofiovvTes,

ouTos ey€vr]6rj eh Kecj>a\i^v yuivias;

irapo, Kvpiov eyevero avTTj,

Kai 'e(TTi, 6avfj,a<JTrj ev dc^^aX/xois yfiuiv

;

Sia. TOVTO Xeyio v/juv

OTi dpOrjcreTai a^' v/xiSv ij /JacriXet'a tov ^cov,

Kai So^Tjo-erai eOvei ttolovvti tovs Kapirovs avT^s.
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Here we have a passage of sufficient length to exhibit the characteristic phenomena
of the quotations in the Theophania. First of all, it is evident that the Syriac text was
translated direct from the Greek as quoted by Eusebius. It is far less idiomatic in

style than either the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe or the Peshitta : contrast, for example,

the -.raiocui:35:> h^^ oi 8 C and Pesh. with the stiffer and more literal ciu=n ,^f7jiirA

of the Theophania. Characteristic also of the Eusebian translator is -^ox* om for

d 'Itjo-ovs. Moreover c^-iN (for o:wtS^) in v. 35 and riiii=:\ r^-i-a (for t^^oi) in

V. 42 depart entirely from the traditional vocabulary of the Syriac Bible.

A rendering so literal as that in the Theophania could hardly fail to present some
agreements with the Peshitta which are not shared by the Ev. da-Mepharreshe, a

translation marked by great freedom. Thus Theoph and Pesh. have the Greek order

in V. 33 ; they have the same word for 'inheritance' in v. 38, though the construction of

the clause is different ; and in v. 40 they both begin the verse with A»^to rt^^Tsin i<i=r>.

Against these we may set the omission of oo-rts in v. 33 by Theoph and C; the

translation of e^c'Soro avrov in v. 34 by ctii^Ajc.',^ in Theoph and SC; the omission

of avTov at the end of v. 34 by Theoph and S C, where Pesh. has ra^n-i.^'a ' of his

vineyard
'

; the rendering of koL Karao-xw/Acv Ttjv K\rjpovoft.iav avrov in v. 38 by ' and

the inheritance will be ours ' in Theoph and 8 C, where Pesh. is literal ; and the

translation of eKSojo-cTat in v. 41 by -71^*1 in Theoph and C.

It is especially noteworthy that the quotation in the Theophania shews no points

of contact with that of S. Ephraim discussed above, p. 123. In v. 41 S. Ephraim,

who is probably reproducing the renderings of the Diatessaron, has :wca (with Pesh.)

for "T^JQ, and ^~i~t»<^ ^inm-o against all other Syriac texts, for •^•\fC2i^ ^»=3f7i.'.

An examination of the quotation of Lk xix 41—44* in Theoph iv 19 would lead

to similar results,- except that in this case the divergence from ;S' G and Pesh. is more

marked. This quotation is also preserved in the Greek (i^/a^ nbp iv 129) ; the fact

of its occurrence in the Greek extracts shews that the series of formal quotations found

in the Syriac of the Theophania was really characteristic of the work as Eusebius

left it, and has not been added de suo by the Syriac translator. When therefore the

Sjrriac text of the Theophania is a literal rendering of the Greek Gospel text, the

translator may be merely rendering the Greek as quoted by Eusebius, without following

any existing S)rriac version of the Scriptures.

The importance of this caution will be seen when we consider the quotation of

Matt viii 5 ff in Theoph iv 2, 3. This passage is extant in Greek (Alai, p. 116 f),

but it differs widely from the Syriac and the quotation from the Gospel is less formal.

The Syriac quotation therefore may tell us what version of the Gospels was known to

the translator of Eusebius. We actually find irotriaov tovto Matt viii 9 rendered by

^^1 rv=ii- ' do so much ' in Theoph as in 8 G, while Pesh. has the ordinary ^^^to :v=i.-

'do this.' The pronoun ^^i is quite rare in literature, so that its use in the Syriac

Theophania is very likely due to a reminiscence of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe.

1 The influence of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe upon the Syriac text of the quotations in

the Theophania was first noticed in a review of Cureton's text pubUshed anonymously in 1859

by the Abb^ Lehir, under the title of Etude mr une ancienne Version Syriaque des Evangiles,

pp. 22—25.

B. II. 22
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But we cannot press the agreement of the Theophania with S va. & much more

striking point. Both in S (in S. Matthew) and in Theoph iv 2, 3, the Centurion

is promoted to the rank of Chiharch. x\ll other authorities, including C and also

S itself in Lk vii 2, 6, call the man a Centurion'. He is also called kKarovTapxn's in

Mai iv 117, in the portion of text which does not correspond literally with our Syriac.

But a little lower down (at 1. 32 of the same page, in a passage of Theoph iv 3 which

reappears literally in the Syriac) we read uU Tort jxkv els pw/^iaios ^v 6 t<5 (ruirrjpi

n-poa-eXrjXvOm's x'-^^PX"?- Thus the true text of the Greek Eusebius also called the

man a Chiliarch, and the faithfulness of the Syriac translation is vindicated. But

just for that very reason we cannot claim the agreement of the Syriac Theophania

in this point with S &s a, proof that the translator is borrowing from a Syriac version.

Yet even after all deductions have been made there remains an appreciable number

of cases, like the use of ^-^i mentioned above, where the translator does appear to

have been influenced in his choice of renderings by his familiarity with a Syriac version,

and that version a form of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe such as we know it in

8 and C. Thus in Theoph i 24 we find Joh i 3 rendered by ^oto t7j= -painVs.,

'Everything was in Him,' just as in G; in Theoph iv 30 the TplfioXoi of Matt vii 16

is rendered as in C by •r^'yv\f. 'brier(s),' while Pesh. has t^=^Hcu3 'thistles'; in

Theoph iii 27, iv 11, v 40, for the TriJAat aSou of Matt xvi 18 we find AcuaE.'a rii^ii:^

' the gate-bars of Sheol ' as in Bphraim and Marutha, though not in Pesh. or in G.

All these coincidences with S or G, or with early Syriac Patristic evidence, cannot

be accidental.

In one passage it is tempting to suppose that the Syriac Theophania may preserve

the genuine reading of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, where both 8 and G have

followed a different text. In Matt xxii 13, according to the Peshitta and the text

followed by modern critical editors of the New Testament, the King in the Parable

says to his servants about the Man who had not on a Wedding-garment : "Bind him
hand and foot and cast him out " (prjaavTfi avVoij TroSas koI xupo.% iK/SaXere avTOv),

For the first word the Peshitta has oiooo^;;, the ordinary word for 'bind.' But the

Acts of Thomas ("Wright, p. 315), a work which uses the Ev. da-Mepharreshe, as

we have seen above (p. 102), has a reference to the passage implying the use of the

verb 'i=iSi 'to fasten.' The whole Parable is quoted in Theop)h iv 16, and the word
used in e. 13 is o^cv=iS>, in agreement with the text that seems to underlie the

Acts of Thomas. But /S' and C read -.ojoli^Jao -.raoaiT'^ -.raonao*^ "Take hold

of him by his hands and his feet," a reading which recalls the reading apare. avrbv

TToSwv Kal x"p<3i', found in D and the Old Latin texts. If we make the conjecture

that the reading of 8 and G is really that of the Diatessaron, and that in this passage

the Acts of Thomas and the Theophania give us the genuine text of the Ev.

da-Mepharreshe, we have an explanation of the textual phenomena. But it must
be remembered that this is a mere conjecture, and the translator of Eusebius may

1 The Diatessaron, as represented by Aphraates 20, appears to have called him fiaaCkinos, as

in Joh iv 46 ff.
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quite easily have been following the Greek that lay before him without any thought
of the current Biblical texts. It is certain that in some of the previous verses of this

Parable he has paid little regard to the Syriac Bible in his rendering of the Greek.
Moreover this theory hardly accounts for the use of t.=^ by Ephraim (see above, p. 124).

The reader who has been persuaded by the foregoing argument wiU understand
why I have omitted to record the Theophania readings in my apparatus to the
Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. I believe there is no certain sign of acquaintance with
the Peshitta or the Diatessaron on the part of the translator of the Theophania,
and I beheve there are signs of his acquaintance with the Ev. da-Mepharreshe.
The translator translates for himself from the Greek, and it is only very occasionally

that we can venture to assert that he is influenced from any other source. The only
exceptions to be made occur when we know that the Syriac actually differs in text

or in meaning from what Eusebius wrote : of this there are a few instances, one of

which is important enough in itself to demand separate notice.

My friend Mr F. C. Conybeare has made it abundantly clear that in the Theophania

and in several other works Eusebius could not or would not quote the command
to baptize in the. name of the Trinity'. This very curious fact is quite distinct from

the deductions which Mr Conybeare and others have drawn from it. It might,

I suppose, be maintained that Eusebius considered it unseemly to publish in a work

intended for the general heathen reader the magic words of a sacramental ritual. Be
that as it may, the fact remains that Eusebius in the Theophania (v 17, 46, 49) represents

our Lord as telling His apostles to make disciples of all nations in His Name, without

any mention of baptism. When therefore we find the full text quoted in the Syriac

of Theoph iv 8 with some noteworthy variants, but including the command to baptize

in the name of the Trinity, we feel sure that the translator is not giving us the text

of Eusebius. It was therefore taken from the text of S. Matthew as he knew it,

i.e. from the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. In this way we arrive at the exceedingly

important conclusion that some mss at least of the Evangelion da-Meyharreshe had

the command to baptize in the name of the Trinity, as in the ordinary text. The

evidence of the Theophania is all the more important as neither 8 nor G is extant

at the end of S. Matthew, and the Diatessaron is represented by an ambiguous allusion

in the Boctrine of Addai and a still more ambiguous quotation in Aphraates. At

the same time this evidence from the Syriac Theophania, important as it is, must

not be made to prove too much. We have two mss of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe :

one contains the Longer Conclusion to S. Mark, the other does not do so. In the

case of the peroration of S. Matthew's Gospel it is quite likely that one ms might have

the ordinary text, while the other had something different. If I may venture the

conjecture, the impression I have formed from a study of S and C leads me to feel

confident that C had the command to baptize in the name of the Trinity, but I do not

think we should be justified in making any guess as to what may have been contained

in the missing leaf of *S^.

1 See Preuschen's ZdUchrift f. d. NTliche Wissensohaft i 275-288 ; Hihhert Journal i 102-108.
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The text of the quotation of Matt xxviii 16—20 in the Syriac Theophania iv 8

runs as follows.

OfTj^ aD^i\T^fl [T<ii^j<i<i] »^au=ii<^ ^_ooj^<\a i^avjtn avi-^ ^^jsti roav^nin navia ^ao

OfTjiioo oj^ oa\oo ,__o<7Jl=n jTOOi^W a=iol' .„_£Oj^ Tcaj^i^'n yi^i^y^ f^\i\^\ oXl^

.ri-inini.. ,^f7i\*s\ OtoA^o cAl^^ .T^i^'Si«i=»o ^i^nT—

i

n ^ ^ \ox. Acv2. ^=31^

•^^^ ,_cvi»^ oaA^o^O .^"iz.'ncvnn t<^oTo t^t.=30 T'^rar^
'T"'^^ _ cot^ 03ina».^o

After His resurrection from among the dead all of them together [as] was commanded

them went to Galilee ivhere He said to them, ^hmd when they saw Him, some of them

worshipped Him and some of them doubted. ^^Now He drew near hy them and spake

with them, and said: ' There hath been given to me from my Father all authority that is

in heaven and in earth. '^Go ye and make disciples of all the peoples, and baptize

them in the Name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit, '"and teach them to

keep whatsoever I have commanded you ; and lo, I am with you all the days even v/nto

the consummation of the world.'



CHAPTER IV.

THE DIATESSARON AND THE OLD SYMAC.

When we leave the Peshitta and go on to investigate the Hterary

history of the Gospel among Syriac-speaking Christians before the time

of Rabbula's episcopate, we leave the region of comparative light and

certainty for that of darkness and conjecture. The main question to be

considered is the relative dates of the Diatessaron and of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe. Was the earliest version of the Gospel in Syriac a

translation of Tatian's Harmony or a translation of the Four canonical

Gospels ? This question is exceedingly important for our estimate of

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, because the appearance of the Diates-

saron in Syriac can be dated with some certainty. Tatian left Rome
for the Euphrates Valley soon after 172 AD and seems to have died

in the East a few years afterwards, so that the first publication of the

Syriac Diatessaron cannot be later than 180 AD. If the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe preceded the Syriac Diatessaron, then it cannot be dated

later than the middle of the second century. But if the Diatessaron

preceded the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, it will not be very easy to

prove that any Syriac version of the Four Gospels existed before the

third century.

Notices of the Diatessaron in Syriac Literature.

The principal notices of the Diatessaron in Syriac writings, or of its

use among Syriac-speaking Christians, are collected below.

The Doctrine op Addai, which gives the traditional account of the

foundation of Christianity at Edessa, is in its present form a work of
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the early years of the 5th century ^ The outUne of the story, part

of which is told by Eusebius [HE i 13), is doubtless much older, and

M. Tixeront thinks it had assumed a literary shape during the third

century^. This earlier form of the tale has been incorporated in our

Doctrine of Addai, but the text has been altered here and there ^.

It is important to insist on these details, because the only definite

allusion in the work to the Diatessaron occurs in a single passage in a

rather harsh grammatical construction.

We read (Doctrine of Addai, ed. Phillips, p. cA)

\_Now much people day by day'] ivere gathering together and coming

to the 'prayer of [Divine) Service and to the Old Testament and the

New of the Diatessaron; and in the Resurrection of the dead they were

believing...

The mention of the Diatessaron comes in very awkwardly, and the

phrase ' to come to the Old Testament ' is as strange in the Syriac as it

is in English. It is evident that the passage has been 'retouche et

interpol^,' but I do not think we ought to assume that no mention

of the Diatessaron was originally made here. Possibly the earlier form

had .^ioQ^i.Ti r«'-i._.iia.\ 'to the reading of the Diatessaron,' and this

phrase was altered by a reviser who thought some mention ought to

have been made of the Old Testament. On this supposition r^Li^in

dropped out when r<'^.-ujO rc'iux.Avs^ rds^...! came in.

Elsewhere the Doctrine of Addai does not mention the Diatessaron,

but simply speaks of the 'Gospel' (^^Oo.i^oK') : "the Law and the

Prophets and the Gospel from which ye read every day before the

people, and the Epistles of Paul that Simon Cephas sent us from the

city of Rome, and the Acts* of the Twelve Apostles, that John the son

of Zebedee sent us from Ephesus—from these books be ye reading in

the churches of the Messiah and besides these do not read any other"

1 See L.-J. Tixeront, Les Origines de VEglise d^Edesse, Paris, 1888. The Abb6 Tixeront (p. 134)

considers the date to be between 390 and 430, with a certain probability for the year 408. It is

clearly older than the episcopate of Rabbula, which began in 411 ad.

2 lUd. p. 156. 3 1 L^gferement retouch^ et Interpol^,' Ibid. p. 117.

< oocyi~^TS>, i.e. YLpa^us.
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(p. ccn). And again we read concerning certain Edessene converts

that Addai " associated them with him in the Service, while they read

from the Old Testament and the New, and upon the Prophets and the

deeds of the Apostles-^ every day they were meditating,..." (p. col).

From the first and second of these quotations it is evident that

' Gospel ' and ' Diatessaron ' are interchangeable terms. The author

of the Doctrine of Addai, who no doubt represents the popular tradition

of Edessa at the end of the 4th century, does not seem to recognise any

form of the Gospel other than the Diatessaron.

EusEBius's Chtjrch History may be mentioned here, as affording

a curious illustration of the popularity of the Diatessaron among Syriac-

speaking Christians. The Church History must have been translated

into Syriac not long after its original publication in the 4th century,

and the translator more than once slightly modifies the original in

matters about which he had special knowledge. Eusebius {HE iv 29)

had said

O ixivTouye Trporepo? avrStv d/D^T^yo? 6 Tartavos (Tvvd(f>eLav Tt,va Kai

crvvaycjyrjv ovk ol8' ottw? tmv evayyeXtcop (rvvde\<; to Ata recrcrdpwv tovto

Trpoa(iiv6^acr€v o koL Trapd, tlctlv elcreTL vvv (jtepeTai.

But in the Syriac {ed. M'Lean, p. 243) we read:

jfTjjTjao ,_cvA^^or^ "pcoo \^\bo y \~\ .^fii^nnn _^f7ir.S oocui!^ t>^to ^n om

Now this same Tatianus their former chief collected and mixed up and composed a

Gospel and called it Diatessaron ; now this is {the Gospel) of the Mixed, the same that

is in the hands of many unto this day.

To Eusebius the Diatessaron was a work composed he was not quite

sure how, to the translator the Diatessaron was a well-known work,

current among many people. He is also able to add the vernacular

name by which it was known in Syriac, viz. r^'.̂ ^i.w
'sq.i ...^ouV^ore',

Evangelion da-Mehallete or ' Gospel according to the mingled Evan-

gelists,' a name which it bore in contradistinction to the Separated

Gospel, the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe^.

1 ^.yA -r 1 ooiiiTi^oaira. I have adopted the punctuation of Cureton's Syriac text,

p. n* ad f/n.

2 See also Hjelt's Altsyrische Evangelieniihersetzung, p. 2.3, note.
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To this notice in the Syriac EuseMus hardly any further information

is added by later Syriac writers, except the statement of Dionysius

Barsalibi, in the preface to his Commentary on the Gospel of S. Mark,

that S. Ephraim wrote an Exposition of the Diatessaron and that its

first words were In the beginning tvas the Word. Barsalibi died in

1171 ad: it is not likely that he ever saw the Diatessaron or even

S. Ephraim's Commentary. As in most other instances where he makes

an interesting statement, it is probable that he is quoting from an

earlier and better informed writer. The reference to Tatian in the

preface to the Nomocanon of 'Abd-lsh6' (Mai, Scriptt. Vet. Nova Coll.

X 191) is a mere rhetorical comparison between the general plan of the

Diatessaron and that of the Nontocanon itself. There is no reason to

think 'Abd-lsho' was really acquainted with the Diatessaron.

Theodoret, bishop of Cyrrhus, n.e. of Antioch, from 423 to 457,

discovered as many as 200 copies of the Diatessaron in his diocese of

eight hundi-ed villages^, a circumstance that shews that the use of the

work was by no means confined to Edessa. He says: "Tatian also

composed the Gospel called Diatessaron, removing the genealogies and

all the other passages which shew that the Lord was born of the seed

of David according to the flesh. This was used not only by the

members of his party, but even by those who followed the Apostolic

doctrine, as they did not perceive the evil design of the composition,

but used the book in their simplicity for its conciseness. And I found

also myself more than two hundred such books, which had been

received with respect in our churches ; and having gathered all together,

I caused them to be laid aside, and introduced in their place the Gospels

of the four Evangelists (to, t5)v TerTapwv evayyeXucrTcov dvTeiarjyayov

evayyeKLa) '.

Thus a few years after the publication of Rabbula's revised version

of the Four Gospels we find the Diatessaron being actually suppressed

in a neighbouring diocese. From the time of Theodoret and his

contemporaries it ceased to be a living feature of Syriac Church life.

1 Gibbon vi 111, note.

2 Theodoret. Haeret. Fab. i 20 {Migne Ixxxiii 379 f ). The Greek is also given by Westcott,

Ganon i iv § 10, by Credner, Beitrage, I 442 and by Ciasca, p. ix.
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Notices in Syriac writings of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

The name Evangelion da-Mepharreshe has been used throughout

this book to designate the translation of the Four Gospels preserved

in the Sinai Palimpsest (S) and in Cureton's MS (C), as distinguished

both from the Diatessaron and from the Peshitta. This use of the

term is suflBciently justified by its occurrence in the colophon of »S and

in the title prefixed to C But though Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

has for us a quite definite textual meaning, it is not by any means

certain that those who used the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe ever

called it by that name to distinguish it from what we call 'the

Peshitta,' i.e. the revised version of the New Testament made and

published by Rabbula. There are only two real references by name
to the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe in Syriac literature; the success

of Rabbula's revision put the ' Old Syriac ' at once out of use, and

as soon as it was out of use it was forgotten.

The most famous allusion to the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, the

passage which in Syriac literature corresponds to S. Augustine's notice

of the ' Itala,' occurs in the Canons of Rabbula himself He gives

orders {Overheck 220):

•:• r<'T-nAv5na AuK* K'ocrai reLi.'i.a2fl.i

Let the priests and the deacons have a care that in all the churches

a copy of the Evangelidn da-Mepharreshe shall he kept and read.

What did Rabbula mean here by Evangelion da-Mepharreshe 1

It is inconceivable that he was recommending the use of such a ms

as S in preference to, or even in conjunction with, the Syriac Yulgate,

although we may well believe that he would prefer the use of the Four

Gospels in however inadequate a version to the use of a book like the

Diatessaron, the work of one whom the Greeks classed as a heretic.

I suggest therefore that Rabbula meant by Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

a copy of his own new Revised Version, i.e. a codex of the Gospels

according to what we now call the Peshitta version. When he became

bishop of Edessa it is evident that Tatian's Harmony was practically

the only form of the Gospel in circulation. Individual scholars

certainly, and the Bardesanian heretics probably, used the Four Gospels

B. II. 23
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in a translation akin to S and C, but the Church generally was familiar

with the Diatessaron alone. The new revision of Rabbula and the

' Old Syriac ' version on which it was based shared with such MSS

as >S or C the title Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, in contradistinction

to the Diatessaron, or Evangelion da-Mehallete as it was also called.

But when the Diatessaron disappeared from circulation the term

" Gospel according to the Separate Evangelists " became unmeaning.

It was simply now the " Gospel " sajis phrase. The presence of the

title ri'-i.'i^='3."» ^..^Oi.V^aK' in S and C is in itself almost a certain

indication that the Diatessaron was still current at the time of their

transcription and in the districts where they were transcribed.

The Itala has become a name for the ' Old Latin,' and with greater

justice the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe has become a name for the

' Old Syriac ' version of the Gospels. But just as I believe that

S. Augustine meant by Itala what we call the Vulgate, so I believe

that Rabbula in his Canons meant by Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

what we call the Peshitta.

The other reference in Syriac literature to the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe is a statement identically repeated in the Commentary

of Barsalibi (on Matt xxvii 16, 17) and in the Lexicon of Bar Bahlul

[s.v. pilars' i=j). I give the Syriac text from Bar Bahlul {Duval, col.

243) and the English translation from Barsalibi in the vigorous

language of Dudley Loftus (p. 1 3 of the second fasciculus of S. Matthew)

:

Bar Bahlid Barsalibi

'OJti .03 .I'^'T^ -1= Called Barahba. Jefus was his

•V3 t<i_iro Ti^ora Name, who is here called Barabba

;

_eyj^*sio"'^-= -rajov^ ^t\ for fo it is written in the Gofpel

-=3om -i^Tuo .»<i3E.Tain:\ of the Separated; and it is more

.ooc\T<ili^ -tors;^ ^ra ^ evident from what Pilate faid, in

'^"^ ri^Tii^Ti -i^aiAo the 22d. Verf. Wliat fkall I do with

^x=n .ojA a-i^ T^ T'iiin Jefus, who is called Chri/t 1 Where-

^ini\=n -ii-naci t«i_=a^ h=^ fore he was called Jefus ; and the

f^ \m\ \\p-r^ '^S '^'^ .^om Bvangelift was unwilling to Write

^=^^^'^ .-=3dv=i oA^'n t^-nr .Ti his Name, that none might in his

^ax. t<i=3i\Si= ^oTOi y^J^^ Book bear the fame Name with the

.»jinA t7i;Tii= Lord Jefus.
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Barsalibi wrote in the 12th century and Bar Bahlul in the 10th

century; but their verbal agreement in the above sentence shews us

that they are copying from a common source. What that source was

we can only guess. It was not S". Ephraim's Commentary on the

Diatessaron, for S. Ephraim has no remark upon the other name

of Barabbas^. Indeed it is remarkable that although the name Jesus

Barabbas is given by Syriac writers such as Isho'dfld^, Barhebraeus^,

and Solomon of el-Basra, this reading is never assigned by them to the

Diatessaron. The statement of Barsalibi and Bar Bahlul may therefore

have been taken from a writer who was contrasting the reading Jesus

Barahba with the text of the Diatessaron, and not with the text of the

Peshitta. As a matter of fact Jestis Barabbas is the reading of S in

Matt xxvii 16, 17, and it was doubtless characteristic of the ' Old Syriac

'

text of those verses. If this view of the source of the statement

of Barsalibi and Bar Bahlul be taken, the phrase Evayigelion da-

Mepharreshe retains its natural sense of " the Syriac translation of

the Four Gospels as distinguished from the Diatessaron"; there is no

necessity to take it as meaning " the ' Old Syriac ' as distinguished

from the Peshitta^."

There is one other occurrence of the phrase rdjcHaso.i »__axlL^ot<'

which may be mentioned here. In the year 1496 ad Ignatius Philoxenus,

112th bishop of Antioch, sold some books to defray the cost of the

restoration of certain churches which had been destroyed by Tamerlane.

The first and third of these were ordinary service books, but the second

is described as Evangelion da-Mepharreshe in the deed of sale. At
that late date a copy of the ' Old Syriac ' Gospels would have been

a curiosity; it certainly would not have been sandwiched between

ordinary books for liturgical use. Assemani, who quotes the deed of

sale {B ii 230), supposes the book to have been a Lectionary, i.e.

a book the correct title of which would have been rila.'"iis.i _jv\\joir-f

^ He only says :
" Ad hunc autem agnum verum suas blasphemias converterunt, eoque repu-

diate Barabbam homioidam sibi postularunt" {Moesinger 239).

'^ fTiiaije. ^ora -i^cva:. ^fl yC=^rd -to (Gamb. Univ. Lihr., cod. add. 197.3, fol. 133 b).

3 Comm. on S. Matthew, ed. Spanuth, p. 63.

* It is not improbable that the source of the quotation may have been the lost Commentary

on the Gospel by Mar Aba, the disciple of S. Ephraim, extracts out of which have been given

above from Harris, Ephrem, p. 93 f.
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r<lx.T&» Gospel-booh ivith separated Lections, and this is obviously

the true sense. Indeed the tenor of the document in which it occurs

suggests that this MS which was sold was in the handwriting of John

of MardS, who died in 1165. In any case it can have nothing to do with

what was called Evangelion da-Mepharreshe in the time of Rabbula.

The Quotations of Aphraates.

The earliest dated evidence we have as to the use of the Gospels

or the Diatessaron among Syriac-speaking Christians is derived from

the actual practice of Aphraates. In other works the dates of the

original compositions, or of those recensions which have come down

to us, are disputed or unknown. But in the Homilies of Aphraates

we have the undoubtedly genuine works of a writer who lived in

the diocese of Seleucia and wrote between the years 337 and 345.

I propose therefore in the following paragraphs to exhibit passages

which may throw light upon the document or documents he used when
quoting from the Gospel.

Aphraates names neither the Diatessaron nor any of the four

Evangelists^. But it is clear that he very often is using the Diatessaron.

Thus it is probable that he is quoting the opening words of Tatian's

Harmony when he says [Wright, p. 13):

And also the Word and Speech of the Lord is the Messiah, as it

is written in the beginning of the gospel of our Life-giver, that in the

beginning He ivas the Word.

The quotation is not however quite decisive, except to shew that

Aphraates' copy of the Diatessaron did not begin with Matt i 1 or

Lk i 1-4, for the word used is not ,_^Ai»^or«' 'Gospel-book,' but

pCi^issQo 'the good tidings.' The phrase used by Aphraates might
easily, if it had stood alone, have come from one who used our separated

Gospels.

But it is only one piece of evidence among many others, of which

1 The ' John
' mentioned in vi 12

(
Wright 123) is not the Evangelist, but the Baptist.
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the clearest and most decisive is the long summary of the Gospel

preaching at the end of the Homily on Love. Of all the quotations

of Aphraates this most surely rests on the Diatessaron and the

Diatessaron alone. I therefore give a translation in full, setting down
at the side the corresponding passages in the Diatessaron, according

to Mr Hamlyn Hill's numeration of the Arabic Harmony, together

with the corresponding Gospel references. It will be seen that the

references follow the order of the Diatessaron almost without a break.

Diatessaron Aphraates, iTom. ii (= Wrig/ji, pp. 41—43) Oospel Moes.

viii 27 In His great love ^^He called happy the poor in Matt v 3 62

33 their spirit, ^^and promised to the peace-makers 9 63

that they should be brothers to Him and should be

29 called sons of God ; 2'and He assured the meek that 5

28 they should inherit the land of life ; ^^and He pro- 4

mised the mourners that they should be entreated

30 for
'

; ^^and He preached to the hungry satiety in (6)

38 His kingdom, ^^ and them that weep He rejoiced by 210

31 His promise; ^land He promised to the compas- Matt v 7

32 sionate that they should be compassionated, ^^ and 8

to them that are pure in their heart He said that

34 they should see God. 34 And He promised again to 10

those persecuted for righteousness' sake that they

35 should enter the kingdom of heaven, ^5 and those 11

persecuted for His name's sake He assured happi-

40 ness and ease in His kingdom. 4" And He changed 13 64

our nature of dust and made us the salt of truth,

and delivered us from being the Serpent's food.

41 *i And He called us the light of the world, that He 14

might deliver us from the authority of death. And

1 ^__ft2>^^iu .^oji:i, a rendering of napaK\r]erja-ovTai independent of what is found in SC

and Pesh.
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Diatessaron Aphraates, ffoTO. ii (= I^ri^ftt, pp. 41—43) Gospel Moes.

cf ix 14 fF. He made us good instead of evil and fair instead (Matt v 45)
•' ° c/Lkvi35

X 38 of hateful, and gave us love instead of hate. ^*And Lk vi 45

He associated us with the good man that bringeth

forth from his treasures good things, and delivered

us from him that bringeth forth evil things from

the superfluity of his heart. And because of His

abundant love He made whole the wounds of

xi4ff. the infirm, 4for He healed even the son of the Cen- *^LkvU2ff^'
'^^

33 If. turion because of his faith ;
3^ and He silenced the hkyiU^iSS

'^^

39 If. storms of the sea from us by His power ^'and Lk viir27 ff

.

chased away from us the devils of Legion because

xii 7 ff. of His kindness. 'And in His compassion He saved j^^ viir4l ff

alive the daughter of the chief of the synagogue,

11 If. i^and He cleansed moreover the woman from the Lkviif45fE' '^^ ^•

33 ff. impurity of blood ^'and opened the eyes of the Matt ix27ff.

42 two blind men that drew near to Him. ^ And He Matt\ 1

(Lkjx 1)

gave also to His Twelve power and authority over

90

every pain and infirmity, and to us also through

44 them. **And He restrained us from the way of the Matt x 5 91

pagans' and of the Samaritans, and gave us power

in His compassionateness that we should not be

xiii 3 afraid ^when they bring us up before the authori-
Lt^xii 7 11 (95)

20 ties of the world. 20And He cast a division in the LkxUS^^ 9^

XV 9 earth because of his great tranquillity. ^And He Lk vii 48 114

forgave many debts to the sinful woman because

45 of His compassion; *^and He made us worthy be- Lk xiv 28 118

cause of His kindness that we should build the

xvi 7 ff. tower at His expense, 'and He cast forth from us ''^"xf24ff.*^'^
120

' <(<^SsJLu : thus agreeing with Pesh. against S, which has T^m:^^^ ' nations.'
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Diatessaron Aphraates, Horn, ii ( = Wright, pp. 41—43) Gospel Moes.

unclean spirits, and made us a guest-chamber for

25 ff. His Godhead. ^^And He sowed in us the good seed, '^t^mVffi!' 1^4

that we might give fruit an hundred-fold and

xvii 27 sixty-fold and thirty-fold ; ^'and He was set in the Matt xiii 44

midst of the world in the likeness of the treasure

51 set in the field. ^^And He shewed the power of Lk iv 29 (sic) 131

His majesty when He was thrown from the height

xviii 38 into the depth and was not hurt\ ^s^q^I He Matt xiv 18 132

satisfied the hungry in their fatigue from five

Matt xiv 21
43 loaves and two fishes, ^ even five thousand men Lt ix 17

Joh vi 13

besides children and women, and He shewed the

majesty of His glory. And because of His great

XX 47 fF. love *''He heard the Canaanite woman and raised -^^ ^J^ 25 g 138

up her daughter from her infirmity ; and by the

xxi 2 ff. authority of Him that sent Him ^He loosened the Mk vii 32 fif.

tongue of the stutterer, the man whose ear was

xxiii 4 hard of hearing. *And the blind saw His light, Matt xv 31 (153)

and through Him they glorified Him that sent

Matt xvii 1 ff.

xxiv 2 ff. Him. ^^j^j when He went up to the hill to pray Mk ix 2 ft. 156
Lk ix 28 ff.

the rays of the sun were overcome by His light

;

31 and He manifested His excellent power ^lin the '^LkS'39^^ (160)

lad on whom the spirit came suddenly, and the

demon of lunacy by His word He removed.

XXV 10 ii'And He gave us a type and likeness that we Matt xviii 3

should be in the likeness of children and enter the

xxvii 28 kingdom of heaven; ^Sand He said and shewed Matt xviii 10 165

1 It is evident from the remarks of S. Ephraim {Moes 131) and his allusions to the passage

elsewhere that Tatian took more KaraKprjiivurai avrov to mean that the Nazarenes actually threw

our Lord over their cliff. S on the other hand implies the reading aa-re Kpifiaa-ai avrov, ' so as

to haiiff him.'
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Diatessaron

xxii 13 ff.

(c/xxfii 41)

xxviii 49 ff.

xxix 13

xxviii 36ff.

xxix 14

18, 19

27 ff.

xlvi 17

(xlv 20)

(xxxiv 31)

The Diatessaron and the Old Sy^'iac.

Aphraates, Horn, ii ( = Wnght, pp. 41—43) Gospel Moes.

concerning the little ones that no one should

despise those whose angels at all times see the

Father in heaven, i^^ud He shewed moreover Joh v 5 ff. 145 ff.

His perfect healing in that man who thirty and

eight years was infirm and He increased His mercy

unto him and made him whole.

*'Again He gave us a command that we should ^^ ^^yj 22 ff.
^'^^ ^

leave the world and turn unto Him, '^^md He Lk xvi 15

revealed to us that he whom the world loveth

cannot please God ^^in the demonstration of the LkxiilGff. 174

rich man that trusted in his property, i*and in Lk xvi 19

that man who had delight in his good things

i^and his end was in Sheol ^^and he asked for 23, 24

water on the tip of his little finger and no one gave

to him. ^''Ajad He hired us in the likeness of Matt xx 1 ff. 175

labourers that we should toil in His vineyard,

I'He who is the Vineyard of Truth. Joh xv 1

All these things our Life-giver because of His

great love did for us. And we also, my beloved, shall

be consorts in the love of the Messiah ^Owhen we (Joh xiii 34)

love one another, and we shall perform those two *^ ^ ^^^^ '

commandments whereon hangeth all the law, and

the prophets also.

This long series of allusions speaks for itself. Either Aphraates was

turning over the leaves of his Diatessaron as he wrote, or (as is more

probable) the Diatessaron was so deeply engraved on his mind that in

epitomising our Lord's ministry he naturally followed the peculiar order

adopted by Tatian. Even at the end, where his dependence on the

Diatessaron is less marked, we have the Parables of Dives and Lazarus
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(Lk xvi) preceded by the Rich Fool (Lk xii) and followed by the

Labourers in the Vineyard (Matt xx), as in the Diatessaron.

There are many other passages where Aphraates evidently takes

his Gospel quotations from the Diatessaron, as in the combination of

Matt vii 18, Lk vi 45 in A 303 { = Diat x 37, 38), and the story of the

Rich Young Man told in ^392 { = Diat xxviii 42 fE). But mere

confusion of the text of one Gospel with another does not in itself

prove the use of a Harmony, and it must be remarked that some

of the composite quotations present a different mixture from the

Diatessaron as represented by S. Ephraim's Commentary and the

Arabic. In any case it is evident that the writer who could make
the statement that "Judas who betrayed our Saviour fell into the

sea with a mill-stone about his neck" [A 253) was capable of inventing

fresh combinations for himself. And if the remarkable agreement of the

passage quoted above from A 41-43 with the order of the Diatessaron

proves the use of the Diatessaron, there is another passage somewhat

similar which almost as strongly suggests the use of the separate

Gospels. Towards the end of the long Homily on Obedience, sent

out as a synodical Letter in 344 ad, we read (Aphraates, Horn. 14

= Wright, pp. 301, 302)

:

And we, beloved,...nothing outside the law have we written to you, nor have we

sent to you a treasure stolen, save from the seed and germ of the holy Scriptures.

Counterfeit silver wherever it may go is not to be received, and old leaven is not to

be kneaded with good flour. For "worn out wine-skins do not receive the power

of wine and ''a new patch when it lieth on a worn-out garment teareth it ; and

''the vine that receiveth cultivation giveth fruit and not wild grapes. And '^the

heart that is hard as a rock withereth the seed, and 'the building which is set on

the sand—the rain washeth it away and it falleth from the blast of the wind. And
'the salt that hath lost its savour—the Serpent doth eat it, and ^the inferior fish

the fisherman doth cast out. For ''the tares in their season are rooted out, and

the chaff from the wheat at the last is separated. 'And the inferior labourers in time

despise hire ; and Hhe foolish virgins whose oil fails—when the bridegroom cometh

they are not able to buy. And ''the steward who doth beat his fellow-servants

—

his lord cometh and doeth judgement upon him. And 'the evil slave that hideth his

lord's silver—he that gave it to him cometh and reckoneth with him for interest. And

"the door-keeper that loveth slumber in the time of watchfulness is deprived of life.

"The wise king while yet the battle is far off sendeth ambassadors and seeketh peace.

These few reminders we have written to you, beloved, etc.

B. II. 24
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mil intent. The me preaches the God that came to suffering, and Moses also preaches
the Nature that came to grief: it was in order that their hearers should not be made
weak that in the beginning of their volumes they wrote the excellencies of them.

It is evident that the writer of this sentence was acquainted with
the Fourth Gospel as a separate work, and not only through the

Diatessaron. Moreover this view of the Gospel is curiously similar

to that found in another passage, quoted by Philoxenus of Mabbog
from S. Ephraim's Homily on Job i 1, a Homily from which other

quotations survive but which unfortunately is no longer extant in full.

Lamy ii 513 f. (corrected from B.M. Add. 12164; Burkitt,

S. Ephraim's Quotations, p. 59f.)

fl=TJC=3 ^n (TiA j-TE. .f7lin<Mri= «j=n AraOo'a -pnm .raoi^^in ^cu t.\ \^

-S-Tl-S .f73A.ri=a jOTO:\ T<id\=SoT \ \^-Tjn .tTCraO^n—l >.Ot73T> ^(73 \ ^ <? .<733jri=3

:\O30Qi:\ 'r^d;\o:>f7iO£A riacnirA jfTaiTja r^-iccn .gXir.Tga ^cu Vsyy^-^ \.-v «7? jojss

^ran ^_.f7i=iciis..=3 d\_.T<Llia« ^AiO:\ .^T.=3Ti 03:UTii=3 ^ofTJ-n ^ Am \^ •«<jca=n

0(7jA ^cu -liSiOJ fTin—IT . .T<i*ojtJ»^ ^ <,^*vjc_i=i ^oA^ -'—'^ A'r^ (71=3 ^i\-i»Ao

.(TjsnoMn—

I

Apoo'n —p-xui o<73 Ai.. T^s^ivstj'n j-ijco .-r^om -.T.=>ii\T^ 03n«T>^=3T( -paaa

"<'i:i-mJC-S'n (TxA A_ii. -Kimmiin* -•T.rami^ tTj^UTti^fl ^ino:\aj«B Jtutjc^ '^''^ ''^

Again, from the same [S. Ephraim], out of the Discourse upon ' In the beginning

WAS the WoRD.'...i^or John started to write that which our Lord endu,red in His own
person. Now he began with the story of the Son from where (it says) ' Through Him
was created everything,' that he might tell in one sentence concerning those things

that were through Him and concerning those things that were {done) in His own person ;

so that because • of the great things that were through Him we might hnoiv to what

lowliness He had descended, against whose person the slmmsful deeds were performed.

By John therefore saying 'In the beginning,' he hath in fact called Moses to witness,

that Moses might give witness concerning those things that were through the Son,

that he might induce us accurately to investigate those things that wereperformed against

1 i\T^ Cod. 12164 {sic).
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His person. Of old, therefore, through Him all good things were done for tlw universe,

and at the last against Him all evil things were done hy mankind : John therefore left

that which through Him had been created and began to tell concerning that which

He suffered in His own person. For ivhen the witness began that through Him were

wonderful things created, he started to tell that against His person the shameful deeds

were performed.

The point of view from which the aim of the fourth Evangehst

is regarded in this extract is evidently the same as that of the previous

extract. S. Ephraim therefore not only knew of the existence of the

Gospel according to S. John, but also held a consistent opinion as to

the plan and object of the work.

Moreover in his Commentary on Genesis [Ed. Rom. iv 18 d) he

quotes the words of the Evangelist in Job i 3. He says

T<iA .^i.r^ -.gjon^N—lo .^OTO 01= -p-x^ \^Ti (sic) r^ \n\ \\oy^ ^oicA^. Tim^

I'^i'nT—1:< ri^in >iT.=3m'»^ oj=3'n TinT^o ooctAa2k .^t^o oiA^ -^liuisno .*o<73 y^na

The Evangelist said concerning Him that everything was in Him and apart from

Him not even one thing was; and Paul also confirmeth it, and saith that in Him
was created what is in heaven and what is in earth, all that is seen and all that

is not seen.

Here ' the Evangelist ' is quoted as the authority for a statement,

just as in the next line ' Paul ' is cited as the authority for the point

of dogma enunciated in Col i 16^.

Similarly in Lamy iv 659 we read that, just as the sun at the

Creation shone forth on the Fourth Day,

Lo, in Four Volumes hath our Sun shone forth.

Here the Four Gospels are evidently referred to, in words which

recall the colophon to S at the end of S. John.

These examples shew that S. Ephraim was acquainted at least with

the Fourth Gospel in a separate form. This fact once established, we
are justified in looking out for other indications of a knowledge of the

separate Gospels. The clearest evidence, if it could be- adaiitted, would
be found in a tract preserved in Armenian and printed in the second

1 For a similar citation of ' the Evangelist,' see Ephraim on Matt ii 23 (Moesinger 36).
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volume of the Mechitarists' edition, pp. 261-346, under the name of

Targamnoutiun Avetarani, ' Exposition of the Gospel.' This seems

to be taken from the same MS as that from which the Commentary
on the Diatessaron is printed, and called by Moesinger A ; it contains

also some Homilies ascribed to S. Ephraim^. That the tract is a

translation from the Syriac seems clear, and some of the quotations

present a text such as would be used by a Syriac writer at the end

of the fourth century^. But the style is not very like S. Ephraim's,

and the number of direct quotations from the Scriptures is fai" larger

than we should expect to find in a genuine work of his. Moreover

some of the Old Testament quotations follow the lxx^—a sure sign

that their text has been altered by the translator to agree with the

version with which he was familiar. As in the case of the Commentary

on the Diatessaron itself, where the same state of things to a slight

extent prevails, it is only where the text of the quotations differs from

that of the Armenian Vulgate that we can be quite sure that it

represents the version used by the original Syriac writer. In cases

where the Gospels are quoted by name it is therefore only too probable

that the text has been doctored by the translator, and the ascription

of the quotations to the several evangelists may have been the work

of the same hand*.

References to the Greek in Ephraim's Commentary.

The Armenian MSS of S. Ephraim's Commentary on the Diatessaron contain at the

end a paragraph very loosely joined on to the rest of the work, in which the characteristics

of the four Gospels are given, partly from Eusebius HE iii 39 {Moesinger 286). Of

more importance are three passages in the body of the Commentary, in each of which

"the Greek" is quoted. It is not quite clear what source is here intended by

S. Ephraim, but it may be well to quote them in spite of their obscurity.

1 Ephr. Arm., Preface, p. 7.

2 See especially p. 288, where we read "And again in another place he saith :
' I am the vine-

yard (uMj^l,) and ye are the vine (npp-) ; every vine that in me is planted and giveth not fruit,

it is plucked up.'" This corresponds to the very peculiar rendering of Joh xv 1 characteristic of

the Diatessaron.

5 E.g. the quotation from Isaiah xlix 14-16, p. 264.

4 Quotations of the Gospels by name are to be found on p. 328 S. Some of these so-called

quotations are strangely paraphrastic, e.g. on p. 329 we read :
" And again this is what Matthew

says, 'When ye shall see the filth of corruption that it standeth in the place of holiness in Jeru-

gaiem by Daniel the prophet it was announced, let him that readeth lay it to heart.'

"
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Moesinger 29 (corrected from Isli6'dad)' = Lk ii 35

" Thou sJmU cause a spear to pass, i.e. apostasy : but the Greek clearly says, Thoughts,

it says, will be revealedfrom many /warts—those who doubted."

Moesinger 53 = Joh ii 2^ 3

"[MaryJ saw that the wine had failed and she knew that not without cause He

had come to this wedding. The Greek writes : He was sitting down and the wine

failed."

Moesinger 116, 117 = Matt xi 25, Lk x 21

" And this that it says / confess to Thee, heavenly Father ; the Greek says / confess

to Thee, God, Father, Lord of heaven and earth."

The one thing that is certain about these tantalizing references is that in neither

case does the Greek tell us anything 'clearly,' and from such ambiguous materials

no certain conclusions can be drawn. My own working hypothesis is that all three

are citations from memory of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, quoted for a single point,

which is given correctly, while the rest of the quotation is inaccurate. On this view

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is called ' the Greek,' because it is a translation of the

four Gospels used by the Greek Church, in contradistinction to the Diatessaron which

in S. Ephraim's day was used only by Syriac-speaking Christians.

The question is complicated by the unfortunate circumstance that neither S nor G
is extant for Joh ii 2, 3. The text cited by S. Ephraim evidently represents iK\!.6-q

(or dviKXiOrj or KaT^KkWrj), while aU our Greek mss and of course the Peshitta have

UkriOrj. It is just possible that the Evangelion da-Mepharreslw here had *fc=ni\oo^

by a misreading of UXyiOy), just as in Lk iv 29 it represents KaraKprnxvLcrai by a word

which implies [KarajK/DCjuao-ai.

In the third passage (Moesinger 116, 117) it is quite conceivable that the addition

of ' God ' before ' Father ' is a mere piece of carelessness and that the point of the

quotation is to assert that the separated Gospels had Lord of heaven and earth, as

indeed is the case. The Diatessaron probably had Father of heaven [and earth], in

agreement with e c ff i f oi the Old Latin and some Vulgate codices, which have

in Lk X 21 Bomine Pater caeli et terrae.

As to Lk ii 35, it is exceedingly doubtful what the passage from ' the Greek ' is

precisely meant to attest. The words Thoughts will be revealedfrom many hearts agree

exactly with the Armenian Vulgate in Lk ii 35. It is of course possible, though not

very probable that in all three cases ' the Greek ' is an interpretative rendering of the

Armenian translator of the Commentary, the original Syriac expression actually used by

S. Ephraim having been a different technical term.

^ laho'dad (Harris' Ephrem, p. 34) says: ^ ^'i—.^ M —p \ , ^^^'=>^^-^ .—p^'^s^y^ -.T.in

Probably we should read -!^ '-^ '^ •^•^I'iiX^ in accordance with the text and order of the

Armenian. It should be noticed that there is no reference in Isho'dSd to ' the Greek.'
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Internal evidences of the date of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe.

The main result arrived at in the preceding investigation has been

to shew that the Diatessaron was by far the most widely used form

in which the Gospel was current among Syriac-speaking Christians

before the 5th century. At the same time, as far back as our evidence

goes, we still find traces of the use of the Four Gospels in Syriac.

For the solution therefore of the question whether the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe be older or younger than the Syriac Diatessaron we
must ultimately resort to internal evidence, i.e. to the character of the

texts themselves.

First of all comes the question of the language in which the

Diatessaron was originally composed. The Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

is a translation from the Greek. Even if the translator knew the

Diatessaron in Syriac and was greatly influenced by it, it is nevertheless

obvious that a text of the Four Gospels cannot be evolved from the

Diatessaron alone. But it is conceivable that the Diatessaron of Tatian

might have been a purely Syriac work, compiled out of the text

of the Four Gospels then current in a Syriac Version. It is therefore

important to shew that in a number of leading variants and in a

number of renderings of noteworthy passages the Diatessaron differs-

widely from the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, representing, in fact, a

different type of Greek text and a different style of translation.

Differences between the Ev. da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessaron

in the underlying Greek text.

Matt iii 16 {The Light at the Baptism).

The evidence collected above on p. 115 from Barsalibi and others

makes it quite clear that the Diatessaron contained an account of the

' mighty light ' that appeared at the Baptism of Christ. This light is

referred to by Justin {Dial. 88) and appears in what seems to be the

oldest stratum of the Old Latin. But in /S and C there is no trace

of this addition.

Matt vi i (' Do not your gift before men ').

There is a well-marked various reading in this verse and the Syriac
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texts take different sides. The Diatessaron and C support Socrtv

(^X" boh) ; S supports hLKaioavvrjv ( = K*'^ BD l&c latt.exc. k); syr.vg

supports ikey]iJ.oa-vv7)i> (=s", also k). It is natural to suppose that S
represents the original text of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe in this

passage and that C has been altered from the Diatessaron.

Matt xvi 2, 3 (' The Face of the Sky ').

The well-known interpolation of the saying about the Face of the

Sky is omitted in S and C ( = nB 13&c 157 arm). But, as we have

seen already on p. 134, S. Ephraim quotes the words and his quotation

contains the characteristically Old Syriac word rcliioA (Lk xii 55),

so that there is no room for suspicion that he was using the Peshitta.

The interpolation must therefore have stood in the Diatessaron, which

here again is found in agreement with D and the Latins.

Matt xvii 2Q (' as if a stranger').

The Arabic Diatessaron (xxv 6) in telling the story of the Tribute-

money makes a notable addition. We read

" Jesus said to him ' The sons then are free ?
' Simon said to him

' Yea !

' Jesus said to him ' Give thou also to him as a stranger.'
"

This addition is attested for the Diatessaron by Ephraim (Moes.

161). It is found also in the Greek minuscule 713, but not in S or C.

Matt xxvii 16, 17 (Jesus Barahhas).

That the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe gave the name Jesus to

Barabbas is definitely asserted by the common source of Bar Bahlul

and Barsalibi (see above, p. 178f.), and this reading is confirmed by S.

It is found in 1*- 118-209*, in the margin of several inferior MSS, and

in the Palestinian Syriac Lectionary^. It was also the reading of

Origen and there is good reason for thinking that it stood in the

immediate archetype of B. But there is no trace of it in the Diates-

saron, or in any Old Latin text.

Mk i 41 (' heing angyy ').

When the leper came and begged to be cleansed, our Lord granted

his request, being, according to the ordinary text, moved with compassion

' Not however in the ancient fragments, published by Land, of a MS of the Oospels.
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{(nT\ayxvi(T6ei%). This is also the reading of S. But the Diatessaron
(Moes. 143, 144) very expressly supports the other reading being angry
{opyLo-deCs), which is that of D and the Old Latin.

Mk vii 33 (Spitting on the fingers).

From the evidence collected above (p. 127/) we learn that the
Diatessaron supported the cmious reading eTrrva-ev ek tov<; SaKTvXov?

avrov (He spat on His fingers and put it in the ears of that deaf-mute),

found in W**. But S has another reading, which nevertheless differs

from the ordinary text and agrees with cod. 28 and the 'Ferrar Group.'

Mk IX 15 (npoa-Tpe^ovTe';, Trpocr^aipovTe'i).

The variation between these words may be conjectured to have

arisen from an accidental permutation of letters. The majority of

Greek mss with S support Kpoa-rpe^ovTe';, while D and the Latins

support iTpo(T)(aipovT€%. The Arabic Diatessaron (xxiv 26) has

And the folk when they perceived Jesus ivere amazed and in the

midst of their joy they ran and greeted him^.

The regular way to use the Arabic Diatessaron is to compare it with

the corresponding verse in syr.vg: the differences between the two texts

represent readings of the original Harmony. Here there are two such

differences, viz. ' Jesus ' instead of ' him ' in the first clause and the

insertion of ' in the midst of their joy ' before ' they ran ' in the second

clause. The first variant is attested by Uhcffk, the same authorities

that read Trpo(TxatpovTe<; instead of npoa-Tpex^ovres, and it is evident that

'in the midst of their joy' stands ultimately for Trpoo-xaipoi/res, the

intermediate Syriac stage being, I suppose, ^^.-u* :»;^. The Arabic

therefore has a conflate text containing equivalents both for vpoa--

TpexovTe<; and for Trpo(T)(ai'povTe.'i. This double rendering can hardly be

original. Doubtless the words corresponding to 'ran and' come

1 The Arabic MSS are said to have l^jlp., which may either be l_jjU. they lowed (Kke an ox),

or
t sjU. they raced, or t_5jU. they drew 6cic^,—none of which are suitable, or exphcable from the

context. The corresponding word in the Peshitta and S is oroo^, and as the substantive Zj^a.

amazement is used in Diat xlii 19 to render riL^mo^ (Lk xxi 25, sic) 1 think there can be little

doubt that the word here meant is l_3jl»- they were amazed.

25
B. II.
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ultimately from the Pesliitta, or the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe itself,

and the true text of Tatian's Harmony in this passage agreed completely

with the ' Western ' authorities.

Mk xvi 9-20 {The Longer Conclusion).

The so-called ' Last Twelve Verses ' of S. Mark are omitted

altogether in S, the Gospel ending at xvi 8, which is immediately

followed on the same column by the beginning of S. Luke. The verses

are found in C. They also form an integral part of the Diatessaron,

as is clear from the allusions in Aphraates and in the Doctrine ofAddai.

In this most important feature, therefore, the Greek text underlying

the Diatessaron diflPered from the Greek text underlying S.

And there can be little doubt that S, which omits the verses, more

truly represents the genuine text of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

than C, which inserts them. It is impossible to conceive any Syriac-

speaking community suppressing the verses: the mere fact that positive

evidence for their omission exists is enough to shew that the original

form of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe did not contain them.

Lk vii 14 (' Youth, youth
!

').

The doubled Neavto-Ke, which is found in D and in the Old Latin

a and ff, is expressly attested by Aphraates and by Ephraim, but is

not found in S. There is no reason to suspect that S in this passage

represents a revised text, so that here also the Diatessaron and the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe originally differed.

Lk xviii 30 {'Seven-fold').

According to S. Mark those that have left their lands and their

families for Christ's sake and the Gospel's shall receive an hundredfold.

In S. Matthew most authorities have an hundredfold, but a few ancient

texts (including B and Origen) have manifold. In S. Luke most texts

have manifold, but S and C have an hundredfold, while D and the

Old Latin with the Diatessaron {Moesinger 88) have sevenfold. Here

again we may conjecture that the Ev. da-Mepharreshe and the

Diatessaron originally differed. But it is possible in this particular

case that the text of S and C has been assimilated to S. Mark (or
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S. Matthew). Certainly no authorities except S and C have an

hundredfold in S. Luke, but it would be somewhat strange to find in

our Syriac Mss examples of harmonistic corruption, not in agreement

with the Diatessaron text, but contrary to it.

Lk xxii 43, 44 {The Bloody Sweat) and Lk xxiii 34 {'Father
, forgive

them ').

These famous interpolations have a place in the Diatessaron, but

are not found in S. They are however found in C, so the case is not

absolutely parallel to the omission of Matt xvi 2, 3. Yet there can

be little doubt that S in omitting these passages preserves the original

text of the Ev. da-Mejoharo^eshe. The intrinsic interest of the two

passages must generally have afforded a strong motive for their inser-

tion wherever they were known, and as a matter of fact S. Ephraim

shews his appreciation of them by repeated quotations and allusions.

According to a correspondent of Photius ' some of the Syrians ' omitted

Lk xxii 43, 44 ; this is probably a reference to the asterisk in the

margin of the Harclean version.

Joh V 3, 4 (The Angel at the Pool).

The well-known interpolation about the Angel troubling the waters

is absent from C, and though a leaf is here missing from S it is evident

from the space that the passage was absent from S also. But it

must have had a place in the Syriac Diatessaron, for Ephraim says

(Moesinger 146): 'If they believe that the Angel by the water of

Shiloah was healing the sick, how much rather should they believe

that the Lord of the Angels purifies by baptism from all stain V It is

only in the interpolated form of the story that there is any mention of

an 'angel.'

Joh X 8 (' those that came before me ').

The words ' before me ' in this saying of our Lord are omitted in

many Greek mss (headed by ><*), in all Latin authorities except those

mentioned below, in the Sahidic, and in S and syr.vg. They are found

in many Greek mss (headed by B and D), in Clement and Origen, in the

Bohairic and the Armenian, in Ephraim's Commentary {Moesinger 200),

in Faustus (ap. Aug), in Lucifer, in Jerome's own quotations, in the
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Latin Vulgate mss gat and fos, and in the MS of syr.vg called by

Mr Gwilliam 36. It is tempting to add this passage to the rest where

S and the Diatessaron differ in the underlying Greek. Gat is one

of a group of ' mixed ' Vulgate MSS whose readings sometimes agree

curiously with the Diatessaron, the other members being the Sanger-

manensis {g) and the Tours MS called by Wordsworth W. On the other

hand, the only direct evidence that the words 'before me' were

contained in the Diatessaron comes from Moesinger 200, where the

verse is quoted in verbal agreement with the Armenian vulgate.

We cannot therefore be sure that the translator of Ephraim's Com-

mentary was not adapting his text to that of his vernacular Bible.

This explanation however does not account for the presence of the

words in an isolated MS of the Peshitta : it is somewhat difficult to

account for them there, unless they slipped in through a scribe's

reminiscence of Tatian's Harmony.

Differences hetiveen the Ev. da-Mepharreshe cmd the Diatessaron

in rendering the Greek.

We now give a few examples of noteworthy divergence between the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessaron in rendering Greek

words and phrases.

Matt V 4 (5) TrapaKk-qdiqaovTai,.

' Happy is it for the mourners that they shall be comforted

'

(»^__ari'-i3^i) is the rendering oi S C and syr.vg, but Aphraates 41

in a string of allusions taken certainly from the Diatessaron^ has

' He promised the mourners that they should be entreated for

'

In Lk xvi 25 TrapaKakeiTai is interpreted 'he is besought' by

Aphraates 383 and Ephraim^, in accordance with the oldest Latin

tradition, but S and syr.vg have ' he taketh his ease ' (jjujivsa). But

in Lk vi 24 we read both in S and in Aphraates 390 ' Woe to you,

rich, that ye have received your supplication,' where ' your supplica-

tion' (»^__a^A>a.^=>) is a rendering of t-^v TrapaKkirja-iv vjxSiv.

1 See above, p. 181. ^ See above, p. 136.
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Matt X 5 idvwv.

' Go not in the way of the peoples ' (riLsaio^) is the rendering of

S, but the Diatessaron (as attested by Aphraates 42)^ has 'Go not in

the way of the pagans' (rdAui), and this rendering is adopted by the

Peshitta, although reL^iii should represent iOviKcov rather than iOvav.

Other instances of a similar nature, where the rendering of the

Diatessaron has been adopted in syr.vg in preference to that of the

Ev. da-Mephari^eshe, are

Matt V 16 KoXd- rC'ixai. SC, but r<J^ Aphraates 14

Matt xxi 41 eKSwo-eraf AAu *S, >ilzj C, but .tuo-i Ephr. Lamy i 253

Mk xii 42 XeTrro. hvo- ^cssnx. ^'\h\ S, but ^\'sn [^^iA<] Ephr.

Nis. 9V'

Mk xii 42 Kohpdvr-q^- rcisi^oi S, but rei-iosai, Ephr. Nis. 91"^

Lk vii 43 6p6(a<;- ii^z. S C, but ^rc'^i^ Ephr. Lamy ii, p. xxii.

Mk ii 27 TO craySySaTov Sid top dvOpoiirov iyiv€To.

The Sabbath was 'created' (Av.iaA^K'), according to S and syr.vg;

according to Ephraim's Commentary [Moes. 62, 148) the word used

was either a literal rendering of iyevero or some word like h\.=3ai^inr<.

The text of S might naturally be put down as a quite permissibly free

rendering of iyevero, but iKricrdr] is actually found in l-118*-131-209

and in 700, and it is not very likely that these MSS have been directly

influenced by the Syriac versions. We ought perhaps therefore to

include this instance under the category of those passages where the

Diatessaron dift'ered from the Ev. da-Mejoharreshe in text as well as

rendering.

Lk ii 14 evSoKLa.

All Syriac authorities support evSoKua, but while S has the rare

word i<'Aia.5>-'ir<' ' favour,' the Diatessaron followed by the Peshitta has

rd-ai^ rtf'iaoo 'good hope.'

Lk IV 29 cocrre KaTaKprjjxvi(Tai avTov.

As explained above, pp. 130, 183, the Diatessaron used words which

implied that the people of Nazareth actually threw our Lord over

the cliff. This is not supported by syr.vg, and S has 'so that they

1 See above, p. 182.
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might hang him.' The reading of S seems meant for aJcrre [KaTa]/<pe-

jxaa-oLi avTov, but as there is no trace of this elsewhere it is very Hkely

nothing more than a translator's blunder. But be that as it may, the

passage clearly illustrates the independence of the exegetical tradition

of S and the Diatessaron.

Lk vi 28 rav iiTrjpeaCovTav v/xa5.

These words are translated in S by »__a^\ ^.mx s. .i 'that oppress

you,' while the corresponding words in the Diatessaron as represented

by Aphraates 34 (see above, p. 110) are .^_cva=) ,-.i.i»^AiS3.i 'that use

violence to you.' Neither of these renderings was adopted in syr.vg.

Lk xii 20 acfypav.

S and C have r^liii^i i>aua ' lacking in mind '

; the Diatessaron had

rdol r<ll:i ' without heart ' (i.e. 'without sense ')
: see above pp. 133, 157.

Lk xvii 21 eVro5 vpcoi'.

This is translated 'among you' (^^oaAuxs) in S and C, but the

Diatessaron [Moes. 209, 211) has 'within your heart.'

^

Joh XV 1 rj a/xTTcXos rj dXyjOivyj.

As explained above, pp. 143/!, 151, the Diatessaron rendered this

phrase by ' the Vineyard of Truth,' but S and the Peshitta have ' the

Vine of Truth.'

Lastly we must bring forward the most characteristic differences of

all between the Diatessaron and the Illv. da-MepluM^reshe as represented

by S,—those, namely, that concern Joseph and Mary.

Tatian was an Encratite, who rejected marriage. It is therefore

not surprising that ' he cut out the Genealogies and whatever other

passages shew that the Lord was born of the seed of David according

to the flesh,' ^ and that he made certain alterations in the wording of

the story of the Nativity. It was well pointed out in Baethgen's

Evangelienfragmente (pp. 93, 94) that these alterations are, actually

found in (7 ; it is not too much to say that the agreements of C with

Tatian in Matt i 18-25 were the strongest features in his argument for

' Here again the Peshitta agrees with neither rendering, having ' in the midst of you

'

2 Theodoret, Haer i 20.
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the dependence of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe upon the Diatessaron.

But the text of S in these verses is animated by a wholly different

tendency, which can best be exhibited by placing the readings of our

two MSS side by side with the Diatessaron fragments.

S

18. Now the birth of

the Messiah was thus :

When Mary his mother

was betrothed to Joseph,

before ever they drew near

one>to the other,

she was found with child

of the Holy Spirit.

19. Now Joseph her husband",

because he was upright,

was not willing

to expose Mary....

20. . .

.

' Joseph son of David,

do not fear to take"^

Mary thy wife,

for that which is being born

from her

is from the Holy Spirit.

21. Now she will bear thee a

son,

and thou shalt call his name
Jesus,

for he shall save alive

his people from its sins. . .

.'

24. Now when Joseph

arose from his sleep,

he did as the angel of the

LoED commanded him,

and he took his wife

25. and

she bare him a son,

and he called his name Jesus.

C

18. Now the birth of

the Messiah was thus

:

When Mary his mother

was betrothed to Joseph,

before ever they drew near

one to the other

she was found with child

of the Holy Spirit.

19. Now Joseph,

because he was an upright man"^,

was not willing

to expose Mary...

.

20. ...'Joseph son of David,

do not fear to take '^

Mary thy betrothed,

for that which is being born

from her

is conceived from the Holy
Spirit.

21. Now she will bear thee a

son,

and his name shall be called

Jesus,

for he shall save alive

the world from its sins...
.'

24. Now when Joseph

arose from his sleep,

he did as the angel of the

Lord commanded him,

and he took Mary

25. and purely was dwelling

with her until

she bare the son
;

and she called his name Jesus.

Moesinger

(p. 20) The birth of

Jesus Christ was thus :

When his mother Mary

was betrothed to Joseph,

and before ever she was

given to a husband,

she was found with child

of the Holy Spirit,

(p. 22) Joseph,

because he was an upright man,

was not willing

to expose Mary.

(p. 23) 'Do not fear

to take Mary.'

(pp. 25, 26) He took her. ...

... purely he was dwelling

with her until

she bare the first-born.

19
^ "-<jy<:=> 20 aoorsA A (as V. 24)
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Some estimate of the value of the remarkable text of S for the

criticism of the Greek text of this passage will be given in the Note

on Matt i 16, 25, but the difference of spirit between it and that of the

Diatessaron " springt in die Augen," as the Germans say. And that S
and not G here represents the original text of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe

is clear from the first clause o{ v. 21 (' Now she will bear thee a son'),

the corresponding Greek being re^erat 8e vlof. It is inconceivable

that the person who produced C's text of v. 25 should have been the

translator of this clause, but it is quite easy to see how a reviser

altering a text like that of S into conformity with the Diatessaron

should have left unnoticed and uncorrected the tell-tale vA in u. 21.

So far therefore as this passage goes, the argument of Baethgen as

to the dependence of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe upon the Diatessaron is

not confirmed by the text of *S; on the contrary, it is seriously weakened,

for it shews to what a great extent Syriac texts which were originally

different in spirit and in wording have actually been harmonised.

The main object of this long catalogue of differences between the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessaron has been to shew

what great divergence in spirit, in rendering, and in the underlying

Greek text, still exists in spite of all the natural tendencies to

harmonisation. The last example from Matt i 18-25 shews the

harmonisation in the act of being accomplished. It is true, and the

fact has been insisted on by all the writers who have occupied them-

selves with these questions, that the agreements between the extant

fragments of the Diatessaron and the text of S and C are too numerous

and too intimate to be explained except by a common origin. But how

far dare we say that the extant fragments of the Diatessaron truly

represent the original text of Tatian's Harmony ? If the earlier history

of the Diatessaron at all resembled its later fortunes, it will have been

continually suffering assimilation to the current Biblical text. The

Syriac text from which Ciasca's Arabic was translated had been almost

wholly corrected to the language of the Peshitta ; Victor of Capua's

Diatessaron has been almost wholly corrected to the language of the

Vulgate. The quotations in Aphraates and Ephraim are the earliest

form of the Syriac Diatessaron that we possess, and these quotations

agree largely with the Ev. da-Mepharreshe. But what right have we
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to assume that every reading in the codex used by Aphraates or
S. Ephraim faithfully represents the uncorrupted text as Tatian left it ?

These considerations all tend to shew that the Syriac Diatessaron
and the 'Old Syriac' version of the Four Gospels were, to a much
greater extent than is generally believed, independent works. And to
that extent all arguments as to the date of the ' Old Syriac,' that are
based on the supposed original resemblance in text between the
Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessaron, fall to the ground.
Yet it is hard to believe that the resemblances of rendering can all be
made to disappear. He would be a bold man who would assert that
both the Diatessaron and the Ev. da-Mepharreshe had not always
rendered 6 uios /aou 6 d-yanrjTo'; by ' My Son and my Beloved,' or called

the vcTTTrjp in which our Lord washed the disciples' feet ps'A\i^xi..T rdmi
i.e. 'a XeKavTj for washing' (Joh xiii 5), or the ivLypacjiri on the Cross
rcLn^, i.e. ' a TTiTTdKiov ' (Lk xxiii 38). If these renderings be original,

and the fulness of the evidence suggests that they are so, they can-

not be accidental and the translator of the later text must have been
acquainted with the earlier text.

The Ev. da-Mepharreshe influenced by the O.T. Peshitta.

The history of the text of the Old Testament in Syriac in its earlier

stages is involved in obscurity. The Syriac Vulgate of the O.T., to

which the name Peshitta properly belongs, is in the main a translation

direct from the original Hebrew. It is clear that the translators had

a good knowledge of the general meaning of the text and an excellent

acquaintance with Jewish tradition. To such an extent is this the

case that it seems impossible to avoid considering the Peshitta as the

work of Jewish scholars : it will be enough here to refer to J. Perles's

Meletemata Peschitthoniana. With this agrees the oldest Syriac

tradition; according to Jacob of Edessa, the apostle Addai and the

believing king Abgar sent to Jerusalem and to Palestine for men to

translate the Old Testament from Hebrew into Syriac^ This is only

another way of saying that the Church in Edessa at the earliest period

B. II.

R. Duval's LUterature Syriaque, p. 32,

26
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of its existence took over from the Synagogue a vernacular rendering

of the Old Testament.

The Peshitta as we have it now is this Jewish version, slightly

revised from the Septuagint, especially in the Prophets. The revision

was made long before the times of Aphraates and S. Ephraim, probably

at the end of the 2nd century. But it did not alter the essential

character of the version, and where the Peshitta differs from the

Greek we may be fairly confident that it gives the text of the original

translation from the Hebrew. In attempting to discover the date of

the Ev. da-Mepliarreshe it is therefore most important to ascertain

whether that version of the Gospels shews any traces of the influence

of the Old Testament in Syriac.

The answer must certainly be in the affirmative. In no other way

can we explain the general acquaintance which the translator shews

witli the names and the phraseology of the Old Testament. This

appears above all in the Genealogies, the portion of the text least

influenced by the Diatessaron.

In the Genealogies the names are transliterated correctly into their

Semitic form, an impossible task to one familiar with them only in their

meagre Greek dress. It requires some acquaintance with the O.T. to

know that Na^w^ in the genealogy given by 8. Luke should be written

icL^jj, but tapov-^^ should be -^^ioo, and Aa^e^ should be vCaV Yet

S gets these right, together with all the other puzzling names of the

Patriarchs. In Matt i 5 he rightly transliterates Boes and 'IcofirjS by

v^= and i=Q.2».^ : if in Lk iii 32 we find the unbiblical names jlos and

A=3a.>, that is because the Greek here had Booc and (doubtless) icoBhA.

And the accurate rendering of the Patriarchs' names is not due to

extraordinary skill in I'ecognising a Semitic name in Greek spelling, for

in the names between David and Joseph that are otherwise unknown
to history the Syriac transliterations do not always approve themselves

:

it is, at least, open to doubt whether hAei (the father of Joseph) should

be rendered ^7n as S gives it, and not h)} or "hn or ''Sti.

But the JEv. da-Mepharreshe does not merely give a scholarly

representation of the names. In several cases it gives the specifically

Syriac representation. Thus in Matt i 5 Euth is spelt ^a^i in S and

' C, supported by J.*, has Tcacvi^, a. Syriac corruption, which shews however that the Usts

have not been revised.
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A, dia^iri'in C, with the guttural after the ' r,' in accordance with the

Syriac Old Testament, a spelling which is not suggested either by the
Greek, which has 'VovO, or by the Hebrew and the Targum, which have

nil. Similarly rilii., for taXfjiav, agrees with the Peshitta text of Ruth
iv 20, 21, but not with the Hebrew or the Greeks

The dependence of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe upon the Syriac Old
Testament affords the explanation of another very curious circumstance,

viz. that S and C are almost the only first-rate textual authorities that

spell the names of king Asa and king Amon correctly ^. The Evangelist

spelt these names \cd.4> and amwc, following the forms then current in

Greek. 'Amos' is still current in the Greek O.T., but 'king Asaph'

has been corrected to 'king Asa' through the influence of Origen's

Hexapla : sufficient evidence however still remains to shew that

' Asaph ' was once the prevailing spelling both in the Books of Kings

and in Jeremiah. We may therefore safely infer that the Greek MS

from which the Ev. da-Mepharreshe was translated had 'Aa-d(f> and

'Aju,6J9, not 'Acra and 'Afiatv, and that the reason why we find pc'oor*' and

.__as3K' in S and C is because the translator knew the true names of

these Jewish kings from the Syriac Bible.

The influence of the Syriac Old Testament upon the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe is by no means confined to the Genealogies. The O.T.

quotations which occur in »S and C are of course in general, like the rest

of the text, a translation from the Greek. But now and again S and C
leave the Greek and agree with the Peshitta, even in places where it

differs from the Hebrew and the Lxx. A few instances are given below.

Matt iv 6 = Ps xci (xc) 12

' On their arms they shall bear thee up ' S C.

This agrees exactly with the Peshitta in Ps xci 12 (.^oois-i.i Aa-),

the Hebrew being D*S3 ^V- But the Gi-eek has eirl x^i-P^t^ apovaiv ere,

and with this agrees Matt iv 6 syr.vg.

Curiously enough the parts are reversed in the parallel passage

1 Another instance, outside the Genealogies, is .^_cura^ for Zio?i, Matt xxi 5, Joh xii 15.

2
Ac&ct) is read in Matt i 7, 8 by nBGDi-"= 1-209 543 700 k c g q sah boh aeth arm, by the

Oxyrhynchus Papyrus (3rd cent) and by the Genealogy in Ciasca's Arabic cod. A.

AMcoc is read in Matt i 10 by xBCDi"" al'^^'*' latt (exc a/vg) sah boh arm and by the

Oxyrhynchus Papyrus.
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Lk iv 11. There syr.vg has on their arms in agreement with the

O.T. Peshitta, while *S has on their hands in agreement with the

Greek.

Matt X 25, xii 24, &c.

' Beelzebub.'

In 2 Kings i 2 ff the Peshitta has j3Q.3i\s-> B^'elz^fidfi in agreement

with the Hebrew 313T 7^^, But the Greek has BeeX^eySovX, with X at

the end ; so also has the Old Latin, and even the extant Armenian and

Arabic texts of the Diatessaron. The Syriac versions and the Latin

Vulgate stand alone in ending the word with the letter b. In the case

of the Latin Vulgate this is certainly due to S. Jerome's knowledge of

the Old Testament in Hebrew ; and similarly the Syriac N.T. shews an

acquaintance with a translation made direct from the Hebrew, which

can be none other than the Old Testament Peshitta itself

Matt xiii 35 = Ps Ixxviii (Ixxvii) 2

'From of old' (7>.*.in ^-i) S C.

This agrees exactly with the Peshitta of Ps Ixxviii 2, which is

a translation of Dip ^JD- But the Greek of Matt xiii 35 is airo Kara-

fioXy]s [KocTfjiov^. There can be little doubt here that the rendering

adopted by the Ev. da-Mepharreshe is derived immediately from the

Syriac Old Testament.

Lk iii 4—6 = Isaiah xl 3—6
This long quotation is entirely assimilated to the Peshitta text of

Isaiah in S and C We may note especially the clause in v. 4,

And direct in the Plai7i paths for our God.

This is word for word with Isai xl 3^ in syr.vg. But the Greek N.T.

has evdecas -rroLelTe ras TpCfiovs avTov, and neither in S. Luke nor the

LXX is there anything to correspond with in the Plain (i.e. niiyi). We
see therefore that the O.T. Peshitta influenced the Ev. da-Mepharreshe

in S. Luke as well as in S. Matthew.
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It follows, as an obvious corollary from these examples, that the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is later than the translation of the O.T.

from Hebrew into Syriac. The imperfect preservation of the Diatessaron

in its earlier forms makes it practically impossible to discover to what
extent it was influenced by the O.T. Peshitta, but as far as the evidence

goes the tests which prove the Ev. da-Mepharreshe to have been later

than the Peshitta tend to break down when applied to the Diatessaron.

In the first place, the Genealogies are missing ; the lists found in the

23rd Homily of Aphraates cannot be ascribed to the original form of

Tatian's Harmony in the face of the definite statement of Theodoret

that the Genealogies had been left out. Then again the evidence, so

far as it goes, suggests that the Diatessaron had Beehebul with the

Greek, not Beelzebub with the Syriac O.T. As for the quotations in

the Gospel from the O.T., it happens that the phrases which supplied

the clearest evidence in the case of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe are not

preserved in our fragmentary authorities for the Diatessaron text; but

Aphraates 330, when quoting Lk iii 6, ends the verse with

And all flesh shall see the Life of Ood,

i.e. we have a rendering of koX oi/zerat iracra a-ap^ to crcoTyjpLov tov deov,

while on the other hand S and C give us And all flesh shall see it

together, because the mouth of the Loud hath spoken, in agreement with

Isaiah xl 5\ In this quotation, therefore, the Diatessaron is much less

influenced by the Syriac O.T. than the Ev. da-Mepharreshe. At the

same time we must remember that the preceding clause in Aphraates'

quotation agrees verbally with S C and the Syriac of Isai xl 4*". It is

hard to believe that the text of ^ C and Aphraates, viz.

K'^^^&i relfloasi^ rf^h\r^e\ pclx2ijtA KLsai^ rS'oeal

the rough shall become a level and the broken country a plain,

can be an independent translation of ecrrat ra cr/coXta ets ev^etas /cat at

TpayeZai eis oSovs Xetas.

Thus the Diatessaron itself appears to be later than the translation

of the O.T. into Syriac, but its text seems to have been less influenced

1 The N.T. Peshitta of Lk iii 6 agrees with Aphraates (i.e. with the Diatessaron), but

^oj^^'n jTOcuij is changed into yi^rr^y^-^ -fCLi,.
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by the text of the Syriac Old Testament than was that of the Evan-

gelion da-Mepharreshe.

At the beginnmg of this chapter I confessed that the early history

of the Evangelion da-Mejiharreshe belongs to the region of uncertainty

and conjecture. In offering now a conjecture concerning the historical

circumstances which gave birth to that version of the Gospels 1 am well

aware of its precarious nature in the present state of our knowledge.

At the same time I venture to think that the evidence is sufficient to

enable us to make a guess, which may be useful at least as a working

hypothesis.

First as to the Diatessaron. The Greek name that Tatian gave to

his Harmony, the fact that he himself was a Greek author, and—most

important of all—the existence of direct though degenerate descendants

of the Diatessaron in the Codex Fuldensis and the mediaeval Dutch

Harmonies, all these things tell us that the Syriac Diatessaron is not

an original work but a translation of a previously existing Greek Har-

mony. In the absence of evidence to the contrary there is, I consider,

no reason why we should not accept Tatian as the author and compiler

of this Greek Harmony and believe that he brought it with him when

he finally returned to the East about ad 173. Doubtless it was very

soon rendered into Syriac, probably under his immediate supervision.

This part of our hypothesis becomes all the more probable when we

consider the number of Western readings—Western in the strict

geographical sense—which belong to the Diatessaron, but are otherwise

unattested except by Codex Bezae and Old Latin texts.

We come now to the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. The first intro-

duction of the Four Gospels to a Christian community is surely a very

great event in its history. This is especially the case in a community

where a rival to the Four Gospels exists, even a friendly rival such as

the Diatessaron Avas. Is there then any known event in the history of

the Syriac-speaking Churches, which might seem to indicate a breach of

continuity, an inauguration of a fresh order of things ? At such a time

we might look for changes in the vernacular Bible.

What do we know of the early history of the Syriac-speaking Church

in its earliest seat, at Edessa ? It has been well shewn— and here I

must refer again once for all to the admirable work of the Abbe Tixeront,
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called Les Origines de I'Eglise d'JEdesse^—that what we know is the
succession of the Bishops. That succession is

Addai

Aggai

Palut {about 200 ad).

'Abshelama

Barsamya {about 250-60)

Conk {died 313).

Between Barsamya and Cona there is no real breach of continuity,
but the names of the bishops are uncertain: the Abbd Tixeront (p. 152)
gives some very plausible reasons for supposing that the names were
Tiridates and Shalula.

The real break comes between Aggai and Palut. According to the
tradition of the Church of Edessa, as embodied in the Doctrine of
Addai, the evangelist Addai had been sent to Edessa by the apostle
Judas Thomas, and Aggai was the disciple of Addai. But Palut was
not ordained bishop by Aggai. The story goes that the persecution
broke out so suddenly that Aggai was martyred before he was able

to ordain his successor, so that PaMt had to go for his consecration—to

Serapion of Antioch. Thus suddenly we emerge from legend into the
light of history.

Serapion was bishop of Antioch from 190 to 203 ad, and is known
to us from Eusebius {HE vi 12) as the ecclesiastic who suppressed the

Gospel of Peter in the neighbouring Church of Ehossus. There is

absolutely no reason why the Edessene Church should have traced

their succession to him, except that historical fact compelled them so

to do, instead of giving the honour to their somewhat mythical founder

Addai. Not that Addai and Aggai are altogether unhistorical, but the

stories concerning them are obviously legendary in all their details, and

1 See especially pp. 140 fF, 149, 151 ; also the Acts of Barsamya (in Cureton, asd), p. 72. For

a more extended attempt to fix the succession of the Edessene Bishops I venture to refer the

reader to my book Early Eastern Christianity (S. Margaret's Lectures for 1904), especially

pp. 17—36 and 75—78.
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most modern scholars believe that Syriac tradition has placed them a

century too early.

We have, therefore, as the history of the evangelisation of Mesopo-

tamia a mission in the middle of the second century under Addai and

Aggai, a mission which at first met with success, but later on was

almost stamped out by persecution. Then comes the mission of Tatian

in the last quarter of the second century, in which the Diatessaron

makes its appearance. In a third period the organisation of the

Catholic Church makes a fresh start under PalAt about the year

200 AD, and PalAt derived his commission from Serapion of Antioch,

a prelate whom we know to have been especially active in promoting

the ecclesiastical use of the Four Gospels. It is difficult to believe

that the origin of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is unconnected with

the policy of Serapion and the mission of PaMt.

If this theory be adopted, we must think of Paltlt as a Christian of

Edessa familiar with the wording of the Diatessaron, but trained by

Serapion to disregard its authority. The agreements between the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessaron are in the main

agreements of language, in the choice of words and the style of

translation ; the differences between the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

and the Diatessaron are differences in the underlying Greek text and

in striking renderings of single phrases. In other words, the influence

of the Diatessaron on the translator was the sort of influence that the

English Authorised Version exercises on the work of an English

scholar. It modifies the phrase and the cadence of a new translation,

but does not as a rule affect the result in essentials.

Formerly I thought it a serious objection to this view that the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, especially as represented by S, contains

many ' better ' readings than the Diatessaron. It has been argued

above ^, for instance, that S, which omits the 'last twelve verses of

S. Mark,' presents an older form of the version than C, which retains

them, because we cannot conceive of an adequate reason for their

suppression. The Diatessaron contains these verses, together with

many other ' Western Interpolations ' which are absent from S ; must

not therefore S be the older 1

The answer to this objection is that the two cases are not really

1 See p. 194.
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analogous. In the case of two Mss of the same translation of the

canonical Gospels into Syriac, which nevertheless differ here and there

in text, there is a very strong presumption that the text that has the

critically ' better ' readings is the more faithful representative of that

translation. And this is especially true of the particular case of the

retention or omission of [Mk] xvi 9-20, for it is easy to imagine

motives for supplying what would seem a defect in the shorter text, while

it is difficult to imagine motives for cutting these verses out when once

they had been supplied. But the case is different when we compare a

translation of the Four Gospels with a translation of Tatian's Harmony.

Here there will be differences, intentional differences, from the very

beginning. The fact that the translation of the Four Gospels should

be made at all is in itself a proof that in the mind of the translator the

Diatessaron was not of canonical authority. On every page, in every

paragraph, there were omissions, for the Diatessaron is fuller than

either of the Four Gospels taken singly. Moreover in the ' last twelve

verses' of S. Mark we have not to do with a single section omitted in

the middle of a familiar narrative. In the Diatessaron, as was natural,

this section was divided up among passages taken from the other

Gospels ; and, as the substance of [Mk] xvi 9-20 is drawn from the

other three Gospels (except the statement about Christ sitting at the

right hand of God), it would require some attention from one who had

never seen the so-called ' last twelve verses ' to discover their presence

in the Diatessaron^.

When once it is conceded that the Greek texts, upon which the

Diatessaron and the 'Old Syriac' were respectively based, were them-

selves different and came from a different part of the Christian world,

the excellence or inferiority of the readings attested by the two texts

affords no guide to their chronological sequence.

According to the view here suggested, the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

in its original form gives in essentials a faithful representation of the

text of the Four Gospels as received at Antioch about 200 ad. The

wording of the translation has been often influenced by the renderings

found in the Syriac translation of Tatian's Diatessaron, a work familiar

1 There is nothing to suggest that early copies of the Diatessaron had, hke Giasca's Arabic,

notes indicating from which Gospel the several passages were excerpted.

27
B. II.
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to the translator of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe ; to this cause also

we may put down the many instances of minor harmonistic readings, so

far as they have not been brought into our MSS by a similar tendency

on the part of Syriac scribes.

The Greek text that underlies Tatian's Harmony is radically

different from that attested by the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. It

represents the Gospels as read in Kome in the third quarter of the

second century. The fundamentally Western character of this text

appears on every page, and it is only by what we may call a historical

accident, viz. the personal history of Tatian himself, that it was ever

found east of Italy. We know something of this type of text from

Codex Bezae and its Latin allies, from Justin Martyr and from

S. Irenaeus. There are probably few readings of the Diatessaron which

are not otherwise represented in our apparatus criticus.

But from our ordinary sources of information we know next to

nothing about the type of Greek text current at Antioch about the

year 200. It is this that makes the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe so

valuable to us. It is a textual witness from an otherwise unsurveyed

part of the Christian world. All the more, therefore, is it necessary to

use our MSS of this version with the most careful discrimination, and

especially that we may avoid assigning to the Eastern text, which is

the real characteristic of the Old Syriac version of the Four Gospels,

Western readings which have been introduced into our MSS from the

Western text of Tatian's Diatessaron. This discrimination will be the

main object of the following chapter.

It is possible that the date assigned in the foregoing paragraphs to

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is too late, and -that the version may
have originated in the epoch of the first mission, the times of Addai

and of Aggai. The most probable form in which this view can be held

is, I think, that brought forward by Dr Arthur Hjelt in his book

Die altsyrische Evangelienuhersetzung und Tatians Diatessaron,

Dr Hjelt regards the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe as older than the

Syriac Diatessaron, but he considers the several Gospels to have been

the work of different translators, that of S. Matthew being the oldest

and S. Luke the latest. The main support of his theory is that the

same Greek words and phrases are often differently rendered in S
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in the different Gospels. A number of instances are collected by

Dr Hjelt on pp. 96-107 of his book, some of which are sufficiently

striking, and to those who are prepared to regard a text practically

identical with that of the Sinai Palimpsest as the earliest version of

the Gospel in Syriac they certainly present a formidable appearance.

Dr Hjelt does not, I venture to think, allow sufficiently for the

difficulties of consistency. My own English translation of S and C
is fairly consistent ; but when I call to mind the numerous irregularities

which slipped in, some of which were only corrected in proof and some

of which, alas, still remain, I cannot wonder that irregularities of

rendering are to be detected in the Syriac text of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe. Moreover, some of the most curious irregularities

are not conterminous with the several Gospels. How irregular, for

instance, are the Syriac renderings of evdv<;, €v6eco<; ! Or again, the

rendering of 'IrjcroCs by «___j»i our Lord, one of the most striking

features of S, is not characteristic of the whole of Matt and Joh, but

only of parts of these Gospels, and it also occurs in Lk viii 40^. We
may also bring forward against Dr Hjelt's theory a number of very

curious agreements between the text of the several Gospels in the

JSv. da-Mepharreshe, which seem to imply a common origin : one

striking example is the rendering of eV aroXais by K'oi^Qof<l= both

in Mk xii 38 and Lk xx 46, as if it were iv crroats.

It will not be necessary to examine Dr Hjelt's interesting lists in

detail. If once we admit that the Diatessaron preceded the Ev.

da-Mepharreshe, another explanation of the differences between the

rendering of parallel passages lies at our disposal. It is simply this :

—

that in one passage the translator allowed himself to reproduce the

already familiar text of the Diatessaron, in another he made his own

new rendering from the Greek that lay before him. Dr Hjelt observes

that the text of S. Matthew is more freely rendered in S than the

text of S. Luke : the explanation is, that there are more undigested

fragments of the Diatessaron text in the First Gospel than in the Third.

For instance Dr Hjelt notes (p. 103) that otvoTrdrrys is rendered

1 See above, pp. 85/., 97/., and the Note on ocbSA> Matt xiv 27 S. Note also that riXos is

y^^s^ax. in Matt xxiv 6, 14, and Mk iii 26, but ,<;i^•^M Matt x 22, xxiv 13, xxvi 58, Mk xiii 7, 13,

Lk xxi 9. In Matt xiii 39, 40, xxiv 3, trwreXna is rendered by r^i^ax., but in Matt xiii 49 by
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by ril*Aut. 'a drinker' in Matt xi 19 SC, but in Lk vii 34 S and

C have rtfLioi ' a drunkard.' Here the evidence of Ephraim^ makes

it practically certain that ril^Avi- was the rendering found in the

Diatessaron. In S. Matthew, therefore, the translator of the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe adopted the rendering of Tatian's Harmony, while in

S. Luke he chose to give a literal rendering. It is not necessary to

assume in such passages that the text of both S and C have been sub-

sequently assimilated to the Diatessaron, though this may frequently

have occurred ; but I am sure it is only in accordance with ordinary

human nature, that a translator should sometimes follow previously

existing renderings and sometimes translate for himself It must of

course be remembered that Dr Hjelt regards the original text of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe as older than the Diatessaron and there-

fore uninfluenced by any previous rendering of the Gospel into Syriac.

It is naturally impossible to know how long the translator of the

' Old Syriac ' was occupied with his task : for aught we know it may
have been the work of several seasons, and the translator's style may
have slightly changed in the interval. But if it be granted that the

Diatessaron preceded the ' Old Syriac ' version of the Four Gospels and

exercised a decided influence on the wording of the version, it does not

appear to me necessary to suppose that it was the work of more than

one translator or that the translator made use of more than one Greek

exemplar. And that this translator was none other than Bishop Palut,

the disciple of Serapion of Antioch, I now consider a probable surmise.

On the view here advocated, the view which dates the Syriac

Diatessaron about 173 ad and the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe about

200 AD, the earliest Church in Edessa under Addai and Aggai had no

New Testament. For the first generation of Syriac-speaking Christians

the Law and the Prophets sufficed. It is just this absence of an

available text of the Four Gospels which explains the instant and

continued success of the Diatessaron in Mesopotamia in contrast to its

failure throughout the rest of the Christian world

.

1 Lamy ii 747 : see above, p. 118.



CHAPTER V.

THE TEXTS OF S AND OF C.

The application of our ancient mss to the correction or the

confirmation of the Greek text of the Gospels is the ultimate aim
for which they are studied, but before the readings of such mss as S
or C can be profitably so applied many preliminary questions have to

be settled. In the previous chapters a sketch of the history of the

version to which S and C belong has been attempted : we have now
to consider how far S and C preserve the original form of that version.

The Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, as it left the translator's hands, may
have been a fairly faithful representative of the Greek text current at

Antioch about 200 ad ; but the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, as known
to us, consists of the text of S and of C. If these mss represent the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe as revised at some later period from the

Greek, we cannot use them with confidence as evidence for the text

current at Antioch at the end of the second century.

The need of some such investigation is all the more pressing,

because of the frequent serious divergences between S and C. The

most obvious explanation of these divergences is, of course, the Syriac

Diatessaron, and doubtless in most instances it is the true explanation.

But we must not always assume that, where »S and C differ, the

reading which is not that of the Diatessaron is the original ' Old

Syriac' It is possible that in any given case the original ' Old Syriac'

may have agreed with the Diatessaron, and that 5 or C may have been

revised at a later period to agree with a Greek ms.

We may take as an example Joh iv 25, where the Greek has oTSa

OTC MecraCas e/J^erat, 6 Xeyofjievo^ XpLaro'S- orav iXdrj e/ceivo?, dvayyeXel

Tj/jiiv aVavra. I give the Syriac texts in parallel columns :
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S C

Lo, the Messiah cometh; I hnoiv that the Messiah cometh;

and what time he hath come, and what time he hath come,

everything he ivill give. he shall explain to us everything.

The Diatessaron {Moes. 141) has: "Lo, Christ cometh; and when

he shall come, everything he will give us." Thus the remarkable

paraphrase found in S is practically identical with the text of the

Diatessaron, w-hile C follows the Greek. It should further be noticed

that syr.vg. which of course agrees with the Greek, has .^\»i ' teacheth

'

where C has ji.-ts.^)!
' explaineth.' The text of C is therefore certainly

not derived from syr.vg : indeed I may say that I know of no instance

where the text of either S or C has been assimilated to the Peshitta.

The Peshitta often agrees with S or C, but in such cases we may be sure

that the text is older than Rabbula.

If it were only asked which is the original rendering of Joh iv 25

into Syriac, the answer is easy : without doubt the bold paraphrase

attested by S and the Diatessaron is more primitive than the literal

version found in C. But it is not so easy to decide which is the

original reading of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. Assuming that

the paraphrase really belongs to Tatian's Harmony there are two

possible explanations of what we find in S and C. We may suppose

that C gives the translation made by Palut (if it be he) about 200 ad,

while ">S' has been assimilated by some later scribe to the familiar text

of the Diatessaron ; or we may suppose that PaKit was content to

accept the Diatessaron rendering in this verse as adequate, and that

what he wrote has been faithfully preserved in S, but that C represents

the work of a later reviser who has brought the text of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe into closer agreement with the Greek.

In the particular instance of Joh iv 25 I incline to think that

the first alternative is correct, that C gives the original rendering

of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and that S has been altered

to agree with the Diatessaron. But this is not always the case,
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and the two alternatives that I have put forward challenge the

judgement on almost every page of our mss. It is therefore necessary

to ask whether S or C shews any signs of revision from Greek mss later

than that used as the basis of the translation itself

Out of this part of the inquiry S emerges with flying colours.

There are very few instances where S shews a text which seems to

have been mended from the Greek. In other words, the text of S
is almost always either that of the original Evangelion da-Mepharreshe

or that of the Diatessaron, with the exception of a few simple blunders

of transcription such as no MS, ancient or modern, is entirely free from.

It is quite otherwise with C. There are readings in C that cannot

be explained from the Diatessaron at all. Foremost among them is

the occurrence of [Mk] xvi 9—20 : these verses were present in the

Greek text underlying the Diatessaron, but they could not be re-

constructed from the Diatessaron itself^. Equally convincing is the

occurrence in C of some, but not all, of the greater ' Western

Interpolations.' These Interpolations may be defined as the sub-

stantial additions to the Gospel story which are found in Codex

Bezae (D) and the ' African ' Latin, but are absent from Codex

Vaticanus (B). They appear to form a single series, probably derived

from a glossed edition of the Four Gospels issued somewhere in the

West about the middle of the 2nd century. The exact limits of the

series are of course impossible to ascertain, but the twelve readings

given below certainly form part of it, and that the most important.

Two facts about the distribution of the ' Western Interpolations

'

come out with unmistakeable clearness from this tabular arrangement.

We see in the first place that the ' Old Syriac,' as represented by S,

is entirely free from them ; and secondly, that it is the ' African ' Latin

which has incorporated the largest number. Had Codex Bobiensis {k)

survived complete, I think it not unlikely that it would have contained

the whole series. The Diatessaron, as might have been expected from

a text essentially Western in origin, contains a large number of the

Western additions to the canonical text. C, on the other hand,

occupies a middle position. The fact that it omits the additions to

Matt xvi 2, 3, and to Joh v 3, 4, which are otherwise attested by

nearly the whole mass of ' Western ' evidence, is enough to shew that

1 See above, p. 209.
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the series of Interpolations forms no part of the ground-text of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. The members of the series which are

actually found in C must therefore have been brought in from some
other source, and from their very nature it is difficult to believe that

the source can have been in every case the Diatessaron itself The
episode of the bloody Sweat may certainly have come from the

Diatessaron, although even in that case it is remarkable that the

interpolation should have been made in S. Luke's Gospel. But it is

very difficult to believe that ' Father, forgive them,' was inserted in C
just before Lk xxiii 34^ exactly at the place where the words are

inserted in Greek mss, if we are to suppose that the interpolator took

them from the Diatessaron. For according to the Arabic Harmony
(lii 6, 7), apparently supported by S. Ephraim's Commentary, the saying
* Father, forgive them,' was assigned by Tatian to our Lord's last

moments, whereas in the mss of the Gospels the saying is always

placed at the moment of crucifixion.

We learn therefore from a consideration of the ' Western Inter-

polations ' that C has been revised from a Greek MS, and that this

MS contained some at least of the more common Western additions

to the text, besides the ' Longer Conclusion ' to S. Mark. That such

MSS were to be found in the East from the 4th century onwards is

certain. It was, for instance, just such a MS that Thomas of Harkel

used for the emendation of the Philoxenian version of the Acts, and

just such a MS must have been used to correct the immediate ancestor

of Codex Beratinus (^).

The argument from textual criticism is, I venture to think, the

strongest proof that C has been revised from the Greek. But a couple

of instances where theories of textual criticism are not involved may be

brought forward to strengthen the argument.

Matt V 18

twra ev rj /xta Kepaua...

For these words we find in S

One Ydd-letter.

This is a complete, though not an absolutely literal translation of

B. II.
28
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the Greek. k'AaoAxp*' means a letter of the alphabet. That it can

be appropriately used for Kepaia is proved by the fact that jxiav

Kepaiav in Lk xvi IT is rendered by rC.a** r^h\a^r^ both in S and in

the Peshitta^- If then rc'A\oA\t<' corresponds to Kepaia and .tcu to

Iwra, all the essential elements of the Greek are represented in S.

But in C we find

One Yod-letter or one horn.

Here Kepaia is doubly translated, the reviser not having seen that

it was already represented by r<'A»oA»K'. Aphraates and Ephraim

agree with S, so that no doubt the rendering of the Evangelion

da-Meioharreshe is ultimately due to Tatian, the translator accepting

Tatian's paraphrase as an adequate representation of the meaning of

the Greek ^. But the text of C is only a piece of later patching.

Job iv 24

jTvevixa 6 0eo<;, Kal rov? TTpocrKvvovvTa? avTov iv vn^ev/Aart koX akrqOeia

Set TrpocTKVve'iv.

For this C has

."t^Qoialo .rtl*>OT=3 oQ.i ^i.T^^.T ^AiK'o .ocn rf-A>ai V*-\^ K'oqIpS']

.onl ^:»^Qo nc'ivx.ao r^Luoira.i ^A.r^'A [rtflio «. Ocn\

\_For God is a spirit, and they that ivorship him in spirit and to

ivorship them it hehoves~] them that in spirit and in truth worship him.

" Quae quidem," as Tischendorf very truly observes, " mire confusa

sunt."

S omits the words enclosed in brackets^. It should also be noticed

that ."liivjJfl'si^o in C, though by the original hand, is written over a

word that has been washed out, a circumstance of transcription that

may be held to indicate that the scribe had some difficulty in repro-

ducing correctly the text of his exemplar.

It is very difficult to invent a satisfactory theory which will account

1 C is missing in Lk xvi 17.

2 The Peshitta of Matt v 18 has iO,no> au o^ t^^su flcu One Tod or one line, rejecting

T^i\oi\T^ altogether.

3 S also reads ^>l.i<^ instead of ^Aji'^.
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for all the features of S and C in the above passage, but the general'

nnpression I have formed is that S represents the original rendering of

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, a rendering based on a defective

Greek text
; C, on the other hand, is a doublet, and the unnatural

order, of the words placed above between brackets is due to the

reviser, who translated the verse afresh on the margin of his Syriac MS.

But in the process of transcription ' in truth ' has fallen out between
'in spirit and' and 'to worship.'

The remarkable omissions in S do not stand alone. There is little

doubt that the ordinary text of Joh iv 23, 24, is in essentials the true

text, but the repetition of tovs TrpocrKvvovPTa<; avrov seems to have
given great trouble to scribes in early times, and a mutilated for-m

of the verse must once have been widely current. The following

variants are actually found

aWa ep^erat (opa Kai vvv ecmv, ore ot akrjdivoi TrpocrKvvqTaL

TTpocrKvvrjcrovcriv tco naTpu ev irvi /cat ahqdeia' '^Kai yap o Trarrjp

TOLOvTOva- ^rjrei ^rovcr vpocrKwovvTaa- avrov'^ ° '^^irva o 6s /cat'' rova

TrpocTKVvovvraa avTov ev irvi /cat ak-qdeta ''Set TrpocrKvvetv^.

'!••'' OTO. 1-118-209 22 b.-.b OOT. G69 229 131 ept*

"= + fj/ TTvi 124* a b rushw *'"'i wpoa-Kvvei.v 8ei ii*Da pp'^' (sy. C)

om. TTpotTKvveiv e

om. TrpocTKVveiv dec 131 (/

Of these authorities g is the Cod. Saiigermanensis, which has occasional remarkable

affinities with the Diatessaron. The authorities which add €v ttvl at the end of v. 23

imply a text that omitted the first part of v. 24, like G 69 and 131.

It would be a grave omission if I failed to quote here the remarkable

judgement passed on by Dr Hort a dozen years before the Sinai

Palimpsest was brought to light. He said (^Introduction, § 118):
" The character of the fundamental text confirms the great antiquity

of the version in its original form ; while many readings suggest that,

like the Latin version, it degenerated by transcription and perhaps

also by irregular revision." It is not often that pronouncements of this

kind are so signally sustained by later discoveries.
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S C and the Diatcssaron.

The irregular revision to which an ancestor of C has been subjected

has had the effect of making C itself more commonplace. Unfortunately

it is impossible to detach the work of the reviser from the rest of the

text of C by applying any stylistic test. For the most part the

additions and alterations are themselves small in bulk and the general

usage of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is well maintained in the

choice of words. In some of the longer insertions, such as that at

the end of Matt xx 28, it seems probable that the wording is to a

great extent taken from Tatian's Harmony. The reviser's justification

for inserting the passage in the ancestor of C at that particular place

may have been that it was so inserted in a Greek MS used for purposes

of revision ; but the general cadence of the words was already familiar

to him from the Diatessaron, so that he naturally adopted the style of

the Syriac Bible. To such an extent is this the case, that at the end

he finishes off the interpolation with ' and thou shalt have more glory

in the eyes of the guests'—the very words of Lk xiv 10, though the

Greek on the authority of which the passage was inserted doubtless

read /cat ecrrat crot tovto -)(^pi]crLfjiov, as in Codex Bezae.

The use of the Diatessaron does not appear in the fragment of

[Mk] xvi 9-20 which is preserved in C; in fact, the Peshitta text

of these verses is much more closely than that of C allied to the

Diatessaron^. This fact in itself supplies a proof that C has been to

some extent revised from a Greek MS later than the original translation.

Nevertheless it is exceedingly probable that in the great majority of

cases where S and C differ, the cause of variation is not that one or

other MS has been altered from the oi'iginal reading of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe in order to make it agree with some Greek MS of the

Four Gospels, but in order to make it agree with the Syriac Diatessaron.

In such cases of variation between S and C, the reading that does not

agree with the Diatessaron is the original reading of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe. In other words, the reading that does not agree

with the Diatessaron is that which represents the Greek text current

at Antioch about 200 ad.

• See the Note on the passage.
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It will be useful to give some instances in illustration. In

Lk xi 2-4 S has the short form of the Lord's Prayer, beginning with

rttaK" instead of r^ i*?it -i.i ...^cyare', and ending without ' Deliver us

from the Evil One ' : it differs in language from the Peshitta, notably

in the rendering of eTnova-Lov. C, on the other hand, has these two

clauses and has jaojajej instead of ^ijjjn!' ^jjinx,, as in S. .Matthew.

Here I suppose every one would acknowledge that S preserves the

original form of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe and that C gives us

a text partially assimilated to the Diatessaron.

Again, S preserves a very peculiar recasting of Lk xi 35, 36, which

is otherwise only known from the inferior Old Latin MSS f q, but C
assimilates the text to Matt vi 23, as do also Codex Bezae and the

leading mss of the Old Latin.

But besides this class of variation, in which the singularity of S
affords us an unmistakeable indication that it has preserved the true

text of the ' Old Syriac,' there is another important class in which

assimilation to the Diatessaron has produced the opposite result.

The Diatessaron, as has been pointed out in the previous Chapter,

pp. 191j^!, was based on a 'Western' text. Western in the geographical

as well as in the textual sense ; moreover, a translation of a Gospel

Harmony offers more scope for variation of every kind than a translation

of the Four Gospels. Speaking generally, therefore, the text of the

Syriac Diatessaron differs more widely than that of the genuine text of

the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe from the renderings found in the

Peshitta, notwithstanding the fact that here and there the Peshitta

(like other late texts) has adopted Western readings found in the

Diatessaron but absent from the Greek text that underlies the ' Old

Syriac' There are many places throughout the Gospels where the

' Old Syriac ' and the Peshitta agree together against the Diatessaron ;

in such cases, if C has been assimilated to the Diatessaron, we get S in

agreement with the Syriac Vulgate, while C and Tatian agree in a

variant, which is perhaps further supported by a quotation in Aphraates

or Ephraim. These passages demand special notice, because we may

be at first sight tempted to regard them as passages where S has been

assimilated to the Peshitta, though I believe there is no real justification

for this view. For example, in Lk xxiii 43 iv tw TrapaSetcrw is rendered

r<'<tt..i-»^=»
' in Paradise ' by S and the Peshitta ; but 0, together with
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Aphraates (twice), Ephraim (twice) and also in the Diatessaron Com-

mentary [Moesinger 244), have -.-JJ^ Avii^^ 'in the Garden of Eden.'

Here we have two originally independent translations from the Greek.

It is clear that ' Garden of Eden ' belongs to the Diatessaron, but there

is no reason why we should not assign ' Paradise ' to the original form

of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe. On this hypothesis we must

assume that the text of C has here been assimilated to the

Diatessaron.

In Lk xix 44 the same explanation also holds good. In this verse

' the time of thy visitation ' {t7J<; iTna-KOTrrjs (tov) is properly rendered

>.a>.ii5i-aQD.i by S and the Peshitta^. But C and Aphraates have

w^^<xsi.i, i.e. 'of thy greatness.' A translation so singular as this

is certainly very old, and the circumstance that it is attested by

Aphraates makes it highly probable that it really belongs to the

Diatessaron. But there is no necessity to suppose that it really

belongs also to the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe in its original form,

and the agreement between C and Aphraates is completely accounted

for when we regard C as having been assimilated here also to the

Diatessaron'^.

Another good instance of a picturesque expression in C that has

probably been introduced from the Diatessaron is to be found in

Lk viii 31 ; in fact, these readings (though perhaps more frequent in

S. Luke than in the other Gospels) may be picked out from almost

every chapter. In not a few cases S has been assimilated to the

Diatessaron, while C has preserved the true text of the Old Syriac

intact : an example from Job iv 25 was quoted above, p. 214. There

may, of course, be cases in which both S and C have been independently

assimilated to the Diatessaron, and such cases would be very difficult

to detect, but the great differences between S and C, coupled with

their frequent agreement against the Diatessaron, make it improbable

that they have suffered the same corruptions to any great extent.

Where S and C agree we may be confident that we have the original

text of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, the earliest translation of the

Four separate Gospels into Syriac ; where S and C agree together with

' Spelt in (S ,*v\''<o^ rv^t

^ For an attempt to explain the use of •>iii\cvr3T in this phrase, see the Note on Lk xix 44.
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the Diatessaron, we must believe that the translator of the Evangelion
da-Mepharreshe was content to adopt the rendering of the Diatessaron
into his Syriac text of the Four Gospels ^.

The textual affinities of the Old Syriac version.

We have now to attempt to discover the textual affinities of the
Old Syriac

; that is, to find out which of our Greek MSS agree with
the Greek MS from which the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe was trans-

lated. The problem before us is a little different from that which
confronts the investigator who is studying such a late document as

one of the ' Ferrar-Group,' or even the common origin of the ' Ferrar-

Group,'—to name but one problem out of many. When we study a

comparatively late document, we may feel sure it contains many
late features, and our aim is to isolate its ancient ' Western ' or

'Alexandrian' elements. But the Greek MS that underlies the Old

Syriac would be, if it were in our hands, a primary authority. If it

were possible to retranslate the Old Syriac into the Greek that it

really represents we should be able to estimate the amount of

divergence it presents from the great Uncials or the texts constructed

by modern critical editors. Retranslation, however, is a very dangerous

proceeding. It sometimes happens that a Greek variation cannot be

represented in a foreign language, and on the other hand the Syriac

idiom sometimes introduces variety where no Greek variant ever

existed. Or again, there are cases where the Syriac might represent

either of two rival readings in the Greek. Under these circumstances

grave doubt must always hang over conjectural restorations of the

Greek text represented by the Old Syriac, except where the Old

Syriac is in literal agreement with some MS or gi'oup of MSS with which

it habitually keeps company. To give the most obvious illustration,

in Matt i 16 the evidence of the Ferrar Group and the Old Latin

makes it certain that the text of the Old Syriac represents the clause

<5 fxvrjCTTevdelcra [t^j'] -rrapOevo? Mapidfi (or w i^viqaTevdr]), and that it

1 An exception may perhaps be made in the case of the story of the Last Supper according to

S. Luke. It is possible that there both S and C represent independent mixtures of the true text

of 8. Luke with the narrative of the Diatessaron.
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is not a mere paraphrase of the tov avhpa MapCaq of the ordinary-

text ; on the other hand, in the absence of subsidiary attestation, we

cannot be quite sure that the doubled 'Joseph' stood in the Greek

text from which the Old Syriac was translated, still less that it read

TOV 'Icoatjcf)- 'lcoa-f]<f> Se, w k.t.X.

The following lists of various readings have been drawn up to help

in finding out which documents contain an early-Antiochian element,

i.e. a text akin to the Old Syriac. It has simply been compiled from

Tischendorf and other obvious sources, but I have not inserted readings

where the apparent agreement between S or C and some other text

might reasonably be regarded as the result of accident. No attempt

has been made to evaluate the differences between S (or C) and such

Mss as 565 or the Latins : the aim of the list is to establish points of

contact, not to estimate the amount of early-Antiochian matter in the

various late and mixed texts The agreement o{ S or C with the

Peshitta, the Armenian, the Ethiopic, or the later Syriac texts, is to

be regarded merely as evidence of the influence of the ' Old Syriac

'

on these Oriental versions. But it is not yet proved that the ' Old

Syriac' ever had any reflex action upon Greek MSS. , The agreement

of >Sor C, therefore, with 28 or 565 or with the ' Ferrar Group' may
still be generally considered as indicating that the Greek MS in

question has preserved an ancient reading which existed in the MS

from which the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe was translated.

The Notation is that of Gregory's Prolegomena to Tischendorf

In all cases where only S or only C is quoted on either side of a

variant, it may be presumed that the MS which is passed over is not

extant at that point.

Class I.

S C and the Antiochian text.

The text called ' Syrian ' and ' Antiochian ' by Westcott and Hort,

of which the so-called Received Text is a very fair representative,

has but little afiinity with the Old Syriac Version. This is best

shewn by the absence from S and C of the characteristic conflate

readings, but the fundamental separation between the Old Syriac
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and the ' Syrian ' Greek text is evident on every page of the Gospels.

There must have been a great break of continuity between the earher

and the later Greek texts current at Antioch, a breach which may
have begun with the deposition of Paul of Samosata in 274 ad. The
Old Syriac often represents a different exegetical tradition from that

of the later Antiochenes : for example, in the punctuation of Joh v 27,

28, C agrees with Paul of Samosata and the ancient tradition generally,

while Chrysostom joins on vto? avOpawov iarCv (v. 27) with /a?)

davfidi,€Te TovTo {v. 28), and in this he is followed by the Peshitta

and even by the Armenian vulgate.

In a few cases, some of them of considerable importance, the Old
Syriac does agree with the later Greek Mss against the early Western
and Alexandrian evidence. Thus in Lk ii 14 *§ reads evSo/cta, not

euSoKtas (as in t<B and D latt); and in Lk xiv 15 >S C, in company with

the great mass of later Greek MSS, give apiarov instead of apTov^.

Readings such as these have no greater and no less claim on our

attention than singular or subsingular readings of the Old Syriac : the

extra attestation given to them by the late Greek mss only tells us

that in these particular cases the leading eclectic text of the end of the

4th century adopted a reading current in the East in preference to that

favoured by the Western texts or the Origenian tradition.

In nearly all these cases of combination between the Old Syriac

and the later Greek texts the reading so attested is clearly wrong.

It is pretty certain, for instance, that S. Luke wrote " Blessed is he

that shall eat bread in the kingdom of God," and not " breakfast."

Almost the only instance where a good case can be made out for

accepting the Oriental against the combined Western and Alexandrian

tradition is the reading dva^oiqcras, instead of dva^ds, in Mk xv 8.

And here the Western texts are not quite unanimous, for the word is

passed over altogether in k.

1 Note that Clem*^^ reads aprov not apiarov (Barnard's Biblical Text of Clement, p. 48).

B. II. 29
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Class II.

S C and the KB-^ecci.

The Old Syriac has some striking agreements with the two great

4th century Bibles K and B, the texts of which form the basis of

Westcott and Hort's edition. A glance at the Table printed above,

p. 216, shews that S omits all, and C more than half, of the 'Greater

Interpolations,' which have been recognised as such and consequently

removed from the text by critical editors on the authority of X and B.

Nor is this coincidence between S C and SB confined to the rejection of

a few extensive and easily recognisable passages. All through the

Gospels S, and to a certain extent C also, agrees wuth XB in omitting

words and clauses found in most extant documents. Sometimes these

authorities stand almost alone in their omissions, sometimes they are

supported by a number of other texts.

The question therefore arises whether there may not be some special

connexion between NB and S, which would deprive their agreement

of special significance. Put in a more concrete form, is there any

reason for supposing that the Sinai Palimpsest omits the ' Western

Interpolations,' because they had been excised from its ancestor in

order to make it agree with the recension of Origen and Eusebius ?

The answer to this must be, I am sure, in the negative, quite

independently of any theory of the genesis of the NB-text. Besides

the difficulty of explaining the omissions attested by C if the text of

/S had been produced by excision, this hypothesis does not 'account for

the clauses which actually form part of the text of S though they are

absent from K and B. Instances may be found in Matt iv 10, v 22,

x 23, XX 16, XXV 1, Mk x 24, xiii 8, Lk xx 34, xxiii 48, Job iii 6, xi 39,

xii 12, XX 16, and elsewhere. It is immaterial here to discuss whether

these words and phrases are genuine or not : they are absent from the

NB-text, and a hand that would have cut out from S the so-called ' last

twelve verses ' of S. Mark on the authority of the ' Eusebian tradition

'

—to use the well-known question-begging phrases—would not have

been likely to leave all these passages standing.

Apart from the omitted passages there is not a very close affinity
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between the Old Syriac and NB. What we may call the Origenian

text does not get much support from S or C. Neither r^Tropei in Mk
VI 20, nor tov rjXiov eKXeivovTos in Lk xxiii 45, nor [lovoyevr]'; ^eos in

Joh i 18, is attested by the Old Syriac. It is of course natural that

two such ancient lines of transmission as the text underlying XB and
the text underlying the Old Syriac should often coincide ; but the only

kind of agreement between documents that shews community of origin

is community in error, and of this there is to the best of my belief very

little. The faults of S are not the faults of XB, and the reader need

only go over any list of alleged monstra drawn up by opponents of the

NB-text to see how few of them are shared by S or C. Other instances

of characteristic readings of B or i<B not supported by S are to be

found in Matt vi 8, xi 19, xxvii 49; Mk iii 14, 16, vi 22, xiii 33;

Lk ii 14, X 41, 42, xiv 5, xv 21, xvi 12, xxi 24; Joh ix 4, x 22.

But if the lines of transmission now represented by i<B on the one

hand and S C on the other be practically independent, their occasional

agreement becomes of the greatest weight. Thus in Lk iv 44 the

agreement of S with NB and others (including the group l&c.) makes

it certain that S. Luke wrote 'Judaea' and not 'Galilee^.' And
1 venture to think that the force of the agreement of these two

groups is very little weakened if either X or B deserts its companions

to join the mass of ordinary codices. Thus S supports B all through

the complicated series of variations in S. Mark about the double cock-

crowing, which was chosen by Dr Hort [Introd. § 323) to illustrate the

unique character of the Vatican MS. In Lk viii 43 and xi 11 B and S
join in omitting words which are undoubtedly interpolations though

found in most MSS : in the former passage taryoot? TTpocravaXwaacra o\ov

TOV /3lov is a mere adaptation of Mk v 26 and in the latter the words

about the Bread and the Stone belong to Matt vii 9 only. It may be

remarked in passing that both in Lk viii 43 and in xi 11 (7 follows

the harmonistic reading of the mass of later documents, perhaps

under the influence of the Diatessaron, while B is supported by the

Sahidic and S by the Armenian. Other notable places where B and

the Old Syriac go together are the ' many stadia ' of Matt xiv 24 and

the ' Seventy-two ' disciples of Lk x 1.

The passages where the Old Syriac sides with X against B are

1 See the Note on Lk iv 44.
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fewer in number. Instances are firjSeva (for iMrjSev) in Lk vi 35, and

' the Chosen of God ' (instead of ' the Son of God ') in Joh i 34. In

Joh viii 57 S reads with X and the Sahidic ldipaKi{v) cr^, where most

documents, including the Diatessaron, read ewpawias. Here B* halts

between the two variants and reads eop«,Kec.

The Western ' Non-Interpolations'

A few words must here be said about the passages called by

Westcott and Hort ' Western Non-Interpolations.' These are certain

passages contained in B and for the most part in K, but passed over by

D and the Old Latin : the passages are regarded by Westcott and Hort

as no part of the original text and accordingly are placed by them

between double brackets ([ ]). A few other passages somewhat

similarly attested are placed by Westcott and Hort between ordinary

square brackets.

The consideration of these passages is necessary, because our estimate

of the value of the Old Syriac as an independent witness for textual

purposes depends largely upon the view we take of them. If these

passages be really interpolations wrongly inserted into the text of the

Gospels, then all the documents that contain them have at least in part

a common origin—they have, in fact, been at least influenced by a

common interpolated recension. We have therefore to ascertain to

what extent these passages are attested by the Old Syriac, and to

examine how far Westcott and Hort are right in treating them

practically as a single series by giving them a common name.

The following List of the ' Western Non-Interpolations ' has been

compiled from Hort's Introduction §§ 240 and 383.

The Table below tells us at the first glance that the Old Syriac is

divided upon the question of the Western Non-Interpolations, and this

alone is enough to shew that the 27 readings here cited are not

homogeneous. They cannot be all the result of one critical process,

whether we decide in favour of retention or omission. There are, it

must be i-emembered, two questions of textual criticism before us,

which should be kept distinct. The question with which we are more

immediately concerned is the relation of S and C to the KB-text ; this
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question is indeed intimately connected with the question of the origin

and propagation of the ' Western Non-Interpolations,' but it is not

identical with it. Even if we accept the view that certain passages

(such as Luke xxiv 12) are interpolations, it may be that they were
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by the mass of later Greek texts, no support is given to the reading of

XB by the Old Syriac. In Lk x 41/ (the answer of Jesus to Martha)

S agi'ees with the Latins in omitting the disputed words, while C has

been revised to agree with the Textus Receptus, and not with ><B. In

Matt xxvii 49 the Syriac joins with the Latin and the Textus Receptus

in rejecting the notorious interpolation from Joh xix 34 found in ^^B

and a few other authorities. This interpolation is a true peculiarity of

the XB-text, and documents which contain it have either been emended

from the NB-text or contain an emended form of the XB-text. Its

absence from S goes some way to clear that MS from any suspicion that

it has been revised, at least to any considerable extent, by means of

MSS akin to NB^.

The divergence between the Old Syriac and the XB-text is by no

means confined to these two passages. In about half of the whole

twenty-seven ' Interpolations ' the Old Syriac is on the side of omission,

sometimes, as in the case of Luke xxiv 40 (No. 23), against the whole

mass of extant Greek MSS except Codex Bezae. In other cases, such

as Luke xxiv 3, 52 (Nos. 18 and 24), the Old Syriac has an interpolated

text, but the interpolation or alteration differs from the XB-text : here,

therefore, the Old Syriac manifests its independence of the XB-text as

much as in the passages where it supports simple omission of the

disputed words. Among these we must reckon No. 16 (the account of

the Last Supper in S. Luke) : at this point both S and C have been

harmonised to agree with the other Gospels, perhaps under the influence

of the Diatessaron, but certainly not by way of assimilation to what is

found in X and B and the ' deceived Text.'

It must not be forgotten also that it remains an open question

whether all the twenty-seven readings are really interpolations. Inter-

polation is not the only fault of Western texts, and there is little

doubt that Western editors sometimes omitted what they did not like

or understand. Thus in Lk xii 19 (No. 13) I have very little doubt
that the words retained by XB and the Old Syriac are genuine, and

1 Another characteristic interpolation, which is absent from S and C as well as the Old Latin,

is to be found in Lk xv 21, where ' Make me one of thy hired servants ' is added from v. 19 by D
as well as by XB. The addition of 'And no man gave to him' in Lk xvi 21, an interpolation
similar in character, is found in Aphraates, the ' Ferrar Group ' and some late Latin texts, but
not in S or nB. is missing here and in Matt xxvii 49.
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that the cause of the omission was failure to understand how a ' soul

'

[anima) could ' eat ' or ' drink.' I venture to think that the Old Syriac

is quite right in retaining the disputed words in Lk xii 19, 21 (Nos. 13

and 14), and also in Mark xiv 39 (No. 10). In the latter passage

Tov avTov \6yov eiirav introduces a petty verbal discrepancy with

Matt xxvi 42, and by retaining these words in Mk S shews at this

point notable independence of the influence of the Diatessaron^- Some-

what similar is Mk ii 22 (No. 8), where the short form of the saying

without a verb, found in XB, is probably genuine. Here S has been

assimilated to Matt ix 17, as is natural and proper in a translation^.

To these passages I would provisionally add Lk v 39 (No. 11). Neither

S nor C is here extant, but it is quite as likely that the verse was

omitted because of its difficulty and its absence from the parallel

passages, as that it is the interpolation of a later hand.

Nevertheless, when all allowances have been made, there still

remain some passages at the end of S. Luke where S and C join with

SB in supporting additions to the text, which cannot be regarded as

genuine. It is very difficult to suppose that Lk xxiv 12 (the visit of

Peter to the empty grave) is a genuine portion of the Third Gospel.

Accidental omission of the verse is highly improbable, and it is

impossible to conceive why it should have been intentionally cut out.

On the other hand, v. 24 might seem to call for some explanation, and

the narrative in Job xx 3—-10 supplied materials for the insertion.

The wording of S and C in the verse differs from the Peshitta, so that

their text cannot have been derived from that source, nor can it have

come direct from the Diatessaron, for in a Harmony the verse is

naturally swallowed up into the fuller narrative from S. John. The

verse therefore, as we read it in S and C, must come directly from the

Greek. At the same time the wording differs in one important point

from that of the general usage of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, for

UeTpos is here rendered Simon and not Kepha as in the rest of S. Luke

(see Chap. Ii, p. 96). This marked difference of usage makes it con-

ceivable that we are here dealing with an interpolation in the Old

Syriac which has invaded S as well as C.

The result is of the greatest importance for our estimate of S.

1 Of Diati"- xlviii 13.

2 The English Revised Version has done the same.
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What has happened in one place may have happened in severah It

has probably happened in Lk xxiv 6 also, and the hypothesis of

interpolation is the simplest explanation of the text of S in Lk xxii 62

and xxiv 36. But there is nothing to lead us to believe that this

element in S is of any great extent. Probably it is confined to a few

well-marked readings which became familiar to Syriac scribes through

revised texts such as that of C, and so ultimately invaded even purer

types of text like S.

That some of these widely spread interpolations were foisted into

the text of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe is evident from Matt xxi 44

(No. 5), which is read by C, but omitted by S. and from Lk x 41y
(No. 12), where as has been already remarked C has the longer reading

in the form in which it appears in the majority of Greek Mss, and not

in the form characteristic of XB. The general results, therefore, of a

consideration of the readings called by Westcott and Hort ' Western

Non-Interpolations' are: (l) that the Old Syriac, like the Old Latin,

was free from these extraneous additions to the text
; (2) that in a

few cases the Syriac evidence helps us to revise the list furnished by

Westcott and Hort by establishing the genuineness of some readings

omitted on Western evidence only
; (3) that some of the ' Western

Non-Interpolations ' which were originally passed over^ by the Old

Syriac are now found in C, and in a few cases even in S
; (4) that

these insertions in our Old Syriac mss appear to have been ultimately

based on Greek mss nearer akin to the Textus Receptus than to the

type represented by X and B.

In the above discussion no notice has been taken of the two

readings from S. John. In Joh iii 31, 32, C supports the shorter text,

while S is said to contain part of the longer reading. The photograph

is nearly illegible at the decisive point and I am of opinion that the

text of S has not been correctly represented in this edition ^
. The case

of Joh iv 9 will be dealt with below among the independent readings

of the Old Syriac version.

1 See vol. i, p. 434.
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Later elements in K and B.

Before leaving the NB-text it may be well to ask how far it is

homogeneous. The question is not out of place even in a discussion

upon the value of a Syriac Version. No one can compare the text of

»§ with that of Westcott and Hort without noticing that S is much
more strongly ' Western ' in S. Matthew than in S. Luke. The critic's

first impulse, in the case of a new document like S, is to suspect that

the two Gospels were translated into Syriac by different bands, perhaps

at different times, or that S. Luke has suffered revision while

S. Matthew has escaped. But it is only fair to ask whether the

standard of comparison itself be homogeneous. The text of Westcott

and Hort is practically the text of XB. The Old Syriac sometimes

supports the true text of the XB family, where K singly or B singly

deserts the family to side with a later variation : is it not therefore

possible, and indeed likely, that in some instances N and B may both

have deserted the reading which they ought to have followed, and that

they and not S are inconsistent 1

That X and B occasionally are inconsistent with themselves appears

certain in several places. Carefully as B is written, now and again it

presents an ungrammatical reading, which proves on examination to be

a fragment of the rival variant. Thus in Matt xxiii 26 most Greek

documents read Kaddpicrov irpwrov to ivTo<; tov iTOTiqpiov koI t-^s

7rapo(|/tSos, Ivo. yevrjrai koL to e/cros aur&it' Kadapov. Here Koi Tr]<;

77-a/3oi//i8o? is omitted by D l&c 700 a e, as well as by syr.vt, all these

authorities reading avrov instead of avTMv. But in B*, together with

E* 13&C 28 157 al^° Bas Y2) we find koL ttjs 7rapoi//i8os supplied, while

avTov is left standing. It is not necessary to suppose that all the MSS

that support B* here represent a common tradition : it was easy to

supply 'the platter' from the preceding verse. But the presence of

avTov in B*, coupled with the occurrence of the shorter reading in the

Old Syriac, leads me to claim it as really characteristic of the XB-text

as well as the various ' Western ' texts. The presence of avrou in B is

exactly analogous to the use of Simon by S and C in Lk xxiv 12 : the

irregular reading shews us in each case that our MS is not giving us the

true text of the family to which it belongs.

B. II.

•

30
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Other instances from B of the same kind are the employment of

uo-re/jos (instead of eo-xaro?) in Matt xxi 31, the presence of the article

before Bapa^^av in Matt xxvii 17 ^ and the reading TrdvTcov instead of

naaav in Lk xix 37. In all these instances B presents us with what is

evidently a doctored text. We are able in a few cases to detect the

patch by an imperfection in the joining, where the words added or

taken away involve by their presence or ahsence a consequential change

in the text. But in many cases of the insertion of words no further

change is caused in the body of the text, and we have no means of

knowing how often B has suffered in this way. An obvious instance

in point, the insertion of ovhe vno tov [xoSlov in Lk xi 33, is noticed

below.

Class III.

S C and Western texts.

By ' Western texts ' I mean here the texts which are properly

called Western as belonging geographically to the West of the Adriatic

—in other words Codex Bezae (D), the texts of the Old Latin version

and the Latin Fathers. The frequent agreement between the Old

Syriac and these Western texts had been a subject of comment ever

since Cureton's publication of C, but it was not until the investigations

of Zahn and Biithgen upon Tatian's Diatessaron that any steps were

made towards a rational explanation. A careful and independent

examination of the textual phenomena has brought me round to the

view first enunciated in 1885 by Bathgen in his EvangeUenfragmente

and supported since 1895 by Zahn^, viz. that the Diatessaron was the

eai^liest form of the Gospel in Syriac, earlier therefore than the Old

Syriac, and that the translator of the Old Syriac, which on this view

dates from about 200 AD, knew the Diatessaron and adapted its

language to a very considerable extent^. The Diatessaron itself was

made in Rome, or at least was the work of one who had lived there

many years ; it is not surprising therefore to find that the text of the

Diatessaron is predominantly Western. And when it is acknowledged

that much of the text of the Old Syriac is direct adaptation of the

' See the Note on the passage.

2 Theol. LitteraturUatt 1895, ii 17—21.

3 See above, pp. 208/.
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Diatessaron an easy explanation of the origin of the Western element

at once offers itself: the Western readings do not necessarily represent

the text of the Four Gospels as read in Antioch about 170, but the

text of the Diatessaron ; and the text of the Diatessaron in turn

represents the Four Gospels as read in Rome about 170 ad. In such

passages, and they are very many, we cannot take the agreement of

East and West as instantly decisive. It is almost safer to regard the

Eastern text in these passages as non-existent, and to treat the Old

Syriac evidence as one element in a group belonging to the West.

The Western reading may be purer than the Alexandrian reading in

any given case, but where S and C give us the Diatessaron text the

independent consensus of East and West disappears; what is left is

group against group, not two very early groups against one.

It is a pity that we know so little of the continuous text of the

Diatessaron. At every turn we find ourselves confronted with reason-

able suspicion that the special features of an Old Syriac reading may be

due to the influence of the Diatessaron, while at the same tirae we are

without direct information as to the reading of the Diatessaron in the

passage in question. In giving examples of the definitely Western

element in the Old Syriac I have therefore divided the lists into three

classes : in the first class are given some striking agreements of the

Old Syriac with Western texts against the Diatessaron, in the second

class agreements of the Old Syriac with Western texts including the

Diatessaron, and in the third a selection of passages where the reading

of the Diatessaron is not definitely known.

Agreements of S or C ivith Western- texts against the Diatessaron.

Matt i 18 Tov he xptCT-ToO] S C=d (hiat D) latt.omn

Tov Se 'lr](rov 'KpicTTov Maes. 20 = Gr.rel (inch the Oxyrhynchus

Papyrus), but B has tov Se Xpicrroi) 'Irjcrov.

The phrase used in Moesinger does not agree with the Armenian

Vulgate. It is possible that the text of the Diatessaron was

assimilated by Tatian to Matt i 1 : the personal name ' Jesus ' is

almost necessary when the narrative of Matt i 18 flf. is placed

immediately following the first chapter of S. Luke instead of after

a genealogy such as Matt i 2-17. At the same time it is quite
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possible that the text of S and C was here not derived from the

West at all, for the reading of B suggests that a text agreeing

with the Latins was current in early times in the East also.

Matt iii 17 av ^l 6 vl6<s jjlov] SC = D a Iren'^'" {Mat k)

ouTo's icTTLv 6 vios [Jiov MoGS. 99 &c = Gr.rel.

For a further discussion of this important variation, see the

Note on the passage.

Matt xviii 20 ' For there are not two or three gathered together in my
name, that I am not in the midst of S= D {g) (Clem 541)

'rhe ordinary text is supported by C Aphr 69 and all other

authorities: it appears to be implied in Moes. 165. Whatever be

the origin of this curious reading, it does not seem to have come

into S through the Diatessaron.

Lk XX 34 'The sons of this world beget and are begotten, and take

wives and become the wives of men ' S C. This agrees with

a Iren 168 and Clem 551 (103, 230). D and some Latin MSS have
' are begotten and beget,' the best Latin (incl. Cyp Ys a-^d c e)

omitting 'marry and are given in marriage.' Most documents

omit 'beget and are begotten.'

It is not easy to ascertain the exact text of the Diatessaron at

this point, but it appears that it did not contain the clause beget

and are begotten. According to Moes. 194 the reply of our Lord

begins " Much do ye err, for the sons of the times of this world

take wives, etc." According to Aphraates 167, a quotation which

seems to represent a text of the Diatessaron, the reply begins
" Much do ye eri^ and ye know not the Scriptures nor the powder

of God. For they that are worthy of that world. .
.," i.e. Matt xxii 29

followed by Lk xx 35, omitting v. 34 altogether. Thus neither

text has beget and are begotten, so that the presence of this

so-called ' Western ' reading in *S' and C cannot be due to the

influence of Tatian's Harmony.

Job X 8 'all that came '] S {followed by syr.vg) = N* aP°° lat.vt-vg

+
' before me ' Moes. 200 = BDAN'' aF°/o.s gat Lucif^^* Fausf'P- ^^'^

Hieron
*/.i
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I quote this passage mainly for the remarkable distribution of

reading. Is it conceivable that the gloss is really due to Tatian

himself? See above, p. 195.

Joh xi 25 ' I am the Resurrection '] /S' = a* (?) I* Cyp 310

+ ' and the Life ' Moes. 202 = Gr.rel Lat.rel

In this striking variant S agrees with Cyprian against the

Diatessaron and practically all other texts.

Besides these passages, where the Diatessaron is definitely ranged

on the opposite side to S, there are some others where the Diatessaron

from its very nature cannot have served as the channel of connexion

between S and the Western text.

Matt viii 5 {before v-pocrrjXdev avrS eKaT0VTdp-)(r]<;)

(a) ixera Se TavTa S=k
(/8) elaeX66vTos Se avTov ets Ka<^a/3i'aov/A NBC &c lat.vg syr.vg

(y) ixera Se ravra elcreXd. av. ets Ka^. C=lat.eur [hiat D)

The words ' when he entered into Capernaum ' would naturally

have a place in the Diatessaron, because they stand in all

authorities as part of Lk vii 1. Thus the omission of these words

in S and k cannot be due to the Diatessaron, though it may be

the source from which the words were inserted in C. I have a

strong suspicion that (a) is the true reading in Matt, while (/3) is

an early harmonistic variant and (y) is a conflation of (a) and (yS).

The fact that ^era 8e ravra is not elsewhere used by the compiler

of the First Gospel is not necessarily fatal to this view, as it may
possibly have stood in the source from which Matt and Lk drew

the story of the Centurion^.

1 Besides, there is a special reason for jxera 8e ravra here. It may be, so to speak, the voice

of the compiler of Matt expressing his belief that his new arrangement of the story of the Leper

is satisfactory. A comparison of Matt vii, viii, with the parallel in Lk vi, vii, leaves little doubt

that the story of the Centurion followed in the common source immediately after the great

Sermon. The story of the Leper, on the other hand, comes in Mk i 40/', after the healing of

Peter's wife's mother ; its new place in Matt viii 2-4 is certainly due to the compiler, not to his

source. We should naturally have assigned the mention of Capernaum to the common source

of Matt and Lk but for its omission by jS" and k It is also omitted by e in Joh iv 46. Possibly

therefore the place was not indicated in the source and the connexion of the story with Caper-

naum may be due to S. Luke's own information or conjecture.
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Matt xxi 44 (Whosoever shall fall on this stone, &c)] om. /S = D 33

a h eff Orig

The verse is read by C with NB &c.

The Diatessaron {Moes. 193) retains the verse, as was almost

inevitable in a Harmony, but there is nothing to shew that it is

not merely the equivalent of Lk xx 18.

Joh xii 8 (For the poor ye have always with you, but me ye have not

always)] ovi. S= D
All other authorities have the verse. It doubtless stood also in

the Diatessaron, but as the equivalent to Mk xiv 7 = Matt xxvi 11.

Here again it is difficult not to believe that S and D have

preserved the true reading : the sudden verbal agreement ol'

Joh xii 8 with the Synoptic Gospels occurring in the midst of so

much real diiference is suspicious, and it is better to regard the

verse as an interpolation, so far as the Fourth Gospel is concerned.

Agreements of S or C ivith Western texts including the Diatessaroyi.

Matt ix 34 (' But the Pharisees said : By the Prince of the devils,...')

This verse is omitted by S with D a k, and it is passed over in

Diat^"' xii 41, 42.

Matt xi 5 KoX iTTO}}(ol evayyekit^ovTaC] om. S = k and Clem. 151. In

C the clauses are transposed :
' the deaf hear and the poor are

sustained^ and the dead arise.'

In Moes. 100 we read "The Lord began from those things that

seem more ea,ay... The hlincl see and the lame ivalh and the lepers

are cleansed and the deaf hear, and in the end as the seal of all he

said this : The dead arise." This is followed almost immediately

by a quotation of Matt xi 6. It is evident that the Diatessaron

agrees here with S, and that C represents an attempt to replace

the missing clause.

Internal evidence is very strongly in favour of the omission

of Kai TTTo^oi evayytKitflVTaL. The verb evayyekit,€cr6ai is not

found in Matt outside this passage ; on the other hand, it is one

' C has ..-'t—..Ai nn-n (sic) : see the Note ou Matt xi 5.
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of the favourite words of Luke and actually occurs In Lk xvi 16

with the same passive use as h&re. Probably therefore its intro-

duction into this context is due to the evangelist :
' the dead arise

'

in the reply of our Lord to S. John's messengers has no doubt the

same significance as ' raise the dead ' in Matt x 8. In other words,

the true text of the First Gospel, as preserved in S and the

Diatessaron, supported by h and Clement, gives us the words of

Jesus ;
' the poor have the Gospel preached to them ' is S. Luke's

interpretation of the words, an interpretation which we may safely

accept.

The text of the Diatessaron as preserved in Moes. 100 is also

notable in that it adopts one of two parallel accounts instead of

combining them. Similar instances are to be found in Diat iv 44

{Moes. 44) where there is no mention of the 40 nights, Lk iv 2

being preferred to Matt iv 2; also in Diat xxix 9 [Moes. 88) the

seven-fold of the Western text of Lk xviii 30 is preferred to the

hundred-fold of Mk x 30 or the manifold of some texts of

Matt xix 29 and Lk xviii 30. In the last instance (Lk xviii 30)

S and C have ' an hundred-fold ' : we must therefore refrain from

ascribing all the harmonistic readings in the Old Syriac to Tatian's

influence, while at the same time we must not assume that the

Diatessaron always combined the variations of the Gospels instead

of selecting between them.

Matt xxi 31 6 ecrxaro? S=T> lat.vt, i.e. the Pharisees say that the son

who said he would go into the vineyard, and did not go, obeyed

his father ^

The Diatessaron (Moes. 191) supports 6 e(r)(a.To<;, but there is

room to believe that Tatian transposed the order of the two sons,

as in B 13&c and the Armenian, whereby the sense. is the same as

that of the ordinary text with o tt/jwtos, which is supported also

by C. If this be really the case the agreement of S and the early

Western text is independent of the Diatessaron, but in view of

1 This reading is also implied by Iren 280 ad fin, who says : 'alter quidem contradixit patri et

postea poenitetur quando nihil profuit ei poerdtentia, alter autem pollioitus est statim promittens

patri non abiit autem, quoniam omnis homo mendax et uelle quidem in promptu adiacet non

inuenit autem perfloere.'
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the doubt I have inserted the passage here and not above on

p. 2361.

Matt xxvi 73 /cat yap -q XaXta crov 6jj.oidt,ei S=T) latt, and also

Diat" xHx 12. Most documents, inchiding syr.vg, have hr{k6v ae

TTOtet for 6fioLd[,eL. The words /cat rj \a\id crov o/xota^et are added

at the end of Mk xiv 70 by most late texts, including syr.vg, but

they are omitted by S with the best Greek and Latin authorities.

Mk viii 31, 32. For eXaXet, S reads \a\elv (or possibly e'/cXaXetv) with

k and Diat""" xxiii 42, so that the announcement of the Passion

runs He had begun to teach them that the Son of man ivas about to

suffer much... and they will kill Him and the third day He ivill rise

and openly speak the word.

As this striking reading had a place in the Diatessaron—for all

the readings of the Arabic Diatessaron that do not agree verbally

with the Peshitta are doubtless genuine survivals of Tatian's

Harmony—we must not claim the agreement of S and k in its

favour as an independent consensus of East and West^. At the

same time there are very few, if any, traces of the influence of the

Diatessaron in the African Latin, so that the reading represents a

very early strain of the Western text, and there is much to be

said in its favour from internal evidence.

Mk ix 3 {after ' and his garments became glistering exceeding white
')

(a) ' so as no fuller on earth can whiten them ' NB l&c aP

d k arm

(^) 'as snow' S= 'Kan

(y) ' as snow, so as no fuller on earth can whiten them

'

Gr.rel. Lat.rel

D^ and' syr.vg practically agree with (y), but substitute no one

1 It is perhaps worth while pointing out that no MS except B has va-Tcpos for ea-xaros.

Ephraim's words {Moes. 191) are : 'How,' saith he, 'seemeth this to you? A certain man had two

sons.' And that he called them ' sons ' was that he might stimulate them to his work. ' Yea,'

saith he, ' Lord !

' He called him ' Son,' and he called him ' Lord,' instead of calliug him ' Father'

and accomplishing his word. ' Which of them did the will of his father 1
' And they decided

rightly and say ' The second.'

^ In the Journ. of Tk. Studies ii 112 and Enc. Biblica 4992 I fear that I emphasised the

mere agreement of Bast and West too strongly in discussing the passage.
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for no fuller. There can be little doubt that (a) is the true text

:

the naive simile in Mark provoked alteration from the time of the

first and third Evangelists down to the fourth century. " The

introduction of 'as snow,' which is also inserted in Lk ix 29 by

e and C (not S), may possibly have been due to Tatian. According

to Diat^'' xxiv 4 he wrote " His raiment became [exceeding] white

as snow and as the brightness of lightning, so that nothing on earth

can become so white." As this does not agree verbally with the

Peshitta, it may very well represent the true Diatessaron.

Mk xvi 3, 4. The clause rjv yap /xeyas cr<fi68pa is placed in most docu-

ments, including k, at the end of xvi 4, so that it is a remark of

the Evangelist. In S, with D565 lat.vt (exc. k) Eus and Diaf""

lii 47— 49, the clause is put at the end of the women's speech, and

epXovrai koI evpCcTKOva-LU d.TroKeKv\LcrfJL€vov rov kCOov is read instead

of dvafiXexpaaraL OecDpovcnv on avaKeKuXicrrai 6 \l0o<;. Thus we get

XB etc.

...they were saying one to

another, ' Who will roll away
for us the stone from the door

of the tomb ?

'

And looking up they see

that the stone is rolled away,

for it was very great.

\_I.e., it tvas so large that

they could see its position at

some distance.'\

Diat'^'- lii 47—49.

...they were saying one to another,

' Who will roll away for us the

stone from the door of the tomb,

for it was very great ?
' \_And

WHILE THEY SPAKE THUS, there tvas

a great earthquake, and an angel

descended from heaven and came

and rolled aivay the stone from the

door.'] And they came and found

the stone rolled away [from the
TOMB, and the angel sitting on the

stone.']

The words in italics come from Matt

xxviii 1, 2. The words in small capitals

appear to be connecting links added by the

harmonist.

Were it not for the accessory attestation, we might be tempted to

conjecture that the transposition was due to the harmonist himself.

But k, which does not transpose the clauses, also attests ep^ovrai and

B. II. 31
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dnoKeKvXLcriMevov tov \b6ov, and the Gospel of Peter also puts ixeya<; yap

rjv 6 Xt^os into the women's speech—in fact, it is put into their mouths

before they start for the tomb . The reading of S and the Diatessaron

was therefore very widely spread in one form or another. Yet it can

hardly be original. The text of S. Mark, indeed, at this point invites

change. It is easy to miss the meaning of •^v yap ix.eya<; cr(f>6Spa, though

such a remark is exactly in the style of the man who wrote 6 yap KaLpo<;

ovK rjv avKcov (Mk xi 13). Still more unsatisfying to the taste of the

2nd century was the absence of a ' sign from heaven ' on the Resurrec-

tion morning. It is here that k bi-ings in a sudden darkness and the

descent of angels from heaven. A similar prodigy is related in the

Gospel of Peter, and we have seen that Tatian joined these verses from

Mk with the appearance of the angel in Matt xxviii 1— 3. In fact, the

wording of Matt xxviii shews a similar treatment of the sober narrative

of S. Mark.

May we not conjecture that the interpolation in Mk xvi 3, now
found only in k, was once far inore widely spread ? On this view the

text represented by D 565 lat.eur and the Diatessaron represents a

revised text fvm ivliich the apocryphal addition has been cut out.

The transposition of the clauses and the obliteration of avajBXexliaa-ai

would then be regarded as scars arising from imperfect surgery.

In any case we may feel safe in saying that S is here dependent on
the Diatessaron : either the ancestor of S had been assimilated to the

Diatessaron by transcribers, or more probably the translator of the Ev.

da-Mepharreshe was himself here influenced by the familiar wording of

Tatian's Harmony.

Agreements ofS or C with Western texts, ivhere the reading

of the Diatessaron is not hioivn.

Matt V 11 ^evSofjievoi] am. S=D lat.vt; C has the word, with Gr.rel.

Lk X 41, 42. S, with lat.vt, has only Martha. Martha, Mary has
chosen for herself the good part that shall not be takenfrom her.

Here C in v. 41 has been corrected to agree with the received

text, but no yap is added in v. 42. D has OopvlBaty added after

the second MapOa.
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Lk xi 35, 36. D and all the best Old Latin MSS simply substitute the

parallel passage Matt vi 23'' for these somewhat obscure verses.

S and C both ha,ve Lk xi 35 (' see lest the light that is in thee

be darkened '), but in C this is followed by Matt vi 23^ (omitting

V. 36). *S^, on the other hand, has the same curious recasting of

the verse which is attested by / and q, Latin Mss that usually

present quite commonplace readings. This grouping is most pecu-

liar ; in fact, it can hardly be accounted for, except on the

supposition that /" and q here preserve the true Old Latin rendering

and that Dab effi r have been assimilated by later transcribers to

the more familiar wording of Matt. For details, see the Note on

the passage.

Lk xi 53, 54. Both S and C give support to the Western text of this

passage, O agreeing exactly with Codex Bezae (which we may
conjecture here to represent the Greek text underlying the Dia-

tessaron). But S omits Iva evpcjcruv KaTrjyoprjcrai, avrov, probably

because there was nothing corresponding to these words in the

Greek ms from which the JSv. da-Mejoharreshe was mainly ren-

dered, i.e. it agreed with XB and the text adopted by Westcott

and Hort.

Lk xiv 5. 11105 rj ySous B (and most Gk mss) efq sahsyr.vg; oVos ^

/SoC? NL l&c 33 al" lat.eur-vg arm ; npo^arov 17 /Sous D.

Here *S' and aeth have ' his ox or his ass '
; C has ' his son or his

ox or his ass.'

Lk xvii 11 'through the midst of Samaria and Galilee'] + ' and Jericho

'

lat.vt. C, but not S, has an addition which may be translated

'and Jericho' or 'to Jericho.' Diat'"' omits the half-verse. For

the linguistic details see the Note on the passage.

Joh viii 34 ' He that doeth sin is a slave of sin '] so most documents

;

D b Clem**' Cyp^^* and S omit ' of sin.' This interesting reading is

now further attested in Latin by the so-called Tractatus Oriyenis,

pp. 25, 94.

It will be noticed that the agreements of S and C with the Western

texts is of the most varied kind, ranging from passages where the whole
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mass of Old Latin and allied documents is arrayed on the one side to

passages where the Old Syriac, or one branch of it, is found to agree

with a single Western text such as k or Cyprian. Agreements with

Codex Bezae are frequent, but S and C shew no greater tendency to

agree with it than with any other of the leading representatives of the

Old Latin.

On the whole, I venture to think it is reasonable to suppose that

most of the distinctively Western readings in the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe are due to the influence of the Diatessaron. At the same

time we have seen that there are some readings of the Evangelion

da-Mepharreshe, otherwise only attested by Western authorities, which

yet are not in the Diatessaron. The genealogical interpretation of such

readings is that they represent the primitive agreement of Rome and

Antioch in rejecting a distinctively Alexandrian corruption. But the

extant attestation does not differ from that of readings where S and C
have received a Western corruption through the Diatessaron. One of

the chief guides in this puzzling labyrinth is, I believe, to be found in

the African text, i.e. Cyprian and k or e. The Africans have their own
faults, but I do not think they seem to have been much influenced by

Tatian's Harmony. If this be conceded, it follows that the agreement

of Carthage and Edessa has a much stronger claim to our acceptance

than the mere agreement of Rome and Edessa. The latter grouping

may represent little more than a text locally current in Eome towards

the end of the second century. The agreement of Carthage and Edessa
may take us back a generation earlier.

Before taking leave of the Western texts, we may once more remind
ourselves of the large non-Western element in the Evangelion da-

Mepharreshe. Many of the most characteristic Western readings find

no place in it. Thus the quotation of Ps ii 7 in Lk iii 22 and the
omission of the name ' Philip ' in Matt xiv 3 are not attested by the
Old Syriac, and in Matt v 4, 5, ;S preserves the Eastern order of the
Beatitudes. Other passages where S rejects a well-marked Western
variant are Mk ix 35, xiv 25, Lk ix 62, xii 38.
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Class IV.

S C and secondary Greek MSS.

We have examined the nature of the agreements between the Old

Syriac and the two chief strains of text found in our ancient authorities.

But all the readings of the Old Syriac cannot be grouped under agree-

ments with KB and agreements with the Western texts. There remain

those readings, in some respects the most interesting class of all, where

the Old Syriac agrees with neither of these groups, nor yet with the

text current in the mass of later Greek mss. These readings are not

preserved in any Greek MS which is generally regarded as of primary

importance, but they are actually extant in Greek. The secondary

Greek attestation shews us that the reading in question is not a mere

trick of Syriac rendering, while the witness of the Old Syriac in favour

of the reading declares its antiquity and its claim on our serious con-

sideration.

The MSS which contain noteworthy readings attested by the Old

Syriac are

The group 1-118-131-209, here called l&c

The Ferrar-group 13-69-124-346-543 (and others), here called 13&c

565, called by Tischendorf 2^

28

700, called by Scrivener and Hoskier 604.

Of these the most important is the group l&c. This group has been

long familiar to scholars through its chief representative Codex 1, a

MS used by Erasmus himself Codex 1 has often been collated, and

in 1902 its text was published in full by Mr Kirsopp Lake (now

Professor in Leiden), together with its special allies [Texts and Studies

vii 3). It will however be convenient to take all the MSS above

enumerated together, as their textual affinity to the Old Syriac seems

to be derived from their common remote ancestry rather than from

their special composition. We are now, in fact, trying to gather

readings from the Greek text of the Gospels as read in Syria before

the 4th century. No Greek MS survives which has such a text even

in approximate purity, and to collect our material we must use an

eclectic method.
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The few variants collected below have been brought together as

examples of the help given us in this quest by l&c 13&c 28 565 and

700. It must be remembered at the outset that we are dealing with a

different class of evidence from what we have been hitherto considering.

The NB-text and the ' Western ' texts (including the Diatessaron) are

practically contemporaneous in origin with the Old Syriac. They are

'authorities' on the same textual plane. Now we are dealing with

inferior mixed texts, the antique elements of which are essentially frag-

mentary and often mutilated. They are in no sense rivals of the Old

Syriac, like the Greek MS B or the Latin MS k : none of their readings

when definitely contradicted by the ancient texts can be entertained as

genuine. Their whole textual use is subsidiary.

At the same time the part that they may legitimately be made to

play is considerable, when they preserve the Greek text which underlies

the Old Syriac Version. The Old Syriac Version is one of our chief

textual authorities, but its witness to the type of Greek text anciently

current at Antioch is liable to suspicion from two sides. Like all

versions, the Old Syriac may give us merely a translator's paraphrase

where it seems to differ from the transmitted Greek : in such cases

subsidiary Greek attestation, if it agree literally with the Syriac, tends

to shew that the Syriac is preserving a real Greek variation. But

besides this ordinary source of uncertainty, from which the Old Syriac

suffers in common with other versions, there is the special uncertainty

arising from the influence of the Diatessaron. And here the subsidiary

Greek attestation plays a most important part. The Old Syriac is

wholly ancient, but it is open to the suspicion that many of its readings

are nothing more than a translation from the Diatessaron, nothing

more than a translation of a text current in Rome. The subsidiary

Greek attestation, on the other hand, is taken from a text full of late

elements, but it is substantially free from the suspicion of mixture

with the Diatessaron or the special Roman text of the end of the

2nd century. Readings, therefore, which are supported both by the

Old Syriac and by these subsidiary Greek texts escape both accusations.

Such readings must be really ancient, for they are found in the Old

Syriac ; and they are not mere Syriac adaptations of the Diatessaron,

for they are extant in Greek mss not specially connected with the

West of Europe. In other words, like almost all the Old Syriac
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readings which are neither due to the exigencies of translation nor

rendered directly from Tatian's Diatessaron, these variants must have

been found in the Greek text of the Gospels as read at Antioch about

200 AD.

Matt vi 6 Tw 2"] om. syr.S C Diat'^'' ix 27 (sic) Aph G7 = DaP (latt) 1

13&C 700

By this omission the sense becomes ' Pray in secret to thy

Father' instead of 'Pray to thy Father which is in secret.' The

addition of 1 13&c 700 to the authorities for omission shews us

that we cannot be sure that the Old Syriac took over this reading

from the Diatessaron against the evidence of the text known to

the translator. The use of rw eV tm Kpv(j>aLq) in Matt vi 18

instead of iv rw KpynrS (as here), when the Evangelist wishes to

indicate ' the Father loho is in secret ' makes it not unlikely that

the article has been wrongly inserted by most texts in ver. 6.

Matt xxii 35 els i^ aurwv vo/aikios] om. voiilkos syr./S'arm = l&c e Orig'^'

Here C has the independent insertion pC't^qo ( = ypa/A/AaTeT;s).

The words vofjuKO's and vo/Lio8i8ao-Ka\os in the Gospels are charac-

teristic of S. Luke alone, so that vajxiKos is out of place in

Matt xxii 35 and should be omitted. In this passage, then,

the only Greek text that preserves a good reading attested by the

consensus of the best extant representatives of the most ancient

versions is the family l&c.

Matt XXV 1 Tov vvfjb(f)Lov] + Kol Trj<s vviJi<f)7)s sjr.S-vg arm = DX* 1*-

209* 124* aP latt

There is no evidence for ' and the Bride ' in any of our more

ancient authorities for the Diatessaron text, but this may be

merely accidental. The erasure of kol Trj<; vvfjL(f)7)<; from every one

of the late Greek documents which do contain the words saves

these documents from the suspicion of having been conformed to

the Latin Vulgate.

Matt xxvii 16, 17 Bapa/3fiav Bapa/3/3av] 'Itqctovv Bapa^^av..-

'lr)aovv TOV Bapafifiav sjr.S arm = l&c. See the Note on this

passage for the inconsistent reading of B.
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Mk i 13 eVet eV tyj iprjiio) {so r)] om. iv rrj ip. sjr.S arm = l&c 28* 565

700 69-124 ai""""; om. eVer NABDL 33 13-346&C latt aeg Orig

Here is a clear instance of conflation in the Constantinopolitan

text, but instead of its elements being made up of an Alexandrian

reading on the one hand and a Western reading on the other, it is

made up of an Alexandrian and Western reading added to an

Eastern reading^.

Mk ii 27 iyevero] iKTL(rdrj sjr.S-Yg= l&c 700

This curious reading, viz. ' The Sabbath was created for man,' is

not attested for the Diatessaron (Moes. 62, 1,48, and see the Note

on the passage). There is no real ground for supposing that ' was

created ' is a Syriac paraphrase for iyevero. It is to be noted that

no ancient Western text of this passage survives, ver. 27 being

omitted by D a c effi (r).

Mk iii 17 Boai/ijpyes] B'nai R'yesli^ syr.;S-vg, Bcmeregh arm = Bavq-

peye<; 565, Bavrjpeyei, 700

It is exceedingly improbable that 565 and 700 have here got

their text through the Syriac.

Mk V 1 Tepaa-rjvZu] Tepyea-qvMV sjr.S arm aeth = t<''LUA 33 aP l&c 28

565 700

It is to be noted that neither S nor C reads ' Gergesenes ' in

Lk viii 26, 37.

Mk vi 22, 23 'And the king said unto the girl : "Ask of me whatsoever

thou wilt, and I will give it thee." ^'^And he sware unto her:
" whatsoever thou shalt ask of me I will give thee, unto the half

of my kingdom.'] 'And the king said to the girl : "Ask of

me [what thou wilt], and I will give to thee ^''unto the half of

my kingdom." And he sware unto her' syr.<S'= 1-209.

Here D (28) 565 lat.vt arm have the common text, but add
TToWd after Kal ajfioo-ev avTrj.

1 The full list of Greek authorities which according to Hoskier have f xfi without iv Ty epijfuo

is Kn* 1 4 9 11 12 28* [42] 50 69 72 114 124 131 209 253 300 474 489 565 700 ; add syr.S and
arm, together with the Book of Kelts.

2 Written ^Jc^^ (J^- The vocalisation here adopted is that of syr.vg according to the
Jacobites.
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Note that in the early part of ver. 22 syr.S-vg arm aeth agree

with l&c hcf in reading T-ijs 6vyaTp6<; tij? 'HpwStaSos, where

NBDLA 565 have ttjs 0- avrov 'HpwStaSos and most documents

have T^s 0. avTrj<s t'>js 'HpwStaSos.

Mk vii 33. In the compUcated variations found in this verse, syv.S

agrees with 13&c 28, while D 565 side with the Old Latin. For

details, see above, p. 127/

Mk viii 10 ets Ta ixiprj Aakfj^avovda] to the hill of Magadan sjY.S=ei<;

TO 6po<; jLtayeSa 28 (sic).

The name Dalmanutha is almost certainly corrupt, and there is

much to be said for Dr Cheyne's suggestion {Ency. Bihl. 1635)

that the place meant is Migdal-nunaya, a suburb of Tiberias.

N^JIJ 7iyi2, i.e. ' Tower of the Fishes,' is mentioned in Talmud B.

Pes. 46 &. On this hypothesis the name was miswritten in a very

early copy of S. Mark (c/ ' Boanerges ') and the various texts,

including S. Matthew's Gospel, give more or less independent

attempts at emendation^.

But be that as it may, the agreement here between 28 and

syr.>S is of considerable interest for the history of the text. If

syr.^ had not been supported by Greek evidence, it might have

been assumed that the Syriac rendering was a mere paraphrastical

harmonisation ; if 28 had stood alone, the reading it supports

would be set aside as the lapse of a mediaeval scribe. As it is,

we must recognise that even singular readings of the group of

minuscules which we are considering, viz. l&c 13&C 28 565 700,

may be genuine relics of a Greek text akin to that from which the

Old Syriac was translated.

Mk ix 43 ets ttjv yhvvav] om. sjr.S= l&c 28 al

In ver. 45 sjr.S with the best authorities omits ets to vvp to

dcr/3eaTov, and also vv. 44 and 46 which are identical with ver. 48.

Thus instead of the repetitions of the ordinary text, repetitions

1 In Mk viii 10 codex B has A<>.Amanoyn9&, which is a step nearer to the hypothetical

MAf^'^'^NOYNedi, or MaySoKvovvala, conjectured by Dr Oheyne. The Armenian Dalmanounea is

still nearer.

B. II. 32
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which in ver. 43 have invaded even the text of Westcott and

Hort, we get the series "...the unquenchable Fire... Gehenna...

Gehenna, where neither their worm dieth nor is their fire

quenched."

That the doubled ets in the ordinary text of ver. 43 is not

original is also suggested by the fact that the second eis is changed

into oTTov ecrriV by D and the Old Latin.

Mk X 11, 12. In syr.^S and 1 these verses are transposed, so that the

prohibition of the wife leaving her husband comes before that of

the husband leaving his wife. In 209 the latter clause is omitted

altogether. Is it not possible that the reading of 1 and syr./S is

the original ? Later editors would be more likely to put the man
before the woman than the woman before the man ; moreover the

order supported by 1 and syr.^S brings out more strongly the unmis-

takeable reference to Herodias and Herod Antipas, which underlies

the whole story as told in the primitive narrative of S. Mark.

Mk X 14 rj-yavaKTrjcrev Koi et-jrev auroi?] after kou syr-^S adds i'mri^rjcra'i

= l&c 13&C 28 565 (and arm). A clearly recensional variant.

Mk X 20 i(f)v\a$dix7]v (or i(f)vXa^a)'\ eVoir/cra syr.S arm=l&c^ 565.

' Done ' instead of ' kept ' is also read in Aphraates 392, but there

is no evidence for eVoiiycra in Matt or Lk.

Mk X 50 oLTTolSaXoip^ iiTL^akcbv sjr.S aeth = 565. Another instance of

an early variant preserved in Greek only in a single minuscule.

Mk xvi 3, 4. On the transposition here found in D 565 lat.eur as well

as in syr.^ and Diat'"' lii 47, see above, p. 241. I mention this

reading again here because it is supported by 565 as well as by
Codex Bezae.

Lk vi 48 'because it was well builded' (so NBL&c)] om. sjr.S=700.

Most documents read ' for it was founded upon the rock,' in agree-

ment with Matt vii 25^.

1 Note that sjr.S does not omit Sibda-KoXe in x 20, as is done by KII 1-209 al'.

^ It is interesting to note that so conservative a scholar as Mr H. C. Hoskier ventured in 1890

to suggest that in this instance the reading of a single minuscule preserved the original text

(Hoskier's Codex Evangelium 604, p. oxvi).
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Lk xi 33 ouSe vtto tov iiohiov] om. syr.S arm^LFH l&c 69 700. The

words are inserted in syr. C in such a way that the ' bushel '
comes

before the 'concealed place': c/ cod. Fuldensis, p.. 46. The im-

portant fragments edited by Amelineau in Not. et Extr. xxxiv,

which represent a type of Greek text current in Upper Egypt, also

omit the clause in agreement with LS.

Joh i 28. See the separate Note.

Joh ix 34 oXos] oA.ajs syr.^S arm = l&c aF. The reading implied by S is

certain : c/Matt v 34 -S C.

Joh xix 13 ray8y8a6'a] KaTTffiaOa 1 19™« 22 138 565 and the Armenian.

Unfortunately both S and C are missing, but the agreement of

1 and 565 with the Armenian leaves little doubt that the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe had here r«'A\A^ Kapphethd, i.e. 'Arch.' The Peshitta

has p<'A\^A^\^, a word a little nearer Vafi/3a6d in sound, but mean-

ing 'coved,' 'having a niche.
'-^

It is worthy of special notice that 565 in Joh xix seems to

present the same type of text that it has in Mk, though in the

greater part of Joh it differs little from the run of late MSS.

Class V.

Noteivorthy singular readings of S and C.

The singular readings of the Old Syriac must always lie under a

certain amount of suspicion, because it is always possible that such

readings never existed in Greek, but were mere mistakes or simplifica-

tions due to the translator. At the same time we should expect to

find a certain number of valuable singular readings. To take the most

obvious instance, there are several ancient readings preserved only by

the Old Syriac and the African Latin : where the best representatives

of the African Latin fail us we may expect to find some equally ancient

readings preserved by the Old Syriac alone.

1 Romance of Julian 139^1; a ^d\°>i'>.\^ T^tfyTi.^i5 was suitable for an extemporised altar.
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The singular readings of the Old Syriac, about which we may have

the most confidence that they represent ancient Greek variants, are

those which supply one element of a variant, otherwise only attested as

part of a conflation. The famous conflate readings upon which so much

of Dr Hort's textual theory is founded are combinations of an ancient

Alexandrian^—Dr Hort would say ' Neutral '—text with its almost

equally ancient Western rival. The normal Greek attestation of such

readings is B for the Alexandrian side, D for the Western side and the

mass of codices for the combination of the two rival variants together.

In these readings the Old Syriac goes sometimes with B, sometimes

with D.

But there is another class of conflate readings in which NBD and

the Latins are all grouped on the one side, the opposing group being

mostly made up of the minuscules l&c 13&c 28 565 700, the readings

of which we have just been considering. But these minuscules, valuable

as they are, are not nearly so true to type as Codex Bezae. It often

happens that they present the ordinary Constantinopolitan reading,

especially in Matt Lk and Joh, and so the Old Syriac is often left alone

as the representative of the ancient variant. In such cases the text

attested by the Old Syriac survives only in those parts of the longest

reading which are not attested by the Alexandrians and the Latins. It

will be found that most of the examples given below illustrate this state

of things.

Matt xxiii 23 raSra Se ISet TTOirjcraL, KOiKelva firj dcjielvai,.

Here Westcott and Hort follow BCL aP" adh syr.vg boh in reading

AeeAei, while eAei alone (without Se) is read by s- X D^'' al"^ lat.e-vg arm.

But syr.^S C have

But these ye have done, hut these ye have not left.

This is evidently a rendering of a Greek text in which 8e was

present but eSei was omitted.

I venture to thin,k that there is good reason to believe that the

reading implied by the Syriac is the original. The Syriac as it stands

is, of course, almost incoherent unless we supply a note of interrogation

at the end, but the Greek implied by the Syriac sounds to ine like a

literal rendering of an Aramaic original. raCra Se TToirjaat KaKelva
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/xTj d(j)elvaL might very well stand for

where the infinitives with 7 have the same force as niOri? in 2 Ki xiii 1

9

Ileb. The sense is the same as when eSet is supplied, but the rhetorical

effect is stronger without it.

A New Testament parallel to this construction is to be found in

2 Cor xii 1, where we ought to read with X (D^*) al boh aeth Kavxa-a-0ai

oe

—

ov crvfi(f)epov ju,eV—eXeucrojU,ai Se ets OTrracrtas k.t.X., a broken con-

struction that well suits the impassioned style of the context.

Lk xix 37 TTcpl iracrav Siv etSoi' Swajjiecov.

For this, syr.^ C have simply irepl iravTuiv wv elBov, while D r have

vepl TrdvTCJv dtv elSoi^ y(e)tvoyu.eV&jv, the whole clause being omitted by

cffi I s. The chief interest of this variation consists in the fact that

the great codex Vaticanus has nepnTANTWNojNeiAoNiYNAMecoN, a false concord

which suggests that its ancestor attested the shorter reading, now found

only in the Old Syriac.

Lk xxiv 46 ouTws yeypaTnai] The note on these words in Westcott

and Hort's Notes on Select Readings ran as follows :
—

" + koI ovtws eSei

Syrian (Gr. Lat. Sj'r.) : also ovt(»<s eSet omitting outws yeypanTai koL

cu* arm ^ua.Theoph. syr. iv 2 (Epiph): also < ovVws ce Cyp. Probably

three independent corrections of the (in the sense intended) abrupt

phrase ovtco^ yiypaiTTai iradelv ; though the Syrian reading might be a

conflation of text and the second, had the second more substantive

attestation : eSei comes from the similar v. 26."

The suggestion thus made has been confirmed by the discovery of

syr.*S, which omits ourws yiypairraL Koi while retaining ovrws eSet. C is

not extant, but the evidence of the Armenian shews that S here pre-

serves the genuine Old Syriac reading. The four Greek minuscules

are 72 237 240 244 : I have not noticed that any of them shew any

tendency to agree with the Old Syriac, so that their reading here may
be due to the accidental dropping of a clause.

Joh iii 18 Tov iiovoyevov<; vlov tov dtov] See the Notes on this passage

and on Joh i 34, where it is suggested that S (which reads ' the Chosen

Son,' i.e. TOV iKkeKTov vlov) may alone have preserved the true reading.
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Joh iv 9 yvvaiKos Sa/xa/)tTtSo9 oucrtj?] om. sjr.S. The following

words ov yap avvyjpciivrai, 'lovSatot 'Za^iapdrai'; are omitted by X''^D ah e :

is it possible that this gloss arose as an explanatory paraphrase of

yvf^aiKos Sa/xapiTtSo? ovcrijs, i.e. that it was intended to round off the

woman's speech ? If so, syr.S preserves an earlier stage than the

mass of Greek mss.

The main object of this chapter has been to shew that, when all the

necessary deductions have been made, we may learn a great deal from

the Old Syriac as to the type of text current in Antioch about the end

of the second century. It is useless to attempt to sum up the results

of so tentative an investigation as has been here made. One thing,

however, remains—to point out the great gap that still exists in our

knowledge of the early history of the text of the Canonical Gospels.

Speaking generally, we learn the Roman text from Justin Martyr, from

Tatian, from D and the Latins, the special variety current in Carthage

being preserved with great purity in k. We learn the Alexandrian

text from X and B, so far as the evidence is not directly contradicted

by the puzzling witness of Clement. We learn the early Antiochian

text from the Old Syriac. But of the texts current in the fourth great

centre of early Christendom, Ephesus and Asia Minor, we know very

little. It is almost certain that the manuscripts of this part of the

Christian world must have exercised some influence on the texts which

have survived to our times, but at present this question is almost

untouched and the ancient readings characteristic of Asia Minor and
the MSS that preserve them remain alike unidentified.
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S. MATTHEW

i 1-16 Oil the general correctness of the spelling of Hebrew proper names see

Introduction, p. 202/ For ' Shala' {m. 4, 5), see Ruth iv 20, 21 syr.vg. It is remark-

able that the earlier Syriac tradition so often has t at the end of these names where it

ought to be ^, e.g. T^ciii. Ober (for 'Obed') in G A^, ^cix=^ Abior (for 'Abiud') in

8 C, and ncuXrS^ Elim- (for ' Eliud ') m C ; similarly we find TJc=iS.S-.<i for Arphaxad in

Lk iii 36, on which see the Note. These mistakes, for such they are, afford a welcome

proof that the earliest Syriac version of the New Testament was made before the diacritic

point which distinguishes r from d was in general use.

i 8 The insertion by C of the three kings of Judah omitted by the Evangelist has

some historic interest, as it was long supposed to be the only variant of the ' Old Syriac

'

supported by Syriac patristic evidence. But it is really nothing more than an inter-

polation due to the misplaced erudition of a scribe who did not pay attention to the

'fourteen generations' expressly counted in v. 17. What Barsalibi says is: 'There

was once (t='=) found a Syriac MS conflated ( jmsj) from the Hebrew, which inserted

the Three Kings in the Genealogy' ; there is nothing else to shew that this MS was a

copy of the Ev. da-Mepliarreshe.

i 18 __cv=3-Tniu i«i_\ n^ in C must surely be wrong. The first letter is illegible

in 8 and Eus. HE^^'' 60 has _cv=3Tja^ rC^ :&>, 'before ever they came near.' The

imperfect after y^ ^»^ is regular and idiomatic in Syriac {Noldeke § 267), while f^ ;i=»

with the imperfect in the sense of ' though they had not. . .,' would be harsh. An instance

seems to occur in ^"340 {y^<syt^ -^^ n:^), but probably that also is a blunder.

Perhaps however i^ 3=^ was substituted by G in Matt i 18 for '*^ -x^^ to exclude

the so-called Helvidian theory that the ' brethren ' of our Lord were the younger children

of Joseph and Mary. In that case the irregularity of the grammar really arises from

dogmatical considerations.

i 21 ^'•nNvN Cj (TiiiiiiA 8 and syr.vg (= -rov Xaov avrov). We may compare

Lk ii 10, where 8 and syr.vg have ^'TnNs. m\'^\ for Travrl tS Xaw. It is always

tempting to assign confusions of i^iinlii. ' world ' and 'f^-n^ ' people ' to a Syriac

origin, but in Matt i 21 the variation in the suffix shews that the change was not due

to a simple graphical error. In view of the far-reaching variations of 8 from syr.vg in

this chapter (including the addition of v^ to :v^t^«\ in this very verse, noticed on

p. 200), it is hardly likely that fTJsnSw^ is a mere correction from the Peshitta. See

also on Lk ii 10.

B. II. 33
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i 16-25 The variations of ^S and Cin these verses from the ordinary text are best

taken together; and contrary to the usual custom, I think it will be better to begin with

historical and dogmatic considerations and then go on to the details of the transmitted

text. I do this from a firm belief that no fresh light upon the historical events of the

Nativity has been thrown either by the discovery of S or by the publication of the

Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila.

The belief that Jesus Christ was born from a virgin mother was not a constituent

part of the earliest preaching of Christianity. Even if credence was given to the dogma

by those who had heard of it, the silence of S. Mark, of S. John, and of S. Paul, is

enough to shew that to them, and to the circles for which they wrote, the theory of the

birth of Jesus from a virgin was either unknown or was at most an unessential

accompaniment of the Incarnation of the Messiah. In the case of S. Paul we may even

claim that the words which he uses to assert the true humanity and Israelite nationality

of God's predestined Son, born of woman, barn under Law (Gal iv 4), imply rather that

His birth was essentially natural rather than peculiar. The phrase Man that is born of

a woman is found in Job xiv 1, and that passage may even have been in S. Paul's mind,

though doubtless it had been used for ' a human being ' in many a verse and proverb

before the author of Job enshrined it in Hebrew literature.

We do not know what led to the propagation of the dogma of the Virgin-birth. The

evidence for it rests upon the narratives in the First and Third Evangelists and the

general belief of the Church in the second century. It is difficult, if not impossible, to

harmonise the details of Matthew and Luke, but the fact that the two narratives are

absolutely independent of each other shews that the points upon which the writers agree

were not their own invention. The tradition or belief, therefore, known to the First and

Third Evangelists and accepted by them, was that Joseph the husband of Mary was a

descendant of King David, that Jesus the Messiah was born at Bethlehem, having been

conceived by Mary while she was yet a virgin, and that afterwards the Holy Family

lived at Nazareth. It is certain that this much was believed by Matthew (as I shall for

convenience call the First Evangelist) and that he did not invent it. The matter in

hand is the question of textual criticism, and for that purpose this very bare conclusion

is quite sufficient.

I must now indicate very briefly the arguments that lead me to believe that the

first two chapters of the First Gospel are the work of the same hand as the rest of the

Gospel. In common with the majority of modern scholars I believe that our First

Gospel is based on a document identical with, or very closely akin to, the Gospel

according to S. Mark, while another document has supplied the material for the long

Discourses, such as the Sermon on the Mount, &c. Besides these two main sources the

Evangelist had access to some other traditions, possibly written, possibly oral, which

supplied peculiar features like the earthquake at the crucifixion and the story of the

guard at our Lord's tomb. To the Evangelist himself may be assigned the character-

istic quotations from Old Testament prophecy, by which he_ intends to shew that all the

stages of Christ's life on earth, and not only the events of the Passion, were fulfilled

according to what the Scriptures had foretold. The Greek style of Matthew is marked

;

he has a fondness for certain words and phrases, so that almost every passage of

considerable length contains some of them.
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When we come to Matt i, ii, and ask ourselves whether these chapters belong to the

rest of the Gospel, or whether they are to be regarded as a later insertion, we find that

the internal literary evidence is extraordinarily strong in their favour. The two

chapters contain no less than five of the O.T. quotations, accompanied by the regular

Matthaean formulae; we find also the same machinery of dreams which is employed

later on in the story of Pilate's wife (xxvii 19), itself an incident peculiar to Matthew.

The linguistic peculiarities of these chapters are conveniently tabulated in Sir John

Hawkins' Horae Synojyticae, pp. 4-7; it is sufficient here to note that in the short

compass of Matt i and ii—only 48 verses in all, 16 of which are taken up with a

genealogy—we find of the characteristic Matthaean words dvaxw/jfiv, Xeyofi.evo's (with

names), ovap, irk-qpova-daL, prj6iv, cr^dSpa, t6t€, <j>aLV€crdai. We may Say, in fact, that if

the Nativity Story (Matt i 18-ii 23) be not an integr«,l part of the First Gospel, it must

be counted one of the cleverest of literary adaptations, a verdict that is not likely to be

passed on it by a sane criticism. The literary evidence for the authorship of the

Genealogy (Matt i 1-17) is in the nature of things slighter. Yet even here we have the

characteristic Aeyd/i€vos in v. 16, and the objective way that the writer speaks of ' the

Christ ' in D. 17 is quite in the manner of Matt xi 2.

The contents of Matt i and ii, apart from the intrinsic interest of the events related,

events which in the view of the Evangelist were even in their details the direct

fulfilment of prophecy, fit in excellently with the general scheme. The Gospel according

to Matthew may well be called The Book of Jesus Christ, the son of David. Under this

title our Lord is recognised by the two blind men (ix 27), by the multitudes (xii 23), by

the Canaanitish woman (xv 22), by the children in the Temple itself (xxi 9, 15). He is

the King of the twelve tribes of Israel (xix 28), who is ultimately to reign over all the

nations (xxv 34). The special aim of Matthew, in one word, is to represent our Lord as

the legitimate Heir of the royal house of David. This aim is strictly pursued in

Matt i, ii. The Genealogy exhibits the royal descent of Jesus Christ, while the Nativity

Story shews us the alarm of the usurper Herod, when he learns that the legitimate ruler

has been born within his dominions. As Saul tried to kiU David, so Herod tries to

kill Jesus; and Jesus finds a refuge in Egypt, as David found a refuge among the

Philistines.

I believe therefore that Matt i and ii form an integral part of the First Gospel. We
have now to consider what view of the Nativity the Evangelist wishes to set before us.

There can in the first place be no doubt at all that Matthew wishes us to learn that

Jesus Christ was conceived by Mary while yet a virgin. This is not a question of

textual criticism, of the omission of a word here or there. The whole paragraph i 18-25

is absolutely based on this assumption. Joseph finds his betrothed' with child, but on

the authority of Divine revelation he learns that this has taken place not ek iropvtia<s but

£K TTvev/Aaros aytou. Accordingly he accepts Mary as his wife, and on the birth of the

child he accepts the child as his son by naming him, in obedience to the command of

the Angel.

I do not know what view the learned Sir Robert Filmer took of this question (see

Patriarcha i 9), but to me the position taken up by the Evangelist seems as logical as

the necessities of the case allowed. If the Messiah be the son of no earthly father and

at the same time the legitimate heir of David, it is difficult to see what else he could
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have said. That the Messiah should be merely a son of David was not enough. There

were doubtless many sons of David alive at the time ; but the Evangelist wanted the

legitimate Heir of the Divine promises made to David. That the infant Jesus was the

legitimate Heir was proved for Matthew by the miracles which were performed on His

behalf and by the prophecies which were at once fulfilled by the circumstances of His

childhood. The points which Matthew wishes to impress on his readers are the physical

reality of the birth of Christ from a virgin and the legality of the descent from David.

The physical reality of the descent from David was, as I understand him, a matter of no

moment so long as the legal conditions were satisfied.

To come at last to the Genealogy. A great deal has been written since the discovery

of the Sinai Palimpsest about the original form of this Genealogy, about supposed

Temple registers, &c. I cannot beheve that any document underlies it. On the

contrary, I believe that it is the composition of the Evangelist himself. It is a

statement of claim that ' Jesus called Christ ' is the heir of David, but I do not believe

that it is meant to be a statement of physical facts, any more than in the case of the

corresponding lists in Chronicles upon which it is so closely modelled. The con-

temporaries of the Evangelist knew their Bible at least as well as we do. They knew
that there were more than 14 generations between David and the Captivity, that Joram
did not beget Uzziah, and that Josiah did not beget Jeconiah. Nor would the fact that

the Evangelist had followed the statements in 1 Chron iii 17 allow them to forget the
tremendous curses that Jeremiah had pronounced upon this same Jeconiah: Earth,
earth, earth, hear the word of the Lord! Thus saith the Lord, Write ye this man
childless,...for no man of his seed shall pi-osper, sitting upon the throne of David, and
ruling any more in Judah (Jer xxii 29/). As S. Irenaeus says, adv. Haer. iii xxi 9,

Super haec autem nee rex esse posset si quidem Loseph flitis fuisset, nee heres secundum
Hieremiam.

Throughout the whole Genealogy the Evangelist appears to be telling us in an
audible aside that the heir had often been born out of the direct line or irregularly.
Thamar the daughter-in-law of Judah, Eahab the harlot, Ruth the Moabitess, and the
unnamed wife of Uriah, are forced upon our attention, as if to prepare us for still

greater irregularity in the last stage. This again is no matter of textual criticism and
'various readings': just as we cannot emend the miraculous conception out of the
Nativity story, so we cannot get rid of the essential and intentional artificiality in the
Genealogy. The Genealogy in S. Luke is quite different : I know no reason why the
series m Lk iii 23-31 may not be the names of the ancestors of Joseph up to David, and
there can be httle doubt that S. Luke believed himself to be giving the true names.
But I cannot believe that the Genealogy in Matt i 2-16 rests on any previous list of
Joseph's ancestors. It is artificial from beginning to end, and meant to be so, as
artificial as the lists of the twelve thousand sealed out of every tribe of Israel except
Dan m the Book of Revelation'.

' I rejoice to think that this view of the Genealogy in S. Matthew was .also held by so orthodox
a theologian as the late Bishop Westoott. He says in his own note on Matt i 16 (Westoott and
Hort's Introduction, 2nd ed., Appendix, p. 141) : "it is scarcely necessary to add that iyivvr,,r,v
in this genealogy expresses legal heirship and not physical descent."
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From what has been said it is evident that no light can be thrown by any statement

in this Genealogy upon the physical facts of the Nativity. If the Genealogy had ended

with the uncompromising statement ' and Joseph begat Jesus ' it would not prove that

the Evangelist believed that Joseph had been the natural father of Jesus. All that the

Evangelist cares about is that Joseph accepted Jesus as his son ; and further, that Joseph

was justified in so doing, because of the exceptional circumstances that had been

revealed to him by the Angel.

It has been necessary to discuss these questions at length, because our judgement

upon the various readings that are actually found in Matt i 16-25 must be influenced

by the general view we take of the passage, i.e. whether we are looking for a document

with a different tendency underlying the text, or contrariwise hold that no such

document ever existed.

The injportant points of variation are four, viz.

(i) the omission in i 24.

(ii) the addition of 'to thee' by the Old Syiiac in i 21.

(iii) the nominative to be supplied to iKa\ear(v in i 25.

(iv) the variations in i 16.

(i) Matt i 24, 25, runs as follows :

—

" Now when Joseph arose from sleep he did as the angel of the Lord commanded
him ; and he took his wife and [knew her not until] she bare a son, and called

his name Jesus."

The words between brackets are omitted by k and S. They are, I believe, right in

so doing. According to the view of the whole matter which has been explained above,

the shorter text expresses the meaning of the Evangelist. He was only concerned at

this point to assert that Joseph publicly accepted Mary as his lawful wife and publicly

acknowledged her son as lawfully born in wedlock. The domestic arrangements which

their piety may have suggested to them were not a matter of concern for the world at

large. But it is easy to see how later generations of Christians, more impressed with

the significance of the physical miracle and less anxious to assure the legality of our

Lord's title to be Heir of David, might find difficulties in the shorter text. Accordingly

most documents insert the words which I have enclosed in brackets; while the

Diatessaron, here followed by C, inserts lived purely with her until in the same place.

C also changes 'his wife' into 'Mary,' still further to remove the impression that they

might have lived together as man and wife. The reading of C and the Diatessaron

presupposes the shorter text of k and >S', for the ordinary text does not provoke

alteration in that sense. From the point of view of textual genealogy, the agreement of

the African Latin {k) with the original form of the Old Syriac {8), virtually supported

as it is but not caused by the Diatessaron, carries us back to the earliest stage of the

Canonical text.

(ii) In «. 21 both ^S* and G make the Angel say of Mary to Joseph She will bear

thee a son, as if it were Te'ltrai 8e vlov a-oi, kol KaAc'o-eis K.T.A.., just like Lk i 13. The
addition is interesting, inasmuch as its presence in C as well as S makes it certain that

in this whole series of variations it is S that preserves the original form of the

Evangelion da-Mepharreshe, and that the variants of G are later attempts at emendation.

Similarly, in v. 25, 8 has she ba/re him a son, but here G omits, in company with the
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rest of our witnesses. It is tempting to suppose that the pronoun is genuine, as it is

quite in hannony with the point of view of the Evangelist. But its absence from k and

the other Latins makes it on the whole more probable that it is a mere stylistic addition

to the Syriac by the translator of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe and that it never had a place

in the Greek text.

(iii) cKaXeo-tv in Greek and Latin may refer either to Joseph or to Mary, but in

Syriac and in English we are bound to take a side. The command of the Angel as to the

naming of Mary's Child is given to Joseph {v. 21), so that we can hardly doubt that

the English versions both of 1611 and of 1881 are right when they make Joseph the

nominative of the verb in v. 25. By naming the Child, Joseph accepts Him publicly as

a lawfully born member of his family. It is therefore thoroughly satisfactory to find

this view confirmed by S, which has a masculine verb in v. 25. But C and the Peshitta,

apparently following Tatian, adopt the other view, and make the verb in v. 25 feminine.

This was all the more tempting in Syriac, because •»<^-ii3i\o, the form of the verb required

in «. 21 and used both by S and the Peshitta, may mean either ' and thou {masc.) shalt

call' or 'and she shall call.' In such a case it is legitimate to interpret the doubtful

tense by what follows; probably the scribe of S wrote »<^txi4\ in v. 21 for the 2nd sing.

masc, while the Peshitta wrote it for the 3rd sing. fern. But C goes still further and

reads r^i-uiauo, so that the clause reads ' and his name shall be called.' Here again the

object of the change is to minimise the part played by Joseph.

It is worth notice that Cod. Sangermanensis {g), the ' mixed ' Latin MS that has so

many affinities with the Diatessaron, has in v. 21 not uocabis but uocabit, in agreement
with the interpretation of the Syriac implied by the Peshitta.

(iv) The textual problems involved in Matt i 16 are exceedingly complex, and I

.cannot claim to have arrived at a solution that satisfies all the elements of the puzzle.

But if what I have said above be accepted, as to the general aim and composition of the

Genealogy, the intrinsic interest of the determination of the original text in this passage
is considerably lessened. Whatever our decision be, the question is only a matter of

literary criticism, not of historical fact.

The distinction is important, because some critics, believing that this Genealogy
must have been based on an earlier document, have acclaimed the texts that contain or

seem to contain the statement 'Iwo--^^ . . . eyiwrio-ev tov 'Irjcrovv as the representatives of an
earlier form than the received text, and as genuine relics of the (supposed) naturalistic

account of the birth of Jesus which they conjecture to stand behind Matt i and ii. But
if the Genealogy be the composition of the Evangelist himself, it will reflect his own
point of view.

The two readings of Matt i 16 which are extant in Greek Mss are

(a) 'laKto^ 86 iyivvrio-iv tov 'I<,>(xri<l> tov avSpa Mapi'as, cf ^s iyivvi^er) 'Ir/o-ovs o Xeyofitvo'S

XpitTTOS.

This is the reading of NB and most mss, and it is definitely attested by Tertullian,

Be Came Christi § 20.

(^) 'loKw/S Sc iyivvr]<T€v tov 'lu>(Trj<j>, <S (/.vria-TevOeLcra TrapOivos Mapiap. iyevvrjaev 'lr](Tovv

TOV Xeyofi-evov XptcrToV.

This is the reading attested by the 'Ferrar Group.' It is also implied by the
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various forms of the Old Latin and by the text which underlies the extant Armenian
version'.

In Syriac we find

.fCmTTTn »i^TLiai\in:\ -^.ax> Ajd\r^ TOlSnn .-^-icnfl 03T=a^ -S^^QOctA n^o^i^ -=3Qn^.

Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary, from whom ivas born Jesus called the

Messiah.

This is the reading of syr.vg., agreeing with (a).

Jacob begat Joseph, him to whom was betrothed Mary the Virgin, she who bare Jesus

the Messiah.

This is the reading of G. The double relative shews that this text cannot be

primitive: it looks to me like an attempt to rewrite the text of 8.

•sScf^ .^fflAoo^ra "TU-toi oA «003 ^•Hi*\--nTI -Sl£ocu _2>jiocu^ a^o^ —. qi-i^ .

.T^^lllT~Ta ^TD Odin's _i^CUE-A

Jacob begat Joseph; Joseph, to whom was betrothed Mary the Virgin, begat Jesus

called the Messiah.

This is the text of S. It is with genuine regret—I must ask my readers to excuse

this expression of personal feeling—that I find myself unable to derive the reading of

the Sinai Palimpsest from anything but p. I believe that 8 accurately preserves the

original text of the Old Syriac version in this passage and that all the other Syriac

variants (in G, in Aphraates and elsewhere) are derived from that of 8. But the reading

of 8 itself I have come to regard as nothing more than a paraphrase of the reading of

the ' Ferrar Group,' the Syriac translator taking <p to refer to iyivvrja-ev as well as to

lj,vrj(TTev0€L(ra.

The main consideration that has led me to this conclusion is the impossibility of

rendering the text of 8 into Greek in such a way as to run harmoniously with the rest of

the Genealogy. The text of 8 implies 'laKuiyS Si iy. t6v 'Iwo-j;/^ • 'I(acnj<f) [8c] <a ft-vrjuTivdv.<Ta

\fiv\ TT. M. kyivv-qa-ev 'I. rov Xey. X. This as it stands, whether we read ifi-vrja-TevOri with

Westcott or /j-vrjcrTevOeTcra rjv with Blass, is much clumsier than the rest of the Genealogy.

The practice of the writer is to interpose no words between the name and the verb

iyivvr)(T€v, SO that the clause <S tiv-qa-r. irapB. M. ought to follow the first mention of

Joseph, not the second. There is of course no grammatical objection to assuming that

1 The more important Old Latin texts here extant are :

—

...losef • cui desponsata • uirgo Maria genuit lesum Christum k

.. Joseph cui desponsata • uirgo Maria peperit Christum lesum (^(Dsfis lost)

..Joseph cui desponsata uirgo Maria genuit lesum qui dicitur Christus a

...loseph cui disponsata uirgo Maria genuit lesum qui uocatur Christus g

...Joseph cui desponsata erat uirgo Maria • uirgo autem Maria genuit lesum... 6

...loseph cui desponsata uirgo Maria; Maria autem genuit lesum qui dicitur Christus c
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the original had simply

'laKuifi Sc iyevvrjcrev tov 'lioaijtf) • 'Iu)(7r](j> Se iyh>vrj(Tev Tov Irjaovv Tov Key. XpicrTOV

but in that case there would be no mention of Mary at all. It is inconceivable that the

Evangelist, who thought it served the purpose that he had in hand to mention Thamar,

Rahab, Euth and Uriah's wife, should leave the step containing Joseph bare. No
evidence exists, as a matter of fact, for omitting all reference to Mary. Had we such a

text as laK. Se iyivv. tov 'Iajcrr/(^ tov avSpa Mapt'a?' 'lo)iTrj(f> 8e iyevvrjaiu k.t.X. the Case

would have been different, but the evidence does not point that way. And in that case

also the reading of *S^ would be further from the original than that of XB and TertuUian.

As I have explained at length in the earlier part of this Note I believe the question

to be only one of literary and textual interest. But what is to me a very serious matter

is this. If the clause w ix-vqa-r^vOeiija irapOivo's Mapia/i be not genuine, even in the

connexion in which it appears in S, then all the authorities which contain it agree in

error, and therefore they must have some common origin later than the autograph. In

the case before us I must regretfully own that S and k agree in a common corruption.

It becomes once more possible to speak of the Western text in the singular number.

This is the real lesson of the variation in Matt i 16, and I do not see how to evade the

difficulty, except on the supposition that Theodoret was mistaken and that the

Genealogies had a place somewhere in the Diatessaron, perhaps as an Appendix. On
that hypothesis the agreement of k and S would be regarded as one of the numerous

cases where the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe deserted the true old-Antiochian Greek text

to follow a Western reading embedded in Tatian's Harmony. But I must offer this

rather as an excuse than as an explanation.

There -still remain some pieces of evidence that must not be passed over in silence,

although I am unable to regard them as contributing any new element to the solution of

the problem.

(i) In both the Sinai mss of the Palestinian Lectionary (Mrs Lewis's B and C) we

read
...oocvQo. nV>4\'T^ t7ji:35-n -ji*Tin'a 03T.=ii^ _2l1bcuA

Joseph the husband of Mary, him from whom was born Jesus.

The Vatican ms (A) has ro-^=i>^ and mi^ii, now changed into f7jiin:>. No doubt the

reading of the Sinai mss is only a mistake for an^sif, (i.e. her from whom), but its

occurrence should warn us not to assume too hastily that later orthodox scribes might

not blunder into statements that look heretical.

(ii) The Genealogy added at the end of the Borgian MS of the Arabic Diatessaron

(Ciasca's B) contains no ancient element of text, as I have learnt through the kindness

of my friend Dr Guidi. The Vatican MS (Ciasca's A) is a more interesting document,

inasmuch as some of the kings' names come ultimately from a Greek and not a Syriac

source, e.g. j>\^a.j\ {-'Po/Sod/ji), ^L/l (='Ao-a<^). In Matt i 16 we find

^.*.»^l c^-jt jJj lv«-o ^_5JJI ^ffjj-* jj^j "-Awjj jjj wi^Ajij

Jacob begat Joseph, who from her begat Jesus the Messiah.
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It is from general considerations most unlikely that any peculiarity in this Arabic MS

should be reaUy old, unless the reading stood in the immediate Syriac original. Even

in the Genealogy, although the spelling of some of the names shews a Greek influence,

others like O^j (i.e. Ruth) are clearly derived direct from the Syriac. Now syr.vg.

has -i^cuti aL*i<; (73i;t>:i, and *>-.jI jJj V*^ l^J^JI is surely more likely to be a

blundering translation of this (pointing jJ_s) than of a hypothetical -^o-^ oUinTi. We

have seen from the example of the codices of the Palestinian Lectionary that orthodox

scribes do not always produce an orthodox reading. I doubt therefore if Ciasca's A
brings us here back to anything but what is found in the Peshitta.

(iii) More important are the variations found in the Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila,

edited by F. C. Conybeare (Oxford, 1898). In this Dialogue Matt i 16 is quoted three

times. The third of these (p. 88) is obviously based on the common text, and is inter-

esting only as an example of how loosely and inaccurately the writer quotes the N.T.

:

it runs loiK. 0€ iyevv. rov loiarjtft rbv fnvrjo'TivcTa.fjLivov /iapia/x, (.^ rj^ iyivvrjOr) 6 ^piuTOS o

vloi Tov deov. The second quotation is in a rapid recapitulation of the genealogy (p. 76)

and runs laKafJ Sk rov io}a~ij(f>, (5 iJ.v7j(TT€vdu{Ta //.apia' e^ rjs iyevvijdrj 'Ir/cr. o Aty. Xpttrros.

This is chiefly interesting as affording an actual proof that the phrase 'husband of Mary'

was_ liable to change. The first quotation (also on p. 76) is more striking. It is put

into the mouth of the Jew, and to gain an idea of the context it is necessary to quote

more fully.

The Christian says : "Yes,... from Abraham [Jesus] derives his flesh."

The Jew says : "How was he born ? Tell me his genealogy."

The Christian says : "Thine own mouth hath declared it when reading the Old and

New Testament, and dost thou not know this?"

The Jew says :
" There is a genealogy in the Old Testament, and in the New there is

one in Mattheio {Iv t(3 Kara Mardaia, sic), and it runs thus, Jacob begat Joseph tlie husband

of Mary, from whom was horn Jesus that is called Christ. And [so] Joseph begat Jesus

that is called Christ, about whom we are talking, it says he begat [him] from Mary."

The Greek is laKu>l3 . . .\ey6fi.evo<; ^cr, Kai laxrrjcj) iy€vv7](rev Tov w t. Aey. p^. Trtpi ov vvv

6 Xoyos, (l>r]<Tlv kyivvrjuev ex rrj'i /iapia;.

I do not believe that koI Ma-rJKf, iyewrjcrev K.T.X. is meant to be a quotation ; it is the

inference of the Jew, who is represented as on the way to conversion. The use of koI is

much the same as on p. 81, last line, where we read fj-dpTvpa 8e irapia-Tuiixiv tov Trpo<j>T]Tr]v

Tqcraiav Xiyovra, l^ov rj TrapOivo^ iv yaarpi e^ci Kai Tc^^ertti vlov, Kal -q jxqT-qp avTOv avSpa

ov yrwo-cTai. Here the last seven words are evidently no quotation but the inference of

the speaker. We may almost paraphrase this Kal in English by ' well then.' The Jew

quotes the Genealogy and then draws his inference, which is of course repudiated by the

Christian disputant. It is the simple fact that the Genealogy, as it stands according to

the ordinary text, is consistent with the statement 'Iwo-ijc^ lyivv-qa-^v toi' 'l-qo-ovv, and it

is only because of what comes afterwards in the following verses that we see that 'Joseph

begat Jesus ' was not the Evangelist's meaning. The Jew in the Dialogue had a perfect

grammatical right to take the intentionally ambiguous language of Matt i 16 as he did
;

it is only by examining the context that we can confute him.

B. II, 34
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With this passage iu the Dialogue of Timothy and Aquila we may finally compare

a remarkable passage from the still unpublished Commentary of Barsalibi (on Matt i 18 :

c/ Dudley Loftus, Tram. p. 33) :—

TiiuiX=r) .i>^oJE»':i "7^ rnnV.n .-toj^ ^navsa _ira^.i^ci i<auacirA nAo'<i'a 'x^py^ -^^ccu

OTO »<ii\3u ri^^ .A^A\»<:; fCx^r'i.-^ y^ve. wy<^ "71^ <^^^ .<" .^003 i<ii=i03

Here the manner of His corporeal birth (the Evangelist) teaches. When therefwe

thou hearest the word 'husband' do not suppose that He is to be born by the Law of

Nature, who Himself prescribes the Law of Nature. And when it comes to Joseph it

says ' Who begat the Messiah,' and fm- that reason afterwards it says 'The birth of Jesus

the Messiah was thus,' i.e. 'not as the rest of mankind was He born, but a new thing is

the manner of His birth.'

Whether this be Barsalibi's own comment on the Peshitta text, or a quotation from

some ancient writer who had before him a text like that of S, it is after all a sound

exposition of the general meaning of the passage Matt i l&ff., a question which should

be kept quite - distinct from the criticism of the general Christian tradition as to the

Nativity.

iii 4 On »^'io\ the hills, in the sense of 'the open country,' see p. 82.

iii 16 On the mention in the Diatessaron of a great light at the Baptism, see

pp. lloif: and 191.

When Rabbula, the future bishop of Bdessa, became a Christian he betook himself to

the Holy Places in Jerusalem. From thence he went down to the Jordan "and

immediately he persuaded the priests and repeated the Faith before them, and they

anointed him and baptized him. And immediately as he came up from the water, the

cloth that was wrapped round his body, according to the custom of the spiritual

bridegrooms of the Messiah, appeared flashing all over it from all sides with the single

colour of the blood of the Messiah in the sign of Crosses. And all that were there when

they saw this great wonder, they saw and were amazed...and were glorifying God"
(Overbech 165).

iii 17 On the rendering of wto's /xov d ayair-qTo^ by ,
-t-t>o -1-1.= ' My Son and My

beloved,' see pp. 116, 156 : in this peculiar translation it is evident that the Diatessaron

and the Ev. da-Mepharreshe were agreed. But they differ in what immediately

precedes.

According to all authorities, the Voice from Heaven said ' This is My Son ' at the
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Transfiguration. At the Baptism according to Mk and Lk, the Voice said ' Thou art My
Son.' In Matt, according to the ordinary text, the Voice says ' This is My Son,' as at

the Transfiguration ; and this reading is followed by the Diatessaron against the witness

of the other Synoptic Gospels. The evidence is singularly full, including Bphr.

Horn, vi 16 c and Moesinger 99, Marutha (see above, p. 156), and even the Arabic

Diatessaron : all these have ' This is My Son". But S and C here read ' Thou art My
Son,' in agreement with D a and Irenaeus Haer. iii 9, according to the Greek text as

preserved in the very ancient fragments from Oxyrhynchus^ Here therefore S and G
agree with the best extant Western texts in supporting a reading opposed by the

Diatessaron.

I venture to think that the balance of internal evidence is in this case in favour of

the reading 'Thou art My Son' attested by /S and C. The general harmonistic

tendencies of transcribers familiar with the Gospel text cannot be cited in favour of

either reading, for the impulse to assimilate Matt iii 17 to Matt xvii 5 would be at least

as strong as the impulse to assimilate it with Lk iii 22 and Mk ill. But the same

tendency which led Tatian to prefer the ' This is My Son ' of his text of Matt to the

' Thou art My Son ' of Mk and Lk would lead an over-orthodox scribe to change ' Thou

art ' into ' This is.' For ' This is My Son ' is an announcement to the bystanders or to

John the Baptist : it does not imply the act of Adoption, any more than the Voice at the

Transfiguration implied it. But 'Thou art My Son' is addressed to Jesus Himself: we

even find that most of the older Western texts, including D a and S C (but not Iren),

add TT/Dos avTov after Xe'yovcra, and in any case the reference to Ps ii 7 could not be

missed. For these reasons I prefer to think that the First Evangelist here followed

his source Mk ill without making any alteration (unless indeed -n-po? airov itself be

genuine), and that the true text of Matt iii 1 7 contained the words <rv eT d vio's /xov, not

OVTOS icTTlV 6 Vtds fJLOV.

V 4 .^»'ii=iu 'shall be comforted' SC and syr.vg; the Diatessaron had

^cvajE^^ .^ooA (or ^i'st^^^jj .^orai .^ra^) i.e. 'to them folk will make sup-

plication,' if we may trust Aphraates 41 : see Introduction, p. 181, note. The sense of

this alternative rendering of TrapanXqdrifTovTaL is the same as in Lk vi 24, xvi 25 (see

pp. 109, 135/.), but the verb there used is ^^-t not °»T-»A\'.<r.

In rendering the Syriac text of the Beatitudes into English we are met with the

difficulty that ^, like the English 'that,' is used both for a conjunction and for the

relative pronoun. Thas Matt v 4 may mean ' Happy is it for mourners who will be

comforted,' as well as ' Happy is it for mourners because they will be comforted.' As a

general rule the true English rendering of such passages in a version may be ascertained

by referring to the original Greek, but here the question is complicated by the very

strong probability that the original Aramaic saying corresponded in form and therefore

in ambiguity to the Syriac before us.

1 I do not include Bphr. Rom. v 545 a (see above, p. 116), as the context shews that the

Transfiguration was in S. Ephraim's mind.

2 See Oxyrhynchus Papyri iii 10/, and the restoration of the fragments by Dr Armitage

Eobinson in the Atkenaewtn for Oct. 24, 1903. Note that Cod. Bobiensis ijc) is not extant here.
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V 13 rd^j3t.i\o <7j=i^^ C: a double rendering of fj.(Dpav6fj, betraying the hand of

the reviser, who was probably the same as added »^au «<aTja o-r^ in v 18 : see p. 217/.

For 1^ \r . as a rendering of fj-wpaLveudai, see Rom i 22.

V 22 The forensic conception of guilt in this verse is so genuinely Semitic and

therefore alien to our phraseology that it is difficult to find a satisfactory translation.

It is desirable to get a terminology which will fit Matt xii 41, 42 and Matt xx 18 as well

as this verse. We distinguish between ' guilty ' and ' sentenced ' : the Semitic idiom did

not. Further there is a common error that 'judgement' in this verse and in Matt xii

41, 42, means the Last Judgement; this error was at any rate not shared by the Syriac-

speaking commentators, as may be seen from Barsalibi on Matt xii 41. 'To stand up in

judgement with ' means little more than ' to be judged in comparison with ' : the Court

and the penalty are unspecified. But this idiom has passed over into the Greek Gospel,

and the ev rfj Kpia-u of Matt xii 41 is taken even by Grimm and Thayer to refer to the

Last Day. On this see Wellhausen in GGN for 1895, Heft 1, p. 11.

V 34 On .^ oJ^^jjain for oXio?, see p. 59 and also Joh ix 34.

V 39 On -=TJ3, see p. 8 note. In S. Ephraim's Commentary (Moes. 65, 133) we

find ' slap for slap ' quoted almost as if it formed part of the text before him. The

passage in his mind is evidently Exod xxi 25 where the Syriac has y^^^^2>- .sAai r^^^s^..

The word -KisLS. means (1) 'the cheek'; (2) 'a slap on the cheek.' It is therefore

curiously appropriate as an illustration of Matt v 39, and may possibly have had a place

in the Syriac Diatessaron after ' eye for eye, tooth for tooth.' But the play upon words

does not seem to be repeated in any form of Palestinian Aramaic, so that it can hardly

have anything to do with the original form of the saying.

V 44 On the Diatessaron text in this passage, see pp. 110/.

vi 1 On •<<1A:>, meaning ' else,' see p. 67.

vi 4 On f^=^y^ for r=^'^, see p. 47.

vi 7 On rt:^i^Xij=3, see p. 81.

vi 11, 12 For the text of the Lord's Prayer according to the Acts of T/wmas, see

pp. 105/ The metrical Homily of Jacob of Serug on the Lord's Prayer is still

unpublished : it is a work of some interest as shewing that the pre-vulgate text of the

Prayer still to some extent survived in popular if not in liturgical use so late as the

6th century. I give the text from B.M. Add. 17157 (ad 565), with various readings from

B.M. Add. 14515 (ad 893) and B.M. Add. 14584 (6th or 7th cent.). Jacob of Serug

died AD 521 at the age of seventy.
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The actual quotations in the following extract are distinguished in the trans-

lation by diiference of type.

iiAJL.t K'ooo .2^.1^.10 • ClA^sA'' .^^OJrc' .ail.i t<'.Ti.ajlA» o\r^-X.

rtflsa » pAur*' oA^ ^A rf-iAoo • .^^airc* KlV^ rd^ ,cncur«lz.

• x-»xn AK'.'i vyp^* v>snx. .z..to^ KLiSaxa.i ..aaK' • ^^^.i

pi'aoru'' • oi.AuK'.T i-^ ^-S3 vvA\0.^5lS3 Ar^ »^aA r<'i<r<'A>''

vyiK* ^oA^ rc'oauo ^xscvu jicxsjco • vvv^ ivi.3 ^ r^l^no^.i

^_^a ptArC' • ^lx\.ujL'93.l A^4>* pcA r^llCUOoAo • ^1m .qIX..!

• ^osars' ;jaliA^ r<'A\QJ.i,Ta rdA^^ojt. Arc* • ps'A^OJkAsa ^r<

^ 0003 __eA-in 14515, ^nii^\i> a^viit. cuA-:»!ii _aJ'»^ .^^ 14584

•> •Kr^*irA\o 14515 <= riiofTiso 14515, i<^ii«i=> i«^of7U >a^.->- -2ii<i 14584

J ^^ AiiL^ 14515 : Iread ^A-^i^ (i.e. ta'ellain, Nold. § 190c)

= i"iAiii 14515 ' ^«T<\v. -ji\v,\ 14515 : for the last two lines 14584 has

The disciples asked that He should teach them to pray—And as He knew that

well they asked Him, He did not restrain them—" Thus (quoth He) pray ye, when they

are praying:

—

Our Father in heaven, Thy name he hallowed even as it is holy,

—

Thy

Mngdom also come to us from where it is,

—

Thy will also be done in earth, as in heaven.—
Give us the continual bread of tlie day from Thy treasury,

—

And forgive owr debts and

pardon our sins, as we have fwgirnn,—And into temptation do not make us enter, who

are feeble,

—

But deliver thou us from the Evil One, for that Thy power is great.

—

Because Thine is the might, also the kingdom, also the authority and the principality

for ever, Amen.

Thy kingdom] pr. ' and ' 14615 Thy will] fr. ' and ' 14515 Thy power] the power 14515

For the last two lines 14584 has ' Because Thine is the kingdom and the heroism—also the

authority with the glory for ever and ever.'

Note that for tov aprov yj/xuiv Tov iTriovcnov Sos iqiuv crrjixepov the Peshitta has

y^imcu amooj'n y^-ni\\ ^ _=aTO Give us the bread of our necessity to-day.

vi 24 See p. 67.
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vii 17, 18 See Note on Lk vi 45.

viii 4 On the omission of -"W, or some similar word, before I'iiai^^, see p. 75/.

viii 5 For Euseb. Tkeoph. iv 2, see p. 170.

viii 16 On the sign < in (7, see p. 13 and also p. 29.

X 2-4 The variations in the names and the order of the Twelve Apostles are

somewhat complicated and confusing, but for the consideration of the sources which

have contributed to mould the text of Matt x 2-4 in 8 several of the lists may be left

out of account. In the first place a tabulation of all the lists in our various authorities

brings out at once the curious and noteworthy fact that neither the list in Mk nor the

list in Acts has exercised any influence. We may also neglect the lists in the Arabic

Diatessaron and in Cod. Fuldensis, for both of these have been assimilated to the list in

Lk vi 14-16. The Syriac Hst pubKshed by Goussen from Cod. Sachau 311 (see Harris

101), which professes to give the Diatessaron list according to Isho'dad, has on the other

hand every sign of genuineness. It is obviously a harmonised list, such as the text of

the Diatessaron might be expected to present, and at the same time it contains clear

points of resemblance with the text of S in Matt x 2-4.

All the lists in Matt and Lk agree in the first six names and end with Iscariot. It

is therefore only necessary to take the remaining five names. I have not noted the

inclusion or exclusion of titles, except to point out that all three Syriac lists add ' the

Publican ' to Matthew's name, thereby clearly shewing on which Gospel the list is

primarily based.

(In the Table, Ravenna stands for the order attested by the 5th century mosaics in the

great Baptistery at Ravenna (Battistero degli Ortodossi), in which the Eleven and S. Paul

stand round a circle thus :

—

PAVLVS

THOMAS

MATTHEVS

lACOBVS ALFEI

SIMON CANANEVS

IVDAS ZELOTES

PETRVS

ANDREAS

IACOBVS ZEBEDEI

lOHANNIS

PILIPPVS

BARTOLOMEVS

The same set of mosaics attest the 'Western' order of the Gospels, Matt loh Lc Mo.)

NB lat.vg

Isho'dad

Thos.

Thos.

Matth.
Matth.

Thos. Matth.

Acts of Thomas Thos. Matth.

S Thos. Matth.

James Alph.

James Alph.

James Lebbaea
Alph.

James Alph.

James Alph.

Thaddaeus
Lebbaeus

Simon Canan.
Simon Canan.

Simon Canan. Jude s. of James

Simon Canan.

Simon Canan.

Jude s. of James
Jude s. of James
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Ravenna Thos. Matth. James Alph. Simon Canan. Jude Zealot

g h gat {mm) Thos. Matth. James Alph. Jude Zealot Simon Canan.

ahq Matth. James Alph. Jude Zealot Thomas Simon Canan.

Luke Matth. Thos. James Alph. Simon Zealot Jude of James
(and Diat.arab

and Cod. Fuld)

From the above Table we see at once that the list in the Acts of Thomas follows that

in >S', both where it agrees with the Diatessaron (as in introducing Jude son of James

from S. Luke after Simon and in omitting Thaddaeus), and also where it differs from the

Diatessaron (as in the use of the ordinary name of James son of Alphaeus). The name

'James Lebbaeus son of Alphaeus ' appears to shew the influence of the ancient Western

text now represented by D and k, which put ' Lebbaeus ' instead of Thaddaeus, and not

the later European Western text which put ' Judas Zelotes ' instead of Thaddaeus.

X 5 On the Gospel references in Aphraates 41, 42, see pp. Ill, 197.

X 32 ' and before his angels.' This addition is also found in the verse as quoted

in the Acts of Guria and Shamona (ed. by Rahmani, Rome, 1899, p. 1) and the Syriac

text is confirmed by the Metaphrast. These Acts are certainly genuine, but our present

knowledge of them rests on a much later MS than that of the companion Acts of Habbib,

so that it is not always safe to use them for minute textual points.

X 38 On Syriac renderings for ' cross,' see on Mk ix 12, Lk xxiv 7.

xi 1 On a=>[T<] i«ioTOo, see p. 68.

xi 2 ' despatched. . .sent word ' : cf Matt xxvii 19, Lk vii 6, and Acts of Thomas 187'

...t<iis\TO f7j\ iilx-o .inac ^ni>^-^ y^ncaiM ^cA fiiAin, i.e. ' The king despatched

messengers unto Judas and sent word to him thus (saying)...'

On jon»irA^ for -lOJoniinXm, see p. 46.

xi 5 For the reading of >S', see p. 238/ The reading of G ^i=ui:\oa=r> sustained

must be a mere error for ^iia^oarn evangelised, as the Greek is eiayyeXL^ovrai, but like

other scribal errors or conjectural emendations in Syriac Biblical texts it makes singu-

larly good sense. Compare the Note on Lk ii 30.

xi 21, 22 .^^r for --3'^ must be a mere blunder of transcription in 1893:

see vol. i, p. 543.

xii 9 For the construction, see pp. 69, 70.

xii 24 On the spelling of the word ' Beelzebub,' see p. 204.
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xii 40 The occurrence of ^T.=i>>^ to-t= in Aphraates 222 shews that the phrase

actually had a place in Syxiac ecclesiastical terminology, but it is difficult to imagine in

what sense it was understood. The Syriac for uir is i<^T.=.i<,; but homo is n^^t^y^ to
(a word also written riri-vri), the plural being fCx-iif^ ,a=3 or «<ix-uii3. The word
•fCx-i^ by itself is used for ' some folk,' and similarly ^^y^ is also used. The ^JX ^^
of Dan vii 13 is translated in the Peshitta by ^xxJf^ -i^, and the rendering is attested

by Aphraates and other early writers. fCn-r^Tt ra-ira does not occur in Syriac, except as

a rendering of the Gospel phrase 6 ui6s tov avOpiowov—in fact, it exactly corresponds to

the English rendering ' Son of Man,' which is in itself meaningless. You cannot say in

English ' Son of Jew ' or ' Son of Roman.'

But •<<^T.=iv_is also used for 'iadividual,' as in Matt x 36, where ~.fno.=a=3n\^-^

''3a>-»:= ^ii3 ^Tii^J corresponds to ix.^pol tov avdpwTTOV ot o'lKiaKoi avTOv. HenCO

some early translator, probably the earliest of all, translated 6 vios tov avOpunrov by
T'^'toii^ (73TC3. We can only suppose that the meaning of the Greek was incompre-

hensible to him, that he was in possession of no traditional explanation of the title,

and that under the circumstances he thought it best to give what he considered a literal

rendering.

It is not surprising that T^-i=ii>^ ro-v=> did not find favour, and now it has almost

entirely disappeared, the meaningless but inoffensive i<jE-i'«:^'a oj-to taking its place.

'<^'tovi>^ c73-=i= is now only found in Edessene Syriac in the passages mentioned in

vol. i, p. 67, viz. Matt xii 40 A, Mk viii 38 *S', Lk vii 34 SO, Lk ix 26 C (S illegible),

Lk xxii 48 C (for *S', see the Note on the passage), Joh xiii 31 *S^. But curiously enough,

it is quite common in the Christian Palestinian texts.

That the expression r^^-r^r\ to-^= seemed to Syriac ears to have a meaning not

unlike •^^x^t^ -to appears from a comment of Ephraim on Lk v 21 {Lamy i 191, from
the great Homily on our Lm-d)

:

—
.^m <7Ut2iJ ^ooj ^Tia t<^2c_iT^:i m\=i «j=n oro n2.T\ ^-iriia:) cura

.0003 -roon=i^ T^fTi^ n-nr . y^a^-rH ^^Jt^iv? '"'^-^ ^l^ -iTOoiiraAi^^a

This is the marvel, that while our Lord was calling Himself son of 3Ian there,

His enemies ivithaut perceiving it had made Him God the Forgiver of sins.

xii 48 On ^u'«^ .^i^ o^ ,:s^r< ,jrx), the grammatically curious reading of
S, see pp. 42, 58.

xiii 5 On y^xian, see p. 83.

xiii 6 ojAi^ is fem. ; with what does it agree ? I rather incline now to suppose
that my translation is wrong and that the sun is not said to shine on the 'land'
("^^^-^ fem. understood), but upon the young plant. Both S and G are so para-
phrastical at this point that the Greek gives very Httle help. At the beginning of
ver. 5 they agree in having the masc. sing, for the seed which fell on the rock. Here
they agree in having fem. sing, for that upon which the sun shone. But all the other
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verbs in vv. 5-8" are masc. sing, in S and fern. sing, in C. Thus both MSS are inconsistent

with themselves. ^i\-iu^ in G (vv. T, 8") is inconsistent with •^'y^-r^ (v. 5''), and
oiA:^ here in ;S^ is inconsistent with aax. and =ajc., unless the forced construction indi-

cated in my translation be adopted. Under these circumstances is it not better to

suppose that the translator used masc. for the seeds, fern, for the young plants ? In the

first case ^i^^-ni is understood, in the second an impersonal fem. sing. {Noldeke § 274).

In 8 the verbs were all corrected to agree with .^ r^\>i-^ in ver. 5", but ojAi^ was

overlooked. In G the .^ i«^-w^ at the beginnings of w. 7 and 8 were made fem.,

as well as [«>.]=f7i.o in ver. 8, under the influence of the fem. verbs in mr. 6.

a\=f7j*o in ver. 8 might grammatically be taken to refer to the ^^^=3.^, •r^^:J\y<l,

but both in *S' and in Aphraates 301" it is referred to the seed sown in the earth.

xiii 35 On the relation of the text of >S' and G to the Peshitta rendering of

Ps Ixxvii 2, see p. 204.

xiii 48 t*=\ ^I'^NyTi T^oi cu=ii^. These words correspond to <yvvi\(.ia.v to. KaXh.

CIS ayy-q (or w dyycTa) in the Greek: see p. 57. On the construction my friend Prof

Kennett writes to me : "I am inclined to think that the repetition is due to a semi-

adverbial, or perhaps one should say predicative, use, viz. 'they chose out fishes as good'."

In any case the doubled ^i-=>\ is not superlative in meaning and has nothing to do

with the Old Latin use of optimus in this passage, though doubtless the latter is the

cause why D^'' reads m KaWio-ra for to, Kokd, meliora in d being a further attempt to

produce an equivalent for D^.

xiv 22 fis^-ri^. Compare p. 78.

xiv 27 cvco'ii\ S. The equivalent for ddpaei, dapueiTe, in syr.vg, wherever it

occurs in the Gospels, is -<—iNmyi^ or <\=A*^, but this uniformity does not appear

to be primitive. ->-<\i\^ is never used either by S or G. In Matt xiv 27 C has

cA-iuAi-^ (like syr.vg in Acts xxiii 11), and in the other passages it is not extant. The

usual rendering in S, found in Matt ix 2, Mk x 49, Joh xvi 33, is 'Fear not,' the

primitive Semitic greeting, of which dapa-ei is one of the regular LXX equivalents.

But here ...cAi>:\Ai r^ is unsuitable, because firj (^ofOiaB^ almost immediately follows

Oapa-flre, and SO we find cuionin in S, an adaptation of the Greek word not elsewhere

found in Syriac.

In Matt vi 26, Lk xii 24, t-iooni^in occurs in G and syr.vg in its ordinary sense of

Tp€<f>ei, but S substitutes
-^-nfm-n for it in Lk and in Matt it is not extant.

xiv 32 For the construction, see pp. 69, 70. The verb y^msL. 'to calm down'

(e.g. of a fever), is the opposite of \^ and \\>~^y^.

xiv 36 On i^^Oi.s^i', lit. 'blm-pwple,' see p. 84.

B. II, 35
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XV 2 ^i=30o'a Tt^niias. means 'the commandments of our greybeards,' not 'of the

greybeards.' Similarly in Lk xxiv 20 C ^«T»Tn o ^tn=> ^=t means 'the chief priests

and our elders,' i.e. the word is to be read with the suffix of the 1st pers. plur. I

mention this only because both Cureton and Mrs Lewis (in Some Pages) have translated

the word as if it were the 'plur. absolute,' without a suffix. Similarly in the Acts

(e.g. i 15) ^y^ •»^Ti=ii>^, corresponding to ai/Spes aS€\(j>oi, should be pointed with a

suffix, so as to make ' men, our brethren^'

XV 26 For the construction of (^s^t in 8, see p. 64 and 65 note.

xvi 1 If *S^ really has ^oovin, and not ^*ofli=no as C, the construction of the

participle will be parallel to that in Lk xviii 11 8, on which see p. 64.

xvi 18 On the 'Gate-bars of Sheol,' see pp. 119, 156, 170.

xvii 20 For the construction of 8, see p. 74.

xvii 26, 27 The remarkable addition quoted in the foot-notes from Moesinger and
the Arabic obviously belongs to the text of the Diatessaron. It is found in the Greek

minuscule 713.

In the Acts of Thomas (Wright 312) our Lord is called

.Jtwo's' uo ^i'=s\n fdJ\ _^oa^o ficoiiijj _=i(7i»

Giver of toll and head-money for us and for Himself

or, as the Sinai Fragments read in agreement with the ancient Greek translation

[Bonnet, p. 250) -.roon^iaA* .^lao ^TOosAa for Himself and for His disciples.

This is obviously an allusion to this passage of S. Matthew's Gospel, but it affords

no evidence as to the reading in xvii 26.

xviii 8 For the construction of 8 in this verse, see p. 77 and p. 70.

xviii 10 For Aphraates 43, see p. 183/

xviii 17 The use of -K^Wcvji^ here by 8 to render iKKXyjo-la is in every way
remarkable. The Syriac for 'Church' is -r^^ni^ and for 'Synagogue' ^i>jc.cvi=..

The words are used just as in English, so that in Theophania iv 11, where Eusebius
makes a point of the foreknowledge of Christ in calling the Christian assemblies
' Churches '

and not ' Synagogues,' the Syriac translator is able to employ the regular

antithesis between -rt^^-K^ and .<i^caii. Both words mean by derivation 'assemblies,'

and both are probably derived from Jewish terminology, but by usage ydi^-n^ is appro-
priated to Christian and y^\^rc.cA^ to Jewish assemblies. This is the case even in

1 The only Peshitta edition which here has the correct vocalisation ^Ji-a-f^ is De Sacy's Syriac

and Carshuni N.T. (Paris 1824), but Erpenius's Arabic has U3».) JU-Jt Lj| b.
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Acts vii 38, where 'the Church in the wilderness' (t^ £K/cXi;o-ia iv ry ipw'i) becomes

in Syriac ^^=^ran=i ^Jmcoi^, i.e. 'the Synagogue in the wilderness.'

The rendering of S does not imply a various reading in the Greek of this verse,

any more than in the case of Acts vii 38 syr.vg. We must therefore suppose that the

translator understood our Lord to mean by iKKk-tja-U not Holy Church, but some less

august assembly appropriate to the social organisation of the day (cf Matt v 22), a piece

of exegesis as surprising as it is refreshing. It is a pity that S is not extant for

Matt xvi 18.

xviii 20 On the reading of S, see p. 236.

3cviii 22 On ^^r. ^^r. ^.^-it. Ai^ (see p. 60), Prof. Kennett remarks

:

"The Syriac expresses addition and multiplication by much the same words, and

likewise subtraction and division. I should take the reduplicated ^•^^ - as an

adverbial use, signifying 'seven times,' and understand the phrase to mean 'add to

seventy (its like) seven times.'"

xix 11 On -=(71. for -=1.01., see p. 53/

xix 28 Alluding to this passage A 280 has

au=> i<ijL.n n^'vsno (^A^ »^i\cvi3S:> ooasoni\) T^a\o*s\-n'n ooio^m ^-=nm ^a\iD

There is prepared the Throne of Royalty {A'^ has 'of Greatness'), and judgement is

made ready in the Judgement-place ; for the righteous seats are arranged, who judge the

ivicked in the day of Judgement.

This agrees with C (afid syr.vg) in reserving the transliteration of the Greek ^poVo?

for the Throne of the Son of Man : 8 on the other hand uses the Syriac i^oono^. both

for the great Throne and the seats of the Apostles. In Matt xxv 31, where ooaiTm

occurs again both in Aphraates 289 and in syr.vg, 8 is not extant.

XX 28 fin. »^of73«o...TiT>'i<^o...f^m^o...^T\ „^. For the construction, see

pp. 71, 72, where it is pointed out that the apodosis may be placed at either of the last

three words, i.e. the sentence may be translated

either "But if...there will come...and [he] will say... and thou shalt have..."

or "But if.. .and there come. ..then [he] will say. ..and thou shalt have..."

or "But if.. .and there come. ..and [he] say. .then thou shalt have...."

The second of these alternatives is that which i.s actually found in D and the Latins,

which support epci not /cat Jpei. But the fact that C ends the saying by 'thou shalt have

more glory in the eyes of the guests' (i.e. Lk xiv 10*") instead of koX la-rai a-oi tovto

xpyjainov shews that the Syriac is by no means a literal rendering of the Greek, and

passages such as Matt xii 44, 45 (=Lk xi 25, 26) make it clear that the Syriac often
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places the apodosis differently. I have therefore not scrupled to put the apodosis in my
translation at the last clause. As a matter of fact the Greek ms $ {Cod. Beratinus)

reads ia-v 8e...iTre\6y...lpu...Kal icTTai, putting the apodosis at eireX-drj, and leaving

ipu K.T.X. to follow as a detached sentence.

xxi 3 On the rendering, see pp. 121^

xxi 9 This passage as given in C consists of Matt xxi 9+Joh xii (12^)

13'' + Lk xix ST*"- In Diat*"' xxxix 31-35 we read :

—

"^^ "''' '' And when he drew near his

descent of the Mount of Olives, all the disciples began to rejoice and praise God with a

loud voice for all the mighty works which they had seen, saying ''*"' "' '* ' Glory in the

highest, ^**' ''''' ^ Glory to the son of David, blessed is he that cometh in the name of the

Lord, ^^ ''' *" and blessed is the kingdom which cometh, eve7i our father David's

:

Lk xix 38b
pgg^Qg jjj heaven and glory in the highest.' Joiixiii2 ^^(j g^ great multitude

'^...went forth to meet him."

xxi 21 On the construction of S, see p. 72.

xxi 31, 32 On the reading of S, see pp. 239/. Throughout this complicated series

of variations S sides with Codex Bezae. The Old Latin mss a b ff h r, &b well as c and e,

have quod non credidistis for toO Trio-reCo-at in ver. 32.

xxi 41 For Ephr. Lamy i 253, see p. 123/

xxii 2 For the references in Apliraates, see p. 101/

xxii 13 For the use of t.^2^ in this passage, see pp. 102, 124/, 170.

xxii 23, 28 On •r^^^.^Si ^\±v>, see p. 82.

xxiii 13 The rendering of 8, i.e. "ye hold the hey of the kingdom,' is obviously a

(wrong) interpretation of »<^d;\cv=iV=n .^4u^ ^^nu^. The word ^-r^ means either

'to hold' or 'to shut,' the Greek being on KXci'erc. The phrase quoted in Moesinger 211

is ' Woe to you, lawyers, for ye hide the key ' : this suggests that the Diatessaron did not

speak of the scribes or lawyers as ' holding the keys,' but as having ' shut the doors.'

The passages from Aphraates which speak of 'holding the keys' may therefore be

conjectured to have been derived direct from the Ev. da-Mepharreshe.

xxiii 23 On t^i=nntn, see p. 81. On the reading implied by the Syriac in the

latter half of this verse, see p. 252/

xxiv 1 The construction adopted in the text implies the use of a historic present,

which is somewhat rare in Syriac, though several instances occur in *S' (including

Matt XX 11): see p. 63. But it is not unlikely that what is intended is "And when
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Jesus went forth..., his disciples drew near, shewing him (i.e. to skew) the building.'

For cv=.'iao...3^o, see pp. 69, 70; for ^cui=r>...cv=-ino, see p. 64 and 65 note: on this

view the construction of Matt xxiv 1 affords a parallel to that of S in Matt xv 26.

XXV 1 On the reading, see p. 247.

xxvi 47 For the construction, see p. 69.

xjcvi 50 The reading of S'^ is correct (see vol. i, p. 544), i.e. >S' really has
iu*\'*<i'n i<i33 .li^ for i(j> o irapu, a rendering of the Greek which, like ^^-r^-ft -^fn Ai^.

in syr.vg, seems to leave an anacoluthon. Barsalibi understands the saying to mean
"Because thou hast come [I call thee not my disciple, but] my associate [i.e. my
adversary]," but this is explanatory paraphrase not a translation of the Syriac, which is

as obscure as the Greek of which it is a word-for-word rendering.

xxvi 60 As explained in vol. i, p. 544, 8 seems to read i^i\T..TJc. nui>i:3A, i.e.

'they could not take the truth.' Compare J) a ffh, which attest ovx evpov to i^rj's.

xxvii 16, 17 'Jesus bar Abba.' The Greek text of these verses is
'" elxov Se totc

SicT/xiov lTrL<jrjjj.ov Xeyo/xtvov ['Iijo-oiiv] Jiapa/Bjiav. '' crvvrjyjj.ivoiv ovv avTuiv cTttcv avrois o

Il€iA.aTos- Ti'va 6iXiTi dTroXwo) v/jav ['IijcroCv tov] Bapa^f^av ^ 'Irjaovv tov A.tyo'/x.ci'ov X/dwttov;

The bracketed words are omitted by all authorities except syr.^ with l*-118-209*

arm syr.pal'^"' and some marginalia: also B and Orig'' "" have tov before Bapaft/idv, but

without 'Irio-ovv in either place.

Furthermore l*-118-209 add t<5v 8ijo to a-n-oXva-w if^Xv, while other authorities,

including Origen arm and syr.pal'''"' prefix twv 8vo (or dvro tmv 8i5o) to d.TroX.va-u> vfilv.

This addition seems to be derived from ver. 21 and is not countenanced by syr.^S*.

The main object of this Note is to point out the reasons why the reading of syx.S

should be adopted as the original text of Matt xxvii 16, 17, on the ground of

transcriptional probability, textual authority, and internal appropriateness.

As regards transcriptional probability there can be no doubt. There is little

likelihood that the various reading originated in a mere scribal error, for no suggestion

yet made has explained the presence of tov in ver. 17 between 'Itjo-ow and Bapa/J/3av on

the hypothesis of a mere accidental reduplication of letters, and this tov is an integral

part of the longer reading. If both the prisoners in Pilate's hand bore the name Jesus,

it is natural that he should distinguish them, one as tov B., the other as tov Xeydjuevov X.

Moreover the ordinary reading has in it nothing to induce change, while the fact that

nearly all the supporters of 'Jesus bar Abba' have had the name erased is in itself

enough to shew that it was only too likely to provoke alteration.

Westcott and Hort rejected the reading ' Jesus bar Abba ' very largely on the ground

of authority. " It is against all analogy," they say {Notes, p. 20), " that a true reading

should be preserved in no better Greek MS than the common original of 1-118-209, and

in none of the more ancient versions." But this is no longer an accurate presentation of
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the textual evidence. The definite statement of Barsalibi and Bar Bahlul as to the

reading of the Evangelion da-Mepharreshe (see above, p. 178) has now been confirmed by

the direct evidence of 8. Thus the Old Syriac is on the side of the reading rejected by

Westcott and Hort. D and the Latins are, as a matter of fact, for the ordinary reading

and their evidence shews us why no evidence for it comes from our Diatessaron texts

:

right or wrong, the omission here of the name ' Jesus ' is attested by the Western texts,

among which must be counted Tatiau's Harmony. On the other hand, the presence of

Tov before Bapa/i/Bav in B and in Origen shews the neutrality of compromise (see above,

p. 233/.). The word tov is an integral part of the reading ' Jesus bar Abba,' and its

presence in B tells us that B is descended from a MS which once had had the longer

reading, but from which 'Irjo-ovv had been intentionally deleted. The same is almost

certainly true of Origen's MS, though here his own comment suggests that he cut the

name out himself on considerations which seemed to him to commend themselves on

internal grounds, though the omission was not supported by most of the mss known to

him. He says In multis exemplaribus non continetur quod Barabbas etiam lesus

dicebatur et forsitan recte, ut ne nomen lesu conueniat alicui iniquorum. In tanta enim

multitudine scripturarum neminem scimus lesum peccatorem Et puto quod in

haeresibus tale aliquid superadditum est.

As regards internal evidence, we may consider the reading in the light of the general

Synoptic problem and from the point of view of style. It has always been conceded that

calling Barabbas 'Jesus ' gave point to vv. 16, 17, but it was held that this could not be

the true reading because the antithesis in vv. 20 and 26 is between tov Bapa/S/Sav and

TOP- 'Irja-ovv. Is not this to ignore the fact that the First Gospel is, in the Passion at

least, a secondary document based on S. Mark with additions inserted here and there ?

S. Mark knows nothing of the name Jesus Barabbas, consequently in Matt xxvii 26 we

read dTriXvo-iv airois tov Bapa/S^av, tov Se 'Irjcrovv . . . irapiSuiKiv, in agreement with

Mk XV 15. But it is in accordance with the first Evangelist's practice occasionally to

insert names where none were given by his source. The obvious instances are the

introduction of the name Matthew for Levi the publican (Matt ix 9), and the name
Caiaphas for the High Priest (Matt xxvi 3, 57). If the Evangelist really got the name
' Jesus Barabbas ' from an independent source, it may very well have been the source

which furnished him with the story of the dream of Pilate's wife, an episode inserted by

him into the Marcan narrative only two verses away from the passage we are considering

(Matt xxvii 19). As for the antithesis between toi^ Bapa/ifiaf and tov 'Irjuovv in vv. 20,

26, it is not surprising that to the Christian narrator the antithesis should be between
' Barabbas ' and ' Jesus ' : the point of the antithesis in ver. 17, between 'Jesus Barabbas'

and ' Jesus called Christ,' is that it is placed in the mouth of Pilate. Pilate asks in fact

' Which of these two Jews with very similar names do you want me to let go V This is

an appropriate remark for the Roman Governor, but it would not be used by the

Evangelist in his own person.

It only remains to add that X2N 13 yiB'* 'Jesus bar Abba' is a perfectly

appropriate name for a Jew living in the 1st cent. ad. Several persons mentioned in the

Talmud have the name Joshua or Jesus, and several are called Bar Abba after the name
of their father. For instance, {<lt< 13 X''*n is cited in Talm. B. Berachoth iv 3, etc.
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X3cvii 43 For f^o^m Ai^^ ©to I conjecture the true reading of S to be

li^onj A»^i\Ti 003 ..^: see vol. i, p. 544, vol. ii, p. 76. The photograph of 8 is

here unfortunately blurred.

xxvii 50 In the Martyrdom of Habbib (asd 84) we read :
" they brought faggots

and set them in order and placed them on all sides of him, and when the fire burnt up

and the flames ascended fiercely they called out to him 'Open thy mouth.' And the

moment he opened his mouth mss^ *oo3 duAoo his soul had mounted up."

The Peshitta has here fTiuoT n-ir .^ a literal translation of dcfirjKev t6 Trviv/xa. The

idea underlying the story of Habbib and the ojuot dvtAoo of S in this passage seems to

be that touched upon in Eccl iii 21, xii 7.

xxviii 19 In the Commentary on the Diatessaron (3Ioesinger 226), in the middle

of comments on the promise of the Paraclete (Joh xvi 7) Ephraim observes :
" And that

he saith ' Go ye into all the world, and baptize them in the Name of the Father and of

the Son and of the Spirit.' And he said not ' In the Name of the Father and in the

Name of the Son and in the Name of the Spirit ' that he might make it manifest that

They are One Nature, who in one Name there named Three Persons."

The last clause is rather confused, but manifestly the evidence of Ephraim confirms

that of Addai 20 (quoted in vol. i, pp. 172, 173), and that the Diatessaron attests the

ordinary text of Matt xxviii 19. The evidence of the Syriac Tkeophania (see above,

pp. 171, 172) seems to indicate that the ordinary text was also generally current in the

JEv. da-Mepharreshe.
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i 13 ^^ 'there.' On tlie reading, see p. 248.

i 41 On the reading, see p. 192/

ii 27 'created.' On the rendering, see p. 197.

iii 17 fj:^ >i=» is the consonantal spelHng of the Syriac transhteration of

'Boanerges,' both in S and in syr.vg. How (J^iO was intended to be vocalised it is

impossible to say with certainty. It has no meaning in Syriac; the Nestorian

pronunciation is Raysh (with final y mute)\ but the Jacobite is R'yesh. At the same

time it is hardly likely that a y would be added at the end, which was neither intended

to be pronounced nor represented a letter-in the Greek.

It is, I venture to think, conceivable that the S3Tiac translator connected Bo&NHprec

(or BANHpepec) with i<^»3t.cvi»^ as used in 1 Kings xviii 41 by the Peshitta, where

<<^T\=n's t'^iX-cvSyn-n •<'L\a stands for the 'sound of abundance of rain.' »jei»0, on

this supposition, may have been intended to be pronounced B'yiishai, the theoretical

'absolute' of i<I»3ccviv^ {Duval, §253 a): c/ "Ti^ ^^cua Matt xxvii 8 >S'. In making

this suggestion as to the origin of the Syriac transliteration, nothing is assumed as to

the real meaning of the word or the spelling originally used by the Evangelist.

iv 11 On the form -=au for -=^au, see pp. 53/ The reference to Dan vii 14

should be deleted from the foot-note to vol. i, p. 182; it is explained in vol. ii, p. 54,

that -=f7i. is not really a passive form but a contracted participle.

iv 17 The reading of ;S^ is certainly m=> (as in Matt xiii 21), but here as elsewhere

there is no diacritic point to distinguish the fem. bah from the masc. beh. It is evident

however from the pointing of G in Lk viii 13 that bah is intended here. The shallow

folk receive the Word but have no root in it—a curious inversion of the figure of the

Parable, because the Word is what is sown, not the soil.

V 8 <<riv2a\, *iuoi jao2. is the reading of 8, making the false concord of a
masculine verb with a feminine adjective. In the parallel passage Lk viii 29 both S and
C have '<<s^ y^oh oto, in the masc. It is of course possible that in that verse xiuoi
has replaced an original y^n-rC^ and that in Mk v 8 xicvsi is ,a mere slip for ^acei, but
elsewhere in the Gospels -i^aoS is so generally feminine that it is worth while to call

attention to the exceptions.

1 Mr Gwilliam gives ^5t_i,^ (i.e. Rayshi) as the reading of the Nestorian Massoretic MS, but

the dot under the x may be only a sign of interpunction.
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vi 49* -.ouiow is probably a mere blunder of transcription for -.tooow as suggested

on p. 55.

vi 49'' The use of ^s^^t-^jc 'devil' as an equivalent for 4>d.vTa<Tfi.a has a curious echo

in the famous saying of our Lord quoted by Ignatius and taken according to Jerome from

the 'Nazarene' Gospel tSere 6tl ovk et/xl SaL/xovLov aa-wixarov. It is obvious that the

saying goes back to a Semitic origin and that the original word corresponding to Baifi.6vi.ov

was T'K'. The same may be said of iri/cC/ia in Lk xxiv 39 : in fact all three Greek

words, TTvevfia, Sai/xovLov, t^avTaa-fxa, exactly represent our popular use of 'ghost' for a

disembodied but more or less visible spirit.

In Mk vi 49 and Matt xiv 26, however, the Peshitta rejects this popular usage of

<l>a.vTaa-fjLa in favour of the etymologically correct signification, i.e. the 'appearance

of something not actually there. No doubt it seemed an offence, both here and in

Lk xxiv 39, to use ^^ri^ of our Lord.

vii 4 The abruptness of aTr' dyopSs iav (jltj /SairTia-covTat ovk icrOiova-LV invites

paraphrase and addition. The usual interpretation, adopted even by the English Bible,

is 'when they come from the market-place, except they wash themselves, they eat not.'

This is followed by D 472 and the Old Latin, together with the Armenian; it is also

implied by 8 and the Peshitta, for ^n:^!^^ has only a middle or passive sense. On the

other hand, the Arabic Diatessaron (cap. xx 20) has 'they used not to eat what is sold

from the market, except they washed it.'

, The natural inference is that the Arabic Diatessaron here preserves the independent

interpretation or paraphrase of Tatian, but closer investigation will shew that this view

is hardly tenable. In the first place the Armenian evidence raises a presumption that

the usual view of the construction was that current on Syriac-speaking ground in early

times. What is more cogent still is the fact that the .interpretation found in the Arabic

Diatessaron is that found in all the Arabic Gospel-texts of the middle ages, e.g. in

Erpenius, in Lagarde, and even in De Sacy's bilingual Syro-Carshunic edition (Paris, 1824).

From the Arabic, no doubt, it has found its way into Aethiopic, in strict accordance with

Guidi's theory.

The source of this Arabic interpretation of the passage may have been the Eg3rptian

versions, for the Bohairic has 'if they do not wash them from the market, they do not

eat,' and the Sahidic 'but what is from the market, except they sprinkle them, they do

not eat.' In these sentences the word 'them' may refer either to what is brought from

the market or the ' hands ' mentioned in the preceding verse. In any case the interpretation

adopted in the Arabic Diatessaron was the natural one for a mediaeval Arabic writer to

adopt, and until some Syriac evidence appears to confirm it, there is no reason why we

should imagine it to have had any real connexion with Tatian or his Harmony.

vii 19 i<^\*sr^:n ai^cv=>. I have marked the end of this verse in my translation

as possibly corrupt, but perhaps there is no mistake. The common word for 'meat'

or 'food' is ^^rSo-^f^^m. The word here used (^'i-ii>T<i=T>) cannot be the absolute of

^iAcv=^T<i=n, because yC\=^y<:^ is fem. and t<^:iiv=r>, like Afis^, is masc. Besides,

after f7i^a=i the absolute state would hardly be used. I find, however, that the much

rarer masc. word fC\^-<<l=n^ which stands for y8p<uo-is in Rom xiv 17, is actually used in

B. II, 36
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the sing, for /Bpwixara in Heb ix 10. It is probably therefore intended here. In any case

it is clear that the Old Syriac did not read Kadapi^w, though it is not easy to see how a

passive meaning can be extracted from any of the recorded variants.

vii 26 K^^A^ni'^^ 'widow' is of course a Syriac miswriting of »<iauini'««i 'Gentile.'

«ii\i:35i^ is literally 'Aramaean,' but the word is regularly used for 'Gentile' or

'Heathen,' as opposed to 'Jew.' Thus in Rom i 14 °EAX?jo-tV tc koI ^ap/Sapot.'; is rendered

t<^T>=H=o *^cv» (lit. 'lonians and Barbarians'), but in Rom i 16 'lovSam n Kai"E\hrjvL

is rendered t^i^dHt^ ^ ._^o...'<L'aof7i. ^=n ,^ (lit. 'whether Jews or Aramaeans').

The confusion in Mk vii 26 between 'widow' and 'Syrian' becomes of particular

interest in view of Wellhausen's conjecture (ggn 1895, i 12), that when we read in

Lk iv 26 that though there were many widows in Israel in the days of Elijah, unto none

of them was he sent but only to Sarepta, unto a woman that was a widow, we are to

believe that in the original Aramaic our Lord had said that unto none of the widows

in Israel was Elijah sent but only to Sarepta, unto the woman that was a heathen

(XriT'DHN for XfT'^DIN)- For other instances of apparent palaeographical confusion

in the Syriac Bible, see on Lk ii 30.

The %vpotfioLviKUTcra t(5 yivu is rendered in 8 by

i.e. Svpo- was derived from 8or, the Hebrew and Syriac name for Tyre, which appears

in some parts of the Lxx as %6p. This of course is impossible etymology, though

it agrees very well with Matt xv 22. The district called 'S,vpo^oLviKri in the 2nd century

was sufficiently large to include Damascus (Justin, Tryph % 78), but doubtless the

Evangelist meant nothing more than that the woman was neither a Jewess nor one

of the Greek-speaking townsfolk. The Peshitta has t^^tooo's T>in»ias>^from Phoenicia

of Syria, i.e. 'from that part of Syria which is called Phoenicia.' This is necessarily

vague, like the Greek. Later Oriental students of the Bible tried to be more precise.

The usual Arabic texts of the Gospel (e.g. Erpenius's and Lagarde's) say that the woman
was a Greek Syrian from the Jordan Valley (j^t 0-« l.j*,.itt.), possibly through some

confusion with the woman who had an issue, whom Eusebius asserts to have come from

Paneas. Barsalibi, on the other hand, understands the Peshitta to mean the district known
in early Byzantine times as Syria ii, between Apamea and Caesarea (mod. Shaizar). A
similar line is followed in Diaf^^ xx 48, which says the woman was ^UJI (>a-»». ^>« from
Emesa of Syria, i.e. from a district which was also called Phenice Libani as distinguished

from Phoenicia proper on the sea coast. That this would be a natural interpretation

from the 4th century onward may be seen from the Note upon the relics of apostles, etc.

in the Cod. Fuldensis (6th cent.), where we read

caput iohannis baptistae in prouincia phenicae ciuitate emetza.

Thus there is no reason to suppose that the statement in Diat'^'' xx 48, connecting the

Syrophoenician woman with Emesa, rests on 'tradition' or that it ever stood in the

Syriac Diatessaron. It is merely an interpretation of the geographical expression

by which the Peshitta rendered the Greek ^vpocfyoLVLKiaa-a (or 2upa $otviKicro-a).

vii 33 For a discussion of the readings, see pp. 127/.
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viii 23 The photograph is here illegible and 8'^ has ^wi\i\ * * •*^i=n. Prob-

ably this is nothing more than a mere error of transcription, and we should read

^w '"iu^"' t<jcn, a sufficiently good rendering of d ti I3kiirm;

viii 25 With regard to the word to be supplied, the Greek is koI SufiXefev /cat

aTreKaTitTTT] koI eve'/SXcirev for which k has ei uidit et restitutus est ut uideret. The

Armenian has 'he pierced and was seeing, he recovered and was seeing'; in fact, the

Peshitta stands practically alone in omitting a verb to correspond with Bie/3Xal/ev.

viii 32 'as if pitying him,' or 'as if sparing him.' The reading of S was also

current in the Diatessaron, for Ephraim (Moesinger 156) says 'And when he was pitying

him, as at the first when he said Be it far from thee!...' The confusion between ooi>iu

and jt,riu belongs therefore to the Arabic Diatessaron only, not to the earlier Syriac

form.

It should be noted that there is really a confusion between three words, viz. (1) oqu,

i.e. absit, a word corresponding to the Arabic Lilo- J ^JJTI ; (2) oot^, pres. part, of

oQi) 'to pity,' or 'spare,' J DIPI ; (3) x-riu, pres. part, of »>, 'to suffer,' J^^r\. If

any other evidence were forthcoming, we might perhaps take oo'^iu, the reading of S,

to be a denominative from oq-u absit, and translate -"rooXii. odt<^:\ vui^ ' as if saying

Be it far from Thee I over Him.'

Dr Edwin Abbott has most appropriately pointed out to me that a similar confusion

between these roots is found in Eccl ii 25, where the mysterious tJ'in* is rendered

^eio-erai by Aquila and Symmachus and some texts of Lxx, but in the Targum by

ix 1 ^»'-nin :\ ^A(73, i.e. 'those that stand' (= t<ov kuTfjKOTwv). A comparison with

Joh xi 41^ makes it clear that the sense intended is simply 'the by-standers,' for in that

verse ^pav ovv tov \i6ov is rendered by S rooA^ a=Tj3 ^i^mnn ^ tutn r^s^f^ ^tuoi

f^s^f^^iX, i.e. 'then those folk standing by drew near and lifted the stone.' A similar

instance is to be found in .loh xviii 22. But the use of ^:3XLa:\ for ivia-Twra. in 1 Cor iii

22 seemed sufficiently near to justify a reference.

ix 12 On Syriac renderings for ' cross,' see on Lk xxiv 7.

ix 15 For a discussion of the reading of Diat*'' xxiv 26, see p. 193.

ix 50 t7i=inmj must be a miswriting of mi^a^ais, and perhaps it would be better

to take it as 1st pers. pL, i.e. 'wherewith shall we season it?'

X 11, 12 On the reading, see p. 250, and the present writer's Note in the Jonrn.

-of Theol. Studies v 628—630.

X 25 The use of \\.> by ^^ is very curious : it is one of the many proofs that

this MS often preserves the text of Aphraates better than the slightly older ms A^+A^,

preferred by Wright. In this passage, is it possible that \v> is connected with the

rdx^iov which is substituted for iVKoirutTtpov in D^' ?
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X 50 On the reading, see p. 250.

xi 3 On the reading, see p. 122, note.

xii 14 On -K^Hfl r^'^m-s
, see p. 82.

xii 42 On the Syriac renderings, see pp. 128, 129, and the Note on Lk ii 30.

xiii 28 <\=iS:\ 8 (sic) : see pp. 46 and 51, note.

In «. 25 read ^i\aXiu for oi^cAiu, and in «. 27 read owcn for ^rcJ^ see vol. i,

p. 547, and vol. ii, p. 45.

xiv 24 This is the only place where a pre-Peshitta text has 'my hlood of the new

covenant.' In Matt xxvi 28 S and A" 221 have •^is\-:\a r^k.:> ,^-n cvifn, and the

same words are added by *S^ to Lk xxii 17. No other ms of Aphraates is extant at

Wright 221 except A": the reading ria^^^ in Wright's text is conjectural only.

In Matt xxvi 28 Gwilliam's 20, and in Mk xiv 24 Gwilliam's 14 15, have T<j3i^.:\ for

xiv 63 'our witnesses' : see on Matt xv 2.

XV 8 On the reading, see p. 225.

XV 29 On OTiT, see p. 29 and Noldeke § 9.

xvi 3, 4 On the reading of S, see pp. 241/., 250.

[Mk] xvi 17^20 That the original form of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe omitted the

'Longer Conclusion' to S. Mark, viz. xvi 9—20, is proved by the absence of the verses

from 8: see Introd. pp. 194, 208/ The object of this Note is to point out that the

renderings in the Peshitta text 'of [Mk] xvi 9—20 shew the influence of the Diatessaron,

while G represents an independent rendering from the Greek, a rendering in which

the style of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe has been to a considerable extent abandoned.

vef)\ 17 Sai/xovia] »«i.oi:i 'demons' C; •^•f.^-x- 'devils' syr.vg and Aphraates 21.

The word »^o'a never occurs in the Ev. da-Mepharreshe except in S. John, but it has

been occasionally substituted for fC-^-*Cx- in syr.vg. The tendency in later times was

thus to introduce y^tx^ and to get rid of »<i'ni<je.
: the presence therefore of rsi'S'^'^ac. in

syr.vg suggests that the text of syr.vg is here an adaptation from a previously existing

Syriac text, and the quotation in Aphraates shews that this text was the Diatessaron.
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ver. 18 /SXai/fj;] k^sj 'hurt' C; ^oM 'injure' syr.vg. In Lk iv 35, the only other

passage in the Gospels where pXairruv occurs, 8 has ^my<l while syr.vg has -u^oo. The

rendering of syr.vg in this verse thus agrees with Old Syriao usage against that of C

mr. 19 av(\TqjjL(j>6-q'\ ,iv^i\r^ 'he was taken up' G; J=^oo 'he went up' syr.vg and

Aphraates 406, 409. A^^'*;^ only occurs in the Ev. da-Mepharreshe in Lk xiv 10 (and

in the parallel Matt xx 28 G), where it corresponds to Trpoo-ai/a/SatVco-^ai. But 'he went

up' is also found in an Old Latin text of this verse, viz. the fragment called o, which is a

'supply' of the 7th cent, to Cod. Sangallensis («) and represents, as I venture to think,

the same type of text.

mr. 20 Tov Kvplov crvvepyovvTO';'] G has \*^—i _^(7iirai>. y^^y^n n^ ''the LoRD being

with them in all'; syr.vg has .^rTi^ ^om ia^.^rn .j=no 'and our Lord was helping

them.' This is much too free a rendering to have been coined for the first time in the

age of Rabbula, and we may conjecture the phrase to have stood in the Diatessaron.

Here again the rendering can be paralleled from Western authorities, for all the Old

Latin texts of this passage which survive, c, o and q, have Domino adiuuante, not

Domino cooperante as in the Vulgate.

Finally we may notice a curious turn in the Peshitta of [Mk] xvi 11 which must have

been derived from a Gospel Harmony. The Greek has KaKcii/ot dKoiJcravTes oVt ty koI

iOedOrj vir avrrj'S rjirtcrTrja-av, but in syr.Vg we find

And they, when they heard that the women say that He was alive and had appeared

to them, did not believe them.

Thus, instead of a reference to Mary Magdalene alone, the text is made to speak

of the other women also. But the alteration was almost unavoidable according to the

scheme of the Diatessaron, which placed [Mk] xvi 11 between Lk xxiv 10 and 11*, verses

which speak of Joanna and Mary the mother of James as well as of Mary Magdalene.

No Old Latin text has here been influenced by the Diatessaron, but Cod. Fuldensis adds

eis at the end of the verse.



S. LUKE.

i 1-4 S. Luke's Preface, as might be anticipated, affords evidence both of the

common origin of the Peshitta and the Ev. da-Mepharreshe and of their frequent

divergence. The opening words a=>^ y^y^^i^i^^Ti. .^^j^ri are a sufficiently bald rendering

of 'ETretSijTre/) tvoWoI iirexetpTja-av to establish at once a literary connexion between

"syr.vt" and "syr.vg," but the two differ as to the meaning of 7mrX-qpo<^opT)ft.evmv iv

-qplv. In S this is rendered by 'completed among us,' as in the text of the English

Revised Version; syr.vg has ,^<7j=» ^ ^ (yi'^-d ^ri x^"*^, i-e. 'the things of which

we are fully persuaded,' in agreement with the English Bible and Rom xiv 5.

i 46, 56 Who spoke the Magnificat ? According to most authorities, comprising

all Greek mss and many Latins, including TertuUian De Anima 26 (expressly), it was

spoken by Mary ; according to a b I* and Irenaeus'"' 235 (not 185) the Magnificat was

spoken by Elisabeth'. In favour of this view might be urged the airy of ver. 56: we

read there that ' Mary' remained with 'her,' a use of the pronoun which indicates that

Elisabeth and not Mary was the previous speaker. It is therefore important to notice

(i) that S and yl 180 and syr.vg read Mary in i 46;

(ii) that 8 and syr.vg get rid of the difficulty in i 56 by reading ' Mary remained

by Elisabeth.'

No other authorities follow the Syriac here, but the fact that the Syriac has inserted

the proper name for the pronoun in ver. 56 helps to recommend the conjecture that the

true text of ver. 46 had nal eiTrei' without Mapta/x.

i 49*, 50 The translation given on p. 249 is inaccurate : it should read ' He, whose

Name of mercy is glorified and holy unto ages and for generations to them that fear

Him ' (or ' by them that fear Him ').

It is remarkable how different the rhythm of the Syriac is from that which is

familiar to us : the impression left on my mind by the text of 8 is that the translator of

the Ev. da-Mepharreshe was not accustomed to any liturgical use of the Magnificat.

ii 10 ^'TiN^ f7i\*>\ to all the world: Gr. -navTl t(3 Aa(3. This translation recalls

the Babylonian-Jewish Aramaic Nib?!? ''75, meaning ' every one ' (Caiman's Worte

Jesu 144), just as tU SXov toi/ K6a-fj.ov is used in Mk xiv 9 in the same sense. The Greek

itself, Hke the Galilean Aramaic Xjbj^ 73, means ' every one,' as in Lk viii 47, xviii 43,

XX 6, 45. The fact that in none of these latter cases the Syriac has T<iijAi^ makes
it likely that K^i^A^^ in Lk ii 10 is only a corruption of i«i:3a2^, or rather that it is one

1 Niceta of Remesiana, the author of the Te Deum, also ascribes the authorship of the Maff-

nificat to Elisabeth in his tract De Bono Psalmodiae (ed. Burn, pp. 76, 79).
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of the curious set of more or less intentional changes discussed in the Note below.

Matt i 21 is different, for there G differs from 8 in the suffix as well as in having -=rii^

ii 14 r^^ai-n^o S : see pp. 41, 80.

ii 30 utuu Tky Mercy is the reading of S, of syr.vg, of Ephraim (see above, p. 129,

and Moes. 28). The Greek is to o-torifpioV o-ou, so that according to Syriac Biblical usage

we should have expected wv!'^ Thv Life (see p. 81). The correction is easy and obvious,

and yet it is not made by any extant Syriac text.

The fact is that the substitution of vviii> for «/Umi in this passage is only one of a

series of readings, which taken together make up one of the most curious features of the

Syriac version. The ample attestation of the phrase from the Nimc dimittis in our

Syriac authorities makes it a convenient point for noticing the general question.

In the following passages a slight change in the transmitted text of the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe would bring it into conformity with the Greek. Passages marked with *

are those in which the Peshitta follows the Ev. da-Mepharreslie against the Greek.

Proper names such as tjc=^^^ (Lk iii 36) are not included.

* Matt viii 4 '<^m^ to the priests : Gr. rui UpeX. The plural points do not happen

to be legible in S, but they are found in C and in all the MSS of syr.vg.

*Matt ix 36 ^'vc. let loose: Gr. ept/x/ieVoi. The obvious correction, viz. ^:u=- ' cast,' is

made in the Harclean but not in any MS of syr.vg. Compare ^i-iaao Ps ii 3 (sic),

according to all the MSS.

Mk vii 26 T^^^A^nS^^i widow: Gr. 'EXXiji/ts. Instead of the obvious correction

^i\i=nn^ heathen, syr.vg reads ^^^^au 'pagan.'

Mk xii 38, Lk xx 46 r^c\^^^^== in porches : Gr. iv a-roXali. Here syr.vg has

f^AijOir?^ in robes, as we should expect.

Mk xii 42 ^^^in ^"^^ **"" pounds (so S3T:.vg and Ephraim) : Gr. XewTo. Svo. Here 8

is different. The reading of syr.vg, which is doubtless that of the Diatessaron,

appears to be a corruption of ^.i-dij ^^^n^ two farthings, according to Professor

Bevan's suggestion, given above on p. 129.

* Lk ii 10 riinVi^ f73\-\\ to all the world: Gr. iravrl tu XaoJ (see the Note above).

* Lk ii 30 vom Thy Mercy : Gr. to aarrjpmv a-ov (see above).

(*'Lk iv 19 ^TJc-^ 8, oS-TxirA syr.vg, [to] .strengthen : Gr. a7roorTerA.ai. We should have

expected oSni:^^ to send, as in the Harclean. Here 8 and syr.vg actually differ in

the form of the verb, and yet agree against the Greek in what, if it had stood alone,

we should have dismissed as the mere blunder of a Syriac scribe : see further the

Note on Lk iv 19 and the remarkable parallel afforded by Ps xhv 2 syr.vg.

*Lk xix 20 rii 0^00=3 in a cloth: Gr. iv <Tov8apt<a (not iv o-ivSoVi). In the other three

places where (rovSoLpiov occurs (Joh xi 44, xx 7; Ac xix 12) it is rendered by

.^^:^oo>, while i^onoo should correspond with o-ivSco;/, as in Mk xiv 51.
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Lk XX 46, see above on Mk xii 38.

*Lk xxiv 32 tjJ3* heavy: Gr. Kaiojxivq. The obvious emendation is :i»Ji» burning,

which is adopted by the Harclean.

I have not included in this hst the confusions between m-i.. to inherit and ^o^ to

gain, which are to be found in Matt xviii lb G, Mk viii 36 (S, and apparently in

Mk X 17 syr.vg, because in these passages the mss are not unanimous.

The common feature of the eleven passages quoted above is that the Syriac presents

a reading which gives a plausible sense but is not a translation of the Greek, while a

very slight change in the Syriac letters would produce a reading which is a literal

translation of the Greek, though in most cases the translation would read somewhat

harsh. It is difficult to avoid the supposition that the original Syriac version of the

Gospel, i.e. the Diatessaron, was corrected here and there before publication without the

help of a Greek MS, and that some at least of the corrections then made in the interests

of a smoother diction passed unchanged from the Diatessaron into the Ev. da-

Mepliarreshe, and from the Ev. da-Mepharreshe or direct from the Diatessaron into the

present Syriac Vulgate. The minute care of Thomas of Heraclea eliminated all these

readings from his revised text, but in most instances they leave a trace behind in the

citation of the actual Greek words on the margin of the Harclean version.

There is a curious parallel in English to this smoothing down of a Biblical text for

the purposes of public worship. When the Psalms first were printed from Goverdale's

Bible in the Book of Common Prayer several changes were made, which held their own

till 1662. The most striking is that whereby in the 68th Psalm, instead of "praise him

in his Name JAH," we read "praise him in his name, yea, and rejoice before him."

This ingenious emendation, which is of course entirely destitute of any ancient

authority, appears to me to afford a very close resemblance to the readings here

collected from the earlier Syriac texts.

ii 48 ^•*C^^} f^.sJ^t^i^Qs Tg^d\n^—

I

, the reading of C, stands for oSui'dlyiicvoi koI

XvTTovfjLevoL as in D a e ff g I q r gat. t^a^xi:^ is used for Xvirrj in Lk xxii 45 by all

Syriac texts, so that T^aM-i^—

i

, i.e. 'in trouble,' corresponds to A.vn-oi;/i€i'ot. But when

this word was inserted into the ancestor of G it was natural to put it before i<^ia\=3,

not after it, because <<^«vj3=!- is fem. To put it after psi'T-iii*^ would spoil the rhythm

and to put it before •r^-*^^:::^^ would sound like a false concord.

For a similar instance, see the Note on Lk xx 34.

iii 1 norau=i. On the reading of 8*, see vol. i, p. 548. The spelling y^o\ -^to

(with rn not -r^), both in ancient and modern times, seems to rest on a popular

derivation which connects the name with that of the Patriarch Abel (see G. A. Smith

in Ency. Bihl. 17).

iii 6 On y^m^r-^Ti ^TOcuii in A, see pp. 81, 205.

iii 7 ' coming unto him ' G, ' coming to liim to be baptized ' *,V. The Peshitta has
3ini:^iFA {7j*ci^, i.e. it agrees with S except in the preposition. The ordinary Greek
text has PaTmcrOrjvai. m avTov, the Same phrase as in Matt iii 6 and Mk i 5, for which
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we should expect in Syriac ..^^^ 3i=aior\, or (less probably) m\=n ^^nsai^-iu^ as in

Lk vii 30. Possibly therefore the disturbing cause is the Western reading ftairTLa-drjvaL

ivwTTiov avTov, found in T> b e I* q r. This uncommon phrase is very likely to be

genuine: possibly even it stood in the source from which S. Luke took Lk iii 10-15.

It seems to present a view of Jewish Baptism in which the penitent administered the

rite to himself, as Naaman did.

iii 23-38 For the general bearing of the Genealogies upon the date of the Syriac

N.T., see p. 202. Two names call for special mention here, viz. 'Arphaxad' (v. 36) and
' Jared' (v. 37). "With regard to the latter, I thought I saw ^t^ in S, but the MS is

very indistinct and if S really has this reading it can be nothing more than a scribe's

mistake. More likely it is my own blunder. Aphraates 473 has ^^, and this is the

constant spelling in all other Syriac authorities, both in the Old Testament and in the

New. The end of the name corresponding to ' Arphaxad ' is illegible in S, but we
cannot doubt that the final consonant was 'r' (not 'd'), as in Aphraates and the

Mss of the Peshitta, both in O.T. and N.T. The case is somewhat similar to ^<M=i-^

Matt i 13 SO, though there both A and syr.vg have :icu=»^. In the case of Tjcss^^ri

the N.T. Peshitta no doubt retained the (incorrect) final ^ which it had inherited from

the Old Syriac under the influence of the O.T. Peshitta, in the same way that it retained

'Beelzebub' with final 'b.'

It is necessary to emphasise the fact that the Peshitta text of Lk iii 36 really has

^r^'^^y^, because Mr Gwilliam has edited :yr-\'^^-r^ against the evidence of his mss,

under the influence of a single 'Masoretic' Codex (Mas. 2 = B.M. Add. 12178), which

gives in this Genealogy not the Peshitta tradition, but a sophisticated accommodation to

Greek spellings. The Nestorian Masoretic Codex (Mas. 1 = B.M. Add. 12138) has

•\r'y\'\y^^ i.e. Arpaxshdr, and the same spelling and vocalisation is attested by the other

Jacobite Masoretic ms. None of the ancient codices of syr.vg has any vocalisation by

the original scribes, but they all have r at the end and not d, a fact which Mr Gwilliam

has unaccountably failed to record.
7

The Syriac vocalisation of the name we call 'Jared' is ^^», i.e. Yard, with hard d.

This is a correct transliteration of the Hebrew 1"|V Mr Gwilliam retains ^t^, an

7

impossible form, apparently because his favourite Mas. 2 reads .Tit^\y^r^ (sic). Yet

-•ia> ($ap£s V. 33) he correctly transliterates ' Pharts ' (i.e. Pars).

iv 2 On the text of the quotation from the Acts of Thomas, see pp. 103, 104.

iv 18 The clause airoo-TcTXat TeOpava-fievovs iv (l<f>€a-u is an adaptation of Isaiah Iviii

6, inserted into the quotation of Isaiah Ixi 1 if. As is usual with quotations from the

O.T. peculiar to S. Luke, the wording is that of the LXX. The O.T. Peshitta of

Is Iviii 6 is quite different, consequently the various Syriac translators and revisers from

Tatian to Rabbula had nothing to influence them but the Greek. Now a perfectly

literal and natural rendering of the Greek into Syriac would be

and to send {away) the broken ones in remission.

B. II. 37
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This is not so poetical a rendering as that of the Enghsh Bible in Lk iv 18, which

has ' to set at liberty them that are bruised,' but it is a far more literal version of the

awkward Bibhcal Greek. Consequently when Widmanstadius in the Ed. Princeps of the

Peshitta printed .
_ _

riio=3CMt=3 ^Tii=ii\A o^TJtis^o

and to strengthen (or, confirm) the broken ones in remission,

it seemed obvious that there had been an error of the press. Following Schaff, therefore,

the common editions have onnsciJi^o, which is also the reading of the Harclean. But

the MSS of syr.vg support Widmanstadius, and Mr Gwilliam has very properly restored

oiTJcirAo to the text. No doubt there is an error somewhere, but it is older than our

MS tradition, i.e. it goes back to Rabbula.

The evidence goes beyond Rabbula, for S has ^tjc^o, i.e. and I will strengthen (or,

confirm), a reading which looks like a variation of o^TJe:3i^o made without consulting

the Greek. In any case S attests the root ^tj:. and not the root ^nx.. Thus the 'error'

is really primitive and can be traced into the 2nd century, into the very beginnings of

the Syriac N.T.

In the Note on Lk ii 30 it was shewn that this error does not stand alone, but that

it is one of a series of plausible corrections which taken together seem to indicate that

the original Syriac Gospel text was here and there smoothed down before publication.

The same phenomenon also occurs at least twice in the Psalms, in passages which

greatly resemble what we find in Lk iv 18. At the end of Ps xliv 3 the Hebrew has

Dn7^ni 'and Thou didst send away them (i.e. the heathen),' and with this agrees the

Greek koI e^eySaAes avroij;. But the MSS of syr.vg, instead of reading ..s^-^ aSmco as

we should expect, all have _£vi^ i\nTje-o ' and Thou didst strengthen them (i.e. the

Israelites).' Similarly in Ps ii 3 n.3*7^J1 (Gr. koX diroppt\^u)fi.iv) is rendered -i^'vc-so by

all the MSS of syr.vg, not y^-^^-ia as we should expect: this is exactly parallel to

Matt ix 36.

iv 29 On oo-i^, see p. 79.

On raicAou'n t/y^ and the corresponding words in the Diatessaron, see pp. 130,

183, 197/

iv 44, V 1 The text of 8 here rests on Professor Bensly's transcript, as emended by

Mrs Lewis from what seemed visible in the ms in 1895, the photograph being almost

entirely illegible. The text as printed in Some Pages runs thus

:

a. .lik. T^o<73 -pt^Cxy 0030
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Of this only the first four words were marked by Professor Bensly as certain. Some

of the rest he had not made out, and some he had only transcribed tentatively. The

certain words, however, reach to the end of Lk iv 44 aud include the very interesting

reading lovSata? instead of raAiXaias (see above, p. 227).

But I cannot believe that Professor Bensly's more or less tentative k^oto in line 2

can be the reading of the MS, or that line 3 has been correctly deciphered by Mrs Lewis.

The photograph seems to indicate that line 3 began with - (or i>), where Some Pages

has x^-^-r^ :i^. I have no suggestion to offer, and the exact wording of /S" in Lk v 1 is

not a matter of prime importance; but it seemed worth while to point out that the

doubt which overhangs the transcription of Lk v 1 does not extend to Lk iv 44.

V 21 For Ephraim's comment on this passage, see the end of the Note on Matt

xii 40.

vi 20 For the rendering, see on Matt v 4.

vi 24 _a^m(Ma-= ' your supplication ' : for this rendering of rrjv -rrapaKkr^a-w vj^iov,

see p. 196 and the Note on Matt v 4.

vi 35 T<:^mo—ii\ ^Ho^^ 'the ungrateful for kindness': Gr. tovs dxapio-rovs. The

same rendering is found in the Apocalypse of Baruch xiii 12, where ^ O Q\jC

^d\o->i\—

>

corresponds to i^'xapio-TctTc in the Oxyxhynchus fragment (0. P. iii, p. 5).

The Syriac version of this Apocalypse thus appears to belong to the school of translation

that produced the Ev. da-Mepharreshe.

vi 43-45 The agreement in order between Aphraates 303 and the Diatessaron can

best be exhibited by quotation in full

:

A 303

They do not pluck from

thorns grapes, nor figs

from briers ; because the

good tree giveth good

fruits and the bad tree giveth

bad fruits. The good tree

cannot give bad fruits, nor

the bad tree give good fruits.

The good man from the good

treasures in his heart

bringeth forth and speaketh

good things, and the bad

man from the superfluities

of his heart bringeth forth

and speaketh evil things,

because from the

superfluities of the heart

the lips speak.

Lk vi 44"

Matt vii 16'

Matt vii 17

Matt vii 18

(Lk vi 43)

Lk vi 45"

Matt xii 35

Lk vi 45"

Matt xii 34"

Diat" X 35-38

...and no one doth pluck

from thorns figs, nor gather

from briers grapes. So every

good tree bringeth forth good

fruit, and the bad tree bringeth

forth bad fruit. The good tree

cannot bring forth bad fruit, nor

the bad tree bring forth good fruit.

The good man from the good

treasures in his heart

bringeth forth

good things, and the bad

man from the bad treasures

in his heart bringeth forth

evil things,

and from the

superfluities of the heart

the lips speak.
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Roughly speaking, this is Matt vii 16-18 followed by Lk vi 45. Here, as elsewhere,

it must be remembered that the wording of the Arabic Diatessaron has been almost

wholly assimilated to the Peshitta, so that the comparison with Aphraates can only be

made as far as the order of the passages is concerned.

vii 14 On the rare word i^n^rsi ' a bier,' see p. 80. On the doubled Ntacio-Kc,

attested by Aphraates and Bphraim, see pp. 131, 194.

vii 39 On !=", contracted in 8 for -"TO ^, see p. 42, note.

viii 27 For the construction of ^ooa r^ ^ n y^ ^ n-r^ Acv=io, compare

fCosoi -poji -pfTjim A^o 'and was always bellowing' (Life of Simeon Styhtes 393'^

quoted in Noldeke § 217).

viii 29 T^°>^\ Ti^oT ooA SO, a. clear instance of T^^cin being treated as masc.

when used of an unclean 'spirit' (i.e. a -r^-^rCx.)-. see further p. 44 and the Notes on

Mk V 8, Job iii 6. It is possible that v^Jtm-^jc was the original reading here of the

Ev. da-Mepharreshe, as D and e actually attest Satyaovt'o) for Trvevix/xTt. Yet Sat/^ovto) can

hardly be the original reading, because the Saiixoviov is never personally addressed as

such; it is always spoken to as wvev/xa.

viii 31 There can be little doubt that the mention of Gehenna in C, together with

the other striking coincidences in this passage with Moesinger 75, comes from

assimilation to the Diatessaron, and that on the whole the text of 8 preserves the

genuine text of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe: see also p. 222.

viii 43 On the reading of 8, which is that of B and the Armenian, and practically

also of D and the Sahidic, see p. 227.

viii 45 On the punctuation in C*, see p. 15.

viii 46, 48, 50 On Tin«:^o riiii. in 8, see p. 91.

viii 49 *^iur:.ca=» -zaT *u=3-a ^ C (= syr.vg) is obviously right, and should have

been translated 'from the household of the chief of the synagogue' : the Greek is irapa

ToC apy^ifTwayuyyov.

ix 10 The best text (i.e. N'^B LXS 33, the Egyptian versions, and practically D)

puts the Feeding of the 5000 ets ttoXiv Kakovjxivqv Bri6a-ai8a. Instead of this we find in

X*** (69) 157 and C ek roirov tprjfiov without any mention of Bethsaida, i.e. the clause

is assimilated to the parallel in Mk vi 31 = Mattxiv 31. Ciasca's Arabic Diatessaron

xviii 21 is equally silent as to Bethsaida, so that we may conjecture that G here

reproduces the text of Tatian. Most documents combine the two readings, either by

adding the name Bethsaida to cis toVov epr]p.ov (lat.vt-vg syr.vg), or by reading with the

majority of Greek mss and the later versions tts toVov epTjfjLov Tro'Xecos KaXou/xeVijs BijSo-atSa.

The most natural and obvious way of regarding the text of 8, which has

to the gate of a city called Beth 8aida,
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is to treat it as an independent attempt to avoid "the difficulty of associating the

incident with a 'city'" (Westcott and Hort's Introduction §143). I do not think it

probable that the translator of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe confused ttuXyiv and trokiv, or

that he worked from a Greek text in which the confusion had been made. It is more
likely that the text of 8 has been misread, or that the scribe of 8 miswrote the first

word, and that instead of rii^nkX the Ev. da-Mepharreshe really had y^'^^'^.

-Codd. 1-118-131-209 and cod. 700 read eU toVov ttoXcois koK. B. This group of mss

often preserve a Greek text agreeing with that from which the Ev. da-Mepharreshe was

translated, and if we read r<l\):^r^ 8 will agree verbally with them here.

The reading is important textually, because it is the nearest approach to an

attestation by afi ancient version of any of the 'conflate' readings which occupy so

prominent a position in Dr Hort's theories about the history of the text of the New
Testament. The very qualified support which 8 here seems to give to the 'received

text ' only throws into stronger relief its marked disagreement with the ' received text

'

in all the other seven cases of conflation which Dr Hort brought forward.

ix 23 On the spelling -.iinK^ in 8, see p. 51.

^ The phrase ' take up his cross daily ' seems to have caused difficulty in ancient

times. It is omitted by Dal, while the decisive word ' daily,' by which the passage in

S. Luke differs from the parallel passage in the other Gospels, is omitted by the large

majority of Greek mss and by every Old Latin text. It is therefore not surprising to

find that ' daily ' is omitted by 8, though found in C and syr.vg.

The presence of -poA^ in syr.vg of course explains the insertion of ' daily ' in the

Arabic Diatessaron. In the absence of any serious evidence to the contrary, such as a

quotation from Aphraates or Ephraim, we may conjecture that the earlier texts of

Tatian's Harmony followed the Old Latin in omitting 'daily,' that 8 in omitting the

word is following the then current text of the Diatessaron, and finally that C here gives

us the true reading of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe. That G is not corrected from syr.vg is

certain, for it has ~pat\'\—i for Kad' ij/xepav while syr.vg has ~paA^ without = ; moreover

C has m—ii\^ for 'his cross' while syr.vg (with 8) has the more ordinary term oas^iai

(see the Note on Lk xxiv 7). One MS of syr.vg, Mr Gwilliam's 13, omits "tjcvA.^, a fact

in which some may be inclined to detect a last echo of the use of the Diatessaron.

The retention of Ka8' rjjxepav in Lk ix 23 is one of the few passages where the so-called

'received text' does not reproduce the reading most current in the later Byzantine

Empire. It was doubtless S. Jerome who first introduced in the West the phrase ' take

up his cross daily ' (Hier. ad Principiam i 955), and it was probably the presence of

cotidie in the Vulgate which led Erasmus to admit Ka6' -^fxipav into the printed text, in

agreement with cod. 1 but against the evidence of the common run of Greek authorities.

ix 35 The reading of 8, ^'~''V. -•T'^, represents o dEos fi.ov 6 iKXeXeyfjLevo?, found

here in XB LH (1) a ff I gat aur sah boh arm. Most documents read 6 vios fi.ov 6

dya-n-rp-os as in Matt and Mk, and at the Baptism. The reading of C, ,
-i.-i»o -.-is

'My Son and My Beloved,' is evidently derived from a reminiscence of the parallel

passages in the Syriac (if not from the Diatessaron itself), rather than from a direct

comparison with Greek MSS.
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Here, as in Joh i 34 and perhaps in Job iii 16 the expression ' Chosen Son
'
has been

removed in many texts, so as to avoid a form of words which might favour an

' adoptionist ' theory of our Lord's Nature.

ix 58 For a justification of rendering ^j^ in 8 by 'if or 'though' (and not

' verily'), see p. 73 and the other examples of similar constructions there collected.

ix 61 go and shew it] The Greek has aTrora^ao-fiiat, but it is difficult to avoid the

suspicion that S and G get their rendering from the Latin renuntiare or ire nuntiare.

The verb dTroTdo-a-ea-Oai is translated in Syriac texts by K^-ii- ' dismiss ' in Mk vi 46,

2 Cor ii 13; by j=^ 'leave' in Lk xiv 33; and by f^^:r\x- -=c7j. 'give salaam (or,

greeting)' in Ac xviii 18. In Lk ix 61 itself syr.vg has -^^^t.-^ \^, i.e. 'that I go

and make my salaam,' an admirable rendering of the Greek. In Latin texts of the

Gospels nuntiare and renuntiare (in the sense of ' send back a message ') are used where

the Greek has aVayycAXciv and the Syriac -cm ' shew,' e.g. Matt ii 8, xi 4, xiv 12,

Mk vi 30, Lk vii 22 ; while here and in Lk xiv 33 renuntiare (in the sense of 'renounce')

is used for aTroTdo-a-icrdaL. Several Latin texts, including g, have here ire nuntiare,

which is still nearer S and C. I venture therefore to suggest that the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe in Lk ix 61 reproduces the text of the Diatessaron, and that the

Diatessaron may have been based in this passage upon a text that had been altered to

suit the supposed meaning of the current Latin version '.

ix 62 For Ephraim's quotation, see p. 132.

X 6 For d hi ixriy^, 8 has -rC^T^ _j^ {sic, see vol. i, p. 550). On this use of *^^
for ' else,' see pp. 67, 68 note.

X 17 On ^.:^=cvx. {8"^), see p. 48.

X 34 On T^iroi-iusn, see p. 43.

X 41, 42 Apart from general considerations derived from N.T. textual criticism,

there can be little doubt that 8 gives here the true reading of the Ev. da-MepharresJw.

The text of C appears to be the work of the same clumsy hand that tried to patch up

Joh iv 24. ^i\oA dUT>^ ^n i<^no!i,o -tfvSi. - is an unnecessarily awkward rendering

of fj.ipiiJ.va.'; Kul Tvp/id^ri. The words look like a marginal note (perhaps *i=ina\o -.i\^^)

^i\cA i^f^), which was misread by a scribe when incorporated into the text.

rii^ncOi, is a mere transliteration of Tvppditav) -. it is not a Syriac word.

It should be noted that the 8e or yap after Mapia/A at the beginning of ver. 42, which

is an integral part of both the longer readings, is not represented in G any more than in

8. See also pp. 219, 242.

xi 8 On the construction implied in 8'^, see p. 72.

xi 15 On the spelling of 'Beelzebub,' see p. 204.

xi 25 f. The text of 8 can be taken in two ways: either (1) 'when the unclean

spirit came, it found the house swept. ^'' Then it goeth,' &c. ; or (2) ' when the unclean

1 See also pp. 208, 234, and Dr Eendel Harris's Study of Codex Bezae, p. 255.
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spirit came and found the house swept, "^ then it goeth,' &c. The change of tense at the

beginning of ver. 26 shews that the apodosis comes there, and that (2) is the right

construction.

The general meaning of the whole passage is surely " This is what happened once

upon a time to a certain person : even so shall it be to this evil generation," to adapt

the phraseology of Matt xii 45'' But when it was regarded as a revelation concerning

demoniacs and evil spirits it seemed necessary to accentuate the negligence of the un-

fortunate patient, in order to justify his second seizure. The First Evangelist had

added the word crxoA.a^ovra, and this is interpolated into Lk xi 25 by many Greek MSS,

including B, and apparently Origen. The Ev. da-Mepharreshe escaped this corruption,

but attained the same result by giving a hypothetical turn to the whole figure, both

here and in Matt xii 43^

xi 33 On the reading of 8, see p. 251. This passage is one of the few where the

mosaic of the Diatessaron appears to be better preserved in the Latin Codex Fuldensis

than in Ciasca's Arabic. The Arabic (viii 42) presents only a simple transcript of

Matt V 15, but fuld (p. 46) has Neque accendunt lucernam et ponunt earn sub modio

neque sub lecto meque in loco abscondito neque sub uaso sed super candelabrum ut et

luceat omnibus qui in domo sunt. The foundation of this also is Matt v 15 {italics), but

what is in small capitals comes from Lk si 33 and what is in ordinary type corresponds

to Lk viii 16. The ' bushel,' the ' bed,' and the ' concealed place* are mentioned by J. 14

in this order, which is doubtless that of Tatian. The ' bushel ' is rightly omitted by 8
in Lk xi 33 : it is a detail that belongs to Matt and Mk, not to Lk. It has been

interpolated into G as into most Greek mss, but the Greek mss put it after the ' concealed

place,' while in G it comes before.

xi 35, 36 The best Western mss (D a b e ff i r) simply substitute Matt vi 23'' for

these somewhat obscure verses. C has Lk xi 35, but substitutes Matt vi 23'' for the

following verse. The Latin Vulgate and/have the ordinary text, but/ adds at the end

a form of Lk xi 36 agreeing with ;S^. The remaining Latin MS q agrees with 8.

The three aberrant texts run as follows :

—

8 q f
Thy body also, therefore si ergo corpus tuum si enim corpus quod in te est

what time there is in it no lucernam non habens lucidam lucernam non habnerit lucentem

lamp that shineth, tibi

beoometh darkened; obsourum eat- tenebrosa est-

so quanto magis quanto magis autem

what time thy lamp be- cum luoerna luceat luoerna tua fulgens

Cometh bright,

it shineth for thee. inluminat te. lucebit tibi.

A comparison of these three texts with the ordinary Greek suggests that the common

original may have been et ovv to o-w/xa o-od \vyyov (I>(dt€lvov /x^ l^ov eo-ri a-K0Tav6v, ovTujs

(or, TToVu) /xaAXov) oTav 6 Au'xi'os da-Tpaxprj (j>(x)TLt,ri ore. But I fear that I cannot claim that

this is much more lucid than the obscurity of the Received Text of the verse.

See also p. 243.
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xii 5 The spelling _j^ (for ^^ 'yea') here found in ^ occurs now and then

elsewhere, e.g. in the colophon to the upper writing of the Sinai Palimpsest itself

(^':=n-r^o _t^ fol. 181). But the normal spelling ^-^ occurs several times in S, so that

this passage is not decisive evidence for the meaning of .^-^ in Lk ix 58 S.

xii 19 For the readings of Ephraim, see p. 133; for the Book of Martyrs, see

p. 157.

xii 31 The first letter of ^«"^~t> appears to me to have been erased from the text

of S, before the MS became a palimpsest. It is now quite illegible.

xii 36 The allusion to this verse in T/ws^^^ is discussed on p. 103.

xii 45, 46 On the construction here found both in S and in G, see p. 71.

xii 46 The use of the word ScxoTo/xiLv in this verse and in the parallel Matt xxiv 51

affords one of the strongest arguments that the common source of Matt and Lk was in

Greek. Such an exceedingly peculiar punishment as dichotomy is out of place here, and

the word is probably a mere misrendering of some Aramaic equivalent for the Biblical

mi 'to cut off.'

The difficulty appears to have been felt by S or its ancestor, but the remedy

attempted was to connect St^oTo^Tjcrei with to yae'pos airov. But the corrector's marks

seem to have been misunderstood, and so we get -.cTniniCQjo ajiuin -.<7ii^v\°s^o instead

of tTjiLixiioQSo rniu:=n ojiifclsjo, i.e. feminine suffixes.

xii 55 On the significance of Ephraim's quotation, see pp. 134, 148, 192.

xiii 10, 11 On the construction, see pp. 69, 70.

xiii 34 Instances where the contracted forms are used with pronouns of the

2nd person are collected on p. 42.

xiv 15 ^*o-\at. 'breakfast' corresponds to apto-rov. On the reading, see p. 225.

xiv 16-24 For the allusions in T/io^^^ and in Aphraates, see pp. 101, 102.

xiv 34 The point in S after f7i=^i\ is anomalous. It is possibly meant to indicate

that the final m is audible. In Matt v 13 we find m=is.^ so written in C, and
similarly A" in Wright, pp. 271 bis, 333 bis, 335, 457.

XV 7 'more than over.' On this curiously loose Syriac construction, see p. 60.

XV 16 On the 'husks of the sea,' see p. 82. It should be noticed that in this

verse S supports the ordinary Greek reading ye/xiVat rrjv kolXmv airov, which is also that

of lat.eur, while C appears to attest the xoprao-^ijvai of NBD 1-131 13&c e f. The
distribution of the evidence suggests that S represents the text of the Diatessaron in

this passage. See also on xvi 21.

xvi 11 On the particle ^cvi^, see p. 50.

xvi 21 Note that /S? translates xopTao-i9i9vai here by 'fill his belly,' probably under
the influence of xv 16. From the same verse comes the clause ' No man was giving
to him,' found in Aphraates, in the Ferrar Group and in a few Latin mss. It is hardly
necessary to postulate direct corruption from the Diatessaron in such a case as this.
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xvi 24 ojii-=3^ 'his finger' is found in ^S* and syr.vg, in agreement with the

Greek toS SoktuXov avroC. A 383 paraphrases, but in A 43 and in Bph. -tamy iv 381

we find ojS^ 'his little finger,' a picturesque rendering which must certainly come

from the Diatessaron. See above, pp. 136, 184.

xvi 25. On the rendering of TrapaKaXetrai, see pp. 136, 196.

xvii 7 i^Nnu occurs here only in the Ev. da-Mepharreshe : see pp. 57, 78.

xvii 10 On ^^^jcai, here translated 'riff-raff,' se'e p. 82/

xvii 11 The Greek has ^i-qpx^-ro Sia ft.i<xov So/iaptas koX TaXtXatas, to which the

Old Latin (but not D or lat.vg) adds et Hiericho. The Syriac for the town ' Samaria

'

is ^-iirix. (Joh iv 7), but for the district ' Samaria ' we find r^Hinje. Jrii=, i.e. ' the

land of the Samaritans.' Now avi= also means 'between,' so that the logically accurate

Syriac for 'between Samaria and Galilee' would be r^\«Nv\ i«i.TinE. i>j=> iviia.

But such a doubling of the av^ra was felt to be awkward, and the actual reading of

syr.vg is ^ Ni's^N T^Hinje. di\.j.=3 t^ooj n—i^.

If we translate without reference to the Greek we can render this ' he was crossing

Samaria to Galilee,' which is geographically improbable and is open to the objection that

'to cross' is generally, though not invariably, followed by -=3 or .^ to express 'over.'

If on the other hand we feel that av»=i and Sio, fj.icrov cannot be dissociated we must

render 'he was crossing between the Samaritans and Galilee,' which is as awkward

in Syriac as in English, so awkward indeed that it can only be regarded as a piece

of patching.

The reading oi S C very cleverly avoids the difiiculties. By reading

he crossed between the Samaritans and the Galilaeans [to Jericho]

the doubled ^vi=> is avoided by substituting in each case ' Samaritans ' and ' Galilaeans

'

for 'Samaria' and 'Galilee.' The final word cui-t.-t'^ is absent from S, and so

probably does not belong to the original text of the £v. da-Mepharreshe. But without

this word the Syriac might very well be translated 'he crossed Samaria to the Galilaeans.'

To avoid this misconception therefore C adds from the context a mention of Jericho.

But though it is natural to translate the text of C

he crossed between the Samaritans and the Galilaeans to Jericho,

it is equally within the rules of Syriac Grammar {Nold. § 251 ; see above, p. 62)

to render it

he crossed between the Samaritans and the Galilaeans and Jerich),

though this is the less natural construction, because ' Samaritans ' and ' Galilaeans ' are

not co-ordinate with the town ' Jericho.' But this second rendering is in agreement

with the Old Latin.

The natural inference to be drawn, if this variation stood alone, would be that the

B. II.
38
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reading of the Old Latin Mss was derived from a misunderstanding of the Syriac gloss.

This is highly improbable. On general grounds it is likely that the interpolation

et Hiericho arose in the West, was adopted in the Diatessaron, and carried over

into C (not S) ; and that it is merely the accident of Syriac idiom which makes the

interpolated text more forcible in Syriac than in Latin. In any case the variant teaches

us not to lay too much weight on the converse argument derived from Lk ix 61 ^

xvii 17 The reading of S is certain (see vol. i, p. 552) so far as the omission

of f^ is concerned ; in other words, S and C agree with D and the Old Latin in reading .

oYTOi instead of oyxoi or oyxioi.

xvii 21 As stated on p. 198, this verse is noteworthy for the fact that the

Peshitta and the Ev. da-Mepharreshe and the Diatessaron are all extant and all

different. It may therefore be not out of place to point out that the Homily ascribed

to Ephraim which contains a quotation of this verse agreeing with the Peshitta

{Ed. Rom. vi 550) is not really by S. Ephraim, but should be ascribed to Isaac of

Antioch on the sufficient authority of B.M. Add. 14607, a MS of the 6th century.

xviii 5 On the construction, see p. 73.

For vTTWTnd^rj /j.^ C and syr.vg. have >A -r^^nxs^ 'annoy me,' a very good rendering.

(S^has ,inu»<i* 'will take hold of me.' This must be meant for the alternative reading

vTTcymd^ri (G* 13&C al""""). In 1 Cor ix 27 there is a similar variety of reading in the

Greek, and here the Sinai Arabic text published by Mrs Gibson has l^j—». .iJU-ol

' I will take hold of my body,' to render iiroTridlw jxov to awjxa.

xviii 25 On t^v. (for t-O^) in ^S", see p. 51.

xviii 30 On the reading, see p. 194.

xix 44 the day of thy greatness] The Greek is tov Kaipbv t-^s cttio-kott^s o-ov. On
this very curious rendering Cureton remarks [Preface, p. lix) :

' The translator here,

at the same time that he betrays a want of knowledge of the Greek language, seems
also to indicate that he performed his task at a period when the episcopal office was
held in the highest dignity.' I cannot but think Cureton right in believing that the

translator here understood i-wiaKoiv^ in the sense of 'the office of an eTrto-KOTros,' but
his inference about the time when the translator lived is indefinite : the 1-k'i(tko-ko<s,

wherever there has been a Christian officer called by that title, has been at all times
the head of the ecclesiastical system, whether as resident Bishop or travelling Visitor.

This word T<i*o=i is not the conventional ecclesiastical equivalent for ima-Koin], and
so its use points to an early rather than to a late date. As a matter of fact, XflH"!
is actually used in the Targums for the Hebrew nriEJ'a in the technical sense of ' the
dignity conferred by ordination,' e.g. Num xviii 8, Lev vii 25 (35). Agreements with
Jewish Aramaic such as these belong to the earliest stratum of Christian Syriac.

On the reading of S and the Peshitta, see p. 222.

• The greater part of this Note will be found in the present writer's Supplementary Notes to
the Second Edition of "Westcott and Hort's Introduction (Appendix, p. 145).
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XX 17 On the particle icviw, see p. 50.

In the phrase cis K€cfiaX.rjv -ywi/tas the last word is rendered t^oxjoi by all Syriac

authorities in Matt xxi 42, Mk xii 10. This is the natural rendering, as may be seen

from Matt vi 5, and is probably implied in Moesinger 193. But in Lk xx 17 *S^ has

y^'^a jt.-il for cis Ki^aX^v ymvias, as in the Peshitta of Ac iv 11, C has ^^«'->^ C73:t.-i^,

as in the Peshitta of Ps cxviii 22, while syr.vg has <r<i^^oi^ T<iiTja je-iA, a conflation of

8 with the rendering found in the other Gospels.

The Book of Acts in syr.vg has been much less drastically revised than the Gospels,

so that we may fairly take the agreement of S and Ac iv 11 as an indication that

(S has here preserved the original rendering. The text of 0, on the other hand, can

hardly be anything else than an assimilation of the Gospel text to that of the Psalms.

XX 29 The spelling r^^^ax. is quite legible in the photograph of S. As mentioned

on p. 48 this spelling is characteristic of several forms of Palestinian Aramaic, but in

Edessene it does not seem to be known outside the Sinai Palimpsest.

XX 34 The only correct translation of ^nXccno ^^, here read by S and C,

is 'beget and are begotten,' as Cureton translated it. The first word is masculine and
active ; the second word by itself might be active or passive, but both the context

and the readings of the Greek mss shew that it is intended for a passive. The
Ev. da-Mepharreshe therefore supports yevi/wo-tv koX y^wiavTai with a c e I Irenaeus and

Cyprian, against the yei/viuvTai koI ye.vvwaiv attested by D ^ z q. The accident that the

latter reading is attested by the Greek ms D has given it an undeserved prominence.

The reading oi S C and its allies is certainly the earlier form of the Western text, and

I incline to regard it as a genuine clause of S. Luke's Gospel.

xxi 11 In view of the many notable variations in the extant Syriac texts of

this verse it is worth pointing out that an allusion to it in the Chronicle of Joshua

Stylites xlix (Wright, p. 45'") contains the definitely Peshitta phrase •»<i'nToQoo T^Jnlu-n

'terrors and panics.'

At the end of the verse S stands almost alone with D and e among ' Western

'

authorities in omitting koI xc<.A"2ves.

xxi 18 This verse is contained in S, but omitted by C and Marcion. The text

of Marcion, however, has elsewhere no special affinity with the Old Syriac, so that the

coincidence here is probably accidental.

xxi 25 On the renderings of d-n-opia, see p. 83.

xxi 35 Both ;iS' and C have i^mrij iiik^'»«iu^ ^'^ ^O' "^ ^ayis yap eTreto-eXtuVerat

(or eTreA-Ewtrat), and the same rendering reappears in the Harclean. It is in fact

a natural and literal translation of the Greek. But the Peshitta has T.»i<,T^i:ui£s. - *\^^
01^.-1 ' for as a springe it shall spring.'

The origin of this striking and peculiar rendering is quite obscure. The meaning

of the verb ji^^ is attested by Aphraates 296' *iu2^ enS jj^^ ' the snare closes upon it,'

a phrase independent of Lk xxi 35. It may possibly have stood in the Diatessaron, but

the passage is not extant in any early Syriac authority.
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xxii 3 For the spelling of the name ' Iscariot,' see on Joh vi 71.

xxii 17-20 In agreement with Westcott and Hort I assume that the true text

of these verses is that preserved in Codex Bezae. The reasons for this view are set

forth in Dr Hort's well-known Note on the passage and do not need repetition here.

Thus we have as the original form from which all the variants start

:

"And He received a cup and gave thanks and said :
' Take this and divide

it among yourselves, ''for I say unto you I will not drink from henceforth of the

fruit of the vine, until the kingdom of God shall come.'

""And He took bread, and gave thanks and brake it and gave to them, saying :

' This is my body.'

[followed immediately by ^"But behold, the hand of him, &c ']

The Old Latin mss a (b) (e) ffi I support D, but b and e put ver. 19" before vv. 17, 18,

so that the Bread may come before the Cup, as in the other accounts of the Last

Supper. Most mss, including K and B, after ' This is my body ' add " '"^ ' which is given

for you : this do in remembrance of me.' ^°And the cup likewise after supper, saying :

' This cup is the new covenant in my blood, which is shed for you.' " These words are

taken either direct from 1 Cor xi 23''-25, as Westcott and Hort suggest, or from

a hturgical text itself based on S. Paul.

The Syriac evidence is more complicated. We have to consider, besides the Peshitta

and the Ev. da-Mepharreshe, the texts of the Diatessaron and of the Liturgy. The

Peshitta only differs from the ' Received Text ' by the omission of m. 17 and 18. It does

not agree in language with the Peshitta text of 1 Cor, and its genesis is (I think)

best explained by supposing it to be a revision of a text like that oi S, in which ver. 19

immediately followed ver. 16. Very likely m. 17 and 18 stood in the Greek MS used by

the reviser, but he passed them over either by accident or design.

The kind of text used in S3rriac Liturgies during the 4th century is not improbably

represented by the quotation in Aphraates 221, a combination of Matt and 1 Cor.

It runs as follows

:

Mter Judas went forth from them (c/ Joh xiii 30), He took bread and blessed

and gave to His disciples and said to them :

' This is my body ; take, eat of it all of

you'.'

And also over the wine thus He blessed and said to them: 'This is my
blood, the new covenant that for many is shed to forgiveness of sins : thus be

ye doing for my memory whenever ye be gathered together.'

The last words are practically equivalent to 1 Cor xi 25'', but they agree still closer

with the end of the words of institution as printed in the Nestorian 'Liturgy of

Theodore,' the present form of which dates from the 6th century ^ That the quotation

in Aphraates is not taken straight from the Diatessaron appears from the fact that

it does not contain the portions of our Lord's words at the Supper which are quoted

by Ephraim {Moesinger 222). Aphraates omits ' and brake ' after ' blessed,' and he has

1 For this phrase, see e.g. the Canon Missae, the Anaphora of Nestorius and the Coptic

Anaphora published by Giorgi.

2 It was ' translated ' by Mar Aba the Catholicos. See Canon Maclean's Syriac edition, p. cA.
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nothing to correspond with ' I will not drink from henceforth of this fruit of the vine

until the kingdom of my Father' (so Moesinger 222).

The narrative of the Supper in the Diatessaron, apart from these extracts, is very

hard to ascertain. The Arabic (xlv 12-16) gives Matt xxvi 26-29 ( = Mk xiv 22-25)

followed by Lk xxii 1^^ 'and so be doing for my memory.' But we cannot trust the

details where they agree in text with the Peshitta, and possibly the true text of the

Diatessaron contained more elements derived from S. Luke. But obviously S. Luke's

account, in which the Cup comes before the Bread, was not made the basis of the

narrative.

We have now to consider how best to explain the text of *S^ and G, on the assumption

that the Diatessaron and probably a liturgical text resembling Aphraates 221 was known

to the translator. Two questions of importance arise : (1) Is the Ev. da-Mepharreshe

more faithfully preserved in 8 or in C at this point? and (2) What Greek text was

known to the translator ?

I have come to the conclusion that C is here the more faithful text, and that there is

no indication that either /S or C is based on the longer Greek text. The text of S may
be arranged thus :

—

1 Cor xi 23, 24 And He took bread ^*and gave thanks over it and brake and

gave to them and said

:

' This is my body that for you [I give]
;

So be doing for my memory.'

25 ^^And [after they supped] he took a cup and gave thanks over it and said

:

Lk xxii n^ 'Take this; divide among yourselves.

Matt xxvi 28* [This is my blood, the new covenant.]

Lk xxii 18 [For] I say to you, that from now I shall not drink of this * fruit*,

until the kingdom of God come.'

The words in brackets are omitted by C, and in line 7 instead of 'fruit' C has

'produce of the vine.'

The first four lines practically reproduce 1 Cor xi 23''-25* (in the true text)'. On'

the other hand, line 5 is Lk xxii 17", and line 7 is Lk xxii IS**. Thus both S and C
definitely attest Lk xxii 17, 18, which is the passage peculiar to the Third Gospel. The

main reason that I consider the text of C here the earlier is that G is more faithful both

to Lk and to 1 Cor : this might very well be the work of an editor combining documents

for the first time, but a later scribe, revising a text by a Greek ms would have only

assimilated the text before him to one Bibhcal passage. Assuming then G to be the

more original, the passages in square brackets must be regarded as interpolations in the

Ev. da-Mepharreshe. In line 2 ' I give ' comes neither from S. Luke nor from S. Paul

;

it is a reminiscence of Joh vi 51, inserted to hghten the syntax. In line 4 ' after they

supped ' is of course from 1 Cor xi 25, but without wcrauVms. Line 6 ' This is my blood,

the new covenant' corresponds to Matt xxvi 28% and it has a place in Aphraates 221.

In line 7 'for' is inserted so as to avoid having so many clauses without any conjunction

:

it is indeed found in all mss of Lk xxii 18 but G, but omissions of this sort are very

common both in 8 and G. In the same line ' fruit ' is a much more commonplace word

1 The earliest Syriac form of 1 Cor is indicated here by the Armenian version.
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than •fCx.'Tiy^, a term specially appropriate here as is clear from the Peshitta text of

Judg ix 13 : probably 'fruit' was meant as a substitute for 'produce,' but in the process

of substitution ' of the vine ' was accidentally deleted also.

Taking C as our basis, it is not difficult to account for the additions found in S.

To explain the genesis of C is more difiScult, chiefly because the exact wording of the

Diatessaron in its original form is unknown to us. But the words ' that (is) for you

'

after ' This is my body ' definitely belong to 1 Cor xi 24 and not to the interpolated form

of Lk xxii 19. All the mss which have the longer form of Lk xxii 19 have to iirlp vfji.(Sv

S(Sdjii£vov, and it is hardly likely, if C had got this passage from the interpolated form

of Lk xxii 19, that it would have had only ,^'\t'^-^ Aii-'s. I conclude therefore that

the words came from S. Paul's account, probably through the medium of the Diatessaron,

and that the Greek text of the Gospels known to the translator of the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe here agreed in essentials with that approved by Westcott and Hort. The

Ev. da-Mepliarreshe here, as in so many other passages, may be not a simple translation

from the Greek, but an adaptation of the language of the Diatessaron to agree more or

less with the Greek text. At the same time it is quite likely that neither *S^ nor C may
give an uncorrupted text. It is possible that both 8 and C have been independently

assimilated to the Diatessaron, and that the original form of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe

may have been stiU nearer that approved by Westcott and Hort.

xxii 37 The ^ which is inserted by 8 before «<i:ii.i\ii- is probably nothing more

than a scribe's blunder: see p. 69, note.

xxii 48 For a discussion of the meaning and origin of the Syriac phrase

''^^^i^ ro-to, here found in C, see the Note on Matt xii 40. In ^S^ we find

*^*-i^^ ^=. There is no doubt as to the reading of the Palimpsest, but of course

this ungrammatical expression is due to the error of some scribe.

I venture to suggest that the y=^^t^^-n t.=A of 8 is a mistake, not for the common-
place fCs^'^-n f73T.=a^, but for T^ac-s^ Tl=i^, and that the sense intended was

Judas, with a kiss thou dost betray a mati

!

Two distinct questions are here raised. There is the question of what S. Luke wrote

and the que.stion of what the original words may have been. With regard to the first

question, I do not think we can follow the lead of the Sinai Palimpsest. The fact that

there is no various reading in the Greek is not in itself decisive, because the Latin

filium hominis is essentially neutral between vlhv avdpwirov and t6v vlov tov avOpwirov.

But we should not expect to find vi6s avOpw-rrov used by S. Luke in the sense of

avOpuyTTOs.

We cannot doubt therefore that S. Luke wrote 4>ikijiJ.a.Ti tov vlov tov avOpunrov

TrapaSiSojs, and that he understood The 8on of Man to have the same meaning that it

has in Lk xxii 69. But assuming the saying not to be the invention of the Evangelist,

what was its original form? To what Aramaic phrase does it correspond? Here
perhaps the Semitic tact of the ancestor of 8 may indicate the truth. The technical

terminology of Lk xxii 69 is surely out of place here, and I venture to think that we
shall do well, not to interpret d vlh tov dvdpd-Kov here in some artificial sense, but boldly
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to substitute for it a simple av^puTros when we try to realise the actual scene. The

same I feel sure is true of Matt xii 32 and Mk ii 10, 28. In all these cases the

reference is not to the Messiah qnM Messiah, but to man qua man. The Sabbath was

made for man, therefore a man is lord of the Sabbath; to speak against a man is

pardonable, but to resist the Spirit of God is unpardonable. It is the same in Lk xxii

48 : the crime of Judas is not so much that it was the Messiah whom he betrayed, as

that he betrayed a man by means of a kiss.

xxii 52 (rrpa.rqyov% Tov Upov\ The ' Captains of the Temple ' appear to have been a

kind of Jewish sanctuary police. In Acts we hear of the Captain of the Temple (in the

singular), and his satellites (Ac iv 1, v 24; 26). The ordinary text also has koX

(TTparrp/ol<; in Lk xxii 4, but the word is omitted there by D lat.vt as well as by /S" C and

the ^thiopic. In xxii 52 the words crrpaT-qyov^ tov Upov are doubtless genuine, but 8
renders them by r^cui^T^jCo under the influence of the Diatessaron, for according to

Tatian the arrest of our Lord was made with the help of Roman soldiery (Diatf"" xlviii 22,

confirmed by Moesinger 235). This view was apparently founded on the theory

that the (nrfipav of Joh xviii 3 implied an Imperial Cohort. The reading of G,

t̂ \'s^mr\ fC\c\^-i\,^-^ , looks like a conflation of S with the Greek text, made by a

reviser who saw that tov Upov was left out in the Syriac rendering. But «<i-^,cui,T^coT^,

i.e. (TTpariMTai, is hardly an appropriate rendering of a-Tpaj-qyoL The Peshitta, both here

and in ver. 4, has t'^AiuTOTi f^Niii ,=ri.

xxii 54 On the names given to S. Peter by the various Syriac texts, see pp. 92-96.

The Greek here has 6 8e neVpos.

xxii 59 t«^\A\^ ^S*, meaning ' Gahlaean ' : see p. 46.

xxiii 2 'King Messiah.' On the more accurate equivalent for this well-known

Jewish phrase, see p. 58.

xxiii 6 i^iN A V. S, meaning ' Galilee ' : see p. 46.

xxiii 9''-12 The omission of these verses is a curious and unexplained phenomenon

of the text of 8. Possibly it is somehow connected with the awkward wording of

xxiii 5, 6, where the omission of necessary words seems to indicate that the ancestor of

8 has been mutilated about this point. Unfortunately the African Latin of the verses

has to be gathered wholly from the late MS c, as e seems to have been corrected from a

commonplace source throughout the greater part of Lk xxiii. It is therefore noteworthy

that both at the beginning and at the end of the great omission in 8 we find a variation

from the common text in c. At the end of xxiii 9 c adds quasi non audiens, which

corresponds to -rdora ^)si. •r^om y<C\?, oro vyr^ in C, but is not attested by any

other MS and for xxiii 12 c has Cum essent autem in dissensionem Pilatus et Herodes

facti stmt amid in ilia die [nam antea inimici erant ad inuicem]. The last clause is

probably interpolated into c from the Vulgate, but the rest corresponds to a well-known

singular reading of D. Thus the passage omitted by 8 was one in which early Western
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texts presented great variations from the mass of the later Greek MSS. But beyond this

it is difficult to make any assertion with confidence, for there can be little doubt that the

passage as a whole is a genuine portion of Lk.

xxiii 19, 25 On ^^ot\,o3 and ooooSos see p. 79/, where it is suggested that the

original word may have been »^moTL«ocJ\;Oo ' sedition.'

xxiii 21 On the verbal suffixes in ^S*, see pp. 54-56.

xxiii 34" For the reading oi 8, see pp. 195, 215/.

xxiii 38 On f^i^ ' tablet,' see pp. 79, 138, 201.

xxiii 43 In this verse yS" agrees with syr.vg in having ' in the Paradise ' for iv t<3

TrapaSciVo), while G and the Diatessaron have ' in the Garden of Eden ' : see pp. 109, 138.

/S^ also agrees with syr.vg against C in joining aijfiepov with /xct' t/xoB lo-j; and not with

'A/i7jV croL At'yw, but in this second case the other authorities are divided. Ephraim

{Moes. 244, 245) quotes the words of Jesus three times and each time without the

prefixed ' To-day,' as in G and in A 437. But he says also " Our Lord shortened His

distant liberalities and gave a near promise. To-day and not at the End. ...Thus through

a robber was Paradise opened."

The punctuation attested by G is referred to but not approved by Barsalibi, who says

(in his Commentary on S. Matthew) :
" Some hold that when He said To-day, it was not

of that Friday that He said that in it the robber should be in Paradise, but at the end of

the world; and they read the passage Amen, amen (sic), to-day, adding a colon

(i^iujm T^vnoj), and afterwards With Me thou shalt be in Paradise, i.e. at the end of

the world." But possibly this is an extract from some Greek commentator, for in Greek

no change would be required in the text if this view were adopted, while in S3rriac it

involves the transposition of ^ from before i<l\=raeu to before ^^'l^.

xxiii 48 The quotations given in the apparatus from Addai 27 and Moesinger 245

make it evident that some reference to the 'judgement' or 'desolation' of Jerusalem

stood in the Diatessaron as well as the cry 'Woe to us! What hath befallen us?'

The full reading is preserved in a slightly corrupted form by Cod. Sangermanensis {g),

which adds to the ordinary text at the end of the verse : dicentes ime uobis quae facta

sunt hodiae propter peccata 7iostra. adpropinquauit enim desolatio hierusalem. Here

uobis is obviously a mistake for nobis, and I have little doubt that hodiae is a corruption

of nobis also.

The same cry of Woe appears in the Gospel of Peter (§ 7) where we read (after Christ

has been taken down from the Cross and His burial) : totc ol 'lowSaiot koI oi irp^a-^vTepoi

Kal 01 icpei; tSoi'Tes olov KaKov eavTois ciroLr/crav r'jp^avTO KOTTT^trdai koI Xiytiv Oval rais

a.fjLapTiai.% qfji.uiv yp/yiuai tj KpiaLt kol to reXos 'lepova-a^-ijfi. This sentence and the form of

text found in the Diatessaron obviously have a common origin : possibly indeed the

Gospel of Peter is the original source of the reading.
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3^_jio. The agreement of S and with syr.vg makes this a convenient

point to draw attention to the way in which =A _ ' to crucify ' and ^-"\^ ' Cross ' are

constantly avoided in 8, -^jai and f^°.irn being used instead. The noun t^^^j^^ does

not occur in S, i<is>jjai being used in all the eleven places where S is extant. In syr.vg

^~"

'

^ occurs 15 out of 17 times, while in G r^~i >\^ occurs 4 times out of 6, viz.

Matt X 38, xix 21 (an interpolation), Lk ix 23, xiv 27. Its use in Matt xix 21

(= Mk X 21) is supported by Aphraates 392, so that ^-lA^ appears to have had a

place in the Diatessaron.

The verb o-ravpodv occurs 33 or 34 times in the Gospels. By far the commoner

Syriac rendering is -^J=>, but -=^p occurs here in all extant texts. In Joh xix, where

syr.vg alone is extant, -=^^ is used for 'crucify, crucify,' in vb. 6"'', 15"'', although

elsewhere in the chapter -^j=i alone occurs. In Mk ix 12 (S has -'\\,^ for iiovSevrjdrj,

while syr.vg has ri-A^ooi, a word which elsewhere stands rather for aTro8oKLf/.d^av. It

looks almost as if the one Syriac word were derived by mere confusion from the other.

In that case we should suppose syr.vg to have retained the genuine reading of the

Ev. da-Mepharreshe unchanged and the -=^^ of 8 would be a mere corruption of

The avoidance of ^-t\^ in *S' is probably nothing more than a translator's trick,

like the avoidance of y^sSr^ 'ship' and ^i-iinucvi 'resurrection.' I have been unable to

make out any difference in meaning between ^°^«n i and tt^—lA^, any more than there

is between Rood and Cross. Both words seem ultimately to mean ' a stake.'

xxiv 12 For the reading, see pp. 231/. At the end of the verse toJ^cA .li-^o

should have been translated ' and he went to his house,' not ' and he went away'

:

cf Joh i 39.

xxiv 43, 44 The translation given of the text of 8 and C is a possible one, but

the Latin evidence and that of Clement convinces me that there is no asyndeton at the

beginning of ver. 44 and that the translation ought to run

:

^And they gave him a portion of fish broiled [and of honey-comb]. ^^And while he

took a»<^.ate before their eyes [and took up that which was over and gave to them]

"he said to them....

The square brackets represent the portions of text found in C, but rightly omitted by

8 with D and e as well as XB and A.

Clement of Alexandria (p. 174) definitely quotes the passage thus: cVc'Sukei' airiS

l)(6voi OTTTOv (jLepoi' ^ KCil (^ttycov ivwTTiov avTwv ^^ilirev avToiii— Of the Latins b and ff

have in vv. 43, 44, Bt manducans coram ipsis ^'^dixit ad eos, while e and the text

underlying c have £!t accepit coram illis.
** Et dixit illis. Possibly therefore D is right

in reading koX tl-mv at the beginning of ver. 44, and the E'ttcv 8e of most Greek mss is a

stylistic alteration to make a paragraph begin with ver. 44.

39



S. JOHN.

i 1 We see from the text of C in i 14 that »^«Ain Word retains its usual

gender, even when used in the theological sense, and the text of G is borne out by the

quotations of Aphraates and S. Ephraim. At the same time the Subject of the Prologue

is treated as masculine, as is clear from the opening words of the second verse. As,

therefore, in the first clause of the first verse the verb is masculine and riTiAin is

feminine it is best to take »<iaA:33 as the predicate, not as the subject. The grammatical

subject, who is at the same time the Subject of the Gospel itself, is unnamed; but it is

asserted that He was the Word.

It is commonly said that t^^JA^n when it means 'God, the Word,' is treated as

masculine, and this is true of later Syriac usage, beginning with Rabbula and the

Peshitta itself. But it is not true of the JSv. da-Mepharreshe or of Syriac writers before

Rabbula.

Now if «^«A;33 be feminine throughout the Prologue to this Gospel, the reason for

the insertion of om in the latter clauses of i 1 becomes clear. It is not a mere

equivalent for the Greek article, but the actual nominative of the verbs, and i^aA=n is

in apposition to it. This indeed is recognised by syr.vg, for the words are pointed

»i^iAj35 era i.e. hu mellethd, not »i^aA.=n ora i.e. hau mellethd. Mr Gwilliam therefore

is wrong in translating the words by ' ipsum Verbum
'

; it should be ' Ipse, Verbum,' in

each case.

The theological doctrine associated by S. Ephraim with the name of the Word is

best illustrated by the long extracts from his (lost) Homily on Joh i 1, which are quoted

in Lamy ii 511 and in my >S. Ephraim's Quotationsfrom the Gospel, pp. 64, 65.

i 3, 4 On the text of S. Ephraim's quotations of i 3% see above p. 139. As
regards the vexed question of the punctuation of i 3*, 4, it is evident that G ends v. 3

with owSc Iv, beginning v. 4 with o yiyovev iv airai ^0)-^ to-Tti/. Syr.vg corrects Iutiv into

yjv and otherwise alters the wording, but continues to join o yc'yovev with h avrZ and not

with the preceding ovSe 'h. At a later period the punctuation was changed, but at the

expense of grammar. See the present writer's Note in the Journ. of Theol. Studies

iv 436, and Mr Gwilliam's Reply iv 606. I leave it to my readers to judge for

themselves whether in the sentence

y<Lom -fCui (71=3 li^oron —p-Kn mocn r^nu r^C \'s-^ -iroon^N—>o t^oos (73A>r^=3 .^

they will put the stop after inoro with the late Professor R. L. Bensly and the most

ancient MSS, or place it before m=^ with Mr Gwilliam and the modern custom.

i 14 It has been shewn above on Joh i 1 and also on pp. 44, 109, 140, that up to

the time of Rabbula our Syriac authorities always treat ^iA=n ' the Word' as feminine,

and translate adp^ by *i-il!^ 'body,' not ^^oq= 'flesh'; after Rabbula we find ^JtA^n
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in this theological sense treated as masculine, and a-api rendered in this verse by ^^oa=i,

although in the corresponding places in Joh vi syr.vg still has t<i^i»^ for oripS, like

S and a
But all our authorities, including syr.vg, translate ia-Kijvoia-ev iv -qfjlv by ^ aui^j^

or ^=a
t^kjf*^. It is difficult to ascertain the exact meaning of this phrase, because

almost all the instances in Syriac literature of t^vr^ construed with = are direct

allusions to this very passage. The only exception I can find is a passage in a Homily

ascribed to Ephraim {Ed. Rom. vi 439 a), where we read v^oo-i^ jcia -.amii^, i.e.

Make Mm rest in the best part of thy bed. This is part of the Christian's duty to his

brother on a journey. ,;:

Here ^^vr^ retains its proper transitive force. More often it has the middle sense of

'causing oneself to rest,' like aj >»lil in Arabic, or the English phrase 'to put up in a

place.' But ^^^^ thus used generally takes .^ after it, as in Acts v 15.

As ^5vj<i with = is so uncommon, we may fairly conclude that the preposition had

no very definite connotation and we must deduce the meaning from the Greek it

represents and from the context. I have uniformly rendered the phrase ' sojourned

among us,' but 1 venture to think that the translator wished to express rather the

dwelling of the Word in a human tabernacle than the sojourn of the Word among
human beings. The verb o-ktivovv is used elsewhere four times in the New Testament,

viz. Rev. vii 15, xii 12, xiii 6, xxi 3. In Rev xii 12, xiii 6, where it is followed by iv it

is used simply for to ' inhabit ' a country, and the Syriac has »^tjc. with =. In

Rev xxi 3 it is used of God dwelling with {fiera) men, and the Syriac has «<iTa:. with

"73^^. In Rev vii 15 it is used with im of the Divine Shekinah, and there we find

(i>^j<i with .^. I have therefore come to the conclusion that ^ iuX^ T^dA-sa

means ' The Word.. .sojourned in our nature,' rather than 'sojourned among men,' and

that ' cast its influence in us ' is wrong.

i 18 For /novoy€v»;9, syr.vg has everywhere ''iL.auu, except in Heb xi 17. It also

is used in Lk viii 42, ix 38, by S and C. Here, however, and in Joh iii 16, 18, Chas
'f-^nuK, supported by S in iii 16. The meaning is the same, but *i.tuu> passes perhaps

rather more easily into a substantive and appears to be so used in Joh iii 18 syr.vg,

where for W to ovofia tov fj.ovoyivov'i v'lov Tov d^ov we find TtOjAT^fl tni=s ^<unui.>:\ CTOiraSESa,

which I should be inclined to translate ' in the name of the Only-begotten, the Son of

God,' treating -f^^uu* as a substantive. C treats /uovoyevoBs as an adjective, for it

renders the phrase •i^^i.ui* y^n^-r^-^ tot=:\ <7jinaE=, with T^^nMii at the end. But the

original Syriac rendering of this verse may have been ri^-W= ^-^=3^ ojiraat= as in ^S",

i.e.
' in the name of the approved Son.' No other extant authority supports 8 here, but

Joh i 34 shews that there was a tendency to ehminate readings which seemed to savour

of ' Adoptionism.'

In Joh i 18 there is no question that /xovoycv»;s is genuine ; usually we have to choose

between /iovoycv^s ^co's and 6 /xovoyev^s uios. But though C with <i^'i=3 <f^nuj* clearly

supports /novoytv^s vio's and syr.vg with -r^nx^-^ r^tuu. clearly supports [o] p.ovoyivr]';

6eo's, the Diatessaron appears to have read [o] /xovoycvifg, without either vl6<; or ^eo's. The

direct quotation in Ephraim's Commentary (Moesinger 3) is borne out by the allusion in

Aphraates 115, and it is further attested in Latin by gat, one of the group of Vulgate
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MSS with 'mixed' texts that we have elsewhere found to agree with Diatessaron readings

;

see above on Joh x 8 (p. 196).

It is very unfortunate that the leaf of 8 which contained the Prologue to the Fourth

Gospel should be missing, but I venture to think it probable that if it had been

preserved we should have found that it read »<^(7jXt^ •<<i.aui. like syr.vg. In cases

where the Old Syriac, or one branch of it, agreed with the Alexandrian text (to call the

non-Western non-Constantinopolitan text by its truer name), we often find that the

Peshitta retains the reading unchanged, but there are hardly any instances of the

Peshitta taking the Alexandrian side when the Old Syriac supports a reading attested

both by the Western and the Constantinopolitan authorities. In Joh i 18 /iovoyev-^s ^co's

is supported only by XBC*L 33 boh aeth in additioii to syr.vg and certain Fathers : the

presence of syr.vg in this group can only be explained on the hypothesis that it retains

unaltered an older Syriac text. At the same time the verse has been otherwise revised

into closer conformity with the Greek: -.racv=3'»<i'a i<^c\5.-=j -.o^oov*^<^:^ oto does

not sound so primitive a rendering of d i)v €is tov koXttov tov Trarpds as the simple

-•rocv=3*sin t7J=30i^ ^infl of C.

The fact that G supports d ju,oi/oyei/->js uids presents no difficulty, as there are many
other examples in G of revision from later Greek texts. What has happened here is

exactly what has happened in Mk xvi 9-20 and Lk x 41, 42, to name the most obvious

instances. Probably the ancestor of G before it was revised had ^[.Jtuxx. alone, like the

Diatessaron.

i 28 i<^H—is. *u=. The seydme marking the plural are here, as in so many other

words, not legible in S, but there is no reason to suppose that they were originally

absent. Possibly the place-name was intended by the translator to sound significant,

so that

«^'it7Il ^n'icu:\ .m^n—. . t^t—^ *>•—

>

would convey the meaning at Overstrand, over Jordan River, rather than at Beth-

'Ebre or at Beth-'Ehare. In Greek BTjee/iapa is found in 13&c and A-262, but the

Syriac pronunciation is more probably indicated by the Armenian f't^p-'"pp"o, i.e.

Bethabre or Bethebre, without a vowel between b and r. The true Diatessaron reading

is unknown, the Arabic having Bethany in agreement with the Peshitta.

This reading of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe would be hardly worth separate notice but

for the suspicion that the reading 'B-qOapapS. for By^Bavia was first introduced into the

Greek text of the Gospel by Origen. It might therefore be urged that the Ev. da-

Mepharreshe was later than Origen, later therefore than about 230 ad.' But this is

extremely unlikely in itself, in view of the general character of the text. It is equally

unlikely that any reading adopted by Origen should have been derived by him from a

Syriac source.

We must therefore assume that Bethabara (or its equivalent) was adopted by the

Ev. da-Mepharreshe and by Origen from a common source. This source seems to have

been not documentary evidence, but local identification. In Origen's case this is

distinctly stated (Orig. in Joan, iv 140, ed. Brooke i 158): he tells us that he is

1 See Baethgen, Evangelienfragme7ite, p. 83.
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sure we ought to read not Bethania but Bethabara, yevofievoi iv rots roTrots iirl laTopiav

Twv l)(vuiv 'IijcroB Koi t<ov jxaOrjTiSv avrov Koi t<uv irpo<^-r)Tiov. That a similar archaeological

interest underlies the Old Syriac is obvious, otherwise we should never have had the

identifications of Kava with Gdtne, of Na^apeV with Ndsrath, or the careful spelling

of the Syriac equivalents for 'B-qOavia, Br^fic^ayif, Br/^^a^a, B-qBaaiha, Xopat,eiV, and other

comparatively obscure names. Whether the identifications implied are always correct

is another matter; but it is evident that a serious attempt has been made to give the

names correctly, in marked contrast to the Western indifference of the Latin texts.

The Old Syriac version of the Gospels is the earliest evidence we possess for the

beginnings of the cult of the Holy Places, a cult which attained so great a vogue

in the fourth and succeeding centuries. The cult, of course, was not really archaeo-

logical, but was grounded in the wish to obtain the special benefit of each sacred spot.

It is therefore interesting to note that among the first places to attract notice was

the reputed scene of the Baptism of Jesus. It was here that many of the faithful

went to receive baptism themselves, a custom which goes back to the sources of the

Onomastica (Lagarde 08 108, 240), i.e. to the times of Origen. Among those who

were so baptized was Rabbula, afterwards bishop of Edessa.

The identification of the scene of the Baptism with the traditional site five Roman
miles from the mouth of the .Jordan does not seem to find favour with modern scholars.

What the tradition was based on it is impossible to say, but in any case it had very

little to do with the literary tradition of the Fourth Gospel. We cannot doubt that

the author of the Fourth Gospel wrote 'Bethany beyond Jordan.' On the other hand

we have the cult of 'Bethabara,' developed before the time of Origen, perhaps at a

pre-Christian holy place. The cult led to the identification of 'Bethany' with 'Bethabara,'

and finally it influenced some texts of the Gospel.

i 34 y^(i^r<l-:i tTii-iV. is the reading both of *S^ and of G, corresponding to

o exAeKTos Tov Oeov, the reading of K* aP e. Most documents have 6 vtos tov 6iov, the

' European ' Latin variously combining the two readings.

The accession of 8 to the list of authorities for iKXeKTo:; ought, I think, to incline

us to accept it. Its disappearance is only too easily accounted for, as there appears

to have been an unwillingness to call our Lord 'the Chosen of God.' It appeared to

be an ' Adoptionist ' phrase, or at least to imply that there was a time or state in

which He existed before God chose Him. Thus in Lk ix 35 ayaTnjTo; is substituted

for E/cXeXey/xcVos in all documents except 8 and XBLH 1 274°"* a ff I vg.codd aeg

aeth'^'* arm.

This evident dislike on the part of later scribes and editors to words which seem

to imply choice or approval of Jesus Christ by the Father may lead us to look favourably

on the reading of 8 in Joh iii 18 where it has 'the approved Son' (i<:-W=. ^tc=)

though all other authorities have tov pLovoy^vow vlov tov 6iov. The text now represented

only by ^S" would have provoked alteration, and the language of iii 16, where tov v'lov

TOV ixovoytv^ is certainly genuine, contained materials for a safe alternative.

iii 5 'from spirit and water'] The Greek is e^ vSaros koI jrvevfiaro';, and this is

followed in Moes. 189. In v. 8, where the best text has 6k tov iri/eu/iiaTos only (but X
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and the Old Latin have Ik tot) vSaros koI tov Trvtv/xaTos), 8 has ' from water and spirit

'

and C has 'from water and from spirit.' These variations in rendering, and the

transposition of 'spirit' and 'water' by S'va. v. 5, may be explained if we suppose that

the original form of the Ev. da-Mepharreshe (or the Greek text underlying it) omitted

the mention of ' water ' in each case. See Professor Lake's inaugural address at Leiden

(Jan. 27, 1904), in which it is argued that e^ JSaros koI is an early interpretative gloss

in Joh iii 5, and that the text known to Justin Martyr was still free from it.

iii 6 "That which is born from flesh is flesh, because from flesh it is horn (a); and

that which is born from spirit is spirit, because God is a spirit (/3), andfrom God it hath

been born (y)." Calling a, p and y the three clauses omitted by virtually all our

Greek mss (D is deficient here), we may arrange their attestation as follows:

a fiy = G aj vg.codd Tert. Gam. Ghr § 18

/3 (only) = S m aur Hil Vs

" fi
= effr vg.cod Amb

a (only) = b I q*

ay = 161*

Nemesianus of Thubunae has /J y, which we may take as virtually an attestation for all

three glosses, but Cyprian ^2 omits them all.

It is very difficult to account for the distribution of the evidence. But for S it

might have been thought that all three glosses belonged together, and this is probably

true so far as the West is concerned. We see from their omission in Cyprian that they

were recognised as accretions and therefore excised from the more careful texts ; what

has happened completely in Cyprian has happened more or less with most of the

Old Latin texts. But we may fairly take the evidence of S to shew that in the East

yS bad a place in the text before a and y were added.

As is well known, S. Ambrose {de Spir. iii 11) accuses the Arians of having cut

out the clause quia Deus spiritus est from this verse. The accusation is very likely true

in the sense that some Arian scholars may have excised the clause for the same reason

that S. Jerome suppressed it in the Vulgate, viz. that approved and standard Greek mss

did not contain the words. But even if the presence of the clause in 8 be not held

sufficient to establish its authenticity, we may at least use it to shew that neither

8 itself nor its immediate ancestor has been deliberately mutilated at important dogmatic

passages, an accusation that has been actually made on the ground of the unfortunate

loss of the leaves containing the end of S. Matthew and the beginning of S. John.

In a minor point 8 may indeed have suff'ered. It differs from the Western texts

in gloss P by adding the adjective 'living' to ' Spirit,' reading

There is rather an unusual distance between the last two letters, and the photograph

suggests to me that possibly a letter has been washed out. Now ^^on is almost

invariably feminine in the Old Syriac (see on Mk v 8, Lk viii 29), and when it means

the Holy Spirit it is always feminine, save in this passage. Perhaps therefore 8 read
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originally i^^ to agree with i<iion. As the text stands it might be translated

'Because God the Spirit is living.' See also p. 44, note'.

iii 13 Note that neither in >S' or C, nor in the Diatessaron, is there any attestation

for the ordinary form of the clause o <av kv r<S oipavw.

iii 16 On the rendering of /j-ovoyevrj^, see the Note on Joh i 18. In reading
' to send ' instead of ' to give ' S agrees with e ff awr ; while Moesinger 258 in omitting

the word agrees with X*, but this is probably a mere coincidence. The ISco/cei/ of

C and the ordinary text is no doubt genuine. In fact it invites change, for it suggests

the question ' to whom ?

'

iii 18 The rendering of to5 /novoyevoCs vlov tov 6eov by *^Tiu=a ri^\=t in S is very

curious. There is no trace of the omission of tov O^ov elsewhere or of a variant ckXcktoi;

for /AovoyevoCs. The elimination of UXeKTos and t/cXeXey/AcVos elsewhere in the Gospels

when applied to our Lord, together with the occurrence of /Aovoycvifs in Joh iii 16, makes

it not improbable that S has preserved the true reading of this passage: see further

on Joh i 18.

iii 22, 23 The Greek is quite clear: it reads hUrpifiiv /xeT avrwv koL i^d-mi^ev.

"^v 8i KOL 'l<uavvijs /SaTTTi^uiv «V Alviav, SO that C gives the correct translation. The text of

S is in confusion, caused by the use of iini^ for BiaTpift^iv. -iinii- ' to dwell ' and nini^.

' to be baptized ' appear to have been mistaken one for the other in the ancestor of *S^.

Possibly G has been emended from the Greek : yet in Joh xi 54 S also renders Siarpt'^Setv

A somewhat similar variant is to be found in v. 18, where ~tu~-" 'guilty' is

substituted by Cfor ^^ 'judged' ( = Kc'/cpirai), perhaps to avoid confusion with ^^ 'but.'

In this latter case, however, the text of 8 is both grammatical and correct.

There seem to have been many opinions as to the meaning of A'wwv. S and Arabic

versions generally think of 'Pish Well,' C and syr.vg of 'Dove Well,' Eusebius

(OS 177) has irijyij Swdneio^ and Jerome fons eorum. The Palestinian Syriac Lectionary

has £a>^-.

iii 25 t^^ooi. "Tii-. *S^. The plural points are not legible in S, so that it is

impossible to discover whether S read p-era 'lovSaiuiv with C or /lera louSatou with

syr.vg and the majority of Greek mss.

iii 31 32 The text here adopted by Westcott and Hort is 6 Ik tov ovpavov

ipXaji-tvos [iTrdvui irdvTOiV iaTLv] o itapaKiv koX rjKOV(Tev [tovto] p-apTvpii, but the Words

I have bracketed are omitted by G in company with X*D l&c 565 latt.

I give below (1) the text of S'^, (2) what I see in the photograph and (3) a

suggested restoration.

by «^<'
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Words and letters visible

S*** in the photograph S oonjeoturally restored

'^!!i35n riii^o ^iosj n f^y^a ^-snTi T<ij_.^o \N -t

\^\ r^is<-r^ Tt^-iinJE. T^^T^ '^Ci... fCi=ji -^^fif^ '"oO)"' ^ ~n T .

* . om « « ^S5 nojQo x-TiT .o T^wa -p3=T>

Aa * 1 oi^ , , « .^ *<1A <nd\o -^-^ i<i_A rajnoflojooo

,«*.., '"ri-l-.i"^ \ -1 n-Tj x-iy^''

It will be noticed that even when we suppose S to have had the shorter reading

found in C there is hardly room for all the words. Probably rb-maco was omitted.

It is impossible to get the words required for the longer reading into the space, so

that in this case also we are justified in supposing that the Old Syriac sides with

X* and D and not with B and the Received Text (see above, p. 232).

iv 1 In the various reading between 6 KvpLos and o 'It/o-oCs in the first part of

the verse S is, strictly speaking, neutral, as in the early part of the Fourth Gospel

S regularly uses 'our Lord' for 'Jesus' (see above, p. 97). On the other hand, it

clearly attests rj before 'Imdwrj?, and omits the second 'Irja-ov's found in the Greek

before TrXtiovas fJ.adrjTd's.

The ^ put before i^a»irA* in S^'' must surely be wrong. I should be inclined

to omit it and to read

iv 3 mn-iT .o. On the construction, see p. 70.

iv 9 On the reading of S, see p. 254.

iv 24 On the texts of >S' and G, see p. 218/

iv 25 On the relation of S and G to the Diatessaron in this passage, see p. 214.

iv 35 The Sinai fragments of the Acts of Thomas are said to have -^cui ,\nu

for Toi) -isAxiij, and Mrs Lewis's edition does not recognise the o before a:^=i ^=n.

I certainly thought however that the ^=ra did not stand on the extreme right of the

line, i.e. that a letter now illegible stood before the :^. The form A-°»> (pi.) is not

recognised by Noldeke, and -^cui is a form we should not have expected in so early

a MS : possibly the - may have been added later, as is so often the case with these

3rd fern. pi. perfects.

v 3, 4 On the reading of the Diatessaron, see pp. 195, 215/

V 18, 19 On the reading of S"^, see vol. i, p. 553. The photograph is illegible

and the doubts I have expressed as to -rsiweno and the end of v. 19 are purely

subjective. But I am confident that (S* has not been correctly deciphered here, and
that its readings agree much more closely with G than the printed text testifies.
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V 27, 28 The Peshitta has -rf^^irao ^^V35ni\i\ r^'^ rix_s^:> ^:\ ooj 03-1= ti,

i.e. it connects the words That He is the Son of Man with Wonder not at this which

immediately follows, instead of joining the clause to the rest of v. 27, as in C.

In this view of the passage syr.vg sides with S. Chrysostom, while the alternative

adopted by C, by the Old Latin and by Origen, was that defended by Paul of Samosata.

S. Chrysostom says (viii 264): "Paul of Samosata does not interpret the passage thus,

but 'He gave him authority to do judgement, because he is son of man.' But it has

no coherence punctuated thus, for it is not because He is Man that He received

judicial authority, or why did He forbid all men to be judges ? But since He is Son

of the ineffable Substance, therefore is He judge. Thus therefore we must read :
' That

He is Son of Man, wonder not at this '." The Peshitta, and the Armenian also, took

the advice of S. Chrysostom, but the English versions follow the tradition championed

by the great heresiarch of Antioch.

See also p. 225.

vi 4 In view of Dr Hort's Note on this verse suggesting that to iraa-xa. is an

early interpolation, it is advisable to ascertain as accurately as possible what text

the Syriac renderings represent. The transmitted Greek text is r/v Se eyyiis to Trao-xs

57 eo/DT-i) TMv 'louSai'mv. With this C agrees, rendering to irdcrxa by wvoo^ (see above,

p. 79). In S we find to iraa-xa 1? c. Tcuv 'I. rendered by 1<l•:^ool.n t^'yi^^-f, T<in»i.-niw the

Feast of the Unleavened Bread of the Jews, and this is practically supported by

syr.vg, except that syr.vg has "^r^^ Passover instead of t^th^^ Unleavened Bread.

At first sight we may be tempted to treat this as a clear case of interpolation.

The word corresponding to to irao-xa differs in each of our three authorities, so that

we might conclude that it had been separately inserted into each. On reflexion,

however, I do not think that view probable. I now think that S preserves the

original text of the Ev. da-Mejyharreshe, and that it is merely a characteristically

loose rendering of the ordinary Greek text.

It is certainly very curious that while '^r^ occurs in the Synoptic Gospels for

TO Traaxo; in S. John S renders it by •^'i\=^ . Yet this is the case in Joh ii 23,

vi 4, xii 1, xiii i, xviii 28. S omits the term in xi 55 and is not extant in ii 13,

xix 14. In all these cases t^^ is substituted by syr.vg. That 8 should have

.«^Hi\,'=s and S3rr.vg fCa^ in Joh vi 4, where the Greek has to Trdcrx'^, is therefore

normal. At the same time syr.vg supports 8 in rendering to -n-ddxa tj iopTrj as if it

were 5? iopTrj tov irao-xa. But in so rendering, 8 is only doing what it has already

done in Joh ii 23, where ev tm Trda-xa ev ttj eopTy is rendered ' in the days of the

Feast of unleavened Bread.'

Thus 8 in this verse gives a characteristic paraphrase of the ordinary Greek text,

syr.vg gives a more or less revised version of 8, while G represents an independent

revision from the Greek. But all three texts go back to a Greek text which contained

TO irdaxa, and therefore they cannot add anything to Dr Hort's ingenious plea for its

omission.

vi 30 IF. On the absence of punctuation here in G, see p. 14 and the plates,

pp. 38, 39.

B. II. 40
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vi 40 On the form jraa;nin.,iio in S, see p. 55.

vi 63 The text of /S" is obviously an interpretative paraphrase : so far as I know,

no trace is found of it elsewhere. The text of C implies the insertion of ^ before

q crdp^ or else the omission of to before the first nrvev/j.a (as in X*)- In the latter

case ^on must be regarded as in the apodosis, so that the meaning is 'That

which gives life is Tn/eC/xa, otherwise a-dpi matters nothing.'

In S r^o^ is certainly in the apodosis : see on Joh i 1 and iii 6. t<i»u=n'a is fern,

agreeing with t^on, but o<j> is masc. The subject therefore must be understood

from the previous sentence, i.e. it must be the ' Son of Man ' mentioned in v. 62.

vi 71 The name of 'Judas Iscariot' is always spelt i<^-i,<\.Ti=iQo in S. The

name occurs eleven times in the Gospels, but it so happens that only in three places

G is extant. One of these is Joh xiv 22, where 'Iscariot' is omitted both by 8 and

by C. The other two are Lk xxii 3 and Joh vi 71, and in both C has i-i-\ojTxioori.

The MSS of sjrr.vg are divided. i<il^cuT£ioo is much the commonest form, but

^«i!!JijCuTjnoor^ occurs Vs in Gwilliam's 20, and 7io in Gwilliam's 14. ^"i-i^cuTjaoo

occurs Yio in 14, and Y4 in 15*, and ^3 in the very ancient MS called 18 by Gwilliam.

The form '<'^\(x-\^^f^ occurs once in Gwilliam's 3 4 9 17 19 23 and twice in 36;

of more importance perhaps is the fact that fCl^a^h^^y^ occurs in Aphraates £,

p. 404, where the other ms has the ordinary spelling t^-^cutl^qd. There is so little

variation as a rule in the Syriac spellings of proper names, that it seemed worth

while to draw attention to these, but it is difficult to discover any principle under-

Ijdng them. It is fairly evident that the Syriac versions do not profess to interpret

the name 'Iscariot.'

vii 37 The point found both in S and in C after ^^uuo shews that the Syriac

exegetical tradition here agreed with that of the English Bible; thus it differed from

that current in early times in the West, whereby 'whosoever believeth in me' was treated

as the subject of ' let him drink,' and the latter part of the verse was interpreted of

our Lord, not of the believer.

vii 49 riiijan the mob (so C). As explained in vol. i, p. 554, and vol. ii,

pp. 81, 83, the reading of S is now known to be *^n= praters, possibly a miswriting

of t^T.=3 outsiders, as in Mk iv 11.

viii 57 On the reading, see p. 228.

ix 34 On the use of =3501= with suffixes to express oAws, see pp. 59, 251.

X 22 On the phrase t<jcnnsr> tfu=3 -ixuv^ as an equivalent for to. ivKaivM see

p. 80.

xi 18 The 'two parasangs' which I seem to read in 8 may be compared with

the description of Bethany in the Itineraries as forsitan secundo miliario a ciidtate

(' Siluiae Peregrinatio ' § 29), or as S. Jerome puts it uilla in secundo ab Aelia

miliario (Lagarde 08 108). Two parasangs would be somewhat too far, and in any

case the use of the Persian term would be odd, but the word is certainly not ^>\i=n.
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xi 25 On the reading, see p. 237, and vol. i, p. 555. I think there can be little

doubt that ;S reads «^^\iTi»a, not 'r'iirujcu as syr.vg, but I thought it right to indicate

the possibility of the alternative. In either case it is certain that S omits koI tJ ^mi;'.

xi 45, 46 The forms aiia^m in «. 45 and ^_aiin^m in v. 46 are both certain :

see p. 51.

xii 8 On the omission of this verse in ;S^ and Codex Bezae, see p. 238.

xii 43 There is no authority for omitting the second t^i' So^av, but there is no

room for it in S. If we omit the second riu=(Mc- we should also probably omit the

"1 before ^oi^i^i ; on the curiously loose construction often used in comparisons in Syriac,

see p. 60.

xii 48 The At^jesoti ^ at the beginning of this verse in 8"' corresponds to

o aOtTfav in the Greek. There is no trace elsewhere of a various reading. Of the

corrections of S'^ which I have suggested, t*^ Nm-nri ^ is the more natural word,

and is used for aQiTtlv in Gal iii 15 syr.vg; it would more accurately correspond to

d-n-oSoKi(U,afetv. \\—i'tj's ^ is still nearer the letters of 8"^, but it would mean Karapyiiv

(yet cf Heb ix 26 syr.vg).

xiii 5 On the use of ^<^irA for vnrT-qp, see pp. 79, 142, 201.

xiii 22 >^<73 (5"") is a quite impossible word, and the fact that the => begins a line

in 8, ranging exactly with the other letters which begin lines in that column, shews that

8* simply read \=n-r^ ^
|
^ -^s. As suggested in the footnotes to the text,

the writing visible in front of >-=> is probably part of the word oro, inserted to indicate

the grammatical correction ^=i cvisj or ^^ ooj ^, instead of ^=i (=n.

xiv 1 The syntactical construction in 8 is the same as that of the sentence quoted

by Noldeke § 272 from Cureton's 8picilegium 13". «/v^ t^s^ oai^4\ino ^scui ^nra

means 'Shew me this and I will believe thee,' i.e. 'If you shew me this, then I will

believe you.' Similarly

means ' If you believe in God, then you will beheve in Me.'

The Peshitta, on the other hand, takes Trto-TcutTc as an imperative in each case,

making the sentence two independent commands joined by the copula, viz. ' Believe in

God and believe in Me.' That 8 here correctly reproduces the Old Syriac is clear from

the evidence of Marutha, quoted above on p. 159.

xiv 17 On the gender of riuoS Spirit, see pp. 44, 108. i^N^A n-ia. Pm-aclete is

masculine, but as soon as the Spirit is mentioned all the verbs referring to the Comforter

are put in the feminine.
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xiv 22 On the name Judas Thomas, see p.- 146/.

XV 1, 5 On ^n-ve-^ T<i=5T2> the Vineyard of Truth, see pp. 143/, 151, 198.

xviii 1 ^io\ .^-iMj. This description of ' Cedron ' is almost equally surprising

whether we take -^^(^ in its ordinary sense of 'hill,' or in the sense of dypos, 'open

country,' discussed on p. 82. Elsewhere Cedron is always the name of the torrent or the

ravine through which the torrent flows. Thus ^^o!\, can hardly be an editorial gloss.

Neither can it be a mere peculiarity of *S', as is proved by the occurrence of ij-a~)' 03J^
in Diat*'' xlviii 1. Probably therefore it represents a variation in the Greek toC KeSpoiv,

opovs OTTOD K.T.A. But liowever the reading originated, it can hardly be anything but

a mistake.

So far as the evidence goes, the Syriac versions seem to favour tov KeSpaJv. At least

no Syriac text supports either the Western reading tov Ki&pov, followed by Tischendorf,

or that of the Received Text twv Kc'Spwi/, followed by Westcott and Hort.

xviii 10 For the name Malku, see also on p. 57.

xviii 13-24 In the Journal of Theological Studies ii 141 / Mr C. H. Turner

suggests that the leaf of e, which contained this passage but is now lost, having

been cut out at some very remote time, may have exhibited the order of the verses now
found in 8. There is however one piece of evidence which makes against this view.

In Joh xviii 28 the majority of Latin texts most curiously have ad Caiphan for a Caipha.

This reading is the opposite of that of S. According to the ordinary text, Jesus is

examined by Annas (yv. 19—23), then taken to the house of Caiaphas {v. 24), and from

thence to the Praetorium ; according to S, Jesus is taken to Annas, sent on at once to

Caiaphas, the examination by Annas being transferred to Caiaphas, and then sent on to

the Praetorium. But according to the Latins who read ad for a in xviii 28, Jesus does

not go to the house of Caiaphas at all, but Caiaphas appears to meet the prisoner outside

the Praetorium. Now e is among the Latin texts which read ad Caiphan instead of

a Caipha. According to e, therefore, Jesus does not meet Caiaphas until both have

arrived just outside the Praetorium ; consequently in the missing page the examination

must have been conducted by Annas, as in the ordinary text, and not by Caiaphas

himself, as in S.

It is very striking to find this rearrangement in the text of 8, seeing that there is no

trace of it in our Diatessaron authorities.

XX 23 The words csm niu<r^ -lOJcA^^ ,^3ij>Kiff\ ._odu^:\ ^o correspond to

dV Tivos {or Tivo)!') KparrJTi K^KpaT-qvi ai. Here both -.<73cui^ and ^uu^ are in the

singular, so they cannot refer to 'sins.' su'wi is not often followed by .^, but

when it is it has the sense of 'to shut' (except in the phrase .^ •r^'^i^i.-r^ nur^

'to have a grudge against'), e.g. Ps Ixix 16

Let not the pit shut its mouth upon me.

This example shews that .^ nui«^ may mean 'to shut in' as well as 'to shut out.'

Thus we might translate in Joh xx 23 ' He whom ye shall shut up, he is shut up.'
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xxi 5 On the construction of 01= tvT>>\-rA ~p^i=n, see p. 65 /.

xxi 15-17 Neither S nor syr.vg makes any distinction in these verses between

ayttTrSv and </)iAetv, but the words for the ' Flock ' are curiously varied. The Greek words

are apvia in v. 15 and wpo/Sara or Trpoj3a.Tia in m. 16 and 17. The Syriac words are

y^'vsi-r^ 'lambs' (=dpvia), fii^ 'flock,' *^=Ti>. ' sheep' and ^mani 'ewes.' Either of

the last three might stand for irpopara, e.g. in Matt ix 36, x(>, 8 has t<ii^ where syr.vg

has T^raTii^. T^oni, like ouis in Latin, is feminine ; I have regularly translated it by
' ewe,' but it should be clearly stated that it has not the definite indication of sex which

belongs to ' ewe ' in English.

The Syriac evidence may be tabulated thus
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